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Abstract

This thesis studies problems concerning light-matter interaction in the context of many-body
systems and the exploitation of these systems in the context of the emerging field of quantum
batteries (QBs). We start by introducing the necessary theoretical concepts and tools forming
the basis of this manuscript. Among these, the Dicke Hamiltonian, a paradigmatic model
which describes an ensemble of N atoms interacting with the same electromagnetic mode, is
introduced. This model represents a key concept on which the thesis is developed.

The remaining chapters contain original results and can be conceptually split into two
parts. The first one deals with the study of many-body QBs, quantum mechanical systems
with many degrees of freedom which can be used to store energy and that display fast charging.
The second part studies equilibrium superradiant quantum phase transition, (which we dub,
to avoid confusion with many superradiant phenomena, systems “photon condensation”), in
the context of many-body strongly-correlated system.

Quantum information theorems state that it is possible to exploit collective quantum
resources to greatly enhance the charging power of QBs made of many identical elementary
units. We here present and solve a model of a QB that can be engineered in solid-state
architectures. It consists of N two-level systems coupled to a single photonic mode in a cavity.
We contrast this collective model (“Dicke QB”), whereby entanglement is genuinely created
by the common photonic mode, to the one in which each two-level system is coupled to its
own separate cavity mode (“Rabi QB”). By employing exact diagonalization, we demonstrate
the emergence of a collective advantage in the charging power of Dicke QBs, which scales like√
N for N � 1.
We study a simplified version of a Dicke QB, where non energy-conserving interactions

are neglected. In such so-called Tavis-Cummings QB, we quantify the fraction E(N)
B of energy

stored in the battery that can be extracted in order to perform thermodynamic work. We first
demonstrate that E(N)

B is highly reduced by the presence of correlations between the charger
and the battery or between the two-level systems composing the battery. We then show
that the correlation-induced suppression of extractable energy, however, can be mitigated by
preparing the charger in a coherent optical state. We conclude by proving that the charger-
battery system is asymptotically free of such locking correlations in the N →∞ limit.

At this point, the physics behind fast charging in a Dicke QB is still unclear. Is this just
due to the collective behavior of the underlying interacting many-body system or does it have
its roots in the quantum mechanical nature of the system itself? We address these questions by
studying three examples of quantum-mechanical many-body batteries with rigorous classical
analogs. We find that quantum and classical models perform with the same scaling with
the number of battery units N . Within these models it is possible to find only parametric
advantages (i.e. advantages independent of N), which are model dependent and, even within
the same model, depend on the value of the coupling constant that controls the interaction
between the charger and the battery itself.
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viii Abstract

We introduce a different model of charging, which relies on a quantum quench base on
the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model. The exactly-solvable SYK model has recently received
considerable attention in both condensed matter and high energy physics because it describes
quantum matter without quasiparticles, while being at the same time the holographic dual of
a quantum black hole. Here, we examine SYK-based charging protocols of quantum batteries
with N quantum cells. The complexity of the SYK problem prevents us from employing
analytic techniques and thus we rely on a fully numerical approach. Extensive calculations
based on exact diagonalization for N up to 16 strongly suggest that the optimal charging
power of our SYK quantum batteries displays a super-extensive scaling with N that stems
from genuine quantum mechanical effects. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first quan-
tum many-body battery model where fast charging occurs due to the maximally-entangling
underlying quantum dynamics.

Lastly, we study photon condensation in strongly-interacting many-body systems. Despite
decades of work it has remained unclear whether or not photon condensation can occur an
equilibrium. We first show that when a non-relativistic quantum many-body system is coupled
to a spatially-uniform quantum cavity field, gauge invariance forbids photon condensation.
We then present a microscopic theory of the cavity quantum electrodynamics of an extended
Falicov-Kimball model, showing that, in agreement with the general theorem, its insulating
ferroelectric and exciton condensate phases are not altered by the cavity and do not support
photon condensation.

Finally, we show that the no-go theorem does not apply to spatially-varying quantum
cavity fields. We find a criterion for occurrence of photon condensation that depends solely
on the static, non-local orbital magnetic susceptibility χorb(q), of the electronic system (ES)
evaluated at a cavity photon momentum ~q. Only 3D ESs satisfying the Condon inequality
χorb(q) > 1/(4π) can harbor photon condensation. For the experimentally relevant case of
two-dimensional (2D) ESs embedded in quasi-2D cavities the criterion again involves χorb(q)
but also the vertical size of the cavity. We use these considerations to identify electronic
properties that are ideal for photon condensation. Our theory is non-perturbative in the
strength of electron-electron interaction and therefore applicable to strongly correlated ESs.
We conclude the Thesis with a number of Appendices reporting useful technical details.
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“TE OCCIDERE POSSUNT SED TE EDERE NON POSSUNT NEFAS EST a”

D.F. Wallace - Infinite Jest

aRoughly, “They can kill you, but the legalities of eating you are quite a bit dicier”

1
Introduction

It is believed that we are at the midst of the second quantum revolution [1]. While the
first quantum revolution consisted in recognizing that microscopic phenomena are correctly
described by the laws of quantum mechanics, the second one actively exploits these laws to
engineer novel more efficient technologies.

In the first thirty years of the 20th century the theory of quantum mechanics was devel-
oped. Plank [2] managed to explain the frequency distribution of black body radiation with
the ad hoc hypothesis that electromagnetic energy can assume only discrete multiples of its
frequency. Soon after, it was realized that this assumption can be justified if we admit that
light, customary described as waves by classical electromagnetism, behaves as a particle in
certain circumstances. Similarly, experimental data of atom emission spectra were found to
be in good agreement with the hypothesis that electrons, which were thought as corpuscular
particles, possess wave properties. Once we accept such counter-intuitive properties of mi-
croscopic constituents of matter a number of experimental facts can be explained with great
accuracy. The successful quantum theory led to ground breaking inventions such as the tran-
sistor (1948) and the laser (1960), which are at the basis of our present technology. Computers
and cellphones would not have been possible without the transistor, which is the fundamental
unit of electronics. The laser has wide applications, ranging from communications to medicine.

This was the first quantum revolution. The second one is expected to have equally disrup-
tive implications on human daily life. The typical example of what we could expect is quantum
computation [3], where computing operations are performed on quantum bits (qubits) instead
of classical bits. In this case, it is believed that quantum resources such as coherence and
entanglement can be used to greatly speed-up the computing process. In 1994, Peter Shor [4]
proposed a quantum algorithm that factorizes an integer in a polynomial number of compu-
tational steps. Factorizing an integer number, finding its prime factors, it is known to be a
hard problem. All known classical algorithms for integer factorization require an exponential
number of computational steps. As such, for classical algorithms cannot be applied to for
large enough numbers due to the rapid increasing of computational time. In practice, this
means that a quantum computer can perform a task which is believed to be unattainable for

3



4 Introduction

a classical computer. This exponential speed-up fueled by quantum resources goes under the
name of “quantum supremacy”. A first experimental proof of principle of such computational
speed-up appeared in 2019 [5].

Remarkably, one of the most used encryption methods, the so-called public-key cryptogra-
phy, relies on the impossibility for a third malevolent part to find the prime factors of a large
number in a feasible amount of time. While this assumption is true for a classical computer, a
quantum computer is supposed to easily break the security of such encryption, meaning that
quantum computation can be a threat for secure communication. Quantum mechanics itself
offers a solution to this problem. It has been shown that the quantum version of the public
key encryption, the quantum key distribution [3], is unconditionally secure. The only pres-
ence of a third malevolent part eavesdropping the communication would spoil the message,
since in quantum mechanics the presence of an observer causes the collapse of the quantum
state. The receiver would immediately recognize that conversation has been spied and ask the
sender to stop the communication. Quantum phenomena can have many other technological
applications such as: quantum simulators [6, 7] and quantum metrology [8, 9]. The key idea
behind all these applications is to exploit quantum resources to achieve unprecedented results.

As the quantum revolutions are based on quantum theory, also other previous technologi-
cal revolutions were driven by a new scientific theory. Indeed, the success of the first industrial
revolution was deeply intertwined the development of thermodynamics. Thermodynamics is
an empirical theory that studies the transformation of energy into heat and work [10]. Such
theory was developed with the clear goal of optimizing the steam engines efficiency. Unlike
statistical mechanics, which starting from a microscopic description of the constituents tries
to find a link among macroscopic quantities, thermodynamics starts from some fundamental
laws that are assumed as postulates based on experience and conclusions are drawn from
them, without entering into the specific microscopic detail of the phenomena. This approach
has the advantage of being independent of the specific microscopic model. The laws of thermo-
dynamics therefore have a universal character, which ignores the specific details of the system
and connects macroscopic quantities of practical interest, such as work, heat and temperature
[10].

Given this context, it is natural to ask ourselves if quantum resources can be exploited in
order to improve thermodynamic performances. The research field which studies thermody-
namic quantities in a quantum regime has been named quantum thermodynamics [11–19]. At
first glance, there seems to be no place for quantum supremacy in quantum thermodynamics.
As stated before, the laws of thermodynamics possess a universal character which transcend
the specific microscopic model. For example, it is not possible to perform a transformation
which has the only effect to transfer heat from a cold to an hot bath, even employing quantum
resources. Equivalently, the efficiency of a quantum heat engine can not surpass the Carnot
limit (which sets the maximum efficiency compatible with the laws of thermodynamics).

Nevertheless, thermodynamics does not set bounds on the timescale of such transforma-
tions. If there is a place where a quantum advantage can be found that should be finite-time
(or out of equilibrium) quantum thermodynamics. Indeed, seminal papers [20–23] showed
that entangling operations can speed-up the charging process of a quantum battery (QB), a
system able to store energy and perform useful work. In these systems, at set of entangled
states represents a shortcut in the Hilbert space which allows a fast charging process. Basic
theoretical tools of QBs and a brief review of the related Literature are provided in Chap. 2.

The quantum advantage in QBs relies on the usage of highly non-local operations acting
simultaneously on all the battery units that form the QB. Such non-local interactions may be
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difficult to be realized in practice. In Ref. [24] we proposed an experimentally feasible set up
to implement the fast charging of a QB, employing the Dicke model [25]. This model, which
has a central role in describing collective effects in cavity and circuit quantum electrodynamics
(QED), is presented in Chap. 3. The Dicke model describes an ensemble of atoms in an optical
cavity as two-level systems (TLS) coupled with a single bosonic mode. Dicke [25] proposed
a forerunner of such model and he employed it to predict superradiant emission, a collective
phenomena where excited atoms interfere and simultaneously release photons in a bright flash.
Hepp and Lieb [31], inspired by the pioneering work of Dicke, introduced the Dicke model in
1973 and they used it to predict the so-called superradiant phase transition.

The outline of the first part of the Thesis, devoted to quantum batteries, is the following:
In Chap. 4 (based on Ref. [24]) we present the Dicke QB, showing that a collective charging
protocol outperform an independent charging by a factor

√
N , where N is the number of

battery units. The physics of this boost is rooted in the superradiant mechanism proposed
by Dicke [25].

In Chap. 5 (based on Ref. [26]) we investigated the amount of energy that can be drawn
from a QB, after the charging has occurred. Correlations, such as entanglement, between
the battery and the charger can seriously limit the extractable work. Furthermore, we prove
that, in integrable system, the charger-battery system is asymptotically free of such locking
correlations in the N →∞ limit.

In Chap. 6 (based on Ref. [27]) we finally study a series of many-body QBs which posses a
well-defined classical analogue. This enables us to prove that the power advantage of Ref. [24]
has a collective many-body origin and does not effectively realize the entanglement shortcut
foreseen by Refs. [22, 23].

In Chap. 7 (based on Ref. [28]), employing the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model [29, 30], we
provide the first quantum many-body battery model where fast charging occurs due to the
maximally-entangling underlying quantum dynamics envisioned in by Refs. [22, 23]. The
answer of the main research question driving the topic of QB, “can quantum resources used
to improve the performances of a battery?”, as shown in this Chapter, is affirmative. This
concludes the first part of this Thesis, devoted to QBs.

The second quantum revolution does not only deal with the production of new quantum
devices but also aim to engineer new quantum phase of matter, such as photon condensation.
This exotic phase, peculiar of strongly interacting light-matter systems, is characterized by a
macroscopic number of photons in the equilibrium ground state.

The prototypical theoretical model showing such phase is the Dicke model [25], introduced
in Chap. 3, which describes systems that can be engineered with cavity and circuit quantum
electrodynamics (QED). Cavity QED deals with atoms in optical cavities while circuit QED
referrers to experimental setups where artificial atoms, made by superconducting qubits, are
coupled to microwave resonators. Several of the first implementations [3] of quantum com-
puters rely on these platforms and they are one the most promising tools in the context of
the second quantum revolution.

Let us briefly summarize experimental development in the context of light-matter inter-
action. In the 80s, experimental platforms achieved the strong coupling regime, where noise
and losses can be neglected. This enables the manipulation of atoms and photons as iso-
lated quantum objects [33–35]. Cavity QED was one of the first setups where it was possible
to measure quantum features of a single photon, such as coherent superposition, quantum
jumps, and of atom-photon entangled state such as Schrödinger cat states and time-resolved
decoherence [34]. More recently these platforms reached the ultra-strong coupling regime
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[36], where the light-matter coupling exceeds the bare energies of the non-interacting system.
In this situation the intuitive picture of atoms absorbing and emitting photons ceases to be
valid. Conversely, due to strong interactions, atoms and photons are strongly bounded in an
emerging quasi-particle, the polariton.

In this exotic regime, the Dicke model shows the aforementioned photon condensation
[31, 32, 37, 38]. As we show in Chap. 3 when the coupling exceeds a critical value the model
enters in a “superradiant” phase, characterized by a macroscopic number of photons. In order
to avoid any confusion with superradiant emission [25], we refer to this phase as photon
condensation. A careful microscopic derivation of the Dicke model led to addition of an extra
Hamiltonian term, known as diamagnetic term. This factor, which is crucial to enforce the
gauge invariance of the model, forbids the phase transition to occur [39, 40]. However the Dicke
model remains a simplified toy model, inadequate to describe all experimental situations, and
whether or not photon condensation can occur in real systems remains an open and debated
question.

The outline of the second part of the Thesis, devoted to photon condensation, is the
following: In Chap. 8 (based on Ref. [41]), we generalize such “no-go” theorem to a generic
non-relativistic electronic system. Our proof accounts for strong electronic interaction. As we
demonstrate, this result is based on the correct gauge invariance of the system.

In Chap. 9 (based on Ref. [42]) we provide a path to circumvent the previous theorem and
realize photon condensation, by considering a spatially varying electromagnetic field. This
result paves the way for the realization of equilibrium photon condensation in solid-state
systems.

Finally in Chap. 10 we draw the conclusions of this thesis.



2
Quantum batteries

Quantum batteries (QBs) are quantum systems which ideally can be fast charged, which can
store energy for a long times and finally deliver such energy as useful thermodynamic work.
Such quantum devices have to accomplish quite different tasks and their performance have to
be judge based on different figure of merit, such as the charging time, the storage time and
the extractable work. In this Chapter we focus on the fast charging of a QB, which is strongly
intertwined with entanglement production, and subsequently we study the extractable work
that can be drawn from QB.

QBs have first been proposed by Alicki and Fannes [20] in 2013. In their description, such a
quantum battery system is composed by N quantum cells. After this seminal work, a number
of theoretical studies [21–23] put on a solid ground the fact that entanglement can be exploited
to boost the performances of a battery subject to the laws of quantum mechanics. Indeed,
Alicki and Fannes [20] suggested that “entangling unitary controls”, i.e. unitary operations
acting globally on the state of the N quantum cells, lead to better work extraction capabilities
from a QB, when compared to unitary operations acting in parallel on each quantum cell
separately. This conjecture has been proven incorrect in Ref. [21]. In this work, the authors
show that the same work extraction can be achieved without relying on entangling operations,
at the cost of additional operation. This suggested that the enhancing effect of entanglement
should be rather related to the reduction of the charging time, rather than the amount of
extractable work. As a matter of fact, a dynamical evolution of the battery state which travels
through highly entangled states corresponds to a shortcut in the Hilbert space [22, 23].

While all these studies were based on quantum-information concepts, a first realistic model
which realizes a collective power speedup has been studied in Ref. [24]. The proposed setup
is composed by N two-levels systems charged by a single cavity mode, namely this proposal
exploits the Dicke model [25] to realize a QB. Details on the Dicke model are introduced in
Chap. 3, while the Dicke QB [24] is described in Chap. 4. In this Chapter we review all
the fundamental theoretical concepts of QBs necessary to understand our contribution to the
field [24, 26–28] presented in Chaps. 4,5,6,7.

This Chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2.1 we introduce the charging protocol and
we present the figures of merit we use to quantify the performance of a QB. In Sect. 2.2
we review the connection between fast-charging, entanglement and shortcuts in the Hilbert
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space, put forward by Refs.[22, 23]. In Sect. 2.3 we present a further figure of merit of
interest for QBs: ergotropy, which quantifies the amount of useful work that can be extracted
from a quantum system. We conclude in Sect. 2.4, with a discussion of possible solid-states
implementations of QBs.

2.1 Charging protocol and figures of merit

In this Section we introduce a unitary charging protocol, sketched in Fig. 2.1, and a number
of figures of merit which quantifies the quality of the charging. We consider as a battery an
isolated quantum system, composed of N identical battery cells. The energy of the system is
measured with respect to a free and local battery Hamiltonian,

Ĥ0 =

N∑

i=1

ĥi . (2.1)

At the initial time t = 0, the system is considered to be in its ground state, |G〉 =
|g, g, . . . , g〉, where |g〉i is the local ground state of ĥi representing the completely discharged
battery cell. We then inject energy into the system, by suddenly switching on a charging
Hamiltonian Ĥ1 (and switching off Ĥ0) for a finite amount of time τ . Our aim is to inject as
much energy as possible into the battery in the shortest possible charging time τ .

The full Hamiltonian of the model can thus be written as

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + λ(t)
(
Ĥ1 − Ĥ0

)
, (2.2)

where λ(t) is a dimensionless classical parameter that represents the external control we exert
on the system, equal to 1 for t ∈ [0, τ ] and zero elsewhere. For a cartoon, see Fig. 2.1.
The charging Hamiltonian Ĥ1 dictates the evolution of the system from t = 0 to t = τ ,
when the charging process ends. During this time interval, the evolved state reads |ψ(t)〉 =
exp(−iĤ1t/~) |G〉.

t⌧0

Ĥ0
<latexit sha1_base64="eoQ6Xpj9SIcDETKyPVaYstQVRHA=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpub6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH9zNpKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eoQ6Xpj9SIcDETKyPVaYstQVRHA=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpub6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH9zNpKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eoQ6Xpj9SIcDETKyPVaYstQVRHA=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpub6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH9zNpKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eoQ6Xpj9SIcDETKyPVaYstQVRHA=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpub6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH9zNpKQ=</latexit>

Ĥ1
<latexit sha1_base64="xOWGdIhAxNA41P8h0C3J5v9JkJU=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpeb6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH96ApKU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xOWGdIhAxNA41P8h0C3J5v9JkJU=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpeb6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH96ApKU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xOWGdIhAxNA41P8h0C3J5v9JkJU=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpeb6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH96ApKU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xOWGdIhAxNA41P8h0C3J5v9JkJU=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpeb6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH96ApKU=</latexit>

Ĥ0
<latexit sha1_base64="eoQ6Xpj9SIcDETKyPVaYstQVRHA=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpub6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH9zNpKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eoQ6Xpj9SIcDETKyPVaYstQVRHA=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpub6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH9zNpKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eoQ6Xpj9SIcDETKyPVaYstQVRHA=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpub6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH9zNpKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eoQ6Xpj9SIcDETKyPVaYstQVRHA=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOENJc2JCIkqshESlBE0KYNEAlJsovWxhFPOD92tkSLL/0ELBV9Dhyho+BackIIkTDU7s6tZTZhqZdl1v5yFxaXlldXKWnV9Y3Nre2d3r2OTzEhqy0Qn5jZES1rF1GbFmm5TQxiFmm7CweXIv3kiY1USX/MwpSDCfqwelEQupTv/ETn3JWrRLHpub6fm1t0xxDzxJqQGE7R6uw7494nMIopZarS267kpBzkaVlJTUfUzSynKAfapW9IYI7JBPn67EEeZRU5ESkYoLcYi/b3IMbJ2GIXlZoT8aGe9kfif18344TzIVZxmTLEcBbHSNA6y0qiyDxL3yhAzjj4noWIh0SAzGSVQylLMyoKmAsOomJ4NDoiLsjNvtqF50jmpe27duzqtNS4m7VXgAA7hGDw4gwY0oQVtkGDgGV7g1Xlz3p0P5/N3dcGZ3OzDFJzvH9zNpKQ=</latexit>

Figure 2.1: The time-dependent charging protocol that enables to charge the battery system, by
the action of the charging Hamiltonian Ĥ1 which is switched on during the time interval 0 < t < τ .
Outside this interval the evolution of the system is ruled by the free local Hamiltonian Ĥ0.

The energy injected into the battery can be expressed in terms of the difference between
the final and the initial mean battery energy:

E(N)(τ) ≡ 〈ψ(τ)|Ĥ0|ψ(τ)〉 − 〈G|Ĥ0|G〉 . (2.3)
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We define the corresponding average charging power as

P (N)(τ) ≡ E(N)(τ)

τ
. (2.4)

Upon optimization with respect to the charging time τ , we can extract from these functions
a collection of figures of merit which quantify the quality of a given charging protocol from
different perspectives. We define the maximum energy that can be injected into the battery,

Ẽ(N) ≡ maxτ

[
E(N)(τ)

]
≡ E(N)(τ̃) , (2.5)

and the corresponding charging power P̃ (N) ≡ P (N)(τ̃). Similarly, we define the maximum
average charging power

P̄ (N) ≡ maxτ

[
P (N)(τ)

]
≡ P (N)(τ̄) . (2.6)

We denote their corresponding optimal charging times as

τ̃ ≡ min
E(N)(τ̃)=Ẽ(N)

(τ) , τ̄ ≡ min
P (N)(τ̄)=P̄ (N)

(τ) . (2.7)

Given these figures of merit we are ready to tackle a first explicit example of a charging
protocol.

2.2 Entanglement induced speed-up in charging power

In this Section we present a charging protocol put forward in Refs. [22, 23]. This protocol relies
on the use of a non-local charging Hamiltonian which drives the battery system trough a set
of highly entangled states. As we will show, this protocol is superior to its local counterpart,
where no entanglement between the quantum cells can be build. We start considering a
collection of N two-level systems (TLs), described by the following battery Hamiltonian

Ĥ0 =
N∑

i=1

~ω0

2
σ̂zi , (2.8)

where ~ω0 is the qubit energy, σ̂zi ≡ |e〉i 〈e|i − |g〉i 〈g|i and |e〉i is the local excited state,
corresponding to the fully charged battery cell. We consider two different charging protocols.
On the one hand, each battery unit can be charged independently in a parallel fashion (denoted
by the symbol ‖) by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ‖1 =

N∑

i=1

g‖σ̂
x
i , (2.9)

where g‖ sets the energy scale of this parallel charging Hamiltonian. On the other hand, all the
battery units can be collectively manipulated in a collective fashion (denoted by the symbol
]). This collective charging is induced by

Ĥ]1 = g]
(
|G〉 〈E|+ h.c.

)
, (2.10)
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where |E〉 = |e, e, . . . , e〉 represents the fully charged battery state and the energy scale is set by
the coupling g]. This is an highly non-local interaction which acts on all qubits simultaneously.

Considering the parallel protocol, the injected energy reads

E
(N)
‖ (τ) = N~ω0 sin2

(g‖τ
~

)
. (2.11)

We consider this quantity at the optimal time τ̃‖ such that the battery is fully charged,
Ẽ

(N)
‖ = N~ω0. The optimal time reads τ̃‖ = π~/(2g‖). If the collective charging is considered,

the injected energy has a similar dynamics

E
(N)
] (τ) = N~ω0 sin2

(g]τ
~

)
, (2.12)

with the difference that the charging time scale is set by g] instead of g‖. The full charge
Ẽ

(N)
] = N~ω0 is reached at the optimal time τ̃] = π~/(2g]). In order to compare the two

different protocols we introduce the quantum advantage as

Γ ≡
P̃

(N)
]

P̃
(N)
‖

=
τ̃‖

τ̃]
, (2.13)

here “quantum” refers to an enhancement due to the entangling operations of the collective
protocol.

From Eq.(2.11) and Eq.(2.12), the quantum advantage can be evaluated to be Γ = g]/g‖.
Hence, in order to compare the performance of the two different protocols we have to compare
the two energy scales g] and g‖. Following Refs. [22, 23], in order to do a fair comparison
we set to be equal, the norm of the parallel charging Hamiltonian ‖Ĥ‖1‖ and the collective
charging Hamiltonian ‖Ĥ]1‖, where ‖Ô‖ = µmax

Ô − µmin
Ô defines the norm of the Hermitian

operator Ô, µmax
Ô (µmin

Ô ) being its largest (smallest) eigenvalue.

We now diagonalize Ĥ‖1 and Ĥ]1. Introducing the collective pseudo-spin Ĵx =
∑N

i=1 σ̂
x
i /2,

the parallel Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.9) can be written as Ĥ‖1 = 2g‖Ĵ
x. Eigenstates of such

Hamiltonian are called Dicke state, which we denote as |J,M〉x. We will discuss these states
in details in Chap. 3. Here, it is sufficient to remind that Ĵx |J,M〉x = M |J,M〉x, where
J = N/2, N/2− 1, . . . , 0 and M = J, J − 1, . . . ,−J . 1 Hence, the spectrum of Ĥ‖1 is given by
g‖M and its norm reads ‖Ĥ‖1‖ = 2Ng‖. The norm of the collective charging Hamiltonian in
Eq.(2.10) can be easily showed to be ‖Ĥ‖1‖ = 2g], since Ĥ‖1 is a simple two-level Hamiltonian
with eigenvalues ±g]. The spectrum of Ĥ‖1 and Ĥ]1 is sketched in Fig. 2.2.

Setting
‖Ĥ‖1‖ = ‖Ĥ]1‖ , (2.14)

we obtain the following relation, g] = Ng‖, which can be used to evaluate the quantum
advantage,

Γ = N . (2.15)

This equation shows that relying on a highly non-local charging Hamiltonian such as Ĥ]1
greatly enhances the charging power in comparison with a local charging induced by Ĥ‖1.

1We suppose the number of quantum cells N to be even. A similar result applies even if an odd number is
considered.
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Figure 2.2: A pictorial representation of the spectra of Ĥ]1 (left) and of Ĥ‖1 (right). Energy levels
are rappresented by blu lines. The spectrum of Ĥ]1 is given by ±g], while the spectrum of Ĥ‖1 reads
2Mg‖, where M = N/2, N/2− 1, . . . ,−N/2. The mininum energy gap is 2g‖, while that bandwith is
2Ng‖.

Considering charging Hamiltonians with equal operator norms is not the unique procedure
to evaluate the quantum advantage. Another possibility is to rely on the concept of quantum
speed limits (QSLs). The QSL is the minimum time interval needed to evolve a quantum
system between two orthogonal states (such as |G〉 and |E〉 ) under the action of a given
Hamiltonian Ĥ1 which generates the evolution. It can be expressed as

τQSL =
~π
2

1

min{〈Ĥ1〉 , 〈δĤ1〉}
, (2.16)

where 〈Ĥ1〉 denotes the gap between the mean value and the ground-state energy of Ĥ1, and
〈δĤ1〉 is the square root of the variance of Ĥ1. These quantum averages are evaluated on the
initial state evaluated on the initial state |G〉.

Considering the parallel charging, we can see by inspection that 〈Ĥ‖1〉 = Ng‖ and 〈δĤ‖1〉 =√
Ng‖. Hence, the QSL reads

τQSL
‖ =

~π
2g‖
√
N
. (2.17)

Comparing τQSL
‖ in Eq.(2.17) with the optimal charging time τ̃‖ = ~π/(2g‖) we can see

that the parallel protocol it is not optimal, in the sense that it does not evolve the ground state
|G〉 into the orthogonal excited state |E〉 in the minimal time given by quantum mechanics,
τQSL
‖ . This is due to the fact that, before reaching the completely excited state, the system
has to travel between a finite number of orthogonal states. While the QSL bound can be
applied for each of these transitions, we should take into account that the system has to travel
through many orthogonal states. Conversely, if the collective charging protocol is considered,
〈Ĥ]1〉 = g] and 〈δĤ]1〉 = g], and the QSL is given by

τQSL
] =

~π
2g]

. (2.18)

Remarkably, in this case, the optimal charging time saturates the QSL, τQSL
] = τ̃] =

~π/(2g]), meaning that the evolution follows the fastest path between |G〉 and |E〉. The
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highly non-local Hamiltonian Ĥ]1 drives the system trough a shortcut in the Hilbert space.
The local charging Hamiltonian Ĥ‖1 cannot drive the system trough this shortcut, constituted
by a set of highly entangled states.

Moreover, we can directly compare the collective and the charging protocol by setting the
two QSLs to be equal,

τQSL
‖ = τQSL

] , (2.19)

meaning that the two Hamiltonian induce two different evolutions with the same speed in the
Hilbert space. With this procedure, the quantum advantage scales as the square-root of the
number of battery units,

Γ =
√
N . (2.20)

With both constrains in Eqs. (2.14,2.19), the power of the collective protocol outperforms
the parallel one due to the effect of entangling operations.

Motivated by such result, we propose in Chap. 4 a many-body Dicke QB where collective
effects can greatly enhance the charging process. However, as we show in Chap. 6 such
collective effect does not rely on entanglement production and can be found in classical many-
body models. A direct implementation of non-local charging of the collective protocol is shown
in Chap. 7, where we employ the so-called SYK model [29, 30] to achieve a genuinely quantum
advantage in the charging process.

2.3 Quantum work: Ergotropy

In this Section we introduce the maximum work that can be drawn from a quantum system
according to quantum mechanics, i.e. ergotropy. Of course, the study of work extraction is
closely related to the study of a QB: A good QB, should not only display fast charging/dis-
charging, but also have the capability to fully deliver stored energy in order to perform useful
work. The extractable work can be seen as another fundamental figure of merit, useful to
quantify the performance of a QB.

V̂(t)
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Figure 2.3: A sketch of quantum work. By driving the system with a time-dependent Hamiltonian
V̂(t) it is possible to extract an amount of energy W , that can be used to perform thermodynamical
work.

Ergotropy [43] is the maximum work that can be extracted from a given state ρ via unitary
transformation with respect to a reference Hamiltonian Ĥ. This definition is justified by the
following scheme: we consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian Ĥ(t) given by the sum of a
fixed term Ĥ, and of a time-dependent cyclical potentialV̂(t) such that V̂(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0 and
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t ≥ T . The idea is to extract work from the system through the time dependent potential.
The dynamics up to time T is generated by the unitary operator

U = T̂ exp
{
− i
∫ T

0

dt

~
[
Ĥ+ V̂(t)

]}
, (2.21)

where T̂ is the time-ordering operator. The density matrix evolves accordingly, ρU = UρU †.
The work extracted from the system is

W
[
Ĥ, V̂(t), ρ

]
= E(ρ)− E(ρU ) , (2.22)

where E(ρ) = tr[ρĤ]. Notice that W is a functional depending on the explicit form of the
driving V̂(t) at each intermediate time t. We can get rid of this explicit dependence considering
the maximum amount of work that can be extracted among all possible cyclical potentials
V̂(t),

E
(
ρ, Ĥ

)
≡ E(ρ)−minU tr

[
ĤUρU †

]
. (2.23)

This is the so-called ergotropy ( from the Greek words εργoν: work; τρoπη : transforma-
tion), introduced by Ref. [43]. A closed expression for this quantity can be obtained in terms
of the difference between the mean energy E(ρ) = tr[Ĥρ] of the state ρ and that of the passive
counterpart ρ̃ of ρ [43–45], i.e. E(ρ̃) = tr[Ĥρ̃], i.e.

E
(
ρ, Ĥ

)
= E(ρ)− E(ρ̃) . (2.24)

A passive state ρ̃ is obtained from the corresponding density matrix ρ as follows. Consider
|εn〉 and |rn〉 to be the eigenvectors of Ĥ and ρ, respectively. We express Ĥ and ρ in its own
diagonal form, as follows

ρ =
∑

n rn |rn〉 〈rn| , r0 ≥ r1 ≥ r2 ≥ · · · , (2.25)

Ĥ =
∑

n εn |εn〉 〈εn| , ε0 ≤ ε1 ≤ ε2 ≤ · · · . (2.26)

where a proper ordering of eigenvalues is considered. The passive state ρ̃ is build associating
the descending eigenvalues of ρ with the eigenvectors of Ĥ, as follows

ρ̃ =
∑

n

rn |εn〉 〈εn| . (2.27)

Therefore E(ρ̃) =
∑

n rnεn. Notice that, if ε0 = 0 and the state ρ is pure, then E(ρ̃) = 0

and the ergotropy coincides with the mean energy of ρ, i.e. E(ρ, Ĥ) = E(ρ). On the contrary,
if the state ρ is mixed, the extractable work is in general smaller than the mean energy,
i.e. E(ρ, Ĥ) < E(ρ). If the whole-system wavefunction is considered to be pure, mixedness is
due to quantum correlations established between the battery unit and the rest of the system.
While entangling operations enable fast charging, entanglement can spoil the quality of energy
stored in a quantum system, since it can create a gap between average energy and useful work
that can be actually extracted, i.e. E(ρ)− E(ρ, Ĥ). In Chap. 5 (and Ref.[26]) we investigate
how correlations established between a QB and a quantum charger can limit work extraction.

Finally, it is worth noticing that all thermal states, ρβ = exp(−βĤ)/tr
[

exp(−βĤ)
]
, are

passive states. This can be seen as a manifestation of the second law of thermodynamics: no
work can be extracted by a single thermal bath with a given temperature.

In the following we analyze the ergotropy in to two simple examples [46]: a qubit (2.3.1)
and a quantum harmonic oscillator (2.3.2).
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2.3.1 Ergotropy of a qubit

Consider the case of a qubit with an Hamiltonian of the form Ĥ0 = ~ω0

(
σ̂z + I

)
/2 and a

generic density matrix

ρ =
1

2
(I +

3∑

i=1

riσ̂
i) , (2.28)

where I is the 2× 2 identity and σ̂i and ri are the Pauli matrices and the i-th components of
the Bloch vector, respectively. Simple algebraic manipulations yield [46]

E
(
ρ, Ĥ0

)
=

~ω0

2
(r + rz) , (2.29)

with r2 =
∑3

i=1 r
2
i . The gap between the energy and the extractable work, given by E(ρ) −

E
(
ρ, Ĥ0

)
= ~ω0 (1− r) /2, is a monotonic function of the modulus of the Bloch vector r and

it is zero for pure states (r = 1) and maximal for the completely mixed state (r = 0).

2.3.2 Ergotropy of a gaussian state

Consider a quantum harmonic oscillator with an Hamitonian given by Ĥ0 = ~ω0â
†â. In

this case, it is possible to express the ergotropy in a closed form for a restricted set of
states, named Gaussian states. A Gaussian state ρG can be obtained from a thermal state
ρβ = exp(−βĤ0)/tr

[
exp(−βĤ0)

]
, with a given inverse temperature β by using the following

identity [47]:
ρG = D̂†(α)Ŝ†(ξ)ρβŜ(ξ)D̂(α) , (2.30)

where D̂(α) = exp(αâ†−α∗â) and Ŝ(ξ) = exp[(ξ∗â2−ξâ† 2)/2] are displacement and squeezing
operators, respectively. Here, α and ξ are the displacement and squeezing complex param-
eters [47] that identify the Gaussian state, together with the real parameter β. Since ρG is
connected to the passive state ρβ through the unitary U = Ŝ(ξ)D̂(α) the ergotropy reads [46],

E
(
ρG, Ĥ0

)
= E(ρG)− E(ρβ) . (2.31)

The energy of a bosonic thermal state can be expressed as a function of the Bose occupation
factor nβ = 1/(1 + eβω0) , E(ρβ̄) ≡ tr

[
Ĥ0ρβ

]
= ~ω0nβ . By noticing that nβ can be linked

to the purity tr
[
ρ2
β

]
by the identity nβ =

(
1/tr

[
ρ2
β

]
− 1
)
/2, and that tr

[
ρ2

G

]
= tr

[
ρ2
β

]
since

purity is invariant under unitary transformation, we arrive to the expression:

E
(
ρG, Ĥ0,

)
= E(ρG) +

~ω0

2

(
1− tr

[
ρ2

G

]−1
)
. (2.32)

The gap between the ergotropy and the energy is given by E(ρG)−E
(
ρG, Ĥ0

)
=
(
~ω0/2

)
{

tr
[
ρ2

G

]−1 − 1
}
. The purity tr

[
ρ2

G

]
is bounded by one since tr

[
ρ2

G

]
≤ tr

[
ρG

]
= 1 and this

inequality is saturated only in the case of a pure state. The more a state is mixed, the smaller
is the purity and the more energy cannot be extracted through unitary operations.

2.4 Solid-state implementation

We have seen that it is possible to exploit entangling operations to greatly enhance the
charging power of a QB made of many cells. As summarized in Sect. 2.2 there exists a highly
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non-local Hamiltonian which, by means of a global entangling operation, enables a superior
performance in the average charging power as compared to parallel classical charging.

As noted in Ref. [24], however, such global entangling operations involve highly non-local
interactions, which may be difficult to realize in practice. A major issue of this thesis is to
bring the notion of QBs from the realm of quantum information theorems to that of micro-
scopic theoretical models that can be simulated in laboratories using cold-atom, photonics,
trapped-ion, and solid-state tecnologies. The key idea is to utilize ideas of cavity and circuit
quantum electrodynamics to engineer non-local entangling interactions among the N quan-
tum cells. In essence, by coupling all the qubits to the very same quantum energy source one
realizes effective long-range interactions between all the elementary quantum units. This can
be achieved relying on an ensemble of (artificial) atoms coupled to the same cavity, which
mediates long-range interactions. Such system is described by the Dicke model. We will
introduce such a model in the next Chapter, Chap. 3, deriving it from a microscopic model,
and then propose a Dicke QB in Chap.4.

Moreover, the quantum advantage found in Sect. 2.2 relies on strong theoretical assump-
tions, namely the comparison between a parallel and collective charging is based on the con-
cepts of speed limits and operator norms. Studying more concrete solid-state models is crucial
to test whether or no such criteria are predictive when experimentally feasible couplings are
considered.

We conclude by noticing that first seminal quantum-information works [20–23], and our
solid-state proposal [24] were followed by a remarkable number of studies [26, 27, 46, 48–63],
which further investigate both quantum-information theorems related to QBs and physical
implementations.
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3
Light-matter interactions: Superradiances

The Dicke model [25] consists of a collection of two-level systems (TLSs) cooperatively inter-
acting with the same bosonic mode. This model plays a pivotal role in describing collective
effects in cavity and circuit quantum electrodynamics (QED) [33, 36, 64, 65]. Dicke[25] used
this model in 1954 to predict the collective emission of N excited atoms coherently coupled
with the same dissipative mode. Remarkably, due to an interference effect, such emission is
N times faster than independent atomic decay, a phenomena that has been dubbed “superra-
diance”. This effect can be put in strong connection with the power QBs speed-up discussed
in Chap. 2, where a similar collective effect is exploited to reduce the charging time. Starting
from this analogy, in Chap. 4 we propose a high-power QB based on the Dicke model. Several
further questions about such Dicke QB are answered in Chaps. 5,6.

Nowadays the Dicke model is still the subject of a great deal of interest, since only rel-
atively recently experiments opened the possibility to access to new regimes of light-matter
interaction. Dicke had in mind a situation where atoms and cavity are extremely lossy when he
proposed his model. In 1983, the Haroche group [32], sending beams of Rydberg atoms trough
a high-Q microwave cavity, realized a light-matter system in the strong coupling regime, where
the light-matter coupling exceeds the losses. This experiment enabled the possibility to study
atoms and photons as isolated quantum objects, getting rid of noise and losses that usually
cover quantum features. This outstanding breakthrough was worth the award of the Nobel
prize to Serge Haroche in 2012 [34]. Recently, experiments [66–68] managed to achieve the
so-called ultra-strong coupling, a regime where the light-matter interaction is the dominant
parameter, exceeding even the bare frequencies of the system. This opens a path to inves-
tigate radically new phenomena where atoms and photons strongly interact and customary
perturbation theory is not predictive. As a notable example of these new aspects of strong
light-matter interaction, the Dicke model displays a quantum phase transition driven by the
coupling. When the interaction exceeds a critical value, such model enters in a new “super-
radiant” phase characterized by an equilibrium macroscopic number of photons. To avoid
confusion with the superradiant emission originally proposed by Dicke [25], we dubbed this
phase “photon condensation”. As a caveat, a careful microscopic derivation leads to the ad-
dition of the so-called diamagnetic term to the standard Dicke model. The presence of this
term forbids the occurrence of the phase transition. Many attempts [40, 69–72] were recently

17
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done to overcome such “no-go” theorem. Whether or not photon condensation can be realized
in practice is an open and debated question [73–75]. Along this line of research, we generalize
the no-go theorem to arbitrary electronic systems in Chap. 8, while in Chap. 9 we provide a
possible path to realize photon condensation, circumventing the theorem.

This Chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.1 we derive the Dicke model from a
microscopic model. The superradiant emission is discussed in Sect. 3.2 and we conclude with
Sect. 3.3 discussing photon condensation and the related no-go theorem.

3.1 A microscopic derivation of the Dicke model

In this Section, we derive the Dicke model from a microscopic description of light and matter.
In Subsect.3.1.1, we quantize the electromagnetic field showing how the vector potential can be
written as a sum of independent quantum harmonic oscillators. In Subsect.3.1.2, we derive an
effective Hamiltonian that describes an ensemble of atoms as a collection of two-level systems
(TLS). Finally, light and matter are coupled through the minimal coupling and the Dicke
model is obtained projecting the light-matter interaction onto the TLS basis in Subsect.3.1.3.

3.1.1 Light as oscillators

In this Subsection we will show that electromagnetic waves can be expanded as a sum of in-
dependent harmonic oscillators. Here we follow Ref.[76]. Electromagnetic waves are solutions
of classical Maxwell equation in absence of any source [76]:

∇ ·E(r, t) = 0 , (3.1)
∇ ·B(r, t) = 0 , (3.2)

∇×E(r, t) = −1

c

∂B(r, t)

∂t
, (3.3)

∇×B(r, t) =
1

c

∂E(r, t)

∂t
, (3.4)

where E(r, t) (B(r, t)) is the electric (magnetic) field and c is the speed of light. A convenient
choice of gauge in quantum optics is the Coulomb gauge. In this gauge, both E(r, t) and
B(r, t) can be expressed as a functions of the vector potential A(r, t):

E(r, t) = −1

c

∂A(r, t)

∂t
, (3.5)

B(r, t) = ∇×A(r, t) , (3.6)

with the gauge condition:

∇ ·A(r, t) = 0 . (3.7)

Combining Eq. (3.1) with Eq. (3.5) it is possible to prove that the vector potential fulfills
the following wave equation:

∇2A(r, t) =
1

c2

∂2A(r, t)

∂t2
. (3.8)

Eq. (3.8) is a linear differential equation, its solutions can be expanded in normal modes.
The functional form of such normal modes depends, in general, on boundary conditions.
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Hence, we study the specific case of a cubical volume of side L, V = L3. While sending
V → ∞ we will recover electrodynamics in free space, keeping V finite is the appropriate
description of cavity electrodynamics, where light is confined inside a reflective cavity. A
generic solution of Eq. (3.8) reads[76]:

A(r, t) =
∑

q,σ

Aq

[
uq,σ(r)aq,σe

−iωqt + c.c.
]
, (3.9)

where Aq =
√

2π~c2/(V ωq), ωq = cq, aq,σ are expansion coefficients and uq,σ(r) are mode
functions. In the chosen cubic geometry, uq,σ(r) reads:

uq,σ(r) = uq,σe
iq · r , (3.10)

where q = (2πnx/L, 2πny/L, 2πnz/L) with (nx, ny, nz) relative integers, σ = 1, 2 is the
polarization index, uq,σ is the linear polarization vector. Normalization factors have been
chosen such that the amplitudes aq,σ and a∗q,σ are dimensionless. In classical electrodynamics,
aq,σ and a∗q,σ are complex amplitudes. The quantization of the electromagnetic field can be
done by promoting these amplitudes to be operators, aq,σ → âq,σ and a∗q,σ → â†q,σ, fulfilling
suitable bosonic commutation relations:

[
âq,σ, â

†
q′,σ′

]
= δq,q′δσ,σ′ , (3.11)

[
âq,σ, âq′,σ′

]
=

[
â†q,σ, â

†
q′,σ′

]
= 0 . (3.12)

In general, the quantum electromagnetic field can be described by a collection of indepen-
dent harmonic oscillators obeying the above commutation relations. Such ladder operator,
â†q,σ can be interpreted as an operator which creates a photon with momentum q and polar-
ization σ.

The Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field is given by:

Ĥph =
1

8π

∫
dr
[
Ê2(r) + B̂2(r)

]
. (3.13)

The Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.13) can be expressed in term of creation and annihilation
operators as follows

Ĥph =
∑

q,σ

~ωq

[
â†q,σâq,σ +

1

2

]
. (3.14)

In this expression, the Hamiltonian is the sum of photon number â†q,σâq,σ multiplied by
the correspondent photonic energy ~ωq. The additional term ~ωq/2 represents the zero-point-
energy of each mode. Finally, in the Schrodinger picture the quantized version of the vector
potential in Eq.(3.9) reads [76]:

Â(r) =
∑

q,σ

Aquq,σ(âq,σe
iq · r + â†q,σe

−iq · r) . (3.15)

This is the first fundamental ingredient of the Dicke model, photons can be described as
a collection of quantum harmonic oscillators.
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3.1.2 Atoms as two-level systems

In this Subsection we will show that a collection of independent atoms can be treated, under
suitable assumptions, as a collection of independent two-level systems (TLSs). Here we follow
Refs. [40, 77]. We consider an atomic gas composed by N identical atoms. We focus on
the electronic degree of freedom, disregarding ionic and center-of-mass motion. Such system,
composed by N electrons (each one bounded to a different atom) is described by a non-
relativistic Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ =

N∑

i=1

ĥi , (3.16)

ĥi =
p̂2
i

2m
+ V (r̂i) . (3.17)

Here, m is the electron mass, p̂i, r̂i are momentum and position of the i-th electron and
V (r) is the generic atomic potential dependent on the position coordinate. We assume that
each electron is well localized on a different atom. Atoms are supposed to be well separated
and thus we can neglect Coulomb repulsion between electrons.

We now focus on the Hamiltonian of the i-th electron, ĥi. We denote the ground state
(first excited state) as |g〉i (|e〉i) and as ~ωeg the energy gap between these two states. If
we are interested only in phenomena occurring at an energy scale ε nearly resonant with the
energy gap ~ωeg and we further assume that two lowest energy levels are well separated by
the higher energy levels, we can truncate the Hibert space of each electron, by considering as
local basis only the two lowest energy levels. In this case, we can consider each electron as a
TLS. We define σ̂zi such that σ̂zi |g〉i = − |g〉i and σ̂zi |e〉i = |e〉i. Other Pauli matrices (σ̂+

i , σ̂
−
i )

are defined accordingly. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.16) projected on the two lowest energy
levels reads

ĤTLS =
N∑

i=1

~ωeg

2
σ̂zi . (3.18)

This is the second fundamental ingredient of the Dicke model [25, 40, 77], atoms can
be described as a collection of identical TLSs. As an important remark, such Hilbert space
truncation is often critical and can be a source of many mistakes. For example, it is known [75,
78] that a Hamiltonian obtained by Hilbert space truncation can violate the gauge principle.
For future reference we define collective atomic operators as:

Ĵz =
N∑

i=1

σ̂zi
2
, (3.19)

Ĵ± =

N∑

i=1

σ̂±i . (3.20)

It is worth notice that these operators fulfill the algebra of the angular momentum [84].
Other components of this pseudo-spin Ĵx, Ĵy and its magnitude Ĵ2 are defined accordingly.
In the following, it will be useful to consider the basis formed by the so-called Dicke states
|J,M〉, which are the eigenvectors of the operators Ĵ2 and Ĵz, such that J(J + 1) is the
eigenvalue of Ĵ2 and M denotes the eigenvalue of Ĵz. By basic rules of angular momentum
composition [84], it is possible to show that the maximum value of J is N/2. M assumes the
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possible values M = J, J − 1, ...,−J . For sake of simplicity, in this Section we assume the
number of TLSs N to be even. Similar considerations hold for odd numbers.

In this basis, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.18) reads:

ĤTLS = ~ωegĴ
z . (3.21)

Important features can be already observed in this simple Hamiltonian. Firstly, Dicke
states |J,M〉 are eigenvectors of Eq. (3.21) with eigenenergies εM ≡ ~ωegM/2. The ground
state is therefore the non-degenerate state |N/2,−N/2〉 which has energy −~ωegN/2. Sec-
ondly, each level ~ωegM/2 is

(
N
M

)
times degenerate, since the same M can correspond to

different values of J . Such degeneracy takes into account the fact that in total there are
2N possible states, as we can easily verify from simple combinatorial arguments. The full
spectrum of ĤTLS is sketched in Fig. 3.1.

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="mTAGlJGW7j59+iwPlqIl/8i3DnI=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0scREHgkQMnsZ8Ia7j9w7a0I2fIOtFn6NnbG18G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reztr6xubVd2Cnu7u0fHJbKR00bJUZSQ0Y6Mm0fLWkVUoMVa2rHhjDwNbX88e3Mbz2RsSoKH3gSUy/AUaiGSiJnUqM7iNj2SxW36uYQq8SbkwrMUe+XHcgOZRJQyFKjtR3PjbmXomElNU2L3cRSjHKMI+pkNMSAbC/Nv52Ks8QiRyImI5QWuUh/L1IMrJ0EfrYZID/aZW8m/ud1Eh5e91IVxglTKGdBrDTlQVYaldVAYqAMMePscxIqFBINMpNRAqXMxCTrZSHQD6aLs8Ex8TTrzFtuaJU0L6qeW/XuLyu1m3l7BTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwZIUPAML/DqvDnvzofz+bu65sxvjmEBztcPWVKhTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mTAGlJGW7j59+iwPlqIl/8i3DnI=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0scREHgkQMnsZ8Ia7j9w7a0I2fIOtFn6NnbG18G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reztr6xubVd2Cnu7u0fHJbKR00bJUZSQ0Y6Mm0fLWkVUoMVa2rHhjDwNbX88e3Mbz2RsSoKH3gSUy/AUaiGSiJnUqM7iNj2SxW36uYQq8SbkwrMUe+XHcgOZRJQyFKjtR3PjbmXomElNU2L3cRSjHKMI+pkNMSAbC/Nv52Ks8QiRyImI5QWuUh/L1IMrJ0EfrYZID/aZW8m/ud1Eh5e91IVxglTKGdBrDTlQVYaldVAYqAMMePscxIqFBINMpNRAqXMxCTrZSHQD6aLs8Ex8TTrzFtuaJU0L6qeW/XuLyu1m3l7BTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwZIUPAML/DqvDnvzofz+bu65sxvjmEBztcPWVKhTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mTAGlJGW7j59+iwPlqIl/8i3DnI=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0scREHgkQMnsZ8Ia7j9w7a0I2fIOtFn6NnbG18G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reztr6xubVd2Cnu7u0fHJbKR00bJUZSQ0Y6Mm0fLWkVUoMVa2rHhjDwNbX88e3Mbz2RsSoKH3gSUy/AUaiGSiJnUqM7iNj2SxW36uYQq8SbkwrMUe+XHcgOZRJQyFKjtR3PjbmXomElNU2L3cRSjHKMI+pkNMSAbC/Nv52Ks8QiRyImI5QWuUh/L1IMrJ0EfrYZID/aZW8m/ud1Eh5e91IVxglTKGdBrDTlQVYaldVAYqAMMePscxIqFBINMpNRAqXMxCTrZSHQD6aLs8Ex8TTrzFtuaJU0L6qeW/XuLyu1m3l7BTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwZIUPAML/DqvDnvzofz+bu65sxvjmEBztcPWVKhTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mTAGlJGW7j59+iwPlqIl/8i3DnI=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0scREHgkQMnsZ8Ia7j9w7a0I2fIOtFn6NnbG18G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reztr6xubVd2Cnu7u0fHJbKR00bJUZSQ0Y6Mm0fLWkVUoMVa2rHhjDwNbX88e3Mbz2RsSoKH3gSUy/AUaiGSiJnUqM7iNj2SxW36uYQq8SbkwrMUe+XHcgOZRJQyFKjtR3PjbmXomElNU2L3cRSjHKMI+pkNMSAbC/Nv52Ks8QiRyImI5QWuUh/L1IMrJ0EfrYZID/aZW8m/ud1Eh5e91IVxglTKGdBrDTlQVYaldVAYqAMMePscxIqFBINMpNRAqXMxCTrZSHQD6aLs8Ex8TTrzFtuaJU0L6qeW/XuLyu1m3l7BTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwZIUPAML/DqvDnvzofz+bu65sxvjmEBztcPWVKhTA==</latexit>

~!eg
<latexit sha1_base64="FFWducdprZlub7LNu629D55xFjU=">AAACLXicbVA9SwNBEJ3z2/gVFSubxSBYhTsRtAzaWEYwUciFMLcZ45Ldu2N3TghHfoytFv4aC0Fs/RvexRRGfdWb92Z4w4tSrRz7/ps3N7+wuLS8slpZW9/Y3Kpu77RdkllJLZnoxN5G6EirmFqsWNNtaglNpOkmGl6U/s0DWaeS+JpHKXUNDmJ1pyRyIfWqe+F9hFaEiaEB9vLQGkGDca9a8+v+BOIvCaakBlM0e9sehP1EZoZilhqd6wR+yt0cLSupaVwJM0cpyiEOqFPQGA25bj75fywOM4eciJSsUFpMRPp5kaNxbmSiYtMg37vfXin+53Uyvjvr5ipOM6ZYlkGsNE2CnLSqKIZEX1lixvJzEioWEi0yk1UCpSzErGhqJjAy49nZ4pC47Cz43dBf0j6uB349uDqpNc6n7a3APhzAEQRwCg24hCa0QEIOj/AEz96L9+q9ex/fq3Pe9GYXZuB9fgF7f6gD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFWducdprZlub7LNu629D55xFjU=">AAACLXicbVA9SwNBEJ3z2/gVFSubxSBYhTsRtAzaWEYwUciFMLcZ45Ldu2N3TghHfoytFv4aC0Fs/RvexRRGfdWb92Z4w4tSrRz7/ps3N7+wuLS8slpZW9/Y3Kpu77RdkllJLZnoxN5G6EirmFqsWNNtaglNpOkmGl6U/s0DWaeS+JpHKXUNDmJ1pyRyIfWqe+F9hFaEiaEB9vLQGkGDca9a8+v+BOIvCaakBlM0e9sehP1EZoZilhqd6wR+yt0cLSupaVwJM0cpyiEOqFPQGA25bj75fywOM4eciJSsUFpMRPp5kaNxbmSiYtMg37vfXin+53Uyvjvr5ipOM6ZYlkGsNE2CnLSqKIZEX1lixvJzEioWEi0yk1UCpSzErGhqJjAy49nZ4pC47Cz43dBf0j6uB349uDqpNc6n7a3APhzAEQRwCg24hCa0QEIOj/AEz96L9+q9ex/fq3Pe9GYXZuB9fgF7f6gD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFWducdprZlub7LNu629D55xFjU=">AAACLXicbVA9SwNBEJ3z2/gVFSubxSBYhTsRtAzaWEYwUciFMLcZ45Ldu2N3TghHfoytFv4aC0Fs/RvexRRGfdWb92Z4w4tSrRz7/ps3N7+wuLS8slpZW9/Y3Kpu77RdkllJLZnoxN5G6EirmFqsWNNtaglNpOkmGl6U/s0DWaeS+JpHKXUNDmJ1pyRyIfWqe+F9hFaEiaEB9vLQGkGDca9a8+v+BOIvCaakBlM0e9sehP1EZoZilhqd6wR+yt0cLSupaVwJM0cpyiEOqFPQGA25bj75fywOM4eciJSsUFpMRPp5kaNxbmSiYtMg37vfXin+53Uyvjvr5ipOM6ZYlkGsNE2CnLSqKIZEX1lixvJzEioWEi0yk1UCpSzErGhqJjAy49nZ4pC47Cz43dBf0j6uB349uDqpNc6n7a3APhzAEQRwCg24hCa0QEIOj/AEz96L9+q9ex/fq3Pe9GYXZuB9fgF7f6gD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFWducdprZlub7LNu629D55xFjU=">AAACLXicbVA9SwNBEJ3z2/gVFSubxSBYhTsRtAzaWEYwUciFMLcZ45Ldu2N3TghHfoytFv4aC0Fs/RvexRRGfdWb92Z4w4tSrRz7/ps3N7+wuLS8slpZW9/Y3Kpu77RdkllJLZnoxN5G6EirmFqsWNNtaglNpOkmGl6U/s0DWaeS+JpHKXUNDmJ1pyRyIfWqe+F9hFaEiaEB9vLQGkGDca9a8+v+BOIvCaakBlM0e9sehP1EZoZilhqd6wR+yt0cLSupaVwJM0cpyiEOqFPQGA25bj75fywOM4eciJSsUFpMRPp5kaNxbmSiYtMg37vfXin+53Uyvjvr5ipOM6ZYlkGsNE2CnLSqKIZEX1lixvJzEioWEi0yk1UCpSzErGhqJjAy49nZ4pC47Cz43dBf0j6uB349uDqpNc6n7a3APhzAEQRwCg24hCa0QEIOj/AEz96L9+q9ex/fq3Pe9GYXZuB9fgF7f6gD</latexit>

J =
N

2<latexit sha1_base64="BipPY8FWQfRmtyRkPPYIlpoioiI=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31GeMr0dLmYhCswq4I2ghBG7EQBaNCsoTZ60Qvufvw3lkhLPsdtlr4NXZiY+G/uBtTGPVUZ86Z4QwnSLSy7LofztT0zOzcfGWhuri0vLJaq69d2jg1ktoy1rG5DtCSVhG1WbGm68QQhoGmq2BwVPpXD2SsiqMLHibkh3gbqb6SyIXknxx0+wZldppnO3mv1nCb7gjiL/HGpAFjnPXqDnRvYpmGFLHUaG3HcxP2MzSspKa82k0tJSgHeEudgkYYkvWz0de52EotciwSMkJpMRLp50WGobXDMCg2Q+Q7+9srxf+8Tsr9fT9TUZIyRbIMYqVpFGSlUUUdJG6UIWYsPyehIiHRIDMZJVDKQkyLfiYCgzCfnA0OiMvOvN8N/SWXO03PbXrnu43W4bi9CmzAJmyDB3vQgmM4gzZIuIdHeIJn58V5dd6c9+/VKWd8sw4TcD6/AHGVpHU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BipPY8FWQfRmtyRkPPYIlpoioiI=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31GeMr0dLmYhCswq4I2ghBG7EQBaNCsoTZ60Qvufvw3lkhLPsdtlr4NXZiY+G/uBtTGPVUZ86Z4QwnSLSy7LofztT0zOzcfGWhuri0vLJaq69d2jg1ktoy1rG5DtCSVhG1WbGm68QQhoGmq2BwVPpXD2SsiqMLHibkh3gbqb6SyIXknxx0+wZldppnO3mv1nCb7gjiL/HGpAFjnPXqDnRvYpmGFLHUaG3HcxP2MzSspKa82k0tJSgHeEudgkYYkvWz0de52EotciwSMkJpMRLp50WGobXDMCg2Q+Q7+9srxf+8Tsr9fT9TUZIyRbIMYqVpFGSlUUUdJG6UIWYsPyehIiHRIDMZJVDKQkyLfiYCgzCfnA0OiMvOvN8N/SWXO03PbXrnu43W4bi9CmzAJmyDB3vQgmM4gzZIuIdHeIJn58V5dd6c9+/VKWd8sw4TcD6/AHGVpHU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BipPY8FWQfRmtyRkPPYIlpoioiI=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31GeMr0dLmYhCswq4I2ghBG7EQBaNCsoTZ60Qvufvw3lkhLPsdtlr4NXZiY+G/uBtTGPVUZ86Z4QwnSLSy7LofztT0zOzcfGWhuri0vLJaq69d2jg1ktoy1rG5DtCSVhG1WbGm68QQhoGmq2BwVPpXD2SsiqMLHibkh3gbqb6SyIXknxx0+wZldppnO3mv1nCb7gjiL/HGpAFjnPXqDnRvYpmGFLHUaG3HcxP2MzSspKa82k0tJSgHeEudgkYYkvWz0de52EotciwSMkJpMRLp50WGobXDMCg2Q+Q7+9srxf+8Tsr9fT9TUZIyRbIMYqVpFGSlUUUdJG6UIWYsPyehIiHRIDMZJVDKQkyLfiYCgzCfnA0OiMvOvN8N/SWXO03PbXrnu43W4bi9CmzAJmyDB3vQgmM4gzZIuIdHeIJn58V5dd6c9+/VKWd8sw4TcD6/AHGVpHU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BipPY8FWQfRmtyRkPPYIlpoioiI=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31GeMr0dLmYhCswq4I2ghBG7EQBaNCsoTZ60Qvufvw3lkhLPsdtlr4NXZiY+G/uBtTGPVUZ86Z4QwnSLSy7LofztT0zOzcfGWhuri0vLJaq69d2jg1ktoy1rG5DtCSVhG1WbGm68QQhoGmq2BwVPpXD2SsiqMLHibkh3gbqb6SyIXknxx0+wZldppnO3mv1nCb7gjiL/HGpAFjnPXqDnRvYpmGFLHUaG3HcxP2MzSspKa82k0tJSgHeEudgkYYkvWz0de52EotciwSMkJpMRLp50WGobXDMCg2Q+Q7+9srxf+8Tsr9fT9TUZIyRbIMYqVpFGSlUUUdJG6UIWYsPyehIiHRIDMZJVDKQkyLfiYCgzCfnA0OiMvOvN8N/SWXO03PbXrnu43W4bi9CmzAJmyDB3vQgmM4gzZIuIdHeIJn58V5dd6c9+/VKWd8sw4TcD6/AHGVpHU=</latexit>

J =
N

2
� 1

<latexit sha1_base64="JH1giYcHcxGwA9xsCFw/rp0qXLc=">AAACJ3icbVDLSgNBEOyNr/hMokcvg0HwYtgVQS+C6EU8SAQThSSE3rETh8w+mOkVZNkv8aoHv8ab6NE/cbPmYNQ6VVd1U035sVaWXffDKc3Mzs0vlBeXlldW1yrV2nrbRomR1JKRjsyNj5a0CqnFijXdxIYw8DVd+6PTsX99T8aqKLzih5h6AQ5DNVASOZf61cr5UXdgUKYXWbqX7Xr9at1tuAXEX+JNSB0maPZrDnRvI5kEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4ZA6OQ0xINtLi88zsZ1Y5EjEZITSohDp50WKgbUPgZ9vBsh39rc3Fv/zOgkPDnupCuOEKZTjIFaaiiArjcorIXGrDDHj+HMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUk72gq0A+y6dngiDjLO/N+N/SXtPcantvwLvfrxyeT9sqwCVuwAx4cwDGcQRNaICGBR3iCZ+fFeXXenPfv1ZIzudmAKTifX+MnpRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JH1giYcHcxGwA9xsCFw/rp0qXLc=">AAACJ3icbVDLSgNBEOyNr/hMokcvg0HwYtgVQS+C6EU8SAQThSSE3rETh8w+mOkVZNkv8aoHv8ab6NE/cbPmYNQ6VVd1U035sVaWXffDKc3Mzs0vlBeXlldW1yrV2nrbRomR1JKRjsyNj5a0CqnFijXdxIYw8DVd+6PTsX99T8aqKLzih5h6AQ5DNVASOZf61cr5UXdgUKYXWbqX7Xr9at1tuAXEX+JNSB0maPZrDnRvI5kEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4ZA6OQ0xINtLi88zsZ1Y5EjEZITSohDp50WKgbUPgZ9vBsh39rc3Fv/zOgkPDnupCuOEKZTjIFaaiiArjcorIXGrDDHj+HMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUk72gq0A+y6dngiDjLO/N+N/SXtPcantvwLvfrxyeT9sqwCVuwAx4cwDGcQRNaICGBR3iCZ+fFeXXenPfv1ZIzudmAKTifX+MnpRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JH1giYcHcxGwA9xsCFw/rp0qXLc=">AAACJ3icbVDLSgNBEOyNr/hMokcvg0HwYtgVQS+C6EU8SAQThSSE3rETh8w+mOkVZNkv8aoHv8ab6NE/cbPmYNQ6VVd1U035sVaWXffDKc3Mzs0vlBeXlldW1yrV2nrbRomR1JKRjsyNj5a0CqnFijXdxIYw8DVd+6PTsX99T8aqKLzih5h6AQ5DNVASOZf61cr5UXdgUKYXWbqX7Xr9at1tuAXEX+JNSB0maPZrDnRvI5kEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4ZA6OQ0xINtLi88zsZ1Y5EjEZITSohDp50WKgbUPgZ9vBsh39rc3Fv/zOgkPDnupCuOEKZTjIFaaiiArjcorIXGrDDHj+HMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUk72gq0A+y6dngiDjLO/N+N/SXtPcantvwLvfrxyeT9sqwCVuwAx4cwDGcQRNaICGBR3iCZ+fFeXXenPfv1ZIzudmAKTifX+MnpRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JH1giYcHcxGwA9xsCFw/rp0qXLc=">AAACJ3icbVDLSgNBEOyNr/hMokcvg0HwYtgVQS+C6EU8SAQThSSE3rETh8w+mOkVZNkv8aoHv8ab6NE/cbPmYNQ6VVd1U035sVaWXffDKc3Mzs0vlBeXlldW1yrV2nrbRomR1JKRjsyNj5a0CqnFijXdxIYw8DVd+6PTsX99T8aqKLzih5h6AQ5DNVASOZf61cr5UXdgUKYXWbqX7Xr9at1tuAXEX+JNSB0maPZrDnRvI5kEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4ZA6OQ0xINtLi88zsZ1Y5EjEZITSohDp50WKgbUPgZ9vBsh39rc3Fv/zOgkPDnupCuOEKZTjIFaaiiArjcorIXGrDDHj+HMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUk72gq0A+y6dngiDjLO/N+N/SXtPcantvwLvfrxyeT9sqwCVuwAx4cwDGcQRNaICGBR3iCZ+fFeXXenPfv1ZIzudmAKTifX+MnpRg=</latexit>

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="mTAGlJGW7j59+iwPlqIl/8i3DnI=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0scREHgkQMnsZ8Ia7j9w7a0I2fIOtFn6NnbG18G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reztr6xubVd2Cnu7u0fHJbKR00bJUZSQ0Y6Mm0fLWkVUoMVa2rHhjDwNbX88e3Mbz2RsSoKH3gSUy/AUaiGSiJnUqM7iNj2SxW36uYQq8SbkwrMUe+XHcgOZRJQyFKjtR3PjbmXomElNU2L3cRSjHKMI+pkNMSAbC/Nv52Ks8QiRyImI5QWuUh/L1IMrJ0EfrYZID/aZW8m/ud1Eh5e91IVxglTKGdBrDTlQVYaldVAYqAMMePscxIqFBINMpNRAqXMxCTrZSHQD6aLs8Ex8TTrzFtuaJU0L6qeW/XuLyu1m3l7BTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwZIUPAML/DqvDnvzofz+bu65sxvjmEBztcPWVKhTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mTAGlJGW7j59+iwPlqIl/8i3DnI=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0scREHgkQMnsZ8Ia7j9w7a0I2fIOtFn6NnbG18G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reztr6xubVd2Cnu7u0fHJbKR00bJUZSQ0Y6Mm0fLWkVUoMVa2rHhjDwNbX88e3Mbz2RsSoKH3gSUy/AUaiGSiJnUqM7iNj2SxW36uYQq8SbkwrMUe+XHcgOZRJQyFKjtR3PjbmXomElNU2L3cRSjHKMI+pkNMSAbC/Nv52Ks8QiRyImI5QWuUh/L1IMrJ0EfrYZID/aZW8m/ud1Eh5e91IVxglTKGdBrDTlQVYaldVAYqAMMePscxIqFBINMpNRAqXMxCTrZSHQD6aLs8Ex8TTrzFtuaJU0L6qeW/XuLyu1m3l7BTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwZIUPAML/DqvDnvzofz+bu65sxvjmEBztcPWVKhTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mTAGlJGW7j59+iwPlqIl/8i3DnI=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0scREHgkQMnsZ8Ia7j9w7a0I2fIOtFn6NnbG18G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reztr6xubVd2Cnu7u0fHJbKR00bJUZSQ0Y6Mm0fLWkVUoMVa2rHhjDwNbX88e3Mbz2RsSoKH3gSUy/AUaiGSiJnUqM7iNj2SxW36uYQq8SbkwrMUe+XHcgOZRJQyFKjtR3PjbmXomElNU2L3cRSjHKMI+pkNMSAbC/Nv52Ks8QiRyImI5QWuUh/L1IMrJ0EfrYZID/aZW8m/ud1Eh5e91IVxglTKGdBrDTlQVYaldVAYqAMMePscxIqFBINMpNRAqXMxCTrZSHQD6aLs8Ex8TTrzFtuaJU0L6qeW/XuLyu1m3l7BTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwZIUPAML/DqvDnvzofz+bu65sxvjmEBztcPWVKhTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mTAGlJGW7j59+iwPlqIl/8i3DnI=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0scREHgkQMnsZ8Ia7j9w7a0I2fIOtFn6NnbG18G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reztr6xubVd2Cnu7u0fHJbKR00bJUZSQ0Y6Mm0fLWkVUoMVa2rHhjDwNbX88e3Mbz2RsSoKH3gSUy/AUaiGSiJnUqM7iNj2SxW36uYQq8SbkwrMUe+XHcgOZRJQyFKjtR3PjbmXomElNU2L3cRSjHKMI+pkNMSAbC/Nv52Ks8QiRyImI5QWuUh/L1IMrJ0EfrYZID/aZW8m/ud1Eh5e91IVxglTKGdBrDTlQVYaldVAYqAMMePscxIqFBINMpNRAqXMxCTrZSHQD6aLs8Ex8TTrzFtuaJU0L6qeW/XuLyu1m3l7BTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwZIUPAML/DqvDnvzofz+bu65sxvjmEBztcPWVKhTA==</latexit>

M<latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit> M<latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit>

J = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="6HVTsHKa3LIvcF1Pt93lTEz5/XY=">AAACGXicbVC7TgJREJ3FF+ILtLS5kZhYkV1joo0J0cZYYZRHAoTMXga84e4j986aEMIn2Grh19gZWyv/xgUpBDzVmXNmcibHj7Wy7LrfTmZldW19I7uZ29re2d3LF/ZrNkqMpKqMdGQaPlrSKqQqK9bUiA1h4Guq+4PriV9/ImNVFD7wMKZ2gP1Q9ZRETqX720u3ky+6JXcKsUy8GSnCDJVOwYFWN5JJQCFLjdY2PTfm9ggNK6lpnGsllmKUA+xTM6UhBmTbo+mvY3GcWORIxGSE0mIq0t+LEQbWDgM/3QyQH+2iNxH/85oJ9y7aIxXGCVMoJ0GsNE2DrDQqLYFEVxlixsnnJFQoJBpkJqMESpmKSdrKXKAfjOdngwPicdqZt9jQMqmdljy35N2dFctXs/aycAhHcAIenEMZbqACVZDQh2d4gVfnzXl3PpzP39WMM7s5gDk4Xz+3a5/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6HVTsHKa3LIvcF1Pt93lTEz5/XY=">AAACGXicbVC7TgJREJ3FF+ILtLS5kZhYkV1joo0J0cZYYZRHAoTMXga84e4j986aEMIn2Grh19gZWyv/xgUpBDzVmXNmcibHj7Wy7LrfTmZldW19I7uZ29re2d3LF/ZrNkqMpKqMdGQaPlrSKqQqK9bUiA1h4Guq+4PriV9/ImNVFD7wMKZ2gP1Q9ZRETqX720u3ky+6JXcKsUy8GSnCDJVOwYFWN5JJQCFLjdY2PTfm9ggNK6lpnGsllmKUA+xTM6UhBmTbo+mvY3GcWORIxGSE0mIq0t+LEQbWDgM/3QyQH+2iNxH/85oJ9y7aIxXGCVMoJ0GsNE2DrDQqLYFEVxlixsnnJFQoJBpkJqMESpmKSdrKXKAfjOdngwPicdqZt9jQMqmdljy35N2dFctXs/aycAhHcAIenEMZbqACVZDQh2d4gVfnzXl3PpzP39WMM7s5gDk4Xz+3a5/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6HVTsHKa3LIvcF1Pt93lTEz5/XY=">AAACGXicbVC7TgJREJ3FF+ILtLS5kZhYkV1joo0J0cZYYZRHAoTMXga84e4j986aEMIn2Grh19gZWyv/xgUpBDzVmXNmcibHj7Wy7LrfTmZldW19I7uZ29re2d3LF/ZrNkqMpKqMdGQaPlrSKqQqK9bUiA1h4Guq+4PriV9/ImNVFD7wMKZ2gP1Q9ZRETqX720u3ky+6JXcKsUy8GSnCDJVOwYFWN5JJQCFLjdY2PTfm9ggNK6lpnGsllmKUA+xTM6UhBmTbo+mvY3GcWORIxGSE0mIq0t+LEQbWDgM/3QyQH+2iNxH/85oJ9y7aIxXGCVMoJ0GsNE2DrDQqLYFEVxlixsnnJFQoJBpkJqMESpmKSdrKXKAfjOdngwPicdqZt9jQMqmdljy35N2dFctXs/aycAhHcAIenEMZbqACVZDQh2d4gVfnzXl3PpzP39WMM7s5gDk4Xz+3a5/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6HVTsHKa3LIvcF1Pt93lTEz5/XY=">AAACGXicbVC7TgJREJ3FF+ILtLS5kZhYkV1joo0J0cZYYZRHAoTMXga84e4j986aEMIn2Grh19gZWyv/xgUpBDzVmXNmcibHj7Wy7LrfTmZldW19I7uZ29re2d3LF/ZrNkqMpKqMdGQaPlrSKqQqK9bUiA1h4Guq+4PriV9/ImNVFD7wMKZ2gP1Q9ZRETqX720u3ky+6JXcKsUy8GSnCDJVOwYFWN5JJQCFLjdY2PTfm9ggNK6lpnGsllmKUA+xTM6UhBmTbo+mvY3GcWORIxGSE0mIq0t+LEQbWDgM/3QyQH+2iNxH/85oJ9y7aIxXGCVMoJ0GsNE2DrDQqLYFEVxlixsnnJFQoJBpkJqMESpmKSdrKXKAfjOdngwPicdqZt9jQMqmdljy35N2dFctXs/aycAhHcAIenEMZbqACVZDQh2d4gVfnzXl3PpzP39WMM7s5gDk4Xz+3a5/Z</latexit>

M<latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="02n4kh4sV0Bb7aPbR4dZX/p2ds8=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ31ifgCLW1uJCZWZNeYaEm0sTGBRB4JEDJ7GfCGu4/cO2tCCF9gq4VfY2dsLf0bF9xCwFOdOWcmZ3L8WCvLrvvtrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eF4lHDRomRVJeRjkzLR0tahVRnxZpasSEMfE1Nf3Q785tPZKyKwgcex9QNcBiqgZLIqVS77xVKbtmdQ6wSLyMlyFDtFR3o9COZBBSy1Ght23Nj7k7QsJKapvlOYilGOcIhtVMaYkC2O5l/OhVniUWORExGKC3mIv29mGBg7Tjw080A+dEuezPxP6+d8OC6O1FhnDCFchbEStM8yEqj0gpI9JUhZpx9TkKFQqJBZjJKoJSpmKSdLAT6wXRxNjginqadecsNrZLGRdlzy17tslS5ydrLwQmcwjl4cAUVuIMq1EECwTO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qak90cwwKcrx+4RZ9b</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="9789t6lN1FmubEYZRuml81yH154=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ3FF+ILtLS5kZhYkV1joiXRxhISeSRAyOxlwBvuPnLvrAkhfIGtFn6NnbG19G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reT29jc2t7J7xb29g8Oj4ql46aNEiOpISMdmbaPlrQKqcGKNbVjQxj4mlr++G7ut57IWBWFDzyJqRfgKFRDJZFTqe72i2W34mYQ68RbkDIsUOuXHOgOIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PuTdGwkppmhW5iKUY5xhF1UhpiQLY3zT6difPEIkciJiOUFplIfy+mGFg7Cfx0M0B+tKveXPzP6yQ8vOlNVRgnTKGcB7HSlAVZaVRaAYmBMsSM889JqFBINMhMRgmUMhWTtJOlQD+YLc8Gx8SztDNvtaF10ryseG7Fq1+Vq7eL9vJwCmdwAR5cQxXuoQYNkEDwDC/w6rw5786H8/m7mnMWNyewBOfrB4b+nz4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9789t6lN1FmubEYZRuml81yH154=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ3FF+ILtLS5kZhYkV1joiXRxhISeSRAyOxlwBvuPnLvrAkhfIGtFn6NnbG19G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reT29jc2t7J7xb29g8Oj4ql46aNEiOpISMdmbaPlrQKqcGKNbVjQxj4mlr++G7ut57IWBWFDzyJqRfgKFRDJZFTqe72i2W34mYQ68RbkDIsUOuXHOgOIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PuTdGwkppmhW5iKUY5xhF1UhpiQLY3zT6difPEIkciJiOUFplIfy+mGFg7Cfx0M0B+tKveXPzP6yQ8vOlNVRgnTKGcB7HSlAVZaVRaAYmBMsSM889JqFBINMhMRgmUMhWTtJOlQD+YLc8Gx8SztDNvtaF10ryseG7Fq1+Vq7eL9vJwCmdwAR5cQxXuoQYNkEDwDC/w6rw5786H8/m7mnMWNyewBOfrB4b+nz4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9789t6lN1FmubEYZRuml81yH154=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ3FF+ILtLS5kZhYkV1joiXRxhISeSRAyOxlwBvuPnLvrAkhfIGtFn6NnbG19G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reT29jc2t7J7xb29g8Oj4ql46aNEiOpISMdmbaPlrQKqcGKNbVjQxj4mlr++G7ut57IWBWFDzyJqRfgKFRDJZFTqe72i2W34mYQ68RbkDIsUOuXHOgOIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PuTdGwkppmhW5iKUY5xhF1UhpiQLY3zT6difPEIkciJiOUFplIfy+mGFg7Cfx0M0B+tKveXPzP6yQ8vOlNVRgnTKGcB7HSlAVZaVRaAYmBMsSM889JqFBINMhMRgmUMhWTtJOlQD+YLc8Gx8SztDNvtaF10ryseG7Fq1+Vq7eL9vJwCmdwAR5cQxXuoQYNkEDwDC/w6rw5786H8/m7mnMWNyewBOfrB4b+nz4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9789t6lN1FmubEYZRuml81yH154=">AAACF3icbVC7TgJREJ3FF+ILtLS5kZhYkV1joiXRxhISeSRAyOxlwBvuPnLvrAkhfIGtFn6NnbG19G9cVgoBT3XmnJmcyfFjrSy77reT29jc2t7J7xb29g8Oj4ql46aNEiOpISMdmbaPlrQKqcGKNbVjQxj4mlr++G7ut57IWBWFDzyJqRfgKFRDJZFTqe72i2W34mYQ68RbkDIsUOuXHOgOIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PuTdGwkppmhW5iKUY5xhF1UhpiQLY3zT6difPEIkciJiOUFplIfy+mGFg7Cfx0M0B+tKveXPzP6yQ8vOlNVRgnTKGcB7HSlAVZaVRaAYmBMsSM889JqFBINMhMRgmUMhWTtJOlQD+YLc8Gx8SztDNvtaF10ryseG7Fq1+Vq7eL9vJwCmdwAR5cQxXuoQYNkEDwDC/w6rw5786H8/m7mnMWNyewBOfrB4b+nz4=</latexit>

N

2<latexit sha1_base64="r7nmXS6/3Ohw7EzRi47FT3BOI8w=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfiR69DAbBU9gNgh5FL54kgtFAskjv2NEhsw9megVZ9jO86sGv8SbexJ9xN+7BqHWqruqmmgoSrSy77odTm5tfWFyqLzdWVtfWN5qtzUsbp0ZSX8Y6NoMALWkVUZ8VaxokhjAMNF0Fk5PSv7onY1UcXfBDQn6It5EaK4lcSMPR2KDMzvKsm183227HnUL8JV5F2lChd91yYHQTyzSkiKVGa4eem7CfoWElNeWNUWopQTnBWxoWNMKQrJ9Nf87FbmqRY5GQEUqLqUg/LzIMrX0Ig2IzRL6zv71S/M8bpjw+9DMVJSlTJMsgVpqmQVYaVZRB4kYZYsbycxIqEhINMpNRAqUsxLRoZyYwCPPZ2eCEuOzM+93QX3LZ7Xhuxzvfbx8dV+3VYRt2YA88OIAjOIUe9EFCDI/wBM/Oi/PqvDnv36s1p7rZghk4n187uqPa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r7nmXS6/3Ohw7EzRi47FT3BOI8w=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfiR69DAbBU9gNgh5FL54kgtFAskjv2NEhsw9megVZ9jO86sGv8SbexJ9xN+7BqHWqruqmmgoSrSy77odTm5tfWFyqLzdWVtfWN5qtzUsbp0ZSX8Y6NoMALWkVUZ8VaxokhjAMNF0Fk5PSv7onY1UcXfBDQn6It5EaK4lcSMPR2KDMzvKsm183227HnUL8JV5F2lChd91yYHQTyzSkiKVGa4eem7CfoWElNeWNUWopQTnBWxoWNMKQrJ9Nf87FbmqRY5GQEUqLqUg/LzIMrX0Ig2IzRL6zv71S/M8bpjw+9DMVJSlTJMsgVpqmQVYaVZRB4kYZYsbycxIqEhINMpNRAqUsxLRoZyYwCPPZ2eCEuOzM+93QX3LZ7Xhuxzvfbx8dV+3VYRt2YA88OIAjOIUe9EFCDI/wBM/Oi/PqvDnv36s1p7rZghk4n187uqPa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r7nmXS6/3Ohw7EzRi47FT3BOI8w=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfiR69DAbBU9gNgh5FL54kgtFAskjv2NEhsw9megVZ9jO86sGv8SbexJ9xN+7BqHWqruqmmgoSrSy77odTm5tfWFyqLzdWVtfWN5qtzUsbp0ZSX8Y6NoMALWkVUZ8VaxokhjAMNF0Fk5PSv7onY1UcXfBDQn6It5EaK4lcSMPR2KDMzvKsm183227HnUL8JV5F2lChd91yYHQTyzSkiKVGa4eem7CfoWElNeWNUWopQTnBWxoWNMKQrJ9Nf87FbmqRY5GQEUqLqUg/LzIMrX0Ig2IzRL6zv71S/M8bpjw+9DMVJSlTJMsgVpqmQVYaVZRB4kYZYsbycxIqEhINMpNRAqUsxLRoZyYwCPPZ2eCEuOzM+93QX3LZ7Xhuxzvfbx8dV+3VYRt2YA88OIAjOIUe9EFCDI/wBM/Oi/PqvDnv36s1p7rZghk4n187uqPa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r7nmXS6/3Ohw7EzRi47FT3BOI8w=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfiR69DAbBU9gNgh5FL54kgtFAskjv2NEhsw9megVZ9jO86sGv8SbexJ9xN+7BqHWqruqmmgoSrSy77odTm5tfWFyqLzdWVtfWN5qtzUsbp0ZSX8Y6NoMALWkVUZ8VaxokhjAMNF0Fk5PSv7onY1UcXfBDQn6It5EaK4lcSMPR2KDMzvKsm183227HnUL8JV5F2lChd91yYHQTyzSkiKVGa4eem7CfoWElNeWNUWopQTnBWxoWNMKQrJ9Nf87FbmqRY5GQEUqLqUg/LzIMrX0Ig2IzRL6zv71S/M8bpjw+9DMVJSlTJMsgVpqmQVYaVZRB4kYZYsbycxIqEhINMpNRAqUsxLRoZyYwCPPZ2eCEuOzM+93QX3LZ7Xhuxzvfbx8dV+3VYRt2YA88OIAjOIUe9EFCDI/wBM/Oi/PqvDnv36s1p7rZghk4n187uqPa</latexit>

�N

2<latexit sha1_base64="FhXUBsc6tPer1jfEFite7AwNdYc=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEOyN7/fr6GUwCF4Mu0HQY9CLJ4lgopAE6Z104pDZBzO9giz7G1714Nd4E0+CH+PumoNJrFN1VTfVlB9rZdl1v5zK3PzC4tLyyura+sbm1vbObttGiZHUkpGOzJ2PlrQKqcWKNd3FhjDwNd36o4vCv30kY1UU3vBTTL0Ah6EaKImcS93j7sCgTK+ytJ7db1fdmltCzBJvTKowRvN+x4FuP5JJQCFLjdZ2PDfmXoqGldSUrXYTSzHKEQ6pk9MQA7K9tHw6E4eJRY5ETEYoLUqR/l6kGFj7FPj5ZoD8YKe9QvzP6yQ8OOulKowTplAWQaw0lUFWGpW3QaKvDDFj8TkJFQqJBpnJKIFS5mKS1zMR6AfZ5GxwRFx05k03NEva9Zrn1rzrk2rjfNzeMuzDARyBB6fQgEtoQgskxPAML/DqvDnvzofz+btaccY3ezAB5/sHr0ekEQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FhXUBsc6tPer1jfEFite7AwNdYc=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEOyN7/fr6GUwCF4Mu0HQY9CLJ4lgopAE6Z104pDZBzO9giz7G1714Nd4E0+CH+PumoNJrFN1VTfVlB9rZdl1v5zK3PzC4tLyyura+sbm1vbObttGiZHUkpGOzJ2PlrQKqcWKNd3FhjDwNd36o4vCv30kY1UU3vBTTL0Ah6EaKImcS93j7sCgTK+ytJ7db1fdmltCzBJvTKowRvN+x4FuP5JJQCFLjdZ2PDfmXoqGldSUrXYTSzHKEQ6pk9MQA7K9tHw6E4eJRY5ETEYoLUqR/l6kGFj7FPj5ZoD8YKe9QvzP6yQ8OOulKowTplAWQaw0lUFWGpW3QaKvDDFj8TkJFQqJBpnJKIFS5mKS1zMR6AfZ5GxwRFx05k03NEva9Zrn1rzrk2rjfNzeMuzDARyBB6fQgEtoQgskxPAML/DqvDnvzofz+btaccY3ezAB5/sHr0ekEQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FhXUBsc6tPer1jfEFite7AwNdYc=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEOyN7/fr6GUwCF4Mu0HQY9CLJ4lgopAE6Z104pDZBzO9giz7G1714Nd4E0+CH+PumoNJrFN1VTfVlB9rZdl1v5zK3PzC4tLyyura+sbm1vbObttGiZHUkpGOzJ2PlrQKqcWKNd3FhjDwNd36o4vCv30kY1UU3vBTTL0Ah6EaKImcS93j7sCgTK+ytJ7db1fdmltCzBJvTKowRvN+x4FuP5JJQCFLjdZ2PDfmXoqGldSUrXYTSzHKEQ6pk9MQA7K9tHw6E4eJRY5ETEYoLUqR/l6kGFj7FPj5ZoD8YKe9QvzP6yQ8OOulKowTplAWQaw0lUFWGpW3QaKvDDFj8TkJFQqJBpnJKIFS5mKS1zMR6AfZ5GxwRFx05k03NEva9Zrn1rzrk2rjfNzeMuzDARyBB6fQgEtoQgskxPAML/DqvDnvzofz+btaccY3ezAB5/sHr0ekEQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FhXUBsc6tPer1jfEFite7AwNdYc=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEOyN7/fr6GUwCF4Mu0HQY9CLJ4lgopAE6Z104pDZBzO9giz7G1714Nd4E0+CH+PumoNJrFN1VTfVlB9rZdl1v5zK3PzC4tLyyura+sbm1vbObttGiZHUkpGOzJ2PlrQKqcWKNd3FhjDwNd36o4vCv30kY1UU3vBTTL0Ah6EaKImcS93j7sCgTK+ytJ7db1fdmltCzBJvTKowRvN+x4FuP5JJQCFLjdZ2PDfmXoqGldSUrXYTSzHKEQ6pk9MQA7K9tHw6E4eJRY5ETEYoLUqR/l6kGFj7FPj5ZoD8YKe9QvzP6yQ8OOulKowTplAWQaw0lUFWGpW3QaKvDDFj8TkJFQqJBpnJKIFS5mKS1zMR6AfZ5GxwRFx05k03NEva9Zrn1rzrk2rjfNzeMuzDARyBB6fQgEtoQgskxPAML/DqvDnvzofz+btaccY3ezAB5/sHr0ekEQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="CRPmsQE8ZNGVgeLtiQrxCsEis+Q=">AAACJHicbVDLSgNBEOyNr/g2evQyGARBDLtB0KPoxZNEMImQROkdOzpk9sFMrxCW/Q+vevBrvIkHL36LuzEHY6xTdVU31ZQfa2XZdT+d0szs3PxCeXFpeWV1bX2jstmyUWIkNWWkI3PtoyWtQmqyYk3XsSEMfE1tf3BW+O1HMlZF4RUPY+oFeB+qvpLIuXRz0O0blOlFltazfe92o+rW3BHENPHGpApjNG4rDnTvIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4D11chpiQLaXjt7OxG5ikSMRkxFKi5FIvy9SDKwdBn6+GSA/2L9eIf7ndRLuH/dSFcYJUyiLIFaaRkFWGpX3QeJOGWLG4nMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUkL2gi0A+yydnggDjLO/P+NjRNWvWa59a8y8Pqyem4vTJsww7sgQdHcALn0IAmSDDwBM/w4rw6b8678/GzWnLGN1swAefrG59TpIE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CRPmsQE8ZNGVgeLtiQrxCsEis+Q=">AAACJHicbVDLSgNBEOyNr/g2evQyGARBDLtB0KPoxZNEMImQROkdOzpk9sFMrxCW/Q+vevBrvIkHL36LuzEHY6xTdVU31ZQfa2XZdT+d0szs3PxCeXFpeWV1bX2jstmyUWIkNWWkI3PtoyWtQmqyYk3XsSEMfE1tf3BW+O1HMlZF4RUPY+oFeB+qvpLIuXRz0O0blOlFltazfe92o+rW3BHENPHGpApjNG4rDnTvIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4D11chpiQLaXjt7OxG5ikSMRkxFKi5FIvy9SDKwdBn6+GSA/2L9eIf7ndRLuH/dSFcYJUyiLIFaaRkFWGpX3QeJOGWLG4nMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUkL2gi0A+yydnggDjLO/P+NjRNWvWa59a8y8Pqyem4vTJsww7sgQdHcALn0IAmSDDwBM/w4rw6b8678/GzWnLGN1swAefrG59TpIE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CRPmsQE8ZNGVgeLtiQrxCsEis+Q=">AAACJHicbVDLSgNBEOyNr/g2evQyGARBDLtB0KPoxZNEMImQROkdOzpk9sFMrxCW/Q+vevBrvIkHL36LuzEHY6xTdVU31ZQfa2XZdT+d0szs3PxCeXFpeWV1bX2jstmyUWIkNWWkI3PtoyWtQmqyYk3XsSEMfE1tf3BW+O1HMlZF4RUPY+oFeB+qvpLIuXRz0O0blOlFltazfe92o+rW3BHENPHGpApjNG4rDnTvIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4D11chpiQLaXjt7OxG5ikSMRkxFKi5FIvy9SDKwdBn6+GSA/2L9eIf7ndRLuH/dSFcYJUyiLIFaaRkFWGpX3QeJOGWLG4nMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUkL2gi0A+yydnggDjLO/P+NjRNWvWa59a8y8Pqyem4vTJsww7sgQdHcALn0IAmSDDwBM/w4rw6b8678/GzWnLGN1swAefrG59TpIE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CRPmsQE8ZNGVgeLtiQrxCsEis+Q=">AAACJHicbVDLSgNBEOyNr/g2evQyGARBDLtB0KPoxZNEMImQROkdOzpk9sFMrxCW/Q+vevBrvIkHL36LuzEHY6xTdVU31ZQfa2XZdT+d0szs3PxCeXFpeWV1bX2jstmyUWIkNWWkI3PtoyWtQmqyYk3XsSEMfE1tf3BW+O1HMlZF4RUPY+oFeB+qvpLIuXRz0O0blOlFltazfe92o+rW3BHENPHGpApjNG4rDnTvIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4D11chpiQLaXjt7OxG5ikSMRkxFKi5FIvy9SDKwdBn6+GSA/2L9eIf7ndRLuH/dSFcYJUyiLIFaaRkFWGpX3QeJOGWLG4nMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUkL2gi0A+yydnggDjLO/P+NjRNWvWa59a8y8Pqyem4vTJsww7sgQdHcALn0IAmSDDwBM/w4rw6b8678/GzWnLGN1swAefrG59TpIE=</latexit>
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� 1

<latexit sha1_base64="balEGQ/+MJM8QgbWGumWPIa1+N0=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31Gd9RS5uLQbAx7AZBy6CNlUQwKiSLzF4n8ZK7D++dFWTZ77DVwq+xExsL/8XNmsIknurMOTOc4QSJVpZd98uZmZ2bX1isLC2vrK6tb1Q3t65snBpJbRnr2NwEaEmriNqsWNNNYgjDQNN1MDgd+tePZKyKo0t+SsgPsR+pnpLIheR3ewZldp5njfzAu63W3LpbQkwTb0RqMELrdtOB7l0s05Ailhqt7Xhuwn6GhpXUlC93U0sJygH2qVPQCEOyflZ+nYu91CLHIiEjlBalSH8vMgytfQqDYjNEvreT3lD8z+uk3Dv2MxUlKVMkh0GsNJVBVhpV1EHiThlixuHnJFQkJBpkJqMESlmIadHPWGAQ5uOzwQFxXnTmTTY0Ta4adc+texeHtebJqL0K7MAu7IMHR9CEM2hBGyQ8wDO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qMM7rZhjE43z8u0KRM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="balEGQ/+MJM8QgbWGumWPIa1+N0=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31Gd9RS5uLQbAx7AZBy6CNlUQwKiSLzF4n8ZK7D++dFWTZ77DVwq+xExsL/8XNmsIknurMOTOc4QSJVpZd98uZmZ2bX1isLC2vrK6tb1Q3t65snBpJbRnr2NwEaEmriNqsWNNNYgjDQNN1MDgd+tePZKyKo0t+SsgPsR+pnpLIheR3ewZldp5njfzAu63W3LpbQkwTb0RqMELrdtOB7l0s05Ailhqt7Xhuwn6GhpXUlC93U0sJygH2qVPQCEOyflZ+nYu91CLHIiEjlBalSH8vMgytfQqDYjNEvreT3lD8z+uk3Dv2MxUlKVMkh0GsNJVBVhpV1EHiThlixuHnJFQkJBpkJqMESlmIadHPWGAQ5uOzwQFxXnTmTTY0Ta4adc+texeHtebJqL0K7MAu7IMHR9CEM2hBGyQ8wDO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qMM7rZhjE43z8u0KRM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="balEGQ/+MJM8QgbWGumWPIa1+N0=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31Gd9RS5uLQbAx7AZBy6CNlUQwKiSLzF4n8ZK7D++dFWTZ77DVwq+xExsL/8XNmsIknurMOTOc4QSJVpZd98uZmZ2bX1isLC2vrK6tb1Q3t65snBpJbRnr2NwEaEmriNqsWNNNYgjDQNN1MDgd+tePZKyKo0t+SsgPsR+pnpLIheR3ewZldp5njfzAu63W3LpbQkwTb0RqMELrdtOB7l0s05Ailhqt7Xhuwn6GhpXUlC93U0sJygH2qVPQCEOyflZ+nYu91CLHIiEjlBalSH8vMgytfQqDYjNEvreT3lD8z+uk3Dv2MxUlKVMkh0GsNJVBVhpV1EHiThlixuHnJFQkJBpkJqMESlmIadHPWGAQ5uOzwQFxXnTmTTY0Ta4adc+texeHtebJqL0K7MAu7IMHR9CEM2hBGyQ8wDO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qMM7rZhjE43z8u0KRM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="balEGQ/+MJM8QgbWGumWPIa1+N0=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31Gd9RS5uLQbAx7AZBy6CNlUQwKiSLzF4n8ZK7D++dFWTZ77DVwq+xExsL/8XNmsIknurMOTOc4QSJVpZd98uZmZ2bX1isLC2vrK6tb1Q3t65snBpJbRnr2NwEaEmriNqsWNNNYgjDQNN1MDgd+tePZKyKo0t+SsgPsR+pnpLIheR3ewZldp5njfzAu63W3LpbQkwTb0RqMELrdtOB7l0s05Ailhqt7Xhuwn6GhpXUlC93U0sJygH2qVPQCEOyflZ+nYu91CLHIiEjlBalSH8vMgytfQqDYjNEvreT3lD8z+uk3Dv2MxUlKVMkh0GsNJVBVhpV1EHiThlixuHnJFQkJBpkJqMESlmIadHPWGAQ5uOzwQFxXnTmTTY0Ta4adc+texeHtebJqL0K7MAu7IMHR9CEM2hBGyQ8wDO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qMM7rZhjE43z8u0KRM</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="balEGQ/+MJM8QgbWGumWPIa1+N0=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31Gd9RS5uLQbAx7AZBy6CNlUQwKiSLzF4n8ZK7D++dFWTZ77DVwq+xExsL/8XNmsIknurMOTOc4QSJVpZd98uZmZ2bX1isLC2vrK6tb1Q3t65snBpJbRnr2NwEaEmriNqsWNNNYgjDQNN1MDgd+tePZKyKo0t+SsgPsR+pnpLIheR3ewZldp5njfzAu63W3LpbQkwTb0RqMELrdtOB7l0s05Ailhqt7Xhuwn6GhpXUlC93U0sJygH2qVPQCEOyflZ+nYu91CLHIiEjlBalSH8vMgytfQqDYjNEvreT3lD8z+uk3Dv2MxUlKVMkh0GsNJVBVhpV1EHiThlixuHnJFQkJBpkJqMESlmIadHPWGAQ5uOzwQFxXnTmTTY0Ta4adc+texeHtebJqL0K7MAu7IMHR9CEM2hBGyQ8wDO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qMM7rZhjE43z8u0KRM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="balEGQ/+MJM8QgbWGumWPIa1+N0=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31Gd9RS5uLQbAx7AZBy6CNlUQwKiSLzF4n8ZK7D++dFWTZ77DVwq+xExsL/8XNmsIknurMOTOc4QSJVpZd98uZmZ2bX1isLC2vrK6tb1Q3t65snBpJbRnr2NwEaEmriNqsWNNNYgjDQNN1MDgd+tePZKyKo0t+SsgPsR+pnpLIheR3ewZldp5njfzAu63W3LpbQkwTb0RqMELrdtOB7l0s05Ailhqt7Xhuwn6GhpXUlC93U0sJygH2qVPQCEOyflZ+nYu91CLHIiEjlBalSH8vMgytfQqDYjNEvreT3lD8z+uk3Dv2MxUlKVMkh0GsNJVBVhpV1EHiThlixuHnJFQkJBpkJqMESlmIadHPWGAQ5uOzwQFxXnTmTTY0Ta4adc+texeHtebJqL0K7MAu7IMHR9CEM2hBGyQ8wDO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qMM7rZhjE43z8u0KRM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="balEGQ/+MJM8QgbWGumWPIa1+N0=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31Gd9RS5uLQbAx7AZBy6CNlUQwKiSLzF4n8ZK7D++dFWTZ77DVwq+xExsL/8XNmsIknurMOTOc4QSJVpZd98uZmZ2bX1isLC2vrK6tb1Q3t65snBpJbRnr2NwEaEmriNqsWNNNYgjDQNN1MDgd+tePZKyKo0t+SsgPsR+pnpLIheR3ewZldp5njfzAu63W3LpbQkwTb0RqMELrdtOB7l0s05Ailhqt7Xhuwn6GhpXUlC93U0sJygH2qVPQCEOyflZ+nYu91CLHIiEjlBalSH8vMgytfQqDYjNEvreT3lD8z+uk3Dv2MxUlKVMkh0GsNJVBVhpV1EHiThlixuHnJFQkJBpkJqMESlmIadHPWGAQ5uOzwQFxXnTmTTY0Ta4adc+texeHtebJqL0K7MAu7IMHR9CEM2hBGyQ8wDO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qMM7rZhjE43z8u0KRM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="balEGQ/+MJM8QgbWGumWPIa1+N0=">AAACI3icbVC7SgNREJ31Gd9RS5uLQbAx7AZBy6CNlUQwKiSLzF4n8ZK7D++dFWTZ77DVwq+xExsL/8XNmsIknurMOTOc4QSJVpZd98uZmZ2bX1isLC2vrK6tb1Q3t65snBpJbRnr2NwEaEmriNqsWNNNYgjDQNN1MDgd+tePZKyKo0t+SsgPsR+pnpLIheR3ewZldp5njfzAu63W3LpbQkwTb0RqMELrdtOB7l0s05Ailhqt7Xhuwn6GhpXUlC93U0sJygH2qVPQCEOyflZ+nYu91CLHIiEjlBalSH8vMgytfQqDYjNEvreT3lD8z+uk3Dv2MxUlKVMkh0GsNJVBVhpV1EHiThlixuHnJFQkJBpkJqMESlmIadHPWGAQ5uOzwQFxXnTmTTY0Ta4adc+texeHtebJqL0K7MAu7IMHR9CEM2hBGyQ8wDO8wKvz5rw7H87n7+qMM7rZhjE43z8u0KRM</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="CRPmsQE8ZNGVgeLtiQrxCsEis+Q=">AAACJHicbVDLSgNBEOyNr/g2evQyGARBDLtB0KPoxZNEMImQROkdOzpk9sFMrxCW/Q+vevBrvIkHL36LuzEHY6xTdVU31ZQfa2XZdT+d0szs3PxCeXFpeWV1bX2jstmyUWIkNWWkI3PtoyWtQmqyYk3XsSEMfE1tf3BW+O1HMlZF4RUPY+oFeB+qvpLIuXRz0O0blOlFltazfe92o+rW3BHENPHGpApjNG4rDnTvIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4D11chpiQLaXjt7OxG5ikSMRkxFKi5FIvy9SDKwdBn6+GSA/2L9eIf7ndRLuH/dSFcYJUyiLIFaaRkFWGpX3QeJOGWLG4nMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUkL2gi0A+yydnggDjLO/P+NjRNWvWa59a8y8Pqyem4vTJsww7sgQdHcALn0IAmSDDwBM/w4rw6b8678/GzWnLGN1swAefrG59TpIE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CRPmsQE8ZNGVgeLtiQrxCsEis+Q=">AAACJHicbVDLSgNBEOyNr/g2evQyGARBDLtB0KPoxZNEMImQROkdOzpk9sFMrxCW/Q+vevBrvIkHL36LuzEHY6xTdVU31ZQfa2XZdT+d0szs3PxCeXFpeWV1bX2jstmyUWIkNWWkI3PtoyWtQmqyYk3XsSEMfE1tf3BW+O1HMlZF4RUPY+oFeB+qvpLIuXRz0O0blOlFltazfe92o+rW3BHENPHGpApjNG4rDnTvIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4D11chpiQLaXjt7OxG5ikSMRkxFKi5FIvy9SDKwdBn6+GSA/2L9eIf7ndRLuH/dSFcYJUyiLIFaaRkFWGpX3QeJOGWLG4nMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUkL2gi0A+yydnggDjLO/P+NjRNWvWa59a8y8Pqyem4vTJsww7sgQdHcALn0IAmSDDwBM/w4rw6b8678/GzWnLGN1swAefrG59TpIE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CRPmsQE8ZNGVgeLtiQrxCsEis+Q=">AAACJHicbVDLSgNBEOyNr/g2evQyGARBDLtB0KPoxZNEMImQROkdOzpk9sFMrxCW/Q+vevBrvIkHL36LuzEHY6xTdVU31ZQfa2XZdT+d0szs3PxCeXFpeWV1bX2jstmyUWIkNWWkI3PtoyWtQmqyYk3XsSEMfE1tf3BW+O1HMlZF4RUPY+oFeB+qvpLIuXRz0O0blOlFltazfe92o+rW3BHENPHGpApjNG4rDnTvIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4D11chpiQLaXjt7OxG5ikSMRkxFKi5FIvy9SDKwdBn6+GSA/2L9eIf7ndRLuH/dSFcYJUyiLIFaaRkFWGpX3QeJOGWLG4nMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUkL2gi0A+yydnggDjLO/P+NjRNWvWa59a8y8Pqyem4vTJsww7sgQdHcALn0IAmSDDwBM/w4rw6b8678/GzWnLGN1swAefrG59TpIE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CRPmsQE8ZNGVgeLtiQrxCsEis+Q=">AAACJHicbVDLSgNBEOyNr/g2evQyGARBDLtB0KPoxZNEMImQROkdOzpk9sFMrxCW/Q+vevBrvIkHL36LuzEHY6xTdVU31ZQfa2XZdT+d0szs3PxCeXFpeWV1bX2jstmyUWIkNWWkI3PtoyWtQmqyYk3XsSEMfE1tf3BW+O1HMlZF4RUPY+oFeB+qvpLIuXRz0O0blOlFltazfe92o+rW3BHENPHGpApjNG4rDnTvIpkEFLLUaG3Hc2PupWhYSU3ZUjexFKMc4D11chpiQLaXjt7OxG5ikSMRkxFKi5FIvy9SDKwdBn6+GSA/2L9eIf7ndRLuH/dSFcYJUyiLIFaaRkFWGpX3QeJOGWLG4nMSKhQSDTKTUQKlzMUkL2gi0A+yydnggDjLO/P+NjRNWvWa59a8y8Pqyem4vTJsww7sgQdHcALn0IAmSDDwBM/w4rw6b8678/GzWnLGN1swAefrG59TpIE=</latexit>
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Figure 3.1: A sketch of the full spectrum of ĤTLS. Different columns correspond to different
sectors of the Hilbert space with different J , with J ≤ N/2. Once the quantum number J (the column)
is fixed, M varies accordingly assuming the values M = J, J − 1, . . . ,−J , corresponding to different
rows. The value of M determines the energy according to the relation, εM ≡ ~ωegM/2.

Let us analyze in detail the case of two atoms. The pseudo-spin basis |J,M〉 can be
expressed in terms of the local basis as follows: |1, 1〉 = |e〉1 |e〉2; |1, 0〉 =

(
|g〉1 |e〉2 +

|e〉1 |g〉2
)
/
√

2; |1,−1〉 = |g〉1 |g〉2; |0, 0〉 =
(
|g〉1 |e〉2 − |e〉1 |g〉2

)
/
√

2.

3.1.3 The Dicke model

In this Subsection we finally derive the Dicke model by coupling the atoms, described by ĤTLS

(Eq.(3.18), with photons [40]. Hence, we begin by discussing light-matter coupling.
In the Coulomb gauge, the light-matter interaction is correctly obtained trough the mini-

mal coupling, i.e. the substitution p̂i → p̂i+eÂ(r̂i)/c, where−e < 0 is the electron charge [79–
82]. The full Hamiltonian is therefore given by

ĤA = Ĥ+ Ĥph +
N∑

i=1

e

mc
Â(ri) · p̂i +

N∑

i=1

e2

2mc2
Â2(ri) , (3.22)
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where Â2(ri) is the vector potential defined in Eq. (3.15). The third and fourth terms in
Eq. (3.22) are often referred to respectively as the paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions
to the light-matter coupling Hamiltonian. Let us assume that only a single mode â, whose
frequency ωc is resonant with that of TLSs ωc ' ωeg, is relevant. All other off-resonant modes
are neglected. Furthermore, we neglect the spatial dependence of the vector potential, taking
the limit q → 0 to begin with, 1 i.e. Â = A0u(â+â†), where we have renamed the polarization
as u, A0 =

√
2π~c2/(V ωc), V is the volume of the cavity, and the single photon Hamiltonian

reads Ĥ1−ph = ~ωcâ
†â. The full Hamiltonian reads

ĤA0 = Ĥ+ ~ωcâ
†â+

N∑

i=1

e

mc
p̂i ·A0(â+ â†) +

N∑

i=1

e2A2
0

2mc2
(â+ â†)2 , (3.23)

where A0 ≡ A0u. For future reference we define ∆ ≡ Ne2A2
0/(2mc

2). As in the previous
Subsection 3.1.2, we project on the local basis consisting of the two lowest energy levels, |g〉i
and |e〉i. This approximation is well justified only if we assume that ~ωeg is the only energy-
transition in resonance with a cavity mode. By using the fundamental commutation relation
i~p̂i/m = [r̂i, Ĥ] we get a Hopfield-like [83] model:

ĤHopf = ~ωegĴ
z + ~ωcâ

†â+
[
gĴ+(â+ â†) + h.c.

]
+ ∆(â+ â†)2 , (3.24)

where g ≡ ieωeg 〈e|r̂ ·A0|g〉 /c. Notice that we have dropped the index i, since all atoms are
considered to be identical. On top of all the approximations discussed in the present Section,
in order to get the Dicke model, we have to artificially neglect the diamagnetic term (i.e.
setting ∆ = 0), obtaining

ĤDicke = ~ωegĴ
z + ~ωcâ

†â+
[
gĴ+(â+ â†) + h.c.

]
. (3.25)

The Dicke model [25] describes N TLSs coupled to a single spatially-uniform cavity mode
(for a cartoon, see Fig. 3.2). Dicke introduced it in order to describe the coherent sponta-
neous radiation, known as superradiance, that occurs in a ensemble of atoms cooperatively
coupled with a privileged radiation mode. The Dicke model also displays a quantum phase
transition, known as superradiant phase-transition. We will discuss the main properties of
these “superradiances” in the next two Sections, Sect. 3.2 and Sect. 3.3.

Few comments are in order. Following a microscopic derivation, we obtain an Hopfield-like
model in Eq.(3.24) rather then the Dicke model in Eq.(3.25). Afterwards, we obtained the
Dicke model from the Hopfield-like Hamiltonian artificially neglecting the diamagnetic term
∆(â+ â†)2. We show here that the coupling strength g and ∆ are not independent.

Both these terms are obtained though minimal coupling and they have to fulfill a precise
relation, known as Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule [84], in order to preserve gauge
invariance. We explicitly derive and comment this relation. For future reference, we denote
by |k〉 and εk the eigenstates and eigenvalues of ĥ [85, 86] in Eq.(3.16), with |g〉 and |e〉 being
the first two lowest energy levels.

1This approximation is well justified in standard atomic setup, where the characteristic size ` of the elec-
tronic wavefunction is of the order of the Bohr radius ` ∼ aB = 5 10−2nm, while the characteristic energy gap
is of the order of the electronvolt ~ωeg ∼ 1eV . Assuming the photon energy ~ωq to be in resonance with this
transition, we obtain a photon wavelength λ = 2π/q ' 102nm. Hence, the limit λ/` � 1 (or, equivalently,
q → 0) is well satisfied.
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R. H. Dicke, Phys. Rev. 93, 99 (1954). 

Dicke Model 

Paradigmatic model for light-matter interaction 

HDicke = !0Jz + !0a
†a +

!0�p
N

Jx(a + a†)
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Figure 3.2: A skecth of the Dicke model. A collection of TLSs (modelling an atomic ensamble)
are inside an electromagnetic cavity.

We start by noticing that

|g|2
~ωeg

=
e2

~c2
ωeg| 〈e|r̂ ·A0|g〉 |2 (3.26)

≤ e2

~2c2

∑

k 6=g

(εk − ε0)| 〈k|r̂ ·A0|g〉 |2 . (3.27)

Exploiting the identity [40],

∆ =
e2

~2c2

∑

k 6=g

(εk − ε0)| 〈k|r̂ ·A0|g〉 |2 , (3.28)

we get the TRK sum-rule [84]
N |g|2
~ωeg

≤ ∆ . (3.29)

Eq. (3.29) is a manifestation of the TRK sum rule [84] which expresses the fact that the
paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions to the physical current-current response function
cancel out in the uniform static limit, namely when the electromagnetic field is a purely gauge
field. As we can see from Eq. (3.29), requiring ∆ to be strictly zero implies that the TLSs
are totally decoupled from photons, i.e. g = 0. Since ∆ scales like g2, we can approximately
neglect the diamagnetic term in the weak coupling regime (g � {~ωc, ~ωeg}). Conversely, in
the strong coupling regime (g ∼ {~ωc, ~ωeg}) the paramagnetic and the diamagnetic terms
have the same importance. In this case, neglecting ∆ can lead to gross mistakes. The
inequality in Eq. (3.29) and the above considerations will be crucial in order to discuss the
superradiant phase transition and its impossibility when gauge invariance is properly taken
into account (see Sect. 3.3 below).

3.2 Superradiant emission

The term superradiance was coined in 1954 by Dicke [25]. It is a collective phenomenon [87,
88] that occurs when an ensemble of N excited atoms interact coherently with a common
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electromagnetic mode. If each atom emits independently, the total intensity of the emitted
light I would be the incoherent sum of each atomic contribution, i.e. I ∼ N . This effect
goes under the name of fluorescence. Conversely, if the atoms are coherently coupled with
the same mode, a collective effect arises. The collective emission is started when an excited
electronic state decays to the ground state by emitting a photon. This photon, which does
not immediately escape the cavity, populates the electromagnetic mode, where it can interact
with all atoms and stimulates further emissions. This induces a chain reaction where all
atomic excitations are fast released in a bright flash. In this case, the total intensity scales
quadratically in the number of atoms, i.e. I ∼ N2, due to this constructive interference. This
enhancement by a factor N in comparison with ordinary fluorescence has led to the name
“superradiance”.

Let us discuss in detail this effect. We consider the Dicke model in Eq. (3.25) in presence of
strong dissipation due to imperfect leaky cavity mirrors. The cavity losses are parametrized
by the decay rate κ. We set ourselves in the so-called weak coupling regime, i.e. κ � g
meaning that the probability that an atom adsorbs back an emitted photon is negligible. At
initial time, all the N atoms are considered to be in its own excited state, namely

|ψ(0)〉 = |e, e, . . . , e〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
N

. (3.30)

Let us first consider the case where all atoms interact independently with the electro-
magnetic modes. Physically this means that the mean distance between the atoms r is large
compared to the photon wavelength λ, r � λ. Tracing out the cavity and employing the
Born-Markov approximation [87] we obtain a Lindblad master equation which describes the
dynamics of the atomic ensemble,

d

dt
ρN (t) =

∑

i

γ

~

[
σ̂+
i ρN (t)σ̂−i −

1

2

{
σ̂+
i σ̂
−
i , ρN (t)

}]
, (3.31)

where ρN (t) is the atoms density matrix,
{
., .
}
is the anticommutator and the decay rate γ is

given by γ = g2/κ. In writing Eq. (3.31) we are considering the cavity to be in contact with
a bosonic bath at zero temperature. This means that we are neglecting thermal photons that
might come from outside the cavity and excite the atoms. Eq. (3.31) induces an independent
dynamics for each atom. Let us denote the probability to find the atoms in its own excited
state |e〉 at time t as p(t). From Eq. (3.31) we get as a solution p(t) = p(0)e−

γ
~ t, where p(0)

is the initial probability to find the atom in its excited state. Due to the initial condition,
Eq. (3.30), p(0) = 1. As expected, the decay time scale τ‖ is given by τ‖ = ~/γ. We have used
the same notation of Sect. 2.2 for the parallel time, since similarly to the parallel protocol
described there, all atoms are independently coupled with a different electromagnetic mode.

We now consider the case where all atoms interact coherently with the same mode, i.e.
r � λ. In this case, the evolution of the atomic density matrix is dictated by the following
master equation [87, 88]

d

dt
ρN (t) =

γ

~

[
Ĵ+ρN (t)Ĵ− − 1

2

{
Ĵ+Ĵ−, ρN (t)

}]
. (3.32)

Unfortunately, there is not any known analytic solution to Eq. (3.32). Anyway, it is
possible to find a mean field solution [88], factorizing all operators products (e.g. 〈Ĵ+Ĵ−〉 →
〈Ĵ+〉 〈Ĵ−〉). We parametrize the expectation values of Ĵz and Ĵ± in terms of the polar
coordinates θ, φ, namely 〈Ĵz〉 = J cos(θ) and 〈Ĵ±〉 = J sin(θ)e±iφ. Once the mean field
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approximation is taken, the pseudo-spin behaves classicaly, obeying the equations of motion
of an over-dumped pendulum [88],

θ̇ =
Nγ

~
sin(θ) , (3.33)

φ̇ = 0 . (3.34)

The probability to find a single atom in its excited state p can be expressed as a function
of the polar coordinates, p = cos(θ). The implicit solution of Eq. (3.33) is given by

t =
~

2Nγ
log
{[1− p(t)

]
p(0)[

1− p(0)
]
p(t)

}
, (3.35)

while φ(t) = φ(0). This equation reveals that decay time τ] scales with 1/N , τ] ∼ ~/(Nγ).
Again, we used the same notation of Sect. 2.2 for the collective time to underline a connection
with the power advantage defined there in Eq. (2.13).

It is possible to invert Eq. (3.32) to obtain the explicit form of p(t),

p(t) =
{ p(0)

[
1− tanh(Nγt~ )

]

1 + tanh(Nγt~ )
[
1− 2p(0)

]
}
. (3.36)
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Figure 3.3: The probability p(t) to find an atom in its own excited state as a function of time
(in units of ~/γ). p(t) for independent (coherent) emission is plotted as a blu dashed (red thick) line.
The various solid red lines correspond to different values of the number N of atoms: N = 2, 5, 10, 20.
The lines thicken and brighten with increasing N. The initial probabilty is set to be p(0) = 0.99.

We can see by inspection that the initial condition p(0) = 1, corresponding to the initial
state in Eq. (3.30), gives a constant solution p(t) = p(0) = 1 (while the corresponding time
t in Eq. (3.35) is ill-defined). This is due to the fact that the correspondent initial angle
θ(0) = 0 is an unstable equilibrium point, meaning that any small perturbation gives rise
to a departure from the equilibrium solution. As a matter of fact, this equilibrium point is
an artifact of the classical solutions, since taking into account quantum fluctuation drives
the trajectory away from this point. In the quantum case, the only equilibrium point (or
fixed-point of the dynamical map) lies at p = 0.
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In summary, we studied the emission of an ensemble of N excited atoms enclosed in a
dissipative cavity. Fig. 3.3 shows the probability to find an atom in its own excited state
p(t) as a function of time comparing the case of independent emission (blue dashed line) and
collective superradiant emission (red thick lines).

If each atom emits independently, the time-scale of the process is given by τ‖ = ~/γ.
Conversely, if the atoms lose their energy through the same mode, the speed of the emission
process (or discharging process in the QB jargon) is enhanced by a factor N , τ] ∼ τ‖/N . This
can be put in a strong analogy with the charging protocol proposed by Ref. [22] (and discussed
in Sect. 2.2), where a Hamiltonian that acts on all the qubits simultaneusly provide a speed-up
in the charging time. This connection is further investigated in Chap. 4, where a high-power
battery based on the Dicke model is proposed. As we will see there, the superradiant emission,
proposed by Dicke [25], is at the core of the collective advantage found in a Dicke QB [24].

3.3 Superradiant phase transition or photon condensation

The Dicke model, discussed in detail in Sect. 3.1, displays a phase transition, named “su-
perradiant” phase transition in the Literature. In 1973 Hepp and Lieb [31] and Wang and
Hioe [38] have shown that for sufficiently strong light-matter coupling the Dicke model in
the thermodynamic limit has a finite temperature second-order equilibrium phase transition
between a normal and “superradiant” state. In the superradiant phase, the ground state ex-
hibits a macroscopic number of photons, i.e. 〈â〉 ∝

√
N . Due to this fact, we dubbed this

exotic phase as “photon condensate” to avoid confusion with the already mentioned superra-
diant emission phenomena. Later, it was shown that the inclusion of the diamagnetic term
proportional to (â + â†)2 (Ref. 39), which is naturally generated by the minimal coupling
procedure p̂→ p̂+ eA/c, forbids the phase transition, if the TRK sum-rule [84] is taken into
account. Recently, it has been proved [37] that the Dicke model displays also a quantum phase
transition at zero temperature, tuned by the light-matter coupling. Again, the addition of
the diamagnetic term fulfilling the TRK sum-rule prevents the occurrence of photon conden-
sation [40]. In has been argued [40] that this sum-rule can be violated in circuit QED setups,
due to the peculiar topology of the wave-function in these systems, opening a path to realize
the superradiant phase transition. Nevertheless, this question is still open and debated [73].

The rest of this Section is organized as follows. In Subsect. 3.3.1 we discuss the photon
condensation in the Dicke model. This Subsection is based on the results of Ref.[37]. In
Subsect. 3.3.2 we show that the addition of a diamagetic term fulfilling the TRK sum-rule to
the Dicke model forbids the occurrence of photon condensation. In this Subsection the no-go
theorem is presented following the line of reasoning of Ref.[40]. The content of the present
Section is preliminary to the contents of Chap. 8, where the no-go theorem is generalized and
to Chap. 9 where a possible path to overcome this theorem is presented.

3.3.1 Photon condensation in the Dicke model

We here discuss the occurrence of a quantum phase transition [37], named photon conden-
sation, in the Dicke model in Eq. (3.25). Contrary to classical phase transitions, which are
driven by temperature, quantum phase transitions are controlled by a Hamiltonian parame-
ter. In this case, photon condensation is controlled by the light-matter coupling g. Moreover,
phase transitions can occur only in the thermodynamic limit [89], namely N → ∞, V → ∞
with N/V → const. Looking at the microscopic expression for g ≡ ieωeg 〈e|r̂ ·A0|g〉 /c (see
below Eq.(3.24)) with A0 =

√
2π~c2/(V ωc) ∼ 1/

√
N , we can see that the coupling is not an
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intensive quantity, i.e. g ∼ 1/
√
N , in the thermodynamic limit. Hence, we decide to work

with a rescaled intensive coupling g0 defined as g0 ≡
√
Ng. 2 Without any loss of generality,

we assume g0 to be real.
With this choice, the Dicke model in Eq. (3.25) reads

ĤDicke = ~ωegĴ
z + ~ωcâ

†â+
g0√
N

(
Ĵ+ + Ĵ−

)(
â+ â†

)
. (3.37)

By means of the Holstein-Primakoff transformations [90] it is possible to express collective
pseudo-spin operators in terms of the bosonic operators b̂, b̂†, namely

Ĵz = b̂†b̂− N

2
, (3.38)

Ĵ+ = (Ĵ−)† = b̂†
√
N

√

1− b̂†b̂

N
. (3.39)

In the normal phase, we note that the ratio 〈b̂†b̂〉 /N goes to zero in the thermodynamic
limit N → ∞, meaning that the atom is not macroscopically excited. In this case, we can
legitimately approximate ladder pseudo-spin operator with bosonic ladder operators, Ĵ+ →√
Nb̂†, Ĵ− →

√
Nb̂. The Dicke Hamiltonian is then approximated by two-modes bosonic

Hamiltonian
ĤDicke = ~ωegb̂

†b̂+ ~ωcâ
†â+ g0

(
b̂† + b̂

)(
â† + â

)
. (3.40)

This Hamiltonian is quadratic in the bosonic operators and can be diagonalized in terms
of the Bogoliubov eigenmodes γ̂+ and γ̂− as follows

Ĥ< =
∑

i=±
ε<i γ̂

†
i γ̂i + EG , (3.41)

where EG is the ground state energy and ε<i are the energies of the Bogoliubov eigenmodes,
which read explicitly

(ε<±)2 =
1

2

[
(~ωc)

2 + (~ωeg)2 ±
√[

(~ωc)2 − (~ωeg)2
]2

+ 16g2
0~ωc~ωeg

]
. (3.42)

For g0 = gc
0 ≡

√
~ωc~ωeg/2, the lowest mode becomes soft ε<− = 0, signaling a quantum

phase transition. For g0 > gc
0, the energy ε

<
− is imaginary, meaning that the model in Eq. (3.40)

becomes unphysical. In this case, a different path has to be taken to solve the Dicke model. To
do so, we consider the Holstein-Primakoff transformed Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.37) and displace
the bosonic modes in the following way

Â ≡ â+ α , (3.43)
B̂ ≡ b̂+ β . (3.44)

2One may note that this choice is somehow crucial also in the context of superradiant emission. If in Sect.
3.2 the intensive coupling constant g0 were used instead of g = g0/

√
N the coherent speed-up would have

been completely reabsorbed. The decay time scale τ] (defined by Eq.(3.35)) reads in terms of microscopic
parameter τ] ∼ ~κ/(Ng2) or, in terms of g0, τ] ∼ ~κ/(g20), which does not scale with N . Whether g or
g0 is the correct physical parameter ultimately depends on the experimental setup. In Haroche emission
experiments [33], for example, the number of atoms N is varied without altering the volume of the cavity, and
therefore the description with g is more appropriate. In the present discussion of phase transitions, where the
thermodynamic limit is involved (N → ∞, V → ∞ with N/V → const) we chose to use g0 as the physical
parameter.
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Neglecting terms such 〈B̂†B̂〉 /N and choosing the suitable α and β in order to set
to zero terms linear in the bosonic operator, we obtain an Hamiltonian quadratic in the
bosonic operators Â and B̂. This can be diagonalized via a Bogoliubov transformation:
Ĥ> =

∑
i=± ε

>
i γ̂
†
i γ̂i + EG, where

(ε>±)2 =
1

2

[
(~ωc)

2 +
(g~ωeg

gc

)2
±
√
[
(~ωc)2 −

(g~ωeg

gc

)2]2
+ 4
(
~ωc~ωeg)2

]
. (3.45)

It is worth to notice that this Hamiltonian is well defined only for g0 ≥ gc
0 since otherwise

ε>− would be an imaginary number. The spectrum of the lowest excitation of the Dicke model
is shown in Fig. 3.4, (a).
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Figure 3.4: Panel (a) shows the upper ε+ (red solid line) and lower energy-branch ε− (blue dashed
line) of ĤDicke (in units of ~ωc) as a function of g0 (in units of ~ωc). Panel (b) shows the ground
state number of photons (blue dashed line), 〈â†â〉 /N and the ground state probability (red solid line)
to find an atom in its own excited state, p ≡ 〈Ĵz〉 /N + 1/2. In both panels, the resonant condition
ωc = ωeg is assumed.

We now show that the phase transition has an observable manifestation in the atomic
inversion 〈Ĵz〉 and in the photon occupation number 〈â†â〉, where 〈. . .〉 denotes ground state
expectation values. For g0 < gc

0, these two quantities (shown in Fig. 3.4,(b)) read

〈Ĵz〉 = −N
2
, (3.46)

〈â†â〉 = 0 , (3.47)

while for g0 > gc
0,

〈Ĵz〉 = −N
2

(gc
0

g0

)2
, (3.48)

〈â†â〉 = N
[g4

0 − (gc
0)4]

(~ωegg0)2
. (3.49)

In the normal phase, g0 < gc
0, all atoms are in its own local ground state |g〉i, i.e. 〈Ĵz〉 =

−N/2, while there are no photons in the system, 〈â†â〉 = 0. In the photon condensate phase,
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g0 > gc
0, both atoms and photons acquire a macroscopic number of excitations (see also

Fig. 3.4,(b)). The photon condensate phase owes its name to this fact, the ground state has
a macroscopic number of photons.

3.3.2 No-go theorem: the Hopfield model

We finally comment on the inclusion of the diamagnetic term in Eq. (3.24). For sake of
simplicity, we assume the cavity frequency and the atomic transition frequency to be equal,
ωc = ωeg. In the normal phase, we can safely perform the Holdstein-Primakoff transformations
[90] and neglect terms like 〈b̂†b̂〉 /N in the thermodynamic limit. The Hopfield Hamiltonian
reads [40, 83]

ĤHopf = ~ωegb̂
†b̂+ ~ωcâ

†â+ g0

(
b̂† + b̂

)(
â† + â

)
+ ∆

(
â† + â

)2
. (3.50)

This quadratic Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by means of Bogoliubov transformations.
Energies of the Bogoliubov modes are given by

(ε<±)2 = (~ωc)
2 + 2~ωc

(
∆±

√
∆2 + g2

0

)
. (3.51)

This spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The upper ε+ (red solid line) and lower energy-branch ε− (blue dashed line) of ĤHopf

(in units of ~ωc) as a function of g0 (in units of ~ωc). The condition ξ = 1 is taken.

As previously discussed in Sect. 3.1, a precise relation [40] between g0 and ∆ exists due
to the TRK sum rule. Eq. (3.29) can be recast in terms of g0 as

∆ = ξ
g2

0

~ωc
, (3.52)

where ξ is a free parameter, fulfilling ξ ≥ 1. The critical coupling gc
0 at which the phase

transition occurs is given by the softening of the lowest mode, i.e. ε<− = 0. The critical
coupling reads

(gc
0)2 =

(~ωc)
2

4(1− ξ) . (3.53)
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This equation does not admit a real solution for ξ ≥ 1 and, as shown in Fiq. 3.5, there
is always a finite energy gap between the ground state and the first excited state, meaning
that no phase transition occurs. Since ξ is indeed constrained to be greater or equal to one
by Eq. (3.52), physical models do not display any photon condensation.

Physically, the Dicke model describes an ensemble of atoms coupled with a single spatially-
uniform electromagnetic mode. Since we are looking to equilibrium properties this mode
displays no time-dependence. Such a constant and uniform vector potential corresponds to
a purely gauge field and therefore it cannot have any physical effect. Thanks to Eq. (3.52),
paramagnetic and diamagnetic currents cancel out in response to a such fictitious field. This
is a so-called no-go theorem [40] for photon condensation.

While the present analysis is restricted to the Dicke model, it is possible to show that an
arbitrary non-relativistic electronic system coupled to a single bosonic mode does not display
photon condensation, even in presence of strong electron-electron interactions, as we show
in Chap. 8. Since the root of this no-go theorem resides in the fact that a spatially-uniform
electromagnetic mode corresponds to a purely gauge field, a natural way to circumvent the
theorem is to consider a spatially-varying mode. Following this path, as we show in Chap. 9,
it is possible to derive a criterion for the occurrence of photon condensation.
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Dicke Quantum Batteries
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4
High-power collective charging of a solid-state

quantum battery

In this Chapter we present our work on a Dicke quantum battery, a solid state implementation
of the quantum thermodynamics concepts exposed in Chap.2. The results of this work have
been published in Ref. [24] and this chapter is largely based upon it.

We start this Chapter with a synopsis, Sect. 4.1, of the current state of the field. In Sect. 4.2
we introduce our model and the charging protocol. Sect. 4.3 discusses the parallel protocol,
where each battery cell is charged independently, while Sect. 4.4 describes the collective
charging, where all cells are charged by the same energy source. Storage and discharging are
presented in Sect. 4.5 and few experimental considerations are given in Sect. 4.6. We end with
a discussion of our findings in Sect. 4.7. Further technical details are reported in App. A.

4.1 Synopsis

In the last few decades, batteries [91, 92] have been the driving force behind the revolution in
personal electronics and are steadily gaining tremendous importance also in the automotive
sector [93]. Currently, there is also an ever increasing demand on energy storage systems
able to manage large power densities [94], an issue that has been so far partially addressed
by the use of supercapacitors [95, 96]. Batteries and supercapacitors essentially operate on
the basis of extremely robust electrochemical principles that have been developed between
the Eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries [91, 92]. While it is pivotal to continue research on
advanced materials (see, e.g., Ref. 97) to optimize the performance of available energy storage
devices, it seems timely and very natural to ask ourselves whether it is useful to transcend
conventional electrochemistry to create an entirely new class of powerful batteries.

Quantum phenomena, such as phase coherence and entanglement, constitute remarkable
resources that, when properly manipulated and engineered, may enable superior performance
of technological devices of various sorts. The prime example is quantum computing performed
with quantum bits (realized, e.g., with superconducting circuitry [98, 99]) as compared to clas-
sical computing performed with classical bits [100]. While in quantum computing quantum
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Figure 4.1: a) An array of identical Rabi quantum batteries operating in parallel. The elemen-
tary building block, enclosed in a red box, consists of a two-level system with an energy separation
ωeg between the ground |g〉 and excited state |e〉. Each two-level system is coupled to a separate
cavity hosting a single photonic mode. The red arrow indicates a particle-hole transition induced by
the photon field. b) A Dicke quantum battery, where the same array of two-level systems is now
embedded into a single cavity and interacting with a common photonic mode. c) Time evolution of
the dimensionless coupling constant λ(t) introduced in Eq. (4.2). i) After initializing the system in
the state |ψ(0)〉 defined in Eq. (4.1), one turns on the coupling λ(t) bringing it to one and keeping
it on for a time τc in order to charge the array (charging phase, red arrow). ii) The coupling is then
switched off for a time τs (storage phase, blue arrow). iii) Finally, the coupling is again turned on for
a time τd to discharge the array (discharging phase, green arrow).

phenomena are employed to achieve efficient manipulation and processing of information, an
emerging theoretical research activity is currently focused on utilizing genuine quantum re-
sources to achieve superior performances in the manipulation and processing of energy [101].
Specifically, whether and how quantum correlations may be harnessed to achieve high ther-
modynamic efficiency in the transduction of heat into work in quantum-mechanical thermal
machines is something that is currently being actively investigated [11–19].

Given this context, we are naturally led to consider whether quantum resources such as
entanglement may be usefully employed to improve the performance (e.g. by speeding up the
charging time) of “quantum batteries” (QBs). To this end we consider a quantum system—see
red box in Fig. 4.1(a)—having a discrete energy spectrum, which can be kept well isolated
from its environment so as to hold its energy for a sufficiently long time relative to the intended
use. Many of such systems can be considered together, making a QB. In Figs. 4.1(a) and (b)
we see two examples. In panel (a), each quantum system—in this case a two-level system
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(TLS)—is coupled to a separate cavity, each hosting a single photonic mode. In panel (b),
an ensemble of many TLSs is embedded in a single cavity and interacting with a common
photonic mode. Charging of a QB requires a protocol of “interaction” of the QB itself with
some external body or field (the “energy source”, namely the cavity field in our example),
which raises its energy over a time span that is much shorter than the QB lifetime.

Early pioneering works [20–23] have considered a special subclass of charging protocols,
namely those that can be described by unitary quantum gates acting on arrays of QBs. The
main finding of these works is that addressing N QBs at once, by means of a global entangling
operation, can result in a speed-up of the averaged charging power (stored energy over charging
time) as compared to charging them individually, in a parallel fashion. As noted in Ref. 23,
however, such global entangling operations involve highly non-local interactions, which may
be difficult to realize in practice.

In this Chapter, we propose a practical architecture for a QB constituted by an array of N
TLSs (see Fig. 4.1). We fully relax the constraint on the unitary evolution of the QB employed
in previous theoretical works. Such unitary evolution regime occurs only when the dynamics
of the energy source is very slow compared to the QB dynamics (i.e. in the Born-Oppenheimer
limit). This, although certainly interesting, is motivated more by mathematical convenience
than adherence to reality. Here, we consider the more realistic situation in which no time scale
separation exists between the QB and energy source subsystems. Accordingly, we treat the
system “QB+energy source” in a fully quantum mechanical fashion, which generally results in
a non-unitary reduced dynamics of the QB alone. In the proposed architecture, the non-local
interaction among the N TLSs is achieved by coupling all of them to the very same quantum
energy source, which effectively results in a highly non-local interaction.

More specifically, our analysis relies on modelling the array of TLSs, entangled by a com-
mon quantized electromagnetic energy source, through the Dicke model [25], see Fig. 4.1(b).
Interestingly, we find a collective enhancement of the charging power of a factor

√
N , inde-

pendent of the strength of the TLS-cavity coupling.
The solid-state Dicke QBs proposed here can be realized, e.g., by utilizing superconducting

qubits [102–105] or nanofabricated semiconductor quantum dots [106–113], the former having
relaxation and coherence times of the order of microseconds, with ultrafast (e.g. nanosecond)
charging time scales enabled by π pulses. Another intriguing realization could rely on de-
terministically placing individual core-shell colloidal quantum dots [114, 115] in an optical
microcavity. Such systems may enable to run the charging protocol via visible photons, thus
facilitating the experimental realization and increasing the stored energy density.

4.2 Model and charging/discharging protocol

We consider the charging process of N TLSs prepared in their ground state |g〉, via coupling
to a single cavity mode residing in the N photon Fock state1 |N〉. The initial state of the
total system therefore reads:

|ψ(0)〉 = |N〉 ⊗ |g, g, . . . , g〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
N

. (4.1)

1Experimentally, the preparation of quantum systems in Fock states for small N has been demonstrated
e.g. in Refs. 116–120. We have checked in a number of exactly solvable models of QBs—not shown here—that
the quantum collective enhancement of the maximum charging power, scaling like

√
N for N � 1, does not

depend on the choice of the initial state for the cavity photons and does not occur only for Fock states, but
also for coherent as well as thermal states.
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We model the quantum dynamics of the N TLSs coupled to a single cavity mode via the
following time-dependent Dicke Hamiltonian [25](~ = 1 throughout this Chapter):

Ĥ](t) =ωcâ
†â+ ωegĴ

z + 2gλ(t)Ĵx
(
â† + â

)
. (4.2)

Here, â (â†) annihilates (creates) a cavity photon with frequency ωeg and Ĵα = (1/2)
∑N

i σ̂
α
i

with α = x, y, z are the components of a collective spin operator expressed in terms of the Pauli
operators σ̂αi of the i-th TLS. The quantity ωeg is the energy splitting between the ground
|g〉 and excited state |e〉 of each TLS. Below, we focus on the resonant regime, ωeg = ωc. The
strength of the TLS-cavity coupling is given by the dimensionless parameter g. λ(t) is a classi-
cal control parameter whose explicit dependence on time t specifies the charging/discharging
protocol. For the sake of definiteness, we consider the protocol sketched in Fig. 4.1(c). i) The
interaction between the TLSs and the cavity is turned on at time t = 0+, λ0+ = 1, and kept it
at this value for 0 < t ≤ τc. During this charging step, energy transfer occurs from the cavity
to the array of TLSs. ii) The interaction is then turned off at time τ+

c , i.e. λ(τ+
c ) = 0, and

kept it off for τc < t ≤ τc + τs. During this storage step, the TLSs are assumed to be isolated
from the environment, and hence keep their energy. Finally, iii) the interaction is again turned
on for a time τd, λ(t) = 1 for τc + τs < t ≤ τc + τs + τd. During this discharging step, energy
is transferred from the TLSs to the cavity. An alternative charging/discharging protocol,
which is fully feasible experimentally [104, 116], may rely on a time-independent λ(t) ≡ 1
coupling and a non-zero time-dependent ∆(t) = ωeg(t) − ωc detuning. This is discussed in
Appendix A.1, where the equivalence of these two alternative protocols is shown.

4.3 Parallel charging

We begin by considering the case in which charging occurs in a parallel fashion, see Fig. 4.1(a).
Namely, we consider N copies of TLSs, each coupled to a distinct cavity. In the case of a single
TLS, the Dicke Hamiltonian (4.2) reduces to the Rabi Hamiltonian [121, 122]. In this case, the
total parallel Hamiltonian is a sum of N independent Rabi Hamiltonians, Ĥ‖(t) =

∑N
i=1 ĥ

‖
i (t),

where ĥ‖i (t) = ωcâ
†
i âi+ωegσ̂

z
i +2gλ(t)σ̂xi

(
â†i + âi

)
. At each TLS is associate a different cavity

mode âi. The energy E
(N)
‖ (τc) stored at time τc in a parallel fashion by N copies of such

resonant (i.e. ωeg = ωc) Rabi QBs is N times the energy ε(τc) stored in a single Rabi QB:

E
(N)
‖ (τc) = Nε(τc) ≡

Nωc

2

[
〈φ(τc)|σ̂z|φ(τc)〉 − 〈φ(0)|σ̂z|φ(0)〉

]
. (4.3)

The symbol |φ(τc)〉 stands for the evolved initial state |φ(0)〉, according to ĥ(t) for a time
τc, i.e., |φ(τc)〉 = exp

[
− i
∫ τc

0 dtĥ‖(t)
]
|ψ(0)〉. We now introduce the maximum stored energy

(i.e. the “capacity”) and the maximum charging power in the parallel-charging operation mode:
Ẽ

(N)
‖ = maxτc [E

(N)
‖ (τc)] and P̄

(N)
‖ = maxτc [P

(N)
‖ (τc)], where the charging power [22, 23] after

a time τc is defined as P (N)
‖ (τc) ≡ E

(N)
‖ (τc)/τc. Both Ẽ

(N)
‖ and P̄

(N)
‖ scale linearly with N

(yielding a constant energy and power per QB):

Ẽ
(N)
‖ = ωcNFE

( g
ωc

)
∝ N , (4.4)

and
P̄

(N)
‖ = ωcgNFP

( g
ωc

)
∝ N , (4.5)
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where FE and FP are dimensionless functions of g/ωc, which can be calculated exactly [123].
Their expression greatly simplifies in the weak-coupling g/ωc � 1 limit, where the Rabi
Hamiltonian can be approximated by the Jaynes-Cummings one [124]. In such a limit, the
stored energy takes the form E

(N)
‖ (τc) = Nωc sin2 (gτc), and hence 2 FE(g/ωc) → 1 and

FP(g/ωc)→ 0.724. Since we are interested in the collective charging case and in scalings with
N , we will not dwell upon deriving exact expressions for FE and FP.

4.4 Collective charging

We now investigate the maximum stored energy and maximum charging power when the N
TLSs are coupled to one and the same cavity—see Fig. 4.1(b)—as described by the Dicke
Hamiltonian (4.2). The latter has a conserved quantity given by the so-called cooperation
number [125, 126] Ĵ2 =

∑
α=x,y,z

(
Ĵα
)2. A convenient basis set for representing the Hamil-

tonian (4.2) is |n, J,M〉, where n indicates the number of photons, J(J + 1) is the eigenvalue
of Ĵ2, and M denotes the eigenvalue of Ĵz. With this notation, the initial state (4.1) reads
|ψ(0)〉 = |N, N2 ,−N

2 〉 and the matrix elements of the Dicke Hamiltonian read [127]

〈n′, N
2
,
N

2
− q′|Ĥ(N)

λt
|n, N

2
,
N

2
− q〉 = ωc

{(
n+

N

2
− q
)
δn′,nδq′,q (4.6)

+λ

[
f

(1)

n,N
2
,N
2
−qδn

′,n+1δq′,q+1 + f
(2)

n,N
2
,N
2
−qδn

′,n+1δq′,q−1

+ f
(3)

n,N
2
,N
2
−qδn

′,n−1δq′,q+1 + f
(4)

n,N
2
,N
2
−qδn

′,n−1δq′,q−1

]}
,

with

f
(1)
k,J,M =

√
(k + 1) [J(J + 1)−M(M − 1)] , (4.7)

f
(2)
k,J,M =

√
(k + 1) [J(J + 1)−M(M + 1)] , (4.8)

f
(3)
k,J,M =

√
k [J(J + 1)−M(M − 1)] , (4.9)

f
(4)
k,J,M =

√
k [J(J + 1)−M(M + 1)] . (4.10)

We remark that the number of photons is not conserved by the Dicke Hamiltonian nor it is
bounded from above, hence taking, in principle, any integer value. Accordingly, the matrix
(4.6) is infinite-dimensional. In practice, we need to truncate it by introducing a cutoff
Nph > N given by the maximum number Nph of photons. This is chosen in such a way that
a larger value of it, N ′ph > Nph, would not produce any noticeable difference in the computed
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In the following, we show numerical results obtained from the
exact diagonalization of the matrix (4.6) for N = 2, . . . , 20. We have checked that excellent
numerical convergence is achieved by choosing Nph = 4N . (A linear scaling of Nph with N
has also been found in Ref. 127.)

2The prefactors can be understood considering the fact that y = 1− cosx has absolute maximum ymax = 2
at xmax = π (mod [2π]), while y = (1− cosx)/x has the absolute maximum ymax ≈ 0.724 at xmax ≈ 2.331 as
can be easily achieved by numerical investigation.
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Figure 4.2: The dependence of the stored energy E(N)
] (τc) (in units of Nωc) on τc (in units of

1/ωc) for g/ωc = 0.5 (green dashed line) and g/ωc = 2.0 (blue solid line). Inset: same as in the main
panel but for g/ωc = 0.05 (red solid line), i.e. in the weak-coupling limit, is compared to results for
the Tavis-Cummings model (black dotted line). All data in this figure have been computed by setting
N = 10.

The energy E(N)
] (τc) stored collectively at time τc by the N TLSs is given by

E
(N)
] (τc) = ωc

[
〈ψ(τc)|Ĵz|ψ(τc)〉 − 〈ψ(0)|Ĵz|ψ(0)〉

]
, (4.11)

where |ψ(τc)〉 = exp
[
− i
∫ τc

0 dtĤ](t)
]
|ψ(N)(0)〉. The dependence of E(N)

] (τc) on τc is reported
in Fig. 4.2 for a few values of g/ωc. We observe smooth oscillations for g/ωc � 1 (red
solid line in the inset of Fig. 4.2), which are in full agreement with results obtained for the
Tavis-Cummings model [125, 126] (black dotted line in the inset of Fig. 4.2). In the latter,
counter-rotating terms are absent, leading to the conservation of the number of excitations
and the further constraint n = q (n′ = q′) in Eq. (4.6). A more complicated oscillatory
pattern showing beating appears for increasing g/ωc (green dashed and blue solid lines in
Fig. 4.2).

Figures 4.3(a) and (c) show the maximum stored energy Ẽ
(N)
] ≡ maxτc [E

(N)
] (τc)] and

maximum charging power P̄ (N)
] ≡ maxτc [P

(N)
] (τc)/τc] in the collective case, as functions of

N , for various values of g/ωc. Note that the vertical axes of Figs. 4.3(a) and (c) are rescaled by
Nωc and gωcN

√
N , respectively. We clearly see that such rescaled quantities rapidly converge

to a certain asymptotic value as N increases. This implies that, for sufficiently large values
of N , Ẽ(N)

] and P̄ (N)
] reach asymptotic values characterized by the following scaling laws

Ẽ
(N)
] ∝ N , (4.12)

and

P̄
(N)
] ∝ N3/2 . (4.13)
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The super-linear scaling of the maximum charging power in Eq. (4.13) constitutes direct
evidence of a

√
N advantage associated to collective charging as compared to parallel charging,

Eq. (4.5). Such advantage is related to a scaling law of the time required to reach the maximum
power, τc ∝ 1/

√
N , and has a collective origin. Finally, Figs. 4.3(b) and (d) illustrate the

dependencies of the maximum stored energy and charging power of Dicke QBs on the coupling
constant g/ωc, for various values of N . Plotting the same rescaled quantities, Ẽ(N)

] /(Nωc)

and P̄
(N)
] /(gωcN

√
N), versus the effective coupling parameter [37] gN ≡ g

√
N , one notices

a collapse onto universal curves, as shown in Appendix A.2. We remind the reader that the
ground state of the Dicke model displays a superradiant quantum phase transition (SQPT)
at gN = ωc/2. A feeble reminiscence of such SQPT is also seen in the maximum charging
energy of Dicke QBs, as illustrated in Appendix A.2.3

3We note that the possibility to achieve a SQPT in a real solid-state device has been debated at length [40,
69, 70, 73–75]. This is due to the detrimental effect of a term quadratic in the bosonic field, i.e. ∝ (â† + â)2,
which is missing in Eq. (4.2) and typically emerges from the minimal coupling of matter with the cavity
radiation field. The authors of Refs. 70, 73 have argued, however, that this term does not prevent the
emergence of SQPTs in alternative artificial TLSs such as phase qubits. We have investigated the role of
the (â† + â)2 term and found it to be irrelevant with respect to our main findings above. For details, see
Appendix A.3.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit>

gN/!c
<latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit>(b)
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<latexit sha1_base64="pT55vPGgV2a9YkLVRomdE7zf3FI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT55vPGgV2a9YkLVRomdE7zf3FI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT55vPGgV2a9YkLVRomdE7zf3FI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT55vPGgV2a9YkLVRomdE7zf3FI=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="j/IhghPhn0IYW5LTEEqmojyehBE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j/IhghPhn0IYW5LTEEqmojyehBE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j/IhghPhn0IYW5LTEEqmojyehBE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j/IhghPhn0IYW5LTEEqmojyehBE=">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</latexit>

(c)

gN/!c
<latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oe87dq3+mrVeZuAzEyyYMQGuIRg=">AAACLHicbVC7TsNAEFzzfhMeHc2JCIkq2AgJSgQNFQKJAFISWetjCafc2dbdGilY/hdaKPgaGoRo+Q7skIIAU83O7GpWE6VaOfb9N29sfGJyanpmdm5+YXFpubayeumSzEpqykQn9jpCR1rF1GTFmq5TS2giTVdR77jyr+7JOpXEF9xPqWOwG6tbJZFLKaytd8P8tNhpJ4a6GOZta4Qswlrdb/gDiL8kGJI6DHEWrnjQvklkZihmqdG5VuCn3MnRspKairl25ihF2cMutUoaoyHXyQfvF2Irc8iJSMkKpcVApJ8XORrn+iYqNw3ynfvtVeJ/Xivj24NOruI0Y4plFcRK0yDISavKXkjcKEvMWH1OQsVCokVmskqglKWYlUWNBEamGJ0t9oirzoLfDf0ll7uNwG8E53v1w6NhezOwAZuwDQHswyGcwBk0QcIDPMITPHsv3qv37n18r455w5s1GIH3+QXYEaey</latexit>

gN/!c
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(d)

Figure 4.3: Panel (a) The maximum stored energy E(])

λ̃
(in units of Nωc) is plotted as a function

of N . Black squares denote the results for the Tavis-Cummings model at g/ωc = 0.05. Results for
Dicke QBs refer to g/ωc = 0.05 (red circles), g/ωc = 0.5 (blue triangles), and g/ωc = 2.0 (green
diamonds). Panel (b) Same as in panel (a) but as a function of g/ωc for N = 6 (black squares),
N = 8 (red circles), N = 10 (blue triangles), and N = 12 (green diamonds). Panel (c) The maximum
charging power P̄ (N)

] (in units of N
√
Ngωc) is plotted as a function of N . Color coding and labeling

is the same as in panel (a). The thin horizontal lines are best fits to the numerical results, indicating
the asymptotic values of the maximum power at large N : limN�1 P̄

(N)
] /(N

√
Ngωc) = 0.586 for

g/ωc = 0.05 (red), 0.858 for g/ωc = 0.5 (blue), and 0.847 for g/ωc = 2 (green). Panel (d) Same as
in panel (c) but as function of g/ωc for N = 6 (black squares), N = 8 (red circles), N = 10 (blue
triangles), and N = 12 (green diamonds).
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4.5 Storage and discharging

We now briefly comment upon storage and discharging phases of our Dicke QBs. We assume
the storage time τs is much shorter than any decoherence/relaxation time scale in a real
solid-state implementation. Under this assumption, the Dicke QB retains its energy during
the storage step. In the parallel case, and when g/ωc � 1 (in which case the rotating
wave approximation holds), independent of the duration of the storage time τs, the initial
state (4.1) is recovered at the end of the discharging phase if the condition τc + τd = π/g
is met. In the collective case, as either N or g/ωc increases, such recoverability is lost.
Accordingly, the smaller g/ωc the higher Ẽ(N)

] , the higher the recoverability (not shown).
This is a signature of energy injection incurred when turning the coupling on and off, namely
that δEon = 〈ψ(0)|Ĥ](0+) − Ĥ](0−)|ψ(0)〉 and δEoff = 〈ψ(τc)|Ĥ](τ+

c ) − Ĥ](τ−c )|ψ(τc)〉 are
generally non-vanishing.

4.6 Experimental considerations

The TLS+cavity system may be realized with state-of-the-art solid-state technology, by using
e.g. superconducting qubits coupled to superconducting line resonators [102–104] or nanofab-
ricated quantum dots (see e.g. Refs. 107, 108) combined with superconductive microwave
circuits [108, 113], photonic crystals [106], or THz planar microcavities [128]. Concerning
the typical values of the relevant physical parameters discussed in this Chapter, the imple-
mentations of Rabi and Dicke Hamiltonians in such solid-state devices [104, 113, 116] have a
resonant frequency ωc ≈ ωa ranging from GHz to THz values and an individual interaction
parameter g typically taking values in the range 10-100 MHz. This leads to g/ωc ≈ 10−3-
10−2, fully justifies the rotating wave approximation discussed for the Rabi model. Moreover,
the relevant time scales of relaxation and decoherence processes have to be compared with
g−1. In particular, one can introduce the decoherence rate Γφ and the electron relaxation
rate Γe [98, 129]. The proposed charging/discharging protocol—together with all other pos-
sible quantum-computing implementations—is meaningful under the condition Γφ . Γe < g,
which is satisfied in the experiments discussed in Refs. 104, 113, 116. This condition is even
further justified in the Dicke model where the global coupling scales as gN = g

√
N . Re-

cent experimental work has also demonstrated that the strong-coupling g/ωc ≈ 1 limit can
also be reached [130–132]. Colloidal quantum dots such as core-shell CdSe dots [114, 115]
may offer another possible solution for implementing Dicke QBs, bringing the resonant fre-
quency to hundreds of THz. This could facilitate the coupling of the dots with the photonic
(micro)cavity mode and also yield an improved stored energy density.

4.7 Summary and conclusions

We have introduced the concept of a “Dicke quantum battery”, consisting of an array of entan-
gled two-level systems. Our aim is to put on concrete and experimentally feasible grounds the
intriguing abstract ideas previously presented in Refs. 22, 23. The main physics is captured by
the toy model in Eq. (4.2), which can in principle be engineered in a solid-state platform and
displays collective powerful charging, Eq. (4.13) and Fig. 4.3(c). In particular, the interaction
of an array of two-level systems with a common quantized electromagnetic mode in a cavity
automatically creates entanglement among the N two-level systems. This is ultimately due
to an effective long-range interaction between the two-level systems mediated by the cavity
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photons. We observe an enhanced scaling of the maximum charging power, as envisaged in
Refs. 22, 23, with a

√
N -fold enhancement with respect to the parallel case, independent of

the value of the coupling strength g—see Eq. (4.13). We further note an interesting trade-
off between power and reversibility of the charging process. Highest values of the maximum
power are achieved at strong coupling. These come, however, at the cost of a lower stored
energy, accompanied by a decrease in the efficiency of energy transfer from the quantum bat-
teries to the cavity in the discharging phase. On the other hand, at weak coupling, one finds
larger values of the maximum stored energy and a higher efficiency of energy transfer in the
discharging step, at the cost of lower values of the maximum power.



5
Extractable work, the role of correlations, and

asymptotic freedom in quantum batteries

In this Chapter we present our work the extractable work, the role of correlations and asymp-
totic freedom in quantum batteries. The results of this work have been published in Ref. [26]
and this Chapter is largely based upon it.

We start this chapter with a synopsis, Sect. 5.1, of the current state of the field and our
contribution. In Sect. 5.2 we introduce the charging protocol of the quantum battery and
make the distinction between the average mean energy and the extractable work. Sect. 5.3
presents the results: the dependence of the extractable work on the initial state, the optimality
of the coherent state as initial state due to minimal locking correlations and the asymptotic
freedom of such correlations for the N → ∞ limit. An extensive discussion and summary is
provided in Sect. 5.4. Some technical details of the calculations are reported in App. B.

5.1 Synopsis

The possibility of using quantum phenomena for technological purposes is currently a very
active research field. In this context, an interesting research topic is that of “quantum bat-
teries” (QBs) [20–24, 48, 49, 135, 136], i.e. quantum mechanical systems which behave as
efficient energy storage devices. This is motivated by the fact that genuine quantum effects,
such as entanglement or squeezing, can typically boost the performances of classical protocols,
e.g. by speeding up the underlying dynamics [137, 138]. The advantage provided by quantum
correlations in the charging (or discharging) process of a QB has been discussed in a fully
abstract fashion [20–23] and, more recently, for concrete models that could be implemented
in the laboratory [24, 48, 49]. Up to now, research efforts have been mostly focused on max-
imizing the stored energy, minimizing the charging time or maximizing the average charging
power [22–24, 48, 49]. A “good” QB, however, should not only store a relevant amount of
energy, but also have the capability to fully deliver such energy in a useful way which, said
in thermodynamic terms, is the capability of performing work. This observation is not a
negligible subtlety, since in quantum information theory it is well known that correlations

43
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and entanglement may induce limitations on the task of energy extraction [16, 20, 139–142].
We are therefore naturally led to face a somewhat frustrating situation in which quantum
correlations have simultaneously both a positive and a negative effect in the process of energy
storage. On one hand, they can speed up the charging time of QBs, while, on the other hand,
they can pose a severe limit on the work that can be actually extracted from it.

In this work we shed some light on the competition between the aforementioned positive
and negative aspects of quantum correlations, by analyzing the case of N two-level systems
(qubits) charged via a single optical mode, the so-called Tavis-Cummings model [125, 126],
which is known to provide an effective description of experimentally feasible many-body sys-
tems in circuit-QED [104, 143–145]. Our findings show that in the case of QBs involving a
small number of qubits the energy locked by correlations can be large and must be taken
into account for a rigorous and fair analysis of the performance of the QB itself. Luckily,
however, this negative effect can be strongly reduced by an optimization over the initial state
of the charging system, i.e. by properly preparing the initial state of the charger. Moreover,
in the thermodynamic N → ∞ limit of many qubits, the fraction of locked energy becomes
negligible, independent of the initial state of the charger. We argue that this is a general
property of quantum charging processes of closed Hamiltonian systems, which can be applied
to other schemes (e.g. those analyzed in Ref. [49]) beyond the specific setup presented here,
being ultimately linked to the integrability of the dynamics and not depending on the details
of the latter.

By analysing a prototypical model made of N two-level systems (qubits) charged by a
single optical mode, in this work we shed some light on the competition between the afore-
mentioned positive and negative aspects of quantum correlations. Our findings show that in
the case of QBs involving a small number of qubits the energy locked by correlations can be
large and must be taken into account for a rigorous and fair analysis of the performance of the
QB itself. Luckily, however, this negative effect can be strongly reduced by an optimization
over the initial state of the charging system, i.e. by properly preparing the initial state of
the charger. Moreover, in the thermodynamic N → ∞ limit of many qubits, the fraction of
locked energy becomes negligible, independent of the initial state of the charger. We argue
that this is a general property of quantum charging processes of closed Hamiltonian systems,
which is ultimately linked to the integrability of the dynamics and does not depend on the
details of the underlying microscopic model.

5.2 Mean Energy versus Extractable work

We start by defining a general model for the charging process of a QB, schematically repre-
sented in Fig. 5.1(a). Here a first quantum system A acts as the energy “charger” for a second
quantum system B that instead acts as the battery of the model. They are characterized by
local Hamiltonians ĤA and ĤB respectively, that for the sake of convenience are selected to
have both zero ground-state energy. Later on we shall also assume B to be composed by N
non-mutually interacting elements: for the moment however this assumption is not relevant,
and we do not invoke it yet. At time t = 0 the system starts in a pure factorized state
|ψ〉A ⊗ |G〉B, with |G〉B being the ground state of ĤB, and |ψ〉A having mean local energy
EA(0) ≡ A〈ψ|ĤA|ψ〉A > 0. By switching on a coupling Hamiltonian Ĥ1 between the two
systems, our aim is to transfer as much energy as possible from A to B, in some finite amount
of time τ , the charging time of the protocol. For this purpose we write the global Hamiltonian
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Figure 5.1: Panel (a) The charging protocol of a quantum battery. At time t < 0 the two systems
A (i.e. the charger) and B (i.e. the battery) do not interact and cannot exchange energy. In the time
interval 0 < t < τ , the coupling Hamiltonian Ĥ1 is switched on and the two subsystems interact with
a coupling strength g. Finally, the interaction is switched off at time τ and, after that, the energy
stored in the battery B, EB(τ), is conserved.

of the model as
Ĥ(t) ≡ ĤA + ĤB + λ(t)Ĥ1, (5.1)

where λ(t) is a classical parameter that represents the external control we exert on the system,
and which we assume to be given by a step function equal to 1 for t ∈ [0, τ ] and zero elsewhere.
Accordingly, indicating with |ψ(t)〉AB the evolved state of the system at time t, its total energy
E(t) ≡ AB〈ψ(t)|Ĥ(t)|ψ(t)〉AB is constant at all times with the exception of the switching
points, t = 0 and t = τ , where some non-zero energy can be passed on AB by the external
control (see Ref. [49] for a detailed analysis on the energy cost of modulating the interaction).
For the sake of simplicity we set these contributions equal to zero by assuming Ĥ1 to commute
with the local terms ĤA +ĤB [146]. Under this condition, the energy that moves from A to B
can be expressed in terms of the mean local energy of the battery at the end of the protocol,
i.e. the quantity

EB(τ) ≡ tr[ĤBρB(τ)], (5.2)

ρB(τ) being the reduced density matrix of the battery at time τ . The next question to ask
is which part of EB(τ) can be extracted from B without having access to the charger (a
reasonable scenario in any relevant practical applications where the charger A is not available
to the end user), and what is instead locked by the correlations AB have established during
the charging process. We recall that a proper measure for this quantity is provided by the
ergotropy [43] of the state ρB(τ), already introduced in Sect. [? ]. We remind that given
a quantum system X characterized by a local Hamiltonian Ĥ, the ergotropy E(ρ, Ĥ) is a
functional which measures the maximum amount of energy that can be extracted from a
density matrix ρ of X without wasting into heat. A closed expression for this quantity can be
obtained in terms of the difference

E(ρ, Ĥ) = E(ρ)− E(ρ̃), (5.3)

between the mean energy E(ρ) = tr[Ĥρ] of the state ρ and of the mean energy E(ρ̃) = tr[Ĥρ̃]
of the passive counterpart ρ̃ of ρ [43–45, 147–150]. The latter is defined as the density matrix
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of X which is diagonal on the eigenbasis of Ĥ and whose eigenvalues correspond to a proper
reordering of those of ρ, i.e. ρ̃ =

∑
n rn |εn〉 〈εn| with ρ =

∑
n rn |rn〉 〈rn|, Ĥ =

∑
n εn |εn〉 〈εn|,

with r0 ≥ r1 ≥ · · · and ε0 ≤ ε1 ≤ · · · , yielding

E(ρ̃) =
∑

n

rnεn. (5.4)

Notice that, if we set the ground-state energy to zero (ε0 = 0) and if the state is pure then
E(ρ̃) = 0 and the ergotropy coincides with the mean energy of ρ, i.e. E(ρ, Ĥ) = E(ρ). On the
contrary, if the state is mixed, the extractable work is in general smaller than the mean energy,
i.e. E(ρ, Ĥ) < E(ρ). For the problem we are considering since the global system dynamics of
AB is unitary and the initial state of the charger-battery system is pure, it remains pure at
all times. However, the local state of the battery ρB(τ) will be in general mixed because of
its entanglement with the charger introducing a non trivial gap between its ergotropy

EB(τ) ≡ E(ρB(τ), ĤB), (5.5)

and the energy EB(τ) of Eq. (5.2) it stores at the end of the charging process. As we will
show below, the former can be much smaller than the latter for the experimentally relevant
case of a system composed by a small number of battery elements [113, 151].

5.3 Results

For the sake of concreteness and the feasibility of its experimental realization, in the remaining
of the chapter we focus on a definite model in which the charger A is a photonic cavity
coupled to a array of N non-mutually interacting qubits that acts as the battery B [24]. The
microscopic Hamiltonian is therefore the one of the Tavis-Cummings model [125, 126]:

ĤA = ω0â
†â , (5.6)

ĤB = ω0

N∑

i=1

σ̂+
i σ̂
−
i , (5.7)

Ĥ1 = g
N∑

i=1

(âσ̂+
i + â†σ̂−i ) , (5.8)

where â (â†) is a bosonic annihilation (creation) operator, σ̂±i are raising/lowering spin op-
erators for the i-th qubit, ω0 is the characteristic frequency of both subsystems, and g the
coupling strength (~ = 1 throughout this chapter). In this setting we compare the final max-
imum extractable work measured by the ergotropy E(N)

B (τ) and the mean energy E
(N)
B (τ)

of the battery with respect to different initial states |ψ〉A of the charger (the label N being
added to put emphasis on the size of the B system). We restricting ourselves to three typical
quantum optical states [76]: a Fock state, a coherent state, and a squeezed vacuum state, all
having the same input energy E(N)

A (0) that we set equal to Nω0 in order to ensure that it
matches the full energy capacity of the battery. In Fig. 5.2 we show the stored energy E(N)

B (τ),
the energy of the charger E(N)

A (τ) ≡ tr[ĤAρA(τ)] and ergotropy E(N)
B (τ) as functions of the

duration of the charging protocol τ for the case of the input coherent state. We clearly see
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Figure 5.2: The energy E(N)
B (τ) (solid black line), the ergotropy E(N)

B (τ) (dashed red line), and
the energy E(N)

A (τ) (dotted blue line) are shown as functions of
√
Ngτ . All quantities are measured

in units of Nω0. Numerical results in this figure have been obtained by choosing a coherent state for
N = 8.

that for
√
Ngτ . π/4 the difference between ergotropy and energy is relatively small. Con-

versely, at large times, correlations between A and B are developed and energy and ergotropy
are significantly different.

We now focus on the main point of this work, i.e. a comparison between the fraction of
extractable work with respect to the total mean energy of the battery. Consistently with
previous approaches already used in the literature [22, 24], we fix the duration of the protocol
to the value τ = τ̄ which ensures the maximum value for the average charging power P (N)

B (τ) ≡
E

(N)
B (τ)/τ , i.e. P (N)

B (τ) ≤ P (N)
B (τ̄).

We start by observing that, as explicitly discussed in App. B, all initial states exhibit the
same P (N)

B (τ̄) ∝ N3/2 scaling reported in Ref. [24], where only Fock states were considered.
This corresponds to a τ̄ ∝ 1/

√
N collective speed-up of the charging time which is independent

of the initial state of A, and valid in particular for a semi-classical coherent state: highly non-
classical initial states are therefore not necessary for optimizing the charging part of the
protocol.

Next, in Fig. 5.3(a) we illustrate the dependence of the ratio E(N)
B (τ̄)/E

(N)
B (τ̄) between

the extractable work and the mean energy of the battery on the number N of qubits and
for the three selected initial states. We clearly see two important facts: (i) for small N , the
extractable work can be much smaller than the mean energy of the battery and coherent
input states appear to be optimal; (ii) for large values of N , almost all the mean energy of
the battery becomes extractable. The latter result justifies a posteriori previous asymptotic
approaches [22, 24] to QBs in which only the mean energy was considered as a figure of merit.

Fig. 5.3(b) shows the amount of energy that can be extracted from a fraction of M ≤ N
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Figure 5.3: Panel (a) The ratio E(N)
B (τ̄)/E

(N)
B (τ̄) as a function of N for three initial states of

the charger: a Fock state (red circles), a coherent state (blue triangles), and a squeezed state (green
squares). Panel (b) The quantity

[
E(M)

B (τ̄)/M
]
/
[
E

(N)
B (τ̄)/N

]
as a function of M ≤ N . Colour coding

as in panel (a). Data in panel (b) have been obtained by setting N = 8.

qubits (and normalized by M) divided by the same quantity evaluated for all N qubits (and
normalized by N), i.e.

[
E(M)

B (τ̄)/M
]
/
[
E(N)

B (τ̄)/N
]
. This ratio describes the fraction of energy

that can be extracted when only operations on a subset of M qubits are allowed. This is of
interest because performing operations on all qubits may be experimentally challenging. Our
results show, however, that this is in general not necessary. Indeed, our illustrative results for
N = 8 demonstrate that operating on a subset of just M = 4 is already sufficient to extract
& 3/4 of all the available work. We further note that also in this case the coherent states are
optimal. The fraction of extractable work from these initial states is weakly affected by the
limitation to local operations on M ≤ N qubits, and is practically constant and ≈ 1. These
makes coherent states ideal initial charging states for QBs. In App. B, we further elaborate
on the fact that coherent states are the optimal choice for work extraction.

5.4 Summary and conclusions

We now discuss on more qualitative grounds the physics behind the two main results emerg-
ing from our numerical analysis, i.e. the optimality of coherent states for small N and the
asymptotic freedom of the charger-battery system from locking correlations in the N � 1
limit.

From the definition of ergotropy in Eq. (5.3), it is clear that the more mixed a state is,
the more difficult it is to extract its energy, a fact which is analogous to the difficulty of
extracting work from a classical thermodynamic system with large entropy. Since the state
of the charger-battery is pure, in our quantum model the entropy of the reduced state of
the battery is a consequence of its entanglement with the charger. We can therefore say
that, for what concerns the capability of work extraction, it is convenient to produce as
little entanglement as possible between the charger and the battery. From this argument,
we naturally conclude that highly non-classical initial states of the charger (such as Fock
or squeezed states), which induce a complex and entangling dynamics, are not optimal for
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work extraction. On the contrary, we expect semi-classical states like coherent states, which
are well known in quantum optics for producing small entanglement under energy-conserving
interactions, to be optimal for maximizing the final ergotropy of the battery (while maintaining
the collective speed-up of the charging time). This argument provides a simple yet natural
qualitative explanation of our numerical results.

For what concerns instead the asymptotic freedom from locking correlations in the N →∞
limit, we argue that this is not a peculiar feature of our model but rather a much more universal
fact that applies to all those systems whose dynamics is restricted to a small part of the Hilbert
space, a phenomenon intrinsically connected with the integrability of the model. In order to
understand this point we start again from our previous observation that the charger-battery
entanglement is the main limiting factor for the task of work extraction. It is well known
that the entanglement entropy of the subsystems of an integrable system usually fails to
scale with their size. This phenomenon is also known under the name of area law [152–154].
On the contrary, the energy is an extensive quantity, which grows linearly with the size of
our battery. For this reason, we expect that the relative ratio between the locked and the
extractable energy is negligible in the N →∞ limit. A way to put this observation on a more
rigorous ground is via a result we prove in App. B.4 namely that if the system B is composed
of N resonant qubits and the number of non-null eigenvalues of the density matrix ρB scales
polynomially in N , than all its energy is accessible in the thermodynamic limit, i.e.

lim
N→∞

E(N)
B /E

(N)
B = 1 , (5.9)

the limit being achieved with a finite-size 1/N scaling, as in Fig. 5.3(a).
Now, one can identify at least two relevant classes of models which fulfil the require-

ments listed above. The first is represented by systems which, as our integrable [155] Tavis-
Cummings QB model, are characterized by energy preserving interactions, i.e. [Ĥ1, Ĥ0] = 0,
and which have a single charger A with a not highly degenerate spectrum and initialized into
an input configuration with a sufficiently well behaved energy distribution (e.g. a Fock or a
coherent state). In this case, assuming as usual the initial mean energy of A to be propor-
tional to N , the number of relevant eigenvalues of its density matrix ρA(τ) at the end of the
charging process will be upper bounded by a quantity d that scales at most polynomially with
N . (As a matter of fact, for the Tavis-Cummings QB model the scaling of d is indeed linear
with N , see e.g. Refs. [24, 156].) This is a simple consequence of the fact that the energy of
A can only be reduced by the interaction with the battery, initially in its ground state. Since
the global state of the complete system is pure, the spectrum of ρA(τ) will be equal to the
spectrum of ρB(τ) [3] making the number of its non-negligible eigenvalues also equal to d, and
hence ultimately leading to Eq. (5.9).

The second class of models for which we expect Eq. (5.9) to hold, are those where the
dynamics of the QB is restricted to a small subspace of the entire exponentially large Hilbert
space due to the conservation of some operator and the form of the initial state. A notable
example is the Dicke model [25], which exhibits conservation of Ĵ2. In this case, the initial
state for the battery has a definite eigenvalue for Ĵ2, namely J = N/2, and hence all the
dynamics of B lies in the subspace with a definite J leading once more to Eq. (5.9), as we
explicitly show, via numerical analysis in App. B.5.

In summary, by studying a physically well motived QB model, we found that, for a small
number of batteries (as in current state-of-the-art solid-state technology [104, 143–145]), the
extractable energy can be significantly smaller than the mean energy stored in the devices.
This negative effect strongly depends on the choice of the initial state of the charger and we
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found that coherent states are optimal for mitigating this phenomenon. For a large number
of the batteries, instead, we found that the extractable energy converges to the stored energy.
We also argued that this a rather universal phenomenon characterizing all charger-battery
systems in which the amount of entanglement is not extensive with respect to the size N of
the battery.



6
Quantum versus classical many-body batteries

In this Chapter we compare quantum and classical many-body batteries by studying a series
of quantum models which possess a well-defined classical analogue. The results of this work
have been published in Ref. [27] and this chapter is largely based upon it.

This Chapter is organized as following. We start this Chapter giving a synopsis (Sect.6.1),
then, in Sect. 6.2 we explain how the classical versus quantum comparison is actually carried
out in this Chapter, briefly reviewing the correspondence between quantum commutators and
classical Poisson brackets. In Sect. 6.3 we recap the charging protocol first introduced in
Refs. 24, 49 and introduce the figures of merit needed to evaluate the performance of classical
and quantum many-body batteries. In Sect. 6.4 we discuss the first model (single bosonic
mode coupled to N harmonic oscillators). We demonstrate analytically that in this case
classical and quantum versions of the model display fast charging with the same time scale.
In Sect. 6.5 we introduce the second model (N qubits coupled to N qubits) and demonstrate
how the classical version of the model outperforms the quantum one. In Sect. 6.6 we compare
the Dicke QB model introduced in Ref. 24 (and discussed in Chap. 4) with the corresponding
classical analogue, showing numerically that the relative performance depends on the charger-
matter coupling g. Finally, in Sect. 6.7 we report a summary of our main findings and our
conclusions.

6.1 Synopsis

As we have seen in the previous Chapters, quantum batteries (QBs) [20–24, 26, 46, 48–
50, 63, 135] are quantum mechanical systems that are able to store energy. These works
have a key common thread in trying to understand whether quantumness yields a temporal
speed-up of the charging process. A first, abstract approach [22, 23] studied the possibility
to charge N systems via unitary operations. The authors introduced a parallel charging
scheme, in which each of the subsystems is acted upon independently of the others, and a
collective charging scheme, where global unitary operations acting on the full Hilbert space
of all subsystems are allowed. In these works it was shown that the charging time scales
with N , decreasing for increasing N . In the collective charging case and for large N , the
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Figure 6.1: A sketch of the parallel (left) versus collective (right) charging schemes introduced in
the main text.

power delivered by a QB is much larger than the one delivered by the parallel scheme. This
speed-up was dubbed “quantum advantage” [22–24, 48]. Furthermore, in Ref. 23 it was shown
that entanglement is not required to speed-up the evolution of a QB, since states which are
confined in the sphere of separable states share an identical speed-up. However, the authors
of Ref. 23 pointed out that such highly mixed states host only a vanishing amount of energy,
yielding therefore a highly non-optimal result from the point of view of energy storage and
delivery.

In the same spirit, the authors of Refs. 24, 26, 46, 48, 49 studied similar issues but
in realistic setups which can be implemented in a laboratory, such as arrays of qubits in
cavities [24, 26, 46, 49] and spin chains in external magnetic fields [48]. In Refs. 24, 26, 46,
49, the battery units are not charged via abstract unitaries but, rather, by other quantum
mechanical systems dubbed “chargers”. In this framework, the parallel scheme is the one in
which each battery is charged by its own charger, independently of the others—see Fig. 6.1.
On the contrary, the collective scheme is the one in which all batteries are charged by the very
same charger. Also in this context, the collective scheme outperforms the parallel one in terms
of speed of the charging process. Finally, the authors of Ref. 48 demonstrated that quantum
batteries have the potential for faster charging over their classical counterparts. As they
noticed, however, the classical counterparts were assumed to be composed of non-interacting
units.

In this Chapter we compare the performance of QBs with that of their appropriate classical
versions. Such comparison is clearly of great interest for foundational reasons but may have
also implications on the development of scalable solid-state systems where energy transfer
processes and their time scales can be studied experimentally. Indeed, despite any solid-state
QB device is going to operate on the basis of electrons, photons, spins, etc, which are mi-
croscopically ruled by the laws of quantum mechanics, often classical descriptions of their
collective behavior may be applied. An example is provided by the elementary charged col-
lective excitations in metals and semiconductors, i.e. plasmons, which are almost always well
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captured by the random phase approximation and behave classically in the long-wavelength
limit [85, 86]. We focus on three models. In the first one, a single bosonic mode (the charger)
is coupled to N harmonic oscillators (the proper battery composed of N subunits). In the
second one, N qubits playing the role of charging units are coupled to another set of N qubits
playing the role of the proper battery. Finally, the third one is the Dicke QB introduced in
Ref. 24. In the first case, the performance of classical and quantum versions of the model
is identical. In the second case, the classical version outperforms the quantum one. In the
third case, there is a range of values of the charger-matter coupling parameter g for which the
quantum (classical) model performs better than the classical (quantum) one.

6.2 Comparison between quantum and classical mechanics

In quantum mechanics, the evolution of an operator Ô in time t is described by the Heisen-
berg equation of motion ~ dÔ(t)/dt = i[H, Ô(t)], where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian. Moreover,
canonically conjugate variables, such as position q̂i and momentum p̂j , fulfill the commuta-
tion relation [q̂i, p̂j ] = i~δi,j . In the case of angular momentum Ĵ , a similar relation holds
between different components: [Ĵi, Ĵj ] =

∑
k i~εijkĴk, where εijk is the Levi-Civita tensor.

In Hamiltonian mechanics, a classical physical system is uniquely described by a set of
canonical coordinates xT = (p, q), where the components qi, pi are conjugate variables obeying
{qi, pj} = δi,j . Here, {u, v} ≡

∑
i(∂qiu ∂piv − ∂piu ∂qiv) denotes the Poisson brackets.

The time evolution of the system is uniquely defined by Hamilton’s equations:

dqi
dt

= ∂piHcl(x) ,

dpi
dt

= −∂qiHcl(x) . (6.1)

A proper comparison between quantum and classical systems can be made by following
the canonical quantization procedure [157]. Once the Hamilton’s function Hcl(x) of a classical
system is written in terms of conjugate variables with Poisson brackets {qi, pj} = δi,j , quan-
tization is carried out by replacing classical coordinates by operators and enforcing canonical
commutation relations instead of canonical Poisson brackets.

While finding the classical analog of a quantum system with degrees of freedom that are
position and momentum is straightforward and consists in making the replacements q̂i →
qi and p̂j → pj , the classical version of quantum mechanical angular momentum is more
subtle. It turns out [88, 158] that the right choice is to replace the components Ĵ i of the
angular momentum operator Ĵ , with Ĵ2 = ~2J(J+1), with the classical canonical coordinates
Jz = J cos(θ) and φ = arctan(Jy/Jx), so that {J cos(θ), φ} = 1, i.e. Ĵz → J cos(θ), Ĵx →
J sin(θ) cos(φ), and Ĵy → J sin(θ) sin(φ).

In the remainder of this Chapter we set ~ = 1.

6.3 Charging protocol and figures of merit

We start by reviewing a model for the charging process of a QB [24, 26, 46, 49]. As stated
above, the classical and quantum cases are both described by a Hamiltonian formalism. We
can therefore introduce the charging protocol in terms of a general Hamiltonian, without
specifying a priori whether we treat the classical or quantum case. As such, we will describe
the protocol in general, commenting explicitly on the classical and quantum cases only when
it is needed.
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As already discussed in Chaps.??,in our charging protocol [24, 26, 46, 49], a first system A
acts as the energy “charger” for a second system B, which instead acts as the proper battery.
They are characterized by local Hamiltonians ĤA and ĤB, respectively, which, for the sake
of convenience, are both chosen to have zero ground-state energy. We also assume B to
be composed of N non-mutually interacting elements. (Effective interactions between these
elements are induced by the charger. In the Dicke QB case, for example, the cavity mode
induces effective interactions between all the qubits.) In the quantum case, the system at time
t = 0 is in a pure factorized state |ψ(0)〉AB = |ψ〉A ⊗ |G〉B, |G〉B being the ground state of
ĤB and |ψ〉A having mean local energy E(N)

A (0) ≡ A〈ψ|ĤA|ψ〉A > 0, where N is the number
of elements which compose the battery. Analogously, in the classical case we impose that the
system B at time t = 0 is in the configuration with the lowest energy and we fix the energy
in the charger A to be E(N)

A (0) > 0.
By switching on a coupling Hamiltonian Ĥ1 between A and B, our aim is to provide as

much energy as possible to B, in some finite amount of time τ , the charging time of the
protocol. For this purpose, we write the global Hamiltonian of the AB system as

Ĥ(t) ≡ ĤA + ĤB + λ(t)Ĥ1 , (6.2)

where λ(t) is a time-dependent parameter that represents the external control we exert
on the system, and which we assume to be given by a step function equal to 1 for t ∈
[0, τ ] and zero elsewhere. Accordingly, in the quantum case, we denote by |ψ(t)〉AB =
exp

[
− iĤ(t)t

]
|ψ(0)〉AB the evolved state of the AB system at time t, Ĥ(t) being constant

at all times with the exception of the switching points, t = 0 and t = τ , and by E(t) ≡
AB〈ψ(t)|Ĥ(t)|ψ(t)〉AB its total energy. We note that the total energy is a constant of the
motion, i.e. −idE(t)/dt = AB〈ψ(t)|

{[
Ĥ(t), Ĥ(t)

]
− i∂Ĥ(t)/(∂t)

}
|ψ(t)〉AB = 0, with the ex-

ception of the switching points, in which ∂Ĥ(t)/∂t 6= 0. At the two time instants t = 0 and
t = τ a non-zero energy can be transferred to AB by the external control. (See Ref. 49 for a
detailed analysis of the energy cost of modulating the interaction.)

The same conditions hold in the classical case where we denote by xT(t) = (p(t), q(t))
and E(t) = Hcl

(
x(t)

)
the solution of Hamilton’s equations of motion and the total energy at

time t, respectively. Here, p and q are classical conjugate variables. It is also useful to define
the vector xT

B(t) = (pB(t), qB(t)), denoting the position in phase space of B at time t.
In the quantum case, we are mainly interested in the mean local energy of the battery at

the end of the protocol, already defined in Eq.(5.2), i.e.

E
(N)
B (τ) ≡ tr[ĤBρB(τ)] , (6.3)

ρB(τ) being the reduced density matrix of the battery at time τ . It is worth noticing that
while E(N)

B (τ) does not necessarily represent the amount of energy that one can recover
from the battery after charging, it has been shown that for large enough N this is not a
relevant issue [26]. In the classical case, the corresponding quantity is the energy in B,
E

(N)
B (τ) = Hcl

B(xB(τ)).
The performance of the charger-battery set-up can be studied by analyzing the average

storing power P (N)
B (τ) ≡ E

(N)
B (τ)/τ . Specifically, we define the maximum average power as

P̄
(N)
B ≡ maxτ [P

(N)
B (τ)]. Finally, we introduce the optimal charging time τ̄ , P̄ (N)

B = P
(N)
B (τ̄),

and the energy at the maximum power, Ē(N)
B ≡ E(N)

B (τ̄).
Our aim is to compare the parallel charging scenario against the collective one [22–24].

As mentioned above, we define as a parallel charging, the protocol in which N batteries are
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independently charged by N chargers. Each charger has an energy E(1)
A (0). Conversely, the

collective charging case is the one in which all N batteries are charged by the same charger.
In order to do a clear comparison, in the collective charging case we impose that the charger
has total energy equal to the sum of the energies of all the chargers of the parallel charging
scheme, i.e. E(N)

A (0) = NE
(1)
A (0).

Since we are interested in comparing the power of the protocols, we denote by the symbol
P̄] (P̄‖) the maximum power in the collective (parallel) protocol. Following Ref. 23, we
introduce the so-called collective advantage:

Γ ≡ P̄]
P̄‖

. (6.4)

We have P̄] = P̄
(N)
B and P̄‖ = NP̄

(1)
B . The latter property follows from the fact that the power

in the parallel charging scheme is trivially extensive.
The figure of merit in Eq. (6.4) quantifies how convenient is to charge a battery in a

collective fashion rather than in a parallel way. While in Refs. 23, 24 this quantity is named
“quantum advantage”, it is possible to define Γ also in the classical case. Since our main goal
is to compare quantum and classical batteries, we will denote by Γqu the collective advantage
produced by a quantum Hamiltonian and by Γcl the collective advantage produced by the
analog classical Hamiltonian. What matters is therefore the ratio

R ≡ Γqu

Γcl
. (6.5)

If R = 1, the QB and its classical analog share the same collective boost in the charging
process. Conversely, having R > 1 means that there is a genuine quantum advantage. Finally,
R < 1 means that the collective dynamics in the classical model is more beneficial.

The quantity R will be crucial below in determining if fast charging is due to exquisitely
quantum resources or, rather, if it has a collective (i.e. many-body) origin due to effective
interactions between the battery subunits, which is present also in the classical case. It
is important to stress that we only considered QBs charged via another quantum system.
Another possibility it is to consider a battery charged via a classical external source [46] or a
quench in the Hamiltonian [22, 23].

6.4 Harmonic oscillator batteries

In this Section we study a system composed by N + 1 harmonic oscillators, one acting as a
charger while the remaining N playing the role of the proper battery. This system is described
by the following Hamiltonian,

ĤA = ω0â
†â ,

ĤB = ω0

∑

i

b̂†i b̂i ,

Ĥ1 = g
∑

i

(
âb̂†i + â†b̂i

)
, (6.6)

where a (bi) is the destruction bosonic operator acting on A (on the i-th unit of the battery
B), and ω0 and g are the characteristic frequency of both systems and the charger-battery
coupling parameter, respectively. For simplicity, we choose E(1)

A (0) = ω0.
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It is useful to introduce the bright mode [159] B̂ =
∑

i b̂i/
√
N , which is a bosonic mode

fulfilling [B̂, B̂†] = 1. Expressing the Hamiltonian in terms of the bright mode, we obtain:

ĤB = ω0B̂
†B̂ ,

Ĥ1 = gN

(
âB̂† + â†B̂

)
, (6.7)

where
gN ≡

√
Ng . (6.8)

Hence, the AB system is equivalent to two harmonic oscillators with a renormalized coupling
gN . It is straightforward to obtain the dynamics of the energy of B, which is independent of
the initial state |ψ〉A in A, once we fix the condition E(N)

A (0) = Nω0. In order to calculate
the stored energy (5.2) we find then useful to adopt the Heisenberg representation, writing
E

(N)
B (τ) = tr[ρAB(0)ĤB(τ)], where ρAB(0) is the density matrix of the full system at the

initial time, with ĤB(τ) ≡ eiĤτ ĤBe
−iĤτ . Expressing â and b̂ as functions of the normal

operators γ̂± = (â± B̂)
√

2 and using that the latter evolve simply as γ̂±(t) = e−iω±tγ̂± with
ω± = ω0 ± gN , we obtain

ĤB(τ) =
ω0

2

{
â†â+ B̂†B̂ −

[
e−i2gN τ

2
(â†â− B̂†B̂ + B̂†â− â†B̂) + H.c.

]}
,

and, finally:

E
(N)
B (τ) = Nω0 sin2(g

√
Nτ) . (6.9)

Defining Y = maxx[sin2(x)/x], the maximum power reads P̄ (N)
B = N

√
Ngω0Y . Accordingly,

we have:

Γqu =
√
N . (6.10)

We note that if |ψ〉A is a coherent state, the evolved state |ψ(t)〉AB remains factorized at all
times [49, 76]. This is an example where the advantage is present, despite the total absence
of correlations.

Now we study the classical analog of the quantum model in Eq. (6.6), which can be simply
obtained by reversing the quantization procedure and substituting quantum commutators with
classical Poisson brackets. The corresponding classical Hamiltonian describes a set of coupled
springs:

Hcl
A =

ω0

2

(
p2
a + q2

a

)
,

Hcl
B =

ω0

2

∑

i

(
p2
bi

+ q2
bi

)
,

Hcl
1 = g

∑

i

(qaqbi + papbi) , (6.11)

where (pa, qa) are conjugate variables of the charger and (pbi , qbi) are conjugate variables of
the i-th battery. As earlier, we choose E(1)

A (0) = ω0. We now introduce Qb =
∑

i qbi/
√
N and

Pb =
∑

i pbi/
√
N . The classical Hamiltonian becomes

Hcl
B =

ω0

2

(
P 2
b +Q2

b

)
,

Hcl
1 = gN (qaQb + paPb) . (6.12)
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We conclude that also in the classical case the model maps into that of two coupled oscillators
with a renormalized coupling gN .

Hamilton’s equations of motion follow from Eqs. (6.1), (6.11), and (6.12):

dpa
dt

= −ω0qa − gNQb ,
dqa
dt

= ω0pa + gNPb ,

dPb
dt

= −ω0Qb − gNqa ,
dQa
dt

= ω0Pb + gNpa . (6.13)

Solving these equations we find that, irrespective of the particular initial condition, given the
constraint E(N)

A (0) = Nω0, the stored energy reads E(N)
B (τ) = Nω0 sin2(g

√
Nτ). This implies

Γcl =
√
N , (6.14)

and R = 1. This is the main result of this Section. For the case of harmonic oscillator
batteries defined in (6.6), fast charging, i.e. Γ ∝

√
N , is solely due to the collective behavior

of the underlying many-particle system, and does not have its roots in the quantumness of its
Hamiltonian.

6.5 Spin batteries

In this Section we study a system composed by N qubits, acting as charger, coupled to another
set of N qubits, which play the role of the battery. The quantum Hamiltonian is

ĤA = ω0

(
Ĵz(a) +

N

2

)
,

ĤB = ω0

(
Ĵz(b) +

N

2

)
,

Ĥ1 = 4g
(
Ĵx(a)Ĵ

x
(b) + Ĵy(a)Ĵ

y
(b)

)
, (6.15)

where Ĵα(a) (Ĵα(b)) with α = x, y, z are the components of a collective spin operator of length
J = N/2 acting on the Hilbert space of the charger A (battery B), while all the other
parameters have the same meaning as in Eq. (6.6).

Defining Ĥ0 = ĤA + ĤB, the propagator in the interaction picture simply reads Ũt =

eiĤ0te−iĤt = e−iĤ1t. Hence, in this model there is no dependence of the dynamics on the
energy scale ω0, and Ũt depends only on the product gt. As in the case of Eq. (6.10), this
scaling implies that the collective advantage Γqu for this model does not depend on the value
of g but only on N . In Fig. 6.2(a) we report the log-log plot of the collective advantage Γqu as
a function of N . Fits to the numerical data (not shown) indicate a quasi-linear dependence
on N for large N of the form

Γqu ∝ Nα , (6.16)

with α ∼ 1 and a proportionality constant ∼ 0.25.
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We now move on to analyze the classical case. Following the discussion of Sect. 6.2, we
model the analog classical Hamiltonian as

Hcl
A = Nω0

[
cos(θa) + 1

]

2
,

Hcl
B = Nω0

[
cos(θb) + 1

]

2
,

Hcl
1 = gN2 sin(θa) sin(θb) cos(φa − φb) , (6.17)

where (N cos(θa)/2, φa) and (N cos(θb)/2, φb) are conjugate variables [88, 158].
Hamilton’s equations of motion follow from Eqs. (6.1) and (6.17). We find

d cos(θa)

dt
= 2gN sin(θa) sin(θb) sin(φa − φb),

dφa
dt

= ω0 − 2gN cot(θa) sin(θb) cos(φa − φb) . (6.18)

Since the Hamiltonian is invariant under the exchange of variables a ↔ b, the equations of
motion for cos(θb) and φb can be simply obtained by exchanging a↔ b.

It is now useful to define ϕa = φa + ω0t and ϕb = φb + ω0t, which allow us to write
Eq. (6.18) as follows:

d cos(θa)

dt
= 2gN sin(θa) sin(θb) sin(ϕa − ϕb),

dϕa
dt

= −2gN cot(θa) sin(θb) cos(ϕa − ϕb) . (6.19)

These equations show that the only energy scale in the problem is gN . On the basis of simple
dimensional analysis we therefore expect τ̄ ∝ 1/(gN). Accordingly, since the energy of the
system is always extensive, the power scales like P̄ ∝ N/τ̄ . This will yield P̄‖ ∝ N while
P̄] ∝ N2 leading to Γcl ∝ N . This argument is not asymptotic, i.e. does not only apply
for N � 1. In Fig. 6.2(b) we plot the classical collective advantage obtained by solving
numerically Hamilton’s equation of motion. Indeed, we clearly see a linear growth in N , also
for small values of N , perfectly consistent with the dimensional argument.

Finally, in Fig. 6.2(c) we show the ratio R defined as in Eq. (6.5), for the case of our
spin batteries. We conclude that, for this model, quantum mechanical dynamics yields a
disadvantage rather than an advantage, as R < 1 for all N . This is the second main result of
this Chapter.
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Figure 6.2: Performance of quantum and classical spin batteries—see Sect. 6.5. Panel (a) shows
the advantage Γqu in the quantum case, plotted as a function of N , in a log-log scale. The black
dashed line represents perfectly linear scaling in N , i.e. α = 1 in Eq. (6.16), with a proportionality
constant on the order of ∼ 0.25. Panel (b) Same as in panel (a), but for the classical case. In this
case the scaling is again linear in N with proportionality constant that is, however, equal to 1. Panel
(c) shows the ratio R = Γqu/Γcl as a function of N . Notice that, for large enough N , R approaches
∼ 0.25, i.e. the ratio between the prefactors of the linear scaling with N of the quantum and classical
advantages. Results in this figure do not depend on g.
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6.6 Dicke batteries

In this Section we study the case of Dicke batteries [24, 26]. In a Dicke QB, one cavity mode,
acting as charger, is coupled to N qubits, which play the role of the battery. The quantum
Hamiltonian is [24] (see also Refs. 25 1.)

ĤA = ω0 â
†â ,

ĤB = ω0

(
Ĵz +

N

2

)
,

Ĥ1 = 2g
(
â† + â

)
Ĵx , (6.20)

where Ĵα with α = x, y, z are the components of a collective spin operator of length J = N/2,
while all the other parameters have the same meaning as in Eq. (6.6). As in the other models
introduced in previous Sections, we choose E(1)

A (0) = ω0. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity,
we fix |ψ〉A to be a Fock state. In Refs. 26, 49 it was shown that the particular choice of the
initial state does not change qualitatively the collective advantage. While a detailed analysis
of Dicke QBs is reported in Ref. 24, here we summarize the main findings—Fig. 6.3(a)—and
compare them with those obtained for the classical analog of a Dicke QB.

In Fig. 6.3(a) we plot the collective advantage Γqu of a Dicke QB for different choices of
the coupling parameter g. In agreement with Ref. 24, fits to the numerical data (not shown)
suggest the following power-law scaling in the limit of large N

Γqu ∝
√
N . (6.21)

We now analyze the classical case. In the literature there is a well-established classical
analog of the Dicke model [158, 160, 161], which reads as follow

Hcl
A =

ω0

2

(
p2
a + q2

a

)
,

Hcl
B = Nω0

[
cos(θ) + 1

]

2
,

Hcl
1 = g

√
2Nqa sin(θ) cos(φ) , (6.22)

where (pa, qa) and (N cos(θ)/2, φ) are classical conjugate variables [88, 158]. We remind the
reader that this procedure is carefully discussed in Section 6.2. This Hamiltonian describes a
spring coupled to a nonlinear pendulum of length N .

We would like to stress that the model defined by Eq. (6.22) is not a semi-classical ap-
proximation of the quantum Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.20), but represents instead an intrinsically

1The Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.20) has been widely used in the literature [63, 158] with a different normalization
of the coupling constant, namely with the replacement g → g/

√
N . This different choice guarantees well-

defined results [63] if one works in the thermodynamic limit defined byN →∞, L→∞ with n ≡ N/L = const,
where L is the length of the cavity. In this limit, the length of the cavity scales with the number N of qubits in
order to keep the density n of qubits constant. Whether one uses Eq. (6.20) or Eq. (6.20) with the replacement
g → g/

√
N ultimately depends on the experimental setup. For example, in circuit-QED setups like the one

realized in Ref. 104, the length of the photonic cavity (i.e. the length of the transmission line resonator) does
not scale with the number of qubits (i.e. the number of transmons). Indeed, in Ref. 104 the resonator is
∼ 20 mm long, while a transmon has a linear size which is on the order of 300 µm. This implies that the
resonator used in the setup of Ref. 104 can host something like N = 40-50 qubits, without any need to scale its
length with N for their accommodation. The authors of Ref. 104 used the same Hamiltonian as in Eq. (6.20)
and Ref. 24 to explain their data
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classical description of a classical spin coupled to a cavity, directly obtainable from classical
Hamiltonian mechanics. Our aim is indeed not to approximate the quantum model, but to
understand the differences between the quantum and the classical batteries.

As in all previous cases, we choose E(1)
A (0) = ω0. We still have the freedom to choose initial

conditions, since the previous condition imposes only the constraint p2
a(0)+q2

a(0) = 2Nω0. For
the sake of simplicity, we choose pa(0) = qa(0). We have checked that other initial conditions
do not alter our main conclusions.

From Eqs. (6.1) and (6.22) we find Hamilton’s equations of motion for the classical Dicke
battery:

dpa
dt

= −ω0qa −
√

2Ngqa sin(θ) cos(φ) ,

dqa
dt

= ω0pa ,

d cos(θ)

dt
= 2
√

2gqa sin(θ) sin(φ),

dφ

dt
= ω0 − 2

√
2gqa cos(φ) cot(θ) . (6.23)

We can rescale these equations in such a way to have P 2
a (0) +Q2

a(0) = 2, i.e. Pa =
√
Npa and

Qa =
√
Nqa. We obtain:

dPa
dt

= −ω0Qa −
√

2gNQa sin(θ) cos(φ) ,

dQa
dt

= ω0Pa ,

d cos(θ)

dt
= 2
√

2gNQa sin(θ) sin(φ),

dφ

dt
= ω0 − 2

√
2gNQa cos(φ) cot(θ) , (6.24)

where gN ≡
√
Ng has been defined in Eq. (6.8). We note that, in these equations, the

only parameters with physical dimensions (of energy) are ω0 and gN . Since τ̄ has physical
dimensions of inverse energy (in our units), the optimal charging time must have the following
form:

τ̄ =
1

gN
F (ω0/gN ) , (6.25)

where F (x) is an unknown dimensionless function. From this expression we can conclude
that, as long as F (x) does not reach zero for x = 0, also in the classical scenario the collective
advantange parameter will exhibit a

√
N scaling similar to the one in Eq. (6.21) observed for

the quantum counterpart, i.e. Γcl ∝
√
N . Indeed, assuming F (0) 6= 0, from (6.25) it follows

that for large enough N the charging time can be approximated as τ̄ ' F (0)/gN with a 1/
√
N

scaling. Accordingly, since the energy is an extensive quantity, we will have P̄ ∝ N/τ̄ . This
relation yields, asymptotically, P̄ (N)

B ∝ N
√
N , which implies Γcl ∝

√
N as anticipated. To

put this observation on a firmer ground, we resort to numerical integration of Eqs. (6.23). In
Fig. 6.3(b) we plot the collective advantage Γcl as a function of N , for different values of g.
A comparison with the expected

√
N scaling of Γcl in the large-N limit is also shown. (The

expected saturation to the
√
N scaling law requires gN/ω0 � 1 and is therefore difficult to

reach numerically for small values of g/ω0.)
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We now proceed with a more quantitative comparison between Γqu and Γcl. In Fig. 6.3(c)
we report the plot of the quantity R of Eq. (6.5) as a function of N , for different values of g.
We clearly see that the ratio R can be smaller or larger than unity depending on the value
of g. This is emphasized in Fig. 6.3(d), where we show R as a function of g for N = 50.
This is the third main result of this Chapter. The quantum advantage shown by a Dicke QB
in a window of values of g is on the order of 10% and therefore not spectacular but clearly
indicates the possibility to engineer more complex quantum Hamiltonians to achieve much
better quantum performances. These will be the subject of future work.
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Figure 6.3: Performance of quantum and classical Dicke batteries—see Sect. 6.6. Panel (a) shows
the advantage Γ in the quantum case, plotted as a function of N in a log-log scale. Different symbols
refer to different values of the charger-battery coupling parameter g: g = 0.01ω0 (red circles), g = 0.5ω0

(blue triangles), and g = 2ω0 (green squares). The black dashed line represents a scaling of the form
Γqu ∝

√
N , i.e. α = 0 in Eq. (6.21). Panel (b) Same as in panel (a), but for the classical case. Panel

(c) shows the ratio R plotted as a function of N , for the same values of g reported in panels (a) and
(b). Panel (d) shows the ratio R plotted as a function of g, for N = 50. A quantum advantage on the
order of 10% can be observed in a small interval around g ' 0.5ω0.
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6.7 Summary and conclusions

In this Chapter we have compared three quantum battery models against their rigorous classi-
cal versions in order to better understand the origin of the fast charging phenomenon discussed
in previous literature.

In particular, we have defined a genuine quantum advantage (i.e. R > 1) via the ratio R in
Eq. (6.5) between the collective advantages in the quantum and classical cases, Γcl and Γqu,
respectively.

In the case of harmonic oscillator batteries—see Sect. 6.4—R = 1 for all values of N and
g. Quantum harmonic oscillator batteries defined as in Eq. (6.6) do not therefore display any
quantum advantage. The case of spin batteries, discussed in Sect. 6.5, is even worse. In this
model, indeed, R < 1 for all values of N and g.

We can safely conclude that, in these two cases, fast charging in the quantum case (i.e. the
fact that Γqu increases for increasing N) is solely due to the collective behavior of the many-
body systems described by the quantum Hamiltonians in Eqs. (6.6) and (6.15), which is also
present in the corresponding classical Hamiltonians.

The case of Dicke batteries, discussed in Sect. 6.6, is far more richer. In this case, the
ratio R depends on the charger-battery coupling parameter g and, for each fixed N , can be
larger than unity in a range of values of g. As evident from Figs. 6.3(c) and (d), the quantum
advantage displayed by a Dicke quantum battery at optimal coupling is on the order of 10%.
More work is needed to discover quantum models of batteries with larger values of R.

For the sake of completeness, we note that the authors of Ref. 63 have proposed to
study the evolution of the battery state in the energy eigenspace of the battery Hamiltonian.
Combining this geometric approach with bounds on the power, they are able to distinguish
whether the quantum advantage in a charging process stems either from the speed of evolution
or the non-local character of the battery state.



7
Quantum advantage in the charging process of

Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev batteries

In this Chapter we present our work on a Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev quantum battery, a charging
protocol which directly realizes the quantum speed-up foreseen in Chap.2. The results of this
work have been published in Ref. [28] and this chapter is largely based upon it.

We start this Chapter with a synopsis, Sect. 7.1, of the current state of the field. In Sec. 7.2
we generally introduce the charging protocol. In Sect. 7.3 we discuss how we employ the SYK
model in the context of charging. Sect. 7.4 shows that this model realizes the energy non-local
charging dynamics envisioned in Ref. [22]. Sect. 7.5 analyzes the charging dynamics with the
bound derived in Ref. [63] showing that the charging speed-up is rooted in the quantum
correlations established during the protocol. A final discussion and summary is provided in
Sect. 7.6. Further technical details are reported in App. C.

7.1 Synopsis

In the era of quantum supremacy for quantum computing [3, 5], research on the potential
usefulness of quantum mechanical resources (such as entanglement) in energy science has
led a consistent number of authors to introduce and study “quantum batteries" (QBs). A
QB [20, 135] is a system composed of N identical quantum cells, where energy is stored and
from which work can be extracted.

In 2013, Alicki and Fannes [20] suggested that “entangling unitary controls", i.e. unitary
operations acting globally on the state of the N quantum cells, lead to better work extraction
capabilities from a QB, when compared to unitary operations acting on each quantum cell
separately. Hovhannisyan et al. [21] were the first to demonstrate that entanglement genera-
tion leads to a speed-up in the process of work extraction, thereby leading to larger delivered
power. Later on, the authors of Refs. [22, 23] focussed on the charging (rather than the
discharging) procedure and identified two types of charging schemes: i) the parallel charging
scheme in which each of the N quantum cells is acted upon independently of the others; and
ii) the collective charging scheme, where global unitary operations (i.e. the entangling unitary

65
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t⌧0

Figure 7.1: The charging protocol of a QB made of N spin-1/2 units, described by the Ĥ0 in
Eq. (7.1). At time t < 0, the battery is fully discharged. In the time interval 0 < t < τ , the interacting
charging Hamiltonian Ĥ1 is switched on, and energy is injected via the quench. Finally, at time τ ,
interactions are switched off and Ĥ0 is switched back on, so that the stored energy EN (τ) is conserved
thereafter.

controls of Ref. [20]) acting on the full Hilbert space of the N quantum cells are allowed. They
were able to show that, in the collective charging case and for N ≥ 2, the charging power of a
QB is larger than in the parallel scheme. This collective speed-up (stemming from entangling
operations) during the charging procedure of a QB has been named “quantum advantage".

In the quest for such quantum advantage and potential laboratory implementations of
QBs—based, e.g., on circuit quantum electrodynamics and trapped-ion setups—the abstract
concepts of “quantum cell" and “entangling operations" have been recently spelled out more
explicitly [24, 26, 27, 46, 48–63]. Different prototypes of QBs have been devised: i) Dicke
models, where arrays of N qubits (i.e. the proper battery) are coupled to a harmonic energy
source [24, 26, 46, 49–51]; ii) deterministic spin chains [27, 48, 63]; and iii) disordered spin
chains [53, 54]. These quantum cells can be charged by switching on either direct [48, 53, 54]
or effective [24, 26, 46, 49–51] interactions between them.

The authors of Refs. [24, 48] proposed two concrete implementations of the collective
charging scheme, and claimed the existence of a quantum advantage over the parallel charging
procedure. However, Julià-Farré et al. [63] noticed that the Hamiltonians adopted in Refs. [24,
48] were not properly defined in the thermodynamic limit, in the sense that their average
values did not display extensivity with N , but, rather, displayed a super-linear growth with
N . Moreover, the same authors were able to derive a rigorous bound for the charging power,
allowing to distinguish between a genuine entanglement-induced speed-up and spurious effects,
given e.g. by the lack of a well-defined thermodynamic limit. In agreement with Ref. [27],
the conclusion of Ref. [63] is that all the many-body QB models proposed in the literature so
far do not feature any genuine quantum advantage.

Motivated by this literature, we propose a model of a QB which i) is properly defined
in the thermodynamic limit and ii) unequivocally presents a genuine quantum advantage.
Our implementation relies on the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [29, 30, 162, 163], which
has recently attracted a great deal of attention for its exact solvability and profound prop-
erties. The SYK model describes quantum matter with no quasiparticles. It displays fast
scrambling [164, 165], has a nonzero entropy density at vanishing temperature [166, 167],
all its eigenstates exhibit volume-law entanglement entropy [168, 169], and is holographically
connected to the dynamics of AdS2 horizons of quantum black holes [30, 162, 170, 171]. Pro-
posals to realize the SYK Hamiltonian have been recently put forward and rely on ultra-cold
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atoms [172], graphene flakes with irregular boundaries [173], and topological superconduc-
tors [174, 175].

7.2 Many-body QBs and figures of merit.

Consider a QB made of N identical quantum cells (for a cartoon, see Fig. 2.1), which are
governed by the following free and local Hamiltonian (~ = 1):

Ĥ0 =
N∑

j=1

ĥj . (7.1)

At time t = 0, the system is prepared in its ground state |0〉, physically representing the
discharged battery. By suddenly switching on a suitable interaction Hamiltonian Ĥ1 for a
finite amount of time τ (and switching off Ĥ0), one aims at injecting as much energy as
possible into the quantum cells [22, 23, 48]. The time interval τ is called the charging time of
the protocol. As already seen in Sect.2.1 in Eq. 2.2, the full model Hamiltonian can be thus
written as

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + λ(t)
(
Ĥ1 − Ĥ0

)
, (7.2)

where λ(t) is a classical parameter that represents the external control exerted on the system,
and which is assumed to be given by a step function equal to 1 for t ∈ [0, τ ] and zero
elsewhere. Such charging protocol is experimentally feasible, e.g. in cold-atom setups [176],
where implementing sudden quenches is a standard procedure. Accordingly, denoting by |ψ(t)〉
the state of the system at time t, its total energy E(N)

tot (t) = 〈ψ(t)|Ĥ(t)|ψ(t)〉 is constant for
all values of t but t = 0 and t = τ (the switching points).

The energy injected into the N quantum cells can be expressed in terms of the mean
local energy at the end of the protocol, E(N)(τ) = 〈ψ(τ)|Ĥ0|ψ(τ)〉. In writing the previous
equation, we have set to zero the ground-state energy 〈G|Ĥ0|G〉. Other crucial figures of merit
are the average charging power P (N)(τ) = E(N)(τ)/τ and its optimal value

P (N)(τ̄) = max
τ>0

P (N)(τ) , (7.3)

obtained at time τ̄ . In the following, we will be mainly interested in the scaling of the optimal
charging power P (N)(τ̄) with the number N of quantum cells.

7.3 SYK-based charging protocols.

We assume each quantum cell to be a spin-1/2 system. In the absence of charging operations,
the system is described by the non-interacting Hamiltonian (7.1), with ĥj = ω0σ̂

y
j /2. Here,

ω0 > 0 represents a magnetic field strength (with units of energy) and σ̂αj (α = x, y, z) are the
Pauli matrices. The battery energy E(N)(τ) will be measured in units of the energy scale ω0.
At time t = 0, the quantum cells are initialized in the ground state of Ĥ0, |0〉 =

⊗N
j=1 |↓(y)〉j ,

where σ̂yj |↓(y)〉j = − |↓(y)〉j .
For the charging Hamiltonian Ĥ1, we use the complex SYK (c-SYK) [162, 177, 178] model

Hamiltonian:

Ĥc-SYK
1 =

N∑

i,j,k,l=1

Ji,j,k,lĉ
†
i ĉ
†
j ĉk ĉl , (7.4)
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Figure 7.2: Dynamics of the dimensionless population pk(τ) of the QB energy levels as a function
of time τ (in units of 1/J) and the level index k for three different charging protocols: c-SYK (a),
b-SYK with J̄ = J (b), and parallel with K = J (c). Data in panels (a) and (b) correspond to a
single realization of disorder in the couplings Ji,j,k,l and J̄i,j,k,l.

where ĉ†j (ĉj) is a spinless fermionic creation (annihilation) operator 1. This has to be under-
stood in its spin-1/2 representation, which is obtained by the Jordan-Wigner (JW) transfor-
mation ĉ†j = σ̂+

j

(
Πj−1
m=1σ̂

z
m

)
, where σ̂±j ≡ (σ̂xj ± iσ̂yj )/2 (see App. C). The couplings Ji,j,k,l are

zero-mean Gaussian-distributed complex random variables, with variance 〈〈J2
i,j,k,l〉〉 = J2/N3,

satisfying Ji,j,k,l = J∗k,l,i,j and Ji,j,k,l = −Jj,i,k,l = −Ji,j,l,k. In the following, we average any
quantity of interest O over the distribution of {Ji,j,k,l}, and denote by 〈〈O〉〉 the averaged
value, i.e. 〈〈O〉〉 ≡

∫
P ({Ji,j,l,k})O({Ji,j,l,k}) d{Ji,j,l,k}.

We emphasize that our choice of battery and charging Hamiltonians is such that [Ĥ0, Ĥ1] 6=
0, a condition which ensures energy injection into the QB by the charging protocol (7.2). Note,
finally, that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.4) is invariant under particle-hole symmetry (PHS) in
the thermodynamic limit N →∞. Extra terms, however, need to be added to it in order to
enforce PHS at any finite N [177]:

Ĥc-SYK (PHS)
1 = Ĥc-SYK

1 +
1

2

N∑

i,j,k,l=1

Ji,j,k,l (7.5)

×
(
δi,k ĉ

†
j ĉl − δi,lĉ

†
j ĉk − δj,kĉ

†
i ĉl + δj,lĉ

†
i ĉk
)
.

Hereafter, we will always use this version of the c-SYK model. We have however checked that
our main findings do not qualitatively change if PHS is not enforced and (7.4), rather than
(7.5), is used as charging Hamiltonian.

In the following, we will also consider charging Hamiltonians based on a bosonic version
of the SYK model (b-SYK) [177]:

Ĥb-SYK
1 =

N∑

i,j,k,l=1

J̄i,j,k,lb̂
†
i b̂
†
j b̂k b̂l , (7.6)

where b̂†j (b̂j) creates (annihilates) an hard-core boson. The following relations are obeyed:

1We have decided to work with complex rather than Majorana fermions [30], since experimental realizations
of the latter require complicated setups, including e.g. spin-orbit coupling, magnetic fields, and proximity
superconductivity.
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{b̂j , b̂†j} = 1 and [b̂i, b̂j ] = 0 for i 6= j. Hence, b̂†j can be directly written in its spin rep-
resentation as b̂†j = σ+

j . Similarly to Ji,j,k,l, the quantities J̄i,j,k,l in Eq. (7.6) are random,
Gaussian-distributed variables, with variance 〈〈J̄2

i,j,k,l〉〉 = J2/N3, satisfying J̄i,j,k,l = J̄∗k,l,i,j
and J̄i,j,k,l = J̄j,i,k,l = J̄i,j,l,k (in order to comply with the bosonic commutation rules of the
model). For PHS to hold, we enforce the site indices i, j, k, l in Eq. (7.6) to be all differ-
ent [177]. Note that the dependence of the variance of the couplings Ji,j,k,l and J̄i,j,k,l on the
inverse third power of N ensures that all our SYK charging Hamiltonians are well-defined in
the thermodynamic limit. Indeed, their average values scale extensively with N [179].

Finally, we will also examine a parallel charging protocol [22, 23] based on the following
Hamiltonian

Ĥ‖1 = K
N∑

j=1

σ̂xj . (7.7)

In this case, each of the N quantum cells is acted upon independently of the others and no
entanglement is generated [63]. The charging protocol based on Ĥ‖1 will therefore serve as
reference model, to be compared against c-SYK and b-SYK charging models.

7.4 Microscopy of the charging dynamics in energy space.

As an indicator of the speed of the dynamics, we start by looking at the time evolution
of the energy-level occupations. Consider the spectral decomposition of Hamiltonian (7.1):
Ĥ0 =

∑N
k=0 εk

∑
i |k, i〉 〈k, i|, where εk = kω0 denote its eigenvalues and the index i accounts

for the degenerate eigenvectors. We are interested in the dynamics of the populations:

pk(τ) =
∑

i

| 〈k, i|ψ(τ)〉 |2 . (7.8)

Figure 7.2 displays pk(τ) for the three charging Hamiltonians mentioned above: c-SYK (a),
b-SYK (b), and parallel (c). While in the latter two cases the charging protocol generates a
dynamics that is clearly local in energy space, this is not the case for the c-SYK model. This
charging model generates a non-local population dynamics in energy space, which manifests as
a sudden macroscopic population of excited levels. Indeed, after an ultrashort “thermalization"
time [180] , a central band of excited energy levels appears uniformly populated. (Further
details on the thermalization properties of c-SYK QBs are provided in App. C). This non-
locality is a direct realization of the global charging dynamics envisioned by the authors of
Ref. [22]. Recurrences appearing in the charging dynamics highlighted in panel (c) witness
the integrability of the parallel Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.7), which is absent in the SYK models.

7.5 Power, bounds, and quantum advantage.

Quantitative conclusions on the charging performances of SYK QBs, compared to those of
other reference many-body QBs, can be drawn from the analysis of the optimal power P (N)(τ̄)
in Eq. (7.3) and its scaling with N . Specifically, a rigorous certification of the quantum origin
of the charging advantage of the c-SYK model can be achieved by considering the following
bound [63]:

P (N)(τ) ≤ 2

√
∆τ Ĥ2

0 ∆τ Ĥ2
1 , (7.9)
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Figure 7.3: Panel (a) The relevant quantities for the bound (7.12), evaluated at the optimal
time τ̄ , and averaged over disorder: time-averaged variances 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉 (blue triangles, in units of ω2
0),

〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2
1〉〉 (green squares, in units of J2), 〈〈∆Ent

τ̄ Ĥ2
0〉〉 (black circles, in units of ω2

0), as functions of N .
Dashed curves denote linear (green) and quadratic (blue, black) fits to the numerical results. The four
data points corresponding to the smallest N have been discarded from the fits. Panel (b) The optimal
power (red) 〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 and the quantity in the right-hand-side of Eq. (7.12) (blue) are plotted as
functions of N , in a log-log scale and in units of ω0J . Dashed lines correspond to power laws ∼ N1+k

(k = 0.5: red; k = 0: orange) and are plotted as guides to the eye. Data in this figure refer to the
c-SYK QB model, and have been obtained after averaging over Ndis = 103 (for N = 4, . . . , 10), 5×102

(for N = 11, 12), and 102 (for N = 13, . . . , 16) instances of disorder in the couplings {Ji,j,k,l}.

where ∆τ Ĥ2 ≡ (1/τ)
∫ τ

0 dt[〈Ĥ2〉t−(〈Ĥ〉t)2] and 〈Ô〉t ≡ 〈ψ(t)|Ô|ψ(t)〉. Here, ∆τ Ĥ2
1 represents

the charging speed in the Hilbert space: larger values of such quantity correspond to trivial
increases of the charging speed. In contrast, ∆τ Ĥ2

0 is connected with the distance traveled
in the Hilbert space. An enhancement of it can be linked to shortcuts in the Hilbert space:
starting from a pure state and going through highly entangled states, it is possible to reduce
the length of the trajectory in such space, consequently enhancing the charging power [63].
This is a genuine quantum effect, with no classical analogue. Any increase of the average
optimal power linked to ∆τ Ĥ2

0 can be considered as the smoking gun of a genuine quantum
advantage, unreproducible by classical dynamics. A detailed derivation of the bound (7.9) is
provided in App. C.

If the battery Hamiltonian Ĥ0 is made of a sum of local terms, as in Eq. (7.1), it is possible
to write ∆τ Ĥ2

0 as: ∆τ Ĥ2
0 = ∆Loc

τ Ĥ2
0 + ∆Ent

τ Ĥ2
0, with [63]

∆Loc
τ Ĥ2

0 ≡ 1

τ

∫ τ

0
dt
∑

i

[
〈ĥ2
i 〉t − 〈ĥi〉

2

t

]
, (7.10)

∆Ent
τ Ĥ2

0 ≡ 1

τ

∫ τ

0
dt
∑

i 6=j

[
〈ĥiĥj〉t − 〈ĥi〉t 〈ĥj〉t

]
. (7.11)

The quantity (7.10), being a sum of local terms, scales linearly with N (i.e. is extensive) by
construction. On the other hand, ∆Ent

τ Ĥ2
0, whose explicit form can be immediately linked

to correlations between sites i and j, may display a super-linear scaling with N . Due to the
non-linearity of the bound (7.9), which applies to a single disorder realization, averaging over
disorder is not straightforward. Through the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, though, it is possible
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to rewrite it as 〈〈P (N)(τ)〉〉 ≤ 2
〈〈√

∆τ Ĥ2
0 ∆τ Ĥ2

1

〉〉
≤ 2
√
〈〈∆τ Ĥ2

0〉〉〈〈∆τ Ĥ2
1〉〉, meaning that one

can separately study the averaged quantities 〈〈∆τ Ĥ2
0〉〉 and 〈〈∆τ Ĥ2

1〉〉. Here we are interested
in the scaling at the optimal time τ̄ , thus we focus on

〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 ≤ 2

√
〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2
1〉〉 . (7.12)

Since the battery energy is measured in units of ω0 and time in units of 1/J , the averaged
charging power 〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 is measured in units of ω0J . Given this choice, we specify the
energy scales of the b-SYK and parallel-charging protocols by setting J̄ = K = J 2.

Figure 7.3(a) shows the relevant quantities for the bound (7.12), for a c-SYK QB. While
〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

1〉〉 is extensive in N , we observe that both 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2
0〉〉 and 〈〈∆Ent

τ̄ Ĥ2
0〉〉 display a super-

linear scaling with N , which is compatible with a quadratic growth. This means that, during
the time evolution, the c-SYK charging Hamiltonian generates the maximum possible non-
locality between the quantum cells, in the form of N -partite entanglement [63]. This, together
with Eq. (7.12), suggests a super-linear scaling with N of the optimal charging power,

〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 ∼ N1+k , with k > 0 , (7.13)

where k ≈ 0.5. For the first time in the literature on QB models [24, 26, 27, 46, 48–63], we
are thus in a situation where the power enhancement is linked to ∆τ Ĥ2

0, a fact that hints at a
quantum advantage (i.e. advantage over any classical battery) displayed by the c-SYK model
with respect to the charging task. Further details on the comparison between quantum and
classical many-body batteries are given in App. C.

The left- and right-hand-side members of the inequality (7.12) are displayed in Fig. 7.3(b),
red and blue data, respectively. We clearly see a super-linear scaling with N (k = 0.5 cor-
responds to the red dashed straight line). We have also considered the b-SYK and parallel-
charging models, showing that, in both cases, all the quantities 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉, 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2
1〉〉, and

〈〈∆Ent
τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉 are extensive in N (see App. C). In agreement with the results shown in Figs. 7.2-
7.3, we thus conclude that these two QB models do not display any genuine quantum advan-
tage.

We finally recall that optimal charging powers that scale faster than N have been found
in Refs. [24, 48]. Unfortunately, such super-linear scalings do not stem from ∆τ Ĥ2

0 but rather
from ∆τ Ĥ2

1, and therefore have no quantum origin [63]. The fact that the Hamiltonians used
in Refs. [24, 48] are not properly defined in the thermodynamic limit is ultimately at the origin
of the spurious super-extensive scaling of the optimal charging power. This is explicitly shown
in App. C for Dicke QBs. Here, we have bypassed this problem by choosing the appropriate
scaling [29, 30, 162, 163, 177, 178] with N of the variance 〈〈J2

i,j,k,l〉〉 = J2/N3 of the c-SYK
coupling parameters.

Alternatively, another strategy to rule out any spurious effect on the optimal charging
power is to use a “renormalization" approach that consists in dividing the charging Hamilto-
nian by its operator norm (see App. C). This procedure allows for a fair comparison between
different QB models [23]. In agreement with the results illustrated above, we have found a
clear increase with N of the optimal charging power only for the renormalized c-SYK Hamil-
tonian.

2This choice is not restrictive. Indeed, results for other values of parameters can be obtained through the
following rescaling procedure, without the need of carrying out further simulations. A linear rescaling of the
QB energy scale, ω0 → αω0, reflects into a linear change of the power, i.e. P (N)(τ) → αP (N)(τ). The same
occurs under a linear rescaling of the charging Hamiltonian coupling constant, J → αJ
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7.6 Summary and conclusions

In summary, we have presented a numerical study of QBs where the charging Hamiltonian is
based on the c- and b-SYK models [29, 30, 163]. We have used two independent strategies
to show that fermionic SYK QBs display a genuine quantum advantange, i.e. a speed-up in
the charging dynamics that stems from entanglement and is therefore unreproducible by any
classical battery. This is in stark contrast with all known previous QB models [27, 63]. We
used recently proposed bounds on the charging power, first demonstrated in Ref. [63]. The
quantum advantage emerges as a non-zero super-linear scaling with N of the correlation-
induced time-averaged variance (7.11) of the local quantum battery Hamiltonian (7.1).

In the future, it will be interesting to study SYK-type models in the context of heat
engines [12, 181], where minimizing time scales is also of central importance.
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8
Cavity QED of Strongly Correlated Electron

Systems: A No-go Theorem for Photon
Condensation

In this Chapter we display our work on no-go theorem for photon condensation, in the context
of strongly correlated systems. This study lead to Ref. [41] and this Chapter is based largely
on this publication.

After a synopsis of the work in Sect. 8.1, in Sect. 8.2 we prove a no-go theorem which
shows that gauge invariance forbids the occurrence of photon condensation, when a spatially-
uniform electromagnetic mode is considered. In Sect. 8.3 we study the strongly-interacting
Falikov-Kimbal model interacting with a cavity field, showing, in accordance with the general
theorem, that photon condensation does not occur. In Sect. 8.4 we give summary of our main
findings and our conclusions.

8.1 Synopsis

Superradiance [25, 33, 36, 64, 65] refers to the coherent spontaneous radiation process that
occurs in a dense gas when a radiation field mode mediates long-range inter-molecule in-
teractions. Superradiance was observed first more than 40 years ago in optically pumped
gases [33, 64] and has recently been identified in optically pumped electron systems in a
semiconductor quantum well placed in a perpendicular magnetic field [182]. In 1973 Hepp
and Lieb [31] and subsequently Wang and Hioe [38] pointed out that for sufficiently strong
light-matter coupling the Dicke model, often used to describe superradiance in optical cavi-
ties, has a finite temperature second-order equilibrium phase transition between normal and
superradiant states. To the best of our knowledge, this phase transition has never been ob-
served [183]. In the superradiant phase the ground state contains a macroscopically large
number of coherent photons, i.e. 〈â〉 6= 0, where â (â†) destroys (creates) a cavity photon. To
avoid confusion with the phenomenon discussed in the original work by Dicke [25], we refer
to the equilibrium superradiant phase as a photon condensate.

75
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Theoretical work on photon condensation has an interesting and tortured history. Early
on it was shown that photon condensation is robust against the addition of counter-rotating
terms [184, 185] neglected in Refs. [31, 38]. Soon after, however, Rzażewski et al. [39] pointed
out that addition of a neglected term related to the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule [84,
186] and proportional to (â + â†)2 destroys the photon condensate. These quadratic terms
are naturally generated by applying minimal coupling p̂ → p̂ − qA/c to the electron kinetic
energy p̂2/(2m). More recent research has focused on ground state properties. The quantum
chaotic and entanglement properties of the Dicke model photon condensate were studied in
Refs. [37, 187]. The authors of Ref. [188] criticized these studies however, pointing again
to the importance of the quadratic term. The no-go theorem for photon condensation was
revisited in Ref. [40], where it was claimed that it can be bypassed in a circuit quantum
electrodynamics (QED) system with Cooper pair boxes capacitively coupled to a resonator.
Soon after, however, Ref. [73] showed that the no-go theorem for cavity QED applies to circuit
QED as well. The claims of Ref. [73] were then criticized in Ref. [189]. (See also subsequent
discussions [190, 191] on light-matter interactions in circuit QED.) Later it was argued [71]
that the linear band dispersion of graphene provides a route to bypass the no-go theorem, and
that photon condensation could occur in graphene in the integer quantum Hall regime. This
claim was later countered in Refs. [74, 75], where it was shown that a dynamically generated
quadratic term again forbids photon condensation.

Recent experimental progress has created opportunities to study light matter interactions
in new regimes in which direct electron-electron interactions play a prominent role. For ex-
ample [192] two-dimensional (2D) electron systems can be embedded in cavities or exposed
to the radiation field of metamaterials, making it possible to study strong light-matter in-
teractions in the quantum Hall regime [193–198]. Other emerging possibilities include cavity
QED with quasi-2D electron systems that exhibit exciton condensation, superconductivity,
magnetism, or Mott insulating states. This Chapter is motivated by interest in strong light-
matter interactions in these new regimes and by fundamental confusion on when, if ever,
photon condensation is allowed.

We present a no-go theorem for photon condensation that is valid for generic non-relativistic
interacting electrons at T = 0. This result generalizes to interacting systems existing no-go
theorems for photon condensation in two-level [39, 40, 79, 80] and multi-level [73] Dicke mod-
els,which are based on the TRK sum rule. We then present a theory of cavity QED of an
extended Falikov-Kimball model [199], which, in the absence of the cavity, has insulating fer-
roelectric and exciton condensate phases. We show through explicit microscopic calculations
how the theorem is satisfied in this particular strongly correlated electron model.

8.2 Gauge invariance excludes photon condensation

We consider a system of N electrons of mass mi described by a non-relativistic many-body
Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ =
N∑

i=1

[
p̂2
i

2mi
+ V (r̂i)

]
+

1

2

∑

i 6=j
v(r̂i − r̂j) . (8.1)

Here, V (r) is a generic function of position and v(r) is a generic (non-retarded) two-body
interaction, which need not even be spherically symmetric. In a solid V (r) is the one-body
crystal potential. Below we first exclude the possibility of a continuous transition to a con-
densed state, and then use this insight to exclude first-order transitions. For future reference,
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we denote by |ψm〉 and Em the exact eigenstates and eigenvalues of Ĥ [85, 86], with |ψ0〉 and
E0 denoting the ground state and ground-state energy, respectively.

We treat the cavity e.m. field in a quantum fashion, via a uniform quantum field Â
corresponding to only one mode [31, 37–40, 65, 71, 73–75, 79, 185, 186, 189–191, 207, 208],
i.e. Â = A0u(â + â†), where u is the polarization vector, A0 =

√
2π~c2/(V ωcεr), V is

the volume of the cavity, εr is its relative dielectric constant, and the photon Hamiltonian
Ĥph = ~ωcâ

†â, where ωc is the cavity frequency. The full Hamiltonian, including light-matter
interactions in the Coulomb gauge [79–82] is:

ĤA0 = Ĥ+ ~ωcâ
†â+

N∑

i=1

e

mic
p̂i ·A0(â+ â†) +

N∑

i=1

e2A2
0

2mic2
(â+ â†)2 , (8.2)

whereA0 ≡ A0u and−e < 0 is the electron charge. The third and fourth terms in Eq. (8.2) are
often referred to respectively as the paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions to the light-
matter coupling Hamiltonian. Our aim is to make general statements about the ground state
|Ψ〉 of ĤA0 . For future reference we define i) the paramagnetic (number) current operator [85,
86], ĵp ≡ (c/e)δĤA0/δA0|A0=0 =

∑N
i=1 p̂i/mi and ii) ∆ ≡∑N

i=1 e
2A2

0/(2mic
2).

The term proportional to ∆ in Eq. (8.2) can be removed by performing the transformation
b̂ = cosh(x)â+ sinh(x)â†, where cosh(x) = (λ+ 1)/(2

√
λ) and sinh(x) = (λ− 1)/(2

√
λ) with

λ =
√

1 + 4∆/(~ωc). The Hamiltonian (8.2) becomes: ĤA0 = Ĥ+(e/c)ĵp ·A0λ
−1/2(b̂+ b̂†)+

~ωcλb̂
†b̂. It can be shown (see App. D.1) that in the thermodynamic limit (N →∞, V →∞

limit at fixed N/V ), the ground state |Ψ〉 of ĤA0 does not contain light-matter entanglement,
i.e. we can take |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉, where |ψ〉 and |Φ〉 are matter and light wave functions. Using
this property we see that in the thermodynamic limit the ground state |Φ〉 of the effective
photon Hamiltonian 〈ψ| ĤA0 |ψ〉 is a coherent state [47, 76] |β〉 satisfying b̂ |β〉 = β |β〉. The
ground-state energy is therefore given by

Eψ(β) = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+
e

c
〈ψ|ĵp|ψ〉 ·A0

2Re[β]√
λ

+ ~ωcλ|β|2 . (8.3)

We need to minimize Eψ(β) with respect to β and |ψ〉. The minimization with respect to β
can be done analytically. We find that the optimal value β̄ for this minimum problem is a
real number given by:

β̄ = − 1

~ωcλ3/2

e

c
〈ψ|ĵp|ψ〉 ·A0 . (8.4)

We are therefore left with a constrained minimum problem for the matter degrees of freedom.
Its solution must be sought among the normalized anti-symmetric states |ψ〉 which yield (8.4).
This is the typical scenario that can be handled with the stiffness theorem [86].

For photon condensation to occur we need Eψ(β̄) < Eψ0(0) or, equivalently,

~ωcλβ̄
2 > 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 , (8.5)

where, because of (8.4), |ψ〉 depends on β̄. The dependence of 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 on
β̄ can be calculated exactly up to order β̄2 by using the stiffness theorem [86]. We find
〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 = αβ̄2/2 +O(β̄3), where α = −1/χ(0) > 0 and

χ(0) ≡ − 2

~2ω2
cλ

3

e2

c2

∑

n6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp ·A0|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

< 0 (8.6)
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is proportional to the static paramagnetic current-current response function in the Lehmann
representation [85, 86]. We have used that (e/c) 〈ψ0|ĵp|ψ0〉 ·A0 = 0, as proven in App. D.2.
It follows that photon condensation occurs if and only if

4
e2

c2

∑

n6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp ·A0|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

> ~ωc + 4∆ . (8.7)

However, as shown in App. D.3,

e2

c2

∑

n 6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp ·A0|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

= ∆ . (8.8)

Eq. (8.8) is the TRK sum rule [84] which expresses the fact that the paramagnetic and
diamagnetic contributions to the physical current-current response function cancel in the
uniform static limit [85, 86], as discussed more fully in App. D.3, i.e. it expresses gauge
invariance. Using Eq. (8.8) we can finally rewrite Eq. (8.7) as

4∆ > ~ωc + 4∆ , (8.9)

which cannot be satisfied. We conclude that photon condensation cannot occur and that,
upon minimization with respect to |ψ〉, the ground state is |ψ0〉 and β̄ = 0. From this analysis
it is clear that first-order transitions to states with finite photon density are also excluded,
because interactions with a coherent equilibrium photon field do not lower the matter energy 1.
Gauge invariance excludes photon condensation for any Hamiltonian of the form (8.2). This
is the first important result of this Chapter.

8.3 Cavity QED of an extended Falikov-Kimball model

We now illustrate how this general conclusion applies to a specific properly gauge invariant
model of strongly correlated electrons in a cavity. We consider spinless electrons in a one-
dimensional (1D) inversion-symmetric crystal with N sites, each with one atom with two
atomic orbitals of opposite parity (s and p). When this lattice model is augmented by the
addition of on-site repulsive electron-electron interactions, it is often referred to as an ex-
tended Falikov-Kimball (EFK) model [199]. The EFK model has been used to discuss exciton
condensation [200] and electronic ferroelectricity [201, 202]. The coupling of cavity photons
to the matter degrees of freedom of a 1D EFK model can be described [203–206] by employ-
ing a Peierls substitution in the site representation with a uniform linearly-polarized vector
potential of amplitude A0, as detailed in App. D.4. We obtain

ĤA0 = Ĥ0 + Ĥee + ~ωcâ
†â+

g0√
N

~
a
ĵp(â+ â†)− g2

0

2N
T̂ (â+ â†)2 , (8.10)

where Ĥ0 =
∑

k,α,β ĉ
†
k,αHαβ(k)ĉk,β is the band Hamiltonian,

Hαβ(k) =

(
Es − 2ts cos(ka) 2it̃ sin(ka)
−2it̃ sin(ka) Ep + 2tp cos(ka)

)
, (8.11)

1In the thermodynamic limit, the ground-state factorization implies a photon coherent state. The matter
state for a given β is therefore equivalent to a matter state with a time-independent spatially constant vector
potential. In turn, this implies a matter state energy independent of β. According to Eq. (8.3), introducing
photons only costs energy, forbidding a first-order transition to a photon condensate.
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and the Hubbard interaction term

Ĥee = U

N∑

j=1

ĉ†j,sĉj,sĉ
†
j,pĉj,p . (8.12)

In Eq. (8.10), ĵp =
∑

k,α,β ĉ
†
k,αjαβ(k)ĉk,β with jαβ(k) ≡ ~−1∂Hαβ(k)/∂k is the paramagnetic

number current operator, and T̂ =
∑

k,α,β ĉ
†
k,αTαβ(k)ĉk,β with Tαβ(k) ≡ −a−2∂2Hαβ(k)/∂k2

is the diamagnetic operator. In Eq. (8.11), Es and Ep are on-site energies for the s and p
orbitals, ts ∈ R and tp ∈ R are hopping parameters, and t̃ ∈ R is the inter-band hopping
parameter. At the single-particle level (i.e. for U = 0), t̃ is the only term responsible for
inter-band transitions due to light. All sums over the wave number k are carried out in
the 1D Brillouin zone and become integrals in the thermodynamic limit with the usual rule
N−1

∑
k → a

∫ +π/a
−π/a dk/(2π), where a is the lattice constant. In these equations the Greek

labels take values α, β = s,p. The momentum-space and site representations for field operators
are linked by the usual relationship ĉ†j,α = N−1/2

∑
k ĉ
†
k,αe

−ikja. The dimensionless light-
matter coupling constant in Eq. (8.10) is defined by g ≡ eaA0/(~c) = g0/

√
N , where g0 ≡√

2πe2/(~v0ωcεr) and v0 = V/N is the cavity volume per site.
We emphasize that the operators ĵp and T̂ describing light-matter interactions are com-

pletely determined by the matrix elements Hαβ(k) of the band Hamiltonian. This property
is crucial to have a properly gauge-invariant model 2 and must be a general feature of any
strongly correlated lattice model coupled to cavity photons.

In the limit g0 → 0, the model reduces to a 1D EFK model [199, 201, 202]. In the limit
ka→ 0 and U = 0, Eq. (8.10) reduces to the Dicke model, augmented by the addition of a term
proportional to

∑
k,α,β ĉ

†
k,ασ̂

z
αβ ĉk,β(â+ â†)2 [78, 207, 208], where σ̂zαβ are the matrix elements

of the corresponding 2 × 2 Pauli matrix. For non-interacting systems, the diamagnetic term
prevents photon condensation from occurring in the thermodynamic limit [39, 40]. We now
show that interactions do not help. ĤA0 does not support photon condensation.

To make progress in analyzing the interacting problem we treat the Hubbard term using
an unrestricted Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation [86, 209]. As detailed in App. D.5 we
arrive at

Ĥ(HF)
ee = −UM

2

∑

k

(ĉ†k,pĉk,p − ĉ
†
k,sĉk,s)− U

∑

k

(I ĉ†k,sĉk,p + I∗ĉ†k,pĉk,s)

+ U
n0

2

∑

k,α

n̂k,α + UN

(M2 − n2
0

4
+ |I|2

)
. (8.13)

In Eq. (8.13) we have introduced the following self-consistent fields: i) the electronic polar-
ization

M≡ 1

N

∑

k

(〈ĉ†k,pĉk,p〉 − 〈ĉ
†
k,sĉk,s〉) , (8.14)

2Gauge invariance (of linear-response functions) and the f -sum rule follow from particle (charge) conser-
vation [85, 86]. Consider Eq. (8.10) at g0 = 0 and arbitrary values of U . In this case, the conservation
law reads as following, ∂tn̂` + (ĵp,`+1 − ĵp,`)/a = 0, which is the lattice version of 1D continuity equation.
Here, we have defined the local density operator in the site representation, n̂` ≡

∑
α ĉ
†
`,αĉ`,α and the local

paramagnetic (number) current operator ĵp,` ≡ itsa(ĉ†`,sĉ`−1,s− ĉ†`−1,sĉ`,s)/~− itpa(ĉ†`,pĉ`−1,p− ĉ†`−1,pĉ`,p)/~+
it̃a(ĉ†`,sĉ`−1,p − ĉ†`−1,pĉ`,s)/~ + it̃a(ĉ†`−1,sĉ`,p − ĉ†`,pĉ`−1,s)/~. Coupling to the uniform vector potential of the
cavity must be done via the paramagnetic current operator ĵp =

∑N
`=1 ĵp,` (while, at the same time, including

the diamagnetic term). This is manifestly displayed by our Hamiltonian (8.10) at g0 6= 0. Further details on
the f -sum rule can be found in App. D.7.
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ii) the complex excitonic order parameter

I ≡ 1

N

∑

k

〈ĉ†k,pĉk,s〉 , (8.15)

and iii) the number of electrons per site n0 ≡ N−1
∑

k,α〈n̂k,α〉, where n̂k,α ≡ ĉ†k,αĉk,α. The
term proportional to n0/2 in Eq. (8.13) acts as a renormalization of the chemical potential in
the grand-canonical Hamiltonian and can be discarded in this study since we study the phase
diagram only at half filling and n0 = 1 in all phases.

In order to reduce the number of free parameters in the problem, from now on we enforce
particle-hole symmetry in the bare band Hamiltonian Ĥ0 by setting Es ≡ −Ep = −Eg/2
and ts ≡ tp = t (with |t| > Eg/4, see Fig. (S1) ). In order to find the ground state of
the Hamiltonian (8.10) with Hubbard interactions treated as in Eq. (8.13), we follow the
same steps outlined in the proof of the no-go theorem above. We seek a ground state of
the unentangled form |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉. After removing the term proportional to (â + â†)2,
one finds that |Φ〉 must be a coherent state |β̄〉 with β̄ = −g0J

√
N/(λ3/2~ωc). (We remind

the reader that the photon condensate order parameter is 〈β̄|â|β̄〉 /
√
N = 〈β̄| cosh(x)b̂ −

sinh(x)b̂†|β̄〉/
√
N = β̄/

√
Nλ. See App D.6.) Here, J ≡ ~ 〈ψ| ĵp |ψ〉 /(aN), λ has the same

expression as in the proof of the no-go theorem with ∆ = −g2
0T /2, and T ≡ 〈ψ| T̂ |ψ〉. Note

that both J and T have units of energy and are finite in the N →∞ limit.
The resulting effective Hamiltonian for the matter degrees of freedom, i.e. 〈β̄| ĤA0 |β̄〉,

can be diagonalized exactly since, after the HF decoupling, it is quadratic in the fermionic
operators ĉk,α, ĉ

†
k,α. To this end, it is sufficient to introduce the Bogoliubov operators γ̂†k,− =

uk ĉ
†
k,s + vk ĉ

†
k,p and γ̂†k,+ = v∗k ĉ

†
k,s − u∗k ĉ

†
k,p, where the quantities uk and vk depend on the

parameters of the bare Hamiltonian Ĥ0, on the Hubbard parameter U , on the light-matter
coupling constant g0, and on the quantities I, M, J , and T . The ground state |ψ〉 =∏
k γ̂
†
k,− |vac〉 can be written in a BCS-like fashion,

|ψ〉 =
∏

k

[
uk + vk ĉ

†
k,pĉk,s

]
|∅〉 , (8.16)

where |∅〉 =
∏
k ĉ
†
k,s |vac〉 and |vac〉 is the state with no electrons. The final ingredients

which are needed are the expressions for the quantities M, I, J , and T in terms of uk, vk:
M = N−1

∑
k(|vk|2 − |uk|2), I = N−1

∑
k v
∗
kuk, J = 2N−1

∑
k[−t sin(ka)(|vk|2 − |uk|2) −

2t̃ cos(ka)Im(u∗kvk)], and T = 2N−1
∑

k[t cos(ka)
(
|vk|2 − |uk|2

)
− 2t̃ sin(ka)Im(u∗kvk)]. The

technical details of this calculation are summarized in App. D.6.
The quantities I, M, J , and T can be determined by solving this nonlinear system of

equations. A typical solution is shown in Fig. 8.1. We have found that all observables are
independent of g0. In other words, in the thermodynamic limit the ground state is given
by Eq. (8.16) with uk and vk evaluated at g0 = 0, in agreement with the general theorem
proven above. The self-consistent solutions always have J = 0 (i.e. β̄ = 0), as clearly seen
in Fig. 8.1(c), and therefore display no photon condensation but may have finite excitonic
order parameter and finite polarization, as shown in Fig. 8.1(a) and (b), respectively. This
is the second important result of this Chapter. We have checked that the self-consistent
solutions always have J = 0 on a wide range of parameters (not shown). Also, it is easy
to prove that the stability of the solutions is guaranteed by the condition T ≤ 0. At t̃ = 0
the HF ground state has a single transition at U = UXC. For 0 < U < UXC the ground
state is an exciton condensate with spontaneous coherence between s and p bands [201, 202]
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Figure 8.1: Panel (a) The excitonic order parameter |I| is plotted as a function of U (in units
of Eg). Numerical results have been obtained by setting t = 0.5 Eg and ~ωc = Eg. Different curves
correspond to different values of t̃. Red solid line: t̃ = 10−4 Eg. Black dotted line: t̃ = 0.05 Eg.
Blue dashed line: t̃ = 0.1 Eg. Green dash-dotted line: t̃ = 0.15 Eg. Note that for t̃ 6= 0, |I| 6= 0 for
Uc1 < U < Uc2. Panel (b) Same as in panel (a) but for the electronic polarizationM. Panel (c) Same
as in other panels but for J . Note that J = 0 for all values of t̃ and U/Eg. This implies β̄ = 0 and
therefore no photon condensation. Panel (d) Same as in other panels but for T (in units of Eg) .

which are not hybridized when U = 0. The ordered state appears on the small U side of the
transition because interactions favor orbital polarization over coherence. The value of UXC

can be determined analytically as detailed in App. D.8. We find, in agreement with earlier
work [210, 211], that UXC = 8t2/Eg − Eg/2.

In the limit t̃ = 0, ĤA0 separately conserves the number of electrons with band indices
α = s,p, and has a global U(1) symmetry associated with the arbitrariness of the relative
phase between s and p electrons [199]. The HF ground state breaks this symmetry. For
t̃ 6= 0 the U(1) symmetry is reduced to a discrete Z2 symmetry reflecting the invariance of
the Hamiltonian under spatial inversion. This symmetry is broken for Uc1(t̃) < U < Uc2(t̃).
Note that limt̃→0 Uc2(t̃) = UXC. Corrections to Uc2(0) can be found perturbatively for t̃/t� 1
and are of O(t̃2) (see App. D.9). For 0 < U < Uc1(t̃) inversion symmetry is unbroken and
I = 0. For U > Uc1(t̃) the ground state is an insulating ferroelectric that breaks the Z2

symmetry (see App. D.9). The dependence of Uc1 on t̃ is non-analytical and can be extracted
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asymptotically for t̃/t� 1. We find that Uc1(t̃)→ π(4t2−E2
g/4)1/2/| ln(t̃/t)| (see App. D.9).

8.4 Summary and conclusions

In summary, we have presented a no-go theorem for photon condensation that applies to
all quantum many-body Hamiltonians of the form (8.1), greatly extending previous no-go
theorems for Dicke-type Hamiltonians [40, 73]. Since the proof is non-perturbative in the
strength of electron-electron interactions, our arguments against photon condensation apply
to all lattice models of strongly correlated electron systems that can be derived from Eq. (8.1).
We have then explained how the theorem manifests in practice, presenting a theory of cavity
QED of a 1D model that supports insulating ferroeletric and exciton condensate phases. We
have shown that these electronic orders are never entwined with photon condensation 3. In the
future, it will be interesting to study the role of spatially-varying multimode cavity fields and
their interplay with retarded interactions [212, 213], or strong magnetic fields [214]. Our work
emphasizes that theoretical models of interacting light-matter systems must retain precise
gauge invariance, which is often lost when the matter system is projected onto a low-energy
model.

3The influence of strong interactions combined with a uniform single-mode cavity field on the phase diagram
of small-gap semiconductors has also been considered in an interesting recent paper by G. Mazza and A.
Georges, [72]. Some of the conclusions of this paper are incorrect because the model is not precisely gauge
invariant.



9
Theory of Photon Condensation in a

Spatially-Varying Electromagnetic Field

In this Chapter we show that the no-go theorem does not apply to spatially-varying quantum
cavity fields. Here, we derive a series of criteria for occurrence of photon condensation. The
results of this work have been published in Ref. [42] and this Chapter is largely based upon
it.

This Chapter is organized as following. Photon condensation in 3D in the presence of
purely orbital coupling between the cavity electromagnetic field and matter degrees of freedom
is discussed in Sect. 9.2. The role of spin and combined orbital-spin effects (always in 3D) is
reported in Sect. 9.3. Finally, the case of 2DESs embedded in quasi-2D cavities is discussed
in Sect. 9.4. A brief summary and our main conclusions are finally presented in Sect. 9.5.
A number of cumbersome mathematical proofs and useful technical details are reported in
Appendix E.

9.1 Synopsis

The Dicke model [25], which describes a system ofN qubits coupled to a single-mode spatially-
uniform field confined in a cavity of volume V , plays a central role in quantum optics and
cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [33, 36, 64, 65]. In 1973 Hepp and Lieb [31] and sub-
sequently Wang and Hioe [38] pointed out that for sufficiently strong light-matter coupling
the Dicke model in the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞, V → ∞, with N/V = const) has a
finite temperature second-order equilibrium phase transition between a normal and “super-
radiant" state. In the latter, the ground state contains a macroscopically large number of
coherent photons, i.e. 〈â〉 ∝

√
N , where â (â†) destroys (creates) a cavity photon. To avoid

confusion with the superradiant emission discussed in the original work by Dicke [25], we re-
fer to the equilibrium superradiant phase as a photon condensate. Equilibrium superradiance
was shown to be robust against the addition of counter-rotating terms [184, 185] neglected
in Refs. 31, 38, but not against restoration of an additional neglected term proportional to

83
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(â + â†)2 (Ref. 39). This quadratic term is naturally generated by applying minimal cou-
pling p̂ → p̂ + eA/c to the electron kinetic energy p̂2/(2m). Rzażewski et al. [39] were the
first to show that the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule [84, 186] poses an insurmount-
able obstacle against equilibrium superradiance in a spatially-uniform quantum cavity field.
Physically, this sum rule originates from gauge invariance [85, 86], and in particular from the
property that a system cannot respond to a spatially-uniform and time-independent vector
potential. The link between gauge invariance and quadratic terms emerges as following. The
quadratic term is responsible for the appearance of a diamagnetic contribution to the current
operator [85, 86]. Only when paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions are considered
on equal footing, does one have a precisely gauge-invariant Hamiltonian satisfying the TRK
sum rule. Recent advances in technology have reinvigorated interest in equilibrium superradi-
ance [37, 187], inspiring a literature thread in which the obstacle presented by quadratic terms
was periodically resurrected [40, 188]. Complications due to the presence of a superconducting
condensate in circuit QED setups were also discussed [40, 73, 189–191].

In the Dicke model direct interactions between two-level systems are neglected. Effec-
tive long-range interactions between qubits are solely mediated by the common cavity field.
Recent experimental progress has created opportunities to study light-matter interactions in
an entirely new regime. For example, two-dimensional (2D) electron systems (ESs) can be
embedded in cavities or exposed to the radiation field of metamaterials, making it possible to
study strong light-matter interactions in the regime where direct electron-electron interactions
may play a pivotal role, as in the quantum Hall regime [192–198].

Similarly, one can imagine cavity QED in which matter exhibits strongly correlated phe-
nomena [212, 213, 215–224] such as exciton condensation, superconductivity, magnetism,
or Mott insulating states. For all these exciting new possibilities, the paradigmatic Dicke
model needs of course to be transcended. The degrees of freedom of microscopic many-body
Hamiltonians—such as the one of the jellium model [86] or the Hubbard model [225] to name
two—need to be coupled to the cavity modes. As the Dicke model story has instructed us,
theories of the equilibrium properties of these intriguing new systems must be fully gauge in-
variant. This has not always been the case in the literature. For example, the case of materials
with a low-energy linear energy-momentum dispersion relation, such as graphene and Weyl
semimetals, is particularly tricky. In this case, the low-energy continuum model Hamilto-
nian needs to be accompanied by an ultraviolet cut-off, which breaks gauge invariance [226].
Using this model to study superradiant quantum phase transitions, e.g. in graphene [71],
incorrectly implies photon condensation because a dynamically generated quadratic term is
missed [74, 75]. We therefore conclude that low-energy truncations of the Hilbert space must
be carried out carefully in order to preserve gauge invariance [78, 226, 227]. Another example
is that of Ref. 72, where the coupling of the matter degrees of freedom of a two-band Hubbard
model to the spatially-uniform vector potential of the cavity was carried out via a paramag-
netic current operator not satisfying the continuity equation (see Ref. 41 for further details).
A no-go theorem for superradiant quantum phase transitions which is applicable to generic
interacting many-body systems in a cavity has been recently demonstrated in Ref. 41, under
the strong but almost universally made assumption of a spatially-uniform cavity field.

The term “superradiance" is used to describe a plethora of different collective phenomena,
ranging from the amplification of radiation due to coherence in the emitting medium [25]
to the Zel’dovich-Misner-Unruh [228] amplification of radiation by rotating black holes. To
avoid confusion, we will therefore refer to the equilibrium superradiant phase as a photon
condensate. Given the impossibility of achieving photon condensation in a spatially-uniform
quantum cavity field, in this Chapter we relax this strong assumption. We lay down a theory
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of photon condensation in a spatially-varying quantum cavity field that does not rely on
the smallness of the electron-electron-interaction coupling constant. As such, our theory is
applicable to strongly correlated ESs. For pioneering theoretical works on the case of spatially-
varying quantum cavity fields see Refs. 229–231.

We separately study three cases:
i) We first consider a three-dimensional (3D) ES embedded in a 3D cavity field. In this

case, we reach a condition for the occurrence of photon condensation which is universal, in
that it does not depend on the cavity material parameters. Indeed, our criterion depends
only on a non-local linear response function of the 3DES, namely the static non-local orbital
magnetic susceptibility χorb(q). This quantity describes the response of the electron system
to a static but spatially-oscillating magnetic field:

χorb(q) ≡ −e
2

c2

χT(q, 0)

q2
. (9.1)

Here, −e is the electron charge, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and χT(q, 0) is the transverse
current response function of the interacting ES [85, 86]. We find that photon condensation
occurs if and only if χorb(q) > 1/(4π).

ii) We then study the role of spin degrees of freedom, by including in the treatment the
Zeeman coupling between the electron spin and the spatially-varying cavity field. We also
discuss the combined effects of orbital and spin couplings.

iii) Finally, we consider the case of a 2DES embedded in a quasi-2D cavity of extension
Lz in the direction perpendicular to the plane hosting the 2DES, i.e. the x̂-ŷ plane [231]. In
this case, the criterion for photon condensation depends on Lz, and not only on the intrinsic
orbital magnetic properties of the 2DES.

This Chapter is organized as following. Photon condensation in 3D in the presence of
purely orbital coupling between the cavity electromagnetic field and matter degrees of freedom
is discussed in Sect. 9.2. The role of spin and combined orbital-spin effects (always in 3D) is
reported in Sect. 9.3. Finally, the case of 2DESs embedded in quasi-2D cavities is discussed
in Sect. 9.4. A brief summary and our main conclusions are finally presented in Sect. 9.5.
A number of cumbersome mathematical proofs and useful technical details are reported in
Appendices E.1-E.4.

9.2 3D Photon Condensation

We consider a 3DES interacting with a spatially-varying quantized electromagnetic field.
For the sake of concreteness, we assume that the 3DES is described by the jellium model
Hamiltonian [85, 86]

Ĥ =

N∑

i=1

p̂2
i

2m
+

1

2

∑

i 6=j
v(|r̂i − r̂j |) . (9.2)

This model describes N electrons of mass m interacting via an arbitrary 1 central potential
v(r). Charge neutrality (and therefore stability) of the system is guaranteed by a positive
background of uniform charge. Electron-background and background-background interactions
have not been explicitly written in Ĥ. For future reference, we denote by |ψm〉 and Em the

1Strictly speaking, in the (unscreened) jellium model [86] v(r) = e2/(εrr), where εr is a suitable background
dielectric constant which will be introduced below. Nowhere in our proof we will assume this specific form of
v(r).
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exact eigenstates and eigenvalues [85, 86] of Ĥ, with |ψ0〉 and E0 denoting the ground state
and ground-state energy, respectively. We also introduce the 3D Fourier transforms of the
density and paramagnetic (number) current operators [85, 86]:

n̂(q) =

N∑

i=1

e−iq · r̂i , (9.3)

ĵp(q) =
1

2m

N∑

i=1

(
p̂ie
−iq · r̂i + e−iq · r̂i p̂i

)
, (9.4)

with n̂(−q) = n̂†(q) and ĵp(−q) = ĵ†p(q).
We treat the spatially-varying cavity electromagnetic field Â(r) in a quantum fashion [76,

232]. We consider a cavity of volume V = LxLyLz, impose periodic boundary conditions on
the cavity field, and represent it in terms of plane waves:

Â(r) =
∑

q,σ

Aquq,σ(âq,σe
iq · r + â†q,σe

−iq · r) . (9.5)

Here, q = (2πnx/Lx, 2πny/Ly, 2πnz/Lz) with (nx, ny, nz) relative integers, σ = 1, 2 is the po-
larization index, uq,σ is the linear polarization vector, Aq =

√
2π~c2/(V ωqεr), ωq = cq/

√
εr,

and εr is a relative dielectric constant. The following properties hold [232]: ω−q = ωq,
u−q,σ = uq,σ, A−q = Aq, and uq,σ ·uq,σ′ = δσ,σ′ . In the Coulomb gauge, we have the
transversality condition

uq,σ · q = 0 , (9.6)

for every q and σ. The photonic annihilation and creation operators in Eq. (9.5) satisfy
bosonic commutation relations, [âq,σ, â

†
q′,σ′ ] = δq,q′δσ,σ′ .

Being a quantum object, the field Â(r) has its own dynamics, which is determined by the
photon Hamiltonian

Ĥph =
∑

q,σ

~ωq

(
â†q,σâq,σ +

1

2

)
. (9.7)

The full Hamiltonian, including light-matter interactions, is therefore given by

ĤA = Ĥ+ Ĥph +
N∑

i=1

e

mc
Â(ri) · p̂i +

N∑

i=1

e2

2mc2
Â2(ri) . (9.8)

The third and fourth terms in Eq. (9.8) are often referred to respectively as the paramagnetic
and diamagnetic contributions to the light-matter coupling Hamiltonian.

With the aim of studying the potential existence of a quantum phase transition to a
photon condensate and make therefore general statements about the ground state |Ψ〉 of ĤA,
the model (9.8) must be extrapolated to the thermodynamic limit [31] N →∞, V →∞, with
constant N/V . As shown in Appendix. E.1, in this limit, |Ψ〉 does not contain light-matter
entanglement, i.e. we can take |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉, where |ψ〉 and |Φ〉 are matter and light states.
We can therefore introduce the effective Hamiltonian for the photonic degrees of freedom,
Ĥeff

ph[ψ] ≡ 〈ψ|ĤA|ψ〉. Explicitly,
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Ĥeff
ph [ψ] = Ĥph + 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+

∑

q,σ

e

c
Aq [âq,σjp(−q) ·uq,σ + h.c.] +

+
e2

2mc2

∑

q,q′,σ

AqAq′uq,σ ·uq′,σ

[
â†q′,σâq,σn(q′ − q) + âq,σâ

†
q′,σn(q − q′) +

+ âq,σâq′,σn(−q − q′) + â†q′,σâ
†
q,σn(q + q′)

]
. (9.9)

where we have used the transversality condition in Eq. (9.6), and introduced

n(q) ≡ 〈ψ|n̂(q)|ψ〉 (9.10)

and
jp(q) ≡ 〈ψ|ĵp(q)|ψ〉 . (9.11)

In the Coulomb gauge, 3D photon condensation is manifested by a non-zero value of the
order parameter ᾱq,σ ≡ 〈Φ|âq,σ|Φ〉 emerging at a critical value of a suitable light-matter
coupling constant [31, 38]. At the quantum critical point (QCP), ᾱq,σ is small. Note also
that, near the QCP, the matter state can be written as |ψ̄〉 = |ψ0〉 +

∑
q,σ ᾱq,σ |δψq,σ〉 +

O(ᾱ2
q,σ). Since the diamagnetic term in Eq. (9.9) is quadratic in ᾱq,σ, we can approximate

the quantity n(q) in the last two lines of this equation with its value in the absence of light-
matter interactions, i.e. we can safely take n(q) ' 〈ψ0|n̂(q)|ψ0〉. We now assume that the
ground state |Ψ0〉 of the 3DES in the absence of light-matter interactions is homogenous and
isotropic, i.e. 〈ψ0|n̂(q)|ψ0〉 = Nδq,0. The reason why this assumption was made is obvious
from the form of the diamagnetic term in Eq. (9.9): inhomogeneous ground states with
〈ψ0|n̂(q)|ψ0〉 6= Nδq,0 would couple modes with q 6= q′, rapidly leading to a problem that is
intractable with purely analytical methods. Under this assumption, the effective Hamiltonian
reduces to:

Ĥeff
ph [ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+

∑

q,σ

eAq

c

[
âq,σjp(−q) ·uq,σ + â†q,σjp(q) ·uq,σ

]

+
1

2

∑

q,σ

[
~ω̃q + ~ω̃q

(
â†q,σâq,σ + â†−q,σâ−q,σ

)
+ 2∆q

(
â−q,σâq,σ + â†q,σâ

†
−q,σ

)]
,

(9.12)

where ∆q ≡ Ne2A2
q/(2mc

2) with ∆q = ∆−q, and ~ω̃q = ~ωq + 2∆q. The term
∑

q,σ ~ω̃q/2 is
a vacuum contribution. Eq. (9.12) is a quadratic function of the photonic operators and can
be diagonalized via the following Bogoliubov transformation:

â†q,σ = cosh(xq)b̂†q,σ − sinh(xq)b̂−q,σ , (9.13)

where cosh(xq) = (λq + 1)/(2
√
λq), sinh(xq) = (λq − 1)/(2

√
λq), and λq =

√
1 + 4∆q/~ωq.

In terms of the new bosonic operators b̂†q,σ, b̂q,σ the effective Hamiltonian reads as follows:

Ĥeff
ph[ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+

∑

q,σ

~Ωq

(
b̂†q,σ b̂q,σ +

1

2

)
+
∑

q,σ

eAq

c
√
λq

[
jp(−q) ·uq,σ b̂q,σ + H.c.

]
, (9.14)

where ~Ωq = ~ωqλq.
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Being a sum of displaced harmonic oscillators, the ground state |Φ〉 of Ĥeff
ph[ψ], for ev-

ery matter state |ψ〉, is a tensor product |B〉 ≡ ⊗q,σ |βq,σ〉 of coherent states of the b̂q,σ
operators[47, 76], i.e. b̂q′,σ′ |B〉 = βq′,σ′ |B〉. Note that the order parameter αq,σ introduced
above is linearly-dependent on βq,σ, i.e. αq,σ = cosh(xq)β∗q,σ − sinh(xq)β−q,σ. Hence, a non-
zero βq,σ implies a non-zero αq,σ. From now on, we will therefore consider βq,σ as the order
parameter, which can again be considered small at the QCP.

We now introduce the following energy functional, obtained by taking the expectation
value of Ĥeff

ph[ψ] over |B〉: E[{βq,σ}, ψ] ≡ 〈Ψ|ĤA|Ψ〉 = 〈B|Ĥeff
ph[ψ]|B〉:

E[{βq,σ}, ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+
∑

q,σ

~Ωq

(
|βq,σ|2 +

1

2

)
+
∑

q,σ

eAq

c
√
λq

[jp(−q) ·uq,σβq,σ + c.c.] .

This needs to be minimized with respect to {βq,σ} and |ψ〉. The minimization with respect
to {βq,σ} can be done analytically by imposing the condition ∂β∗q,σE[{βq,σ}, ψ] = 0. We find
that the optimal value of {βq,σ} is given by:

β̄q,σ = − Aq

~ωqλ
3/2
q

e

c
jp(q) ·uq,σ , (9.15)

which depends on |ψ〉 through Eq. (9.11). Note that this equation can be written in terms of
the operator

B̂q,σ ≡ −
Aq

~ωqλ
3/2
q

e

c
ĵp(q) ·uq,σ , (9.16)

i.e. β̄q,σ = 〈ψ|B̂q,σ|ψ〉.
Using Eq. (9.15) into Eq. (9.15), we finally find the energy functional that needs to be

minimized with respect to |ψ〉:

E[{β̄q,σ}, ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 −
∑

q,σ

~Ωq

(
|β̄q,σ|2 −

1

2

)
. (9.17)

As in the case of a spatially-uniform cavity field [41], we are therefore left with a constrained
minimum problem for the matter degrees of freedom: we need to seek the minimum of (9.17)
among the normalized anti-symmetric states |ψ〉 which yield (9.15). Such constrained mini-
mum problems can be effectively handled with the stiffness theorem [86].

For photon condensation to occur we need the photon condensate phase to be energetically
favored with respect to the normal phase, i.e. we need E[{β̄q,σ}, ψ] < E[0, ψ0] or, equivalently,

〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 <
∑

q,σ

~Ωq|β̄q,σ|2 . (9.18)

Note that the left-hand side of the previous inequality is the energy difference E[{β̄q,σ}, ψ]−
E[0, ψ0], so that the vacuum contribution

∑
q,σ ~Ωq/2 drops out of the right-hand side.

The dependence of 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 on β̄q,σ can be calculated exactly up to order
β̄2
q,σ by using the stiffness theorem [86]. The expansion of the left hand side of the inequality

(9.18) up to order β̄2
q,σ is justified by the smallness of β̄q,σ at the QCP. From now on, we

exclude the trivial case 〈ψ0|ĵp(q)|ψ0〉 6= 0, requiring that 〈ψ0|ĵp(q)|ψ0〉 = 0 for all values of
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q: for non-trivial photon condensate phases to occur, the ground state of the 3DES described
by (9.2) is required to display no ground-state currents at all length scales.

Using the stiffness theorem [86], we find, up to second order in β̄q,σ,

〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 = −1

2

∑

q,σ

∑

q′,σ′

χ−1

B̂q,σ ,B̂−q′,σ′
(0)β̄∗q,σβ̄q′,σ′ , (9.19)

where χ−1

B̂q,σ ,B̂−q′,σ′
(0) is the inverse of the static response function χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q′,σ′

(0), the

operator B̂q,σ has been introduced in Eq. (9.16), and we have used the notation of Ref. 86.
Since the ground state of the 3DES has been taken to be homogenous and isotropic [86],

χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q′,σ′
(0) = χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ

(0)δq,q′δσ,σ′ . (9.20)

As any other response function, χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0) has a Lehmann representation [85, 86] in terms

of the exact eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (9.2),

χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0) = −

2A2
q

~2ω2
qλ

3
q

e2

c2

∑

n6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp(q) ·uq,σ|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

< 0 . (9.21)

We readily recognize χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0) to be intimately linked to the static, paramagnetic current-

current response tensor [86]

χĵp,i(q),ĵp,k(−q)(0) = − 1

V

∑

n6=0

〈ψn|ĵp,i(q)|ψ0〉 〈ψ0|ĵp,k(−q)|ψn〉
En − E0

− 1

V

∑

n6=0

〈ψ0|ĵp,i(q)|ψn〉 〈ψn|ĵp,k(−q)|ψ0〉
En − E0

, (9.22)

where ĵp,i(q), with i = x, y, z, denotes the i-th Cartesian component of ĵp(q). Indeed, it is
easy to show that

χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0) =

A2
qN

~2ω2
qλ

3
qn

e2

c2

∑

i,k

u
(i)
q,σu

(k)
q,σχĵp,i(q),ĵp,k(−q)(0) , (9.23)

where u(i)
q,σ denotes the i-th Cartesian component of the vector uq,σ and we have introduced

the electron density n = N/V . The previous result can be written in a more transparent
manner by introducing the physical current-current response tensor [86], which contains a
diamagnetic as well as a paramagnetic contribution:

χJ
i,k(q, 0) =

n

m
δi,k + χĵp,i(q),ĵp,k(−q)(0) .

(9.24)

In a homogeneous and isotropic system, the rank-2 tensor χJ
i,k(q, 0) can be decomposed in

terms of the longitudinal and transverse current-current response functions [86], χJ
L(q, 0) and

χJ
T(q, 0), respectively:

χJ
i,k(q, 0) = χJ

L(q, 0)
qiqk
q2

+ χJ
T(q, 0)

(
δi,k −

qiqk
q2

)
. (9.25)
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Note that, as a consequence of gauge invariance, χJ
L(q, 0) = 0 for every q [86]. Using

Eqs. (9.24)-(9.25) in Eq. (9.23), we finally find

χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0) =

A2
qN

~2ω2
qλ

3
qn

e2

c2

[
χJ

T(q, 0)− n

m

]
. (9.26)

As a natural consequence of the transversality of the electromagnetic field, imposed by
the Coulomb gauge, only the transverse current-current response function χJ

T(q, 0) enters
Eq. (9.26).

We now return to the result of the stiffness theorem. Inserting Eq. (9.19) inside Eq. (9.18),
we finally find the condition for photon condensation in a 3DES embedded in a spatially-
varying electromagnetic field:

−
∑

q,σ

[
1

2χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0)

+ ~Ωq

]
|β̄q,σ|2 < 0 . (9.27)

Since we want to minimize the energy difference E[{β̄q,σ}, ψ]−E[0, ψ0], the optimal choice
of β̄qσ is constructed as follows: i) modes with momentum q and polarization σ such that
Eq. (9.27) is satisfied acquire a finite displacement β̄qσ 6= 0, since this choice lowers the energy
difference; ii) on the other hand, modes for which Eq. (9.27) is not satisfied, are forced to be
unpopulated, i.e. to have β̄q,σ = 0. A finite occupation of these modes would indeed increase
the energy difference. Hence, we can analyze the inequality (9.27) for a fixed q:

−χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0) >

1

2~Ωq
. (9.28)

Using Eq. (9.26) and the microscopic expression of Aq, we can rewrite Eq. (9.28) as follows:

−4π
c2

ω2
qεr

e2

c2

[
χJ

T(q, 0)− n

m

]
> 1 + 4

∆q

~ωq
. (9.29)

Before further simplifying Eq. (9.29), we wish to make a few observations on the special
case of a single-mode spatially-uniform field:

i) No-go theorem in the presence of the diamagnetic term. Let us consider the standard
situation in the literature, in which matter degrees of freedom are minimally coupled
to a quantum field, which is assumed to be single mode and spatially uniform, with
angular frequency ω0 and amplitude Aq = A0 =

√
2π~c2/(V ω0εr). Consistently, if the

assumption of spatial uniformity is done from the very beginning, by setting q = 0 in
Eq. (9.5), one has to replace χJ

T(q, 0) with limq→0 χ
J
T(q, 0) inside the square bracket in

Eq. (9.29). In systems with no long-range order (i.e. in systems that do not become
superconducting), it is well known [86] that the “diamagnetic sum rule" holds true:
limq→0 χ

J
T(q, 0) = 0. In this case, Eq. (9.29) reduces to:

4π
c2

ω2
0εr

e2

c2

n

m
> 1 + 4

∆0

~ω0
, (9.30)

with ∆0 = e2NA2
0/(2mc

2). The left-hand-side of Eq. (9.30) can be easily seen to be
equal to 4∆0/(~ω0) and this inequality therefore reduces to 0 > 1, which is clearly ab-
surd. This is the no-go theorem [41] for photon condensation in a single-mode spatially-
uniform quantum field.
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ii) Spurious “go theorem" in the absence of the diamagnetic term. Neglecting artificially
the diamagnetic contribution to Eq. (9.8) is equivalent to setting ∆0 = 0 in the right-
hand-side of Eq. (9.30). In this case a photon condensate occurs provided that the
Drude weight D = πe2n/m of the 3DES satisfies the following inequality:

D >
ω2

0εr
4

. (9.31)

Returning to Eq. (9.29) and using in it the microscopic expressions for ωq and ∆q given
above (below Eq.(9.5) and Eq.(9.12), respectively), we finally conclude that a photon conden-
sate phase occurs if and only if the following inequality is satisfied:

−e
2

c2

χJ
T(q, 0)

q2
>

1

4π
. (9.32)

The left-hand-side of Eq. (9.32) has a very clear physical interpretation. It is the non-local
orbital magnetic susceptibility [86]

χorb(q) ≡ −e
2

c2

χJ
T(q, 0)

q2
, (9.33)

which, in the long-wavelength q → 0 limit, reduces to the thermodynamic (i.e. macroscopic)
orbital magnetic susceptibility (OMS)

χOMS ≡ lim
q→0

χorb(q) =
∂MO

∂B

∣∣∣∣
B=0

. (9.34)

Here, MO is the orbital contribution to the magnetization. This limit exists in systems with
no long-range order: indeed, χJ

T(q, 0) vanishes like q2 in the long-wavelength q → 0 limit, in
agreement with the diamagnetic sum rule [86].

In summary, introducing χorb(q), we can write Eq. (9.32) as

χorb(q) >
1

4π
. (9.35)

Eq. (9.35) is the most important result of this Section, representing a rigorous criterion for
the occurrence of photon condensation in a 3DES.

9.2.1 Discussion

A few comments are now in order.
i) In 3D, as clear from Eq. (9.35), χorb(q) is dimensionless. It therefore naturally plays

the role of a coupling constant determining the strength of light-matter interactions. Only
when it exceeds the value 1/(4π) ∼ 0.08 can photon condensation take place.

ii) The criterion (9.35) does not depend explicitly on εr but only implicitly, through the
εr-dependence of the e-e interaction potential v(r). The latter, in turn, has an impact on
χorb(q).

iii) Note that, while χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0) in Eq. (9.21) and (9.26) is negative definite, the trans-

verse contribution χT(q, 0) to the current-current response function satisfies the inequality
χT(q, 0) < n/m and can therefore be both positive or negative. In turn, this implies that, for
a given 3DES, χOMS can be positive or negative (and perhaps change sign with microscopic
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parameters such as the electron density n). Broadly speaking, materials can be divided intro
two groups, from the point of view of their orbital response: a) orbital diamagnets, those which
have χOMS < 0, are most common. They will not display photon condensation, according to
our criterion (9.35); b) orbital paramagnets, those for which χOMS > 0, are much more rare
in nature but, as discussed below, do exist. Only orbital paramagnets with χOMS > 1/(4π)
can display photon condensation.

Just as an example, we remind the reader that for free (i.e. non-interacting) parabolic-band
fermions in 3D [86],

χ
(0)
OMS = −α

2

rs

(
1

768π5

)1/3

< 0 , (9.36)

where rs = [3/(4πna3
B)]1/3 is the so-called Wigner-Seitz or gas parameter, aB = ~2/(me2) is

the Bohr radius, and α = e2/(~c) is the fine structure constant.
iv) The result in Eq. (9.35) can be understood as the condition for the occurrence of a

static magnetic instability [231]. Indeed, let us consider the energy functional of a material
subject to a magnetic field H(r):

E[B(r)] =
1

2

∫
d3r H(r) ·B(r) , (9.37)

where B(r) is the magnetic induction. The latter is related to the magnetic field via the
orbital magnetization M(r), i.e. B(r) = H(r) + 4πM(r). The difference between H and
B stems from the flow of charges in response to H, which creates an orbital magnetization
M . In the realm of linear response theory, we can relate the orbital magnetization to the
magnetic induction, M(r) =

∫
d3r′χorb(|r− r′|)B(r′). We can therefore write the energy as

a quadratic function of B(r):

E[B(r)] =
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

[
δ(r − r′)

− 4πχorb(|r − r′|)
]
B(r′) ·B(r) . (9.38)

An instability occurs if E[B(r)] < 0, i.e. if and only if B(r) < 4π
∫
dr′χorb(|r − r′|)B(r′).

Fourier transforming with respect to r yields Eq. (9.35).
Magnetostatic instabilities and the criterion (9.35) have been discussed long ago [233–238].

In a 3D metal, the de Haas-van Alphen effect (oscillations of the magnetization in response
to an applied magnetic field) can lead to a thermodynamic instability of the electron gas.
The magnetization is a function of the magnetic induction and when the orbital magnetic
susceptibility χOMS obeys the inequality (9.35), the magnetic induction is a multi-valued
function of the field. Condon first pointed out that Maxwell’s construction yields phase
coexistence and the formation of (paramagnetic and diamagnetic) domains. These “Condon
domains", although first predicted for Be [233], were first unambiguously observed in Ag [239].
Since then, Condon domains have been observed also in Be [240], Sn [241], and also Al, Pb,
and In (for a recent review see, for example, Ref. 237). They have also been observed in
Br2-intercalated graphite [242], which is a layered compound with quasi-2D character.

The derivation in Sect. 9.2 shows that 3D photon condensation and Condon domain for-
mation are the same phenomenon [231]. In essence, the proof reported in Sect. 9.2 is a fully
quantum mechanical derivation of the condition for the occurrence of Condon domains, which
transcends the usual semiclassical approximations [235] used to derive (9.35).

v) For the remainder of this Chapter (particularly for Sect. 9.4), it is useful to derive
Eq. (9.12) in an alternative way.
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Instead of determining the exact photonic state, as we did above, we now follow a much
more humble approach. We evaluate the expectation value of the Hamiltonian (9.12) on a trial
photonic wavefunction of the form |A 〉 ≡ ⊗q,σ |αq,σ〉, namely a tensor product of coherent
states of the âq,σ operators, i.e. âq′,σ′ |A 〉 = αq′,σ′ |A 〉. (We know that the exact eigenstate
is not of this form, i.e. it is a tensor product |B〉 ≡ ⊗q,σ |βq,σ〉 of coherent states of the b̂q,σ
operators. Momentarily, we will understand what error is made in using |A 〉 rather than |B〉.)
Such expectation value is easily obtained by replacing the photonic operators in Eq. (9.12)
with c-numbers, i.e. by replacing âq,σ → αq,σ. Up to a constant factor, we find

Ẽ [{αq,σ}, ψ] ≡ 〈A |Ĥeff
ph[ψ]|A 〉 = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+

+
∑

q,σ

eAq

c

[
αq,σjp(−q) ·uq,σ + α∗q,σjp(q) ·uq,σ

]

+
1

2

∑

q,σ

[
~ω̃q

(
α∗q,σαq,σ + α∗−q,σα−q,σ + 1

)
+ 2∆q

(
α−q,σαq,σ + α∗q,σα

∗
−q,σ

)]
. (9.39)

Performing in Eq. (9.39) the linear transformation α∗q,σ = cosh(xq)β∗q,σ − sinh(xq)β−q,σ,
analogous to Eq. (9.13), we get:

Ẽ[{βq,σ}, ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+
∑

q,σ

(
~ω̃q

2
+ ~Ωq|βq,σ|2

)
+
∑

q,σ

eAq

c
√
λq

[jp(−q) ·uq,σβq,σ + c.c.] .

The quantity Ẽ[{βq,σ}, ψ] differs from the exact result in Eq. (9.15) only for the vacuum
contribution, which is

∑
q,σ ~ω̃q/2 instead of the correct one

∑
q,σ ~Ωq/2. However, since we

are interested only in energy differences, the vacuum contribution drops out of the problem and
the two procedures yield the same energy difference: E[{β̄q,σ}, ψ]−E[0, ψ0] = Ẽ[{β̄q,σ}, ψ]−
E[0, ψ0].

In conclusion, if one is solely interested in energy differences, it is not necessary to deter-
mine the eigenstates exactly but it is sufficient to assume the photonic wave-function to be a
tensor product of coherent states of the âq,σ operators.

9.3 The role of Zeeman coupling and combined orbital-spin ef-
fects

In this Section we investigate the role of the Zeeman coupling. To begin with, we consider
(Sect. 9.3.1) the case in which the 3DES couples to the radiation field only via the Zeeman
term. In the second part of this Section (Sect. 9.3.2), we consider the combined role of orbital
and Zeeman couplings. The derivation of the corresponding criteria for photon condensation
closely follows the case of pure orbital coupling discussed in Sect. 9.2.

9.3.1 Light-matter interactions via the Zeeman term

If the 3DES couples to the spatially-varying cavity electromagnetic field only via the Zeeman
term, the full Hamiltonian is:

ĤB = Ĥ+ Ĥph +
gµB

2

N∑

i=1

σ̂i · B̂(ri) , (9.40)
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where g is the Landé g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, σ̂i is the spin operator of the i-th
electron, and B̂(r) = ∇ × Â(r) is the magnetic component of the cavity electromagnetic
field, Â(r) being given in Eq. (9.5). Explicitly, the magnetic field reads as follows:

B̂(r) =
∑

q,σ

iqAquT,q,σ

(
âqe

iq · r − â†qe−iq · r) , (9.41)

where uT,q,σ ≡ (q/q)× uq,σ. (Note that {q,uq,σ,uT,q,σ} is a set of orthogonal vectors.)
As shown in Appendix E.2, the ground state |Ψ〉 of ĤB does not contain light-matter

entanglement in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. we can take |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉, where |ψ〉 and |Φ〉
are matter and light states. As in Sect. 9.2, we are therefore led to introduce an effective
Hamiltonian for the photonic degrees of freedom, Ĥeff

ph[ψ] ≡ 〈ψ|ĤB|ψ〉:

Ĥeff
ph[ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+ Ĥph +

∑

q,σ

gµBAq

2

[
S(−q)âq,σ − S(q)â†q,σ

]
· iquT,q,σ ,

where [86]

Ŝ(q) =

N∑

i=1

e−iq · riσ̂i (9.42)

is the 3D Fourier transform of the spin density Ŝ(q) =
∑N

i=1 σ̂iδ(r − ri) and S(q) =

〈ψ|Ŝ(q)|ψ〉.
Since Eq. (9.42) is a sum of displaced harmonic oscillators, we can assume without loss

of generality that the ground state |Φ〉 of Ĥeff
ph[ψ] is a tensor product |A 〉 ≡ ⊗q,σ |αq,σ〉 of

coherent states of the âq,σ operators[47, 76], i.e. âq′,σ′ |A 〉 = αq′,σ′ |A 〉.
The total energy, defined as E[{αq,σ}, ψ] ≡ 〈Ψ|ĤB|Ψ〉 = 〈A |Ĥeff

ph[ψ]|A 〉, is given by:

E [{αq,σ}, ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉+
∑

q,σ

~ωq

(
|αq,σ|2 +

1

2

)
+

+
∑

q,σ

gµBAq

2

[
S(−q)αq,σ − S(q)α∗q,σ

]
· iquT,q,σ .

(9.43)

Minimization can be performed with respect to {αq,σ} analytically by imposing the con-
dition ∂α∗q,σE[{αq,σ}, ψ] = 0. We find that the optimal value of {αq,σ} is given by:

ᾱq,σ =
gµBAq

2~ωc
〈ψ|Ŝ(q)|ψ〉 · iquT,q,σ . (9.44)

Note that this equation can be written in terms of the operator

Ĉq,σ ≡ gµBAq

2~ωq
Ŝ(q) · iquT,q,σ , (9.45)

i.e. 〈ψ|Ĉq,σ|ψ〉 = ᾱq,σ. Using Eq. (9.44) into Eq. (9.43) we finally find the energy functional
that needs to be minimized with respect to |ψ〉:

E [{ᾱq,σ}, ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 −
∑

q,σ

~ωq

(
|ᾱq,σ|2 −

1

2

)
. (9.46)
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Once again, for photon condensation to occur we need E[{ᾱq,σ}, ψ] < E[0, ψ0] or, equivalently,

〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 <
∑

q,σ

~ωq|ᾱq,σ|2 . (9.47)

As in Sect. 9.2, the dependence of 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 on ᾱq,σ can be calculated exactly
up to order ᾱ2

q,σ by using the stiffness theorem [86]:

〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 = −1

2

∑

q,σ

∑

q′,σ′

χ−1

Ĉq,σ ,Ĉ−q′,σ′
(0)ᾱ∗q,σᾱq′,σ′ , (9.48)

where χ−1

Ĉq,σ ,Ĉ−q′,σ′
(0) is the inverse of the static response function χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q′,σ′

(0) and the

operator Ĉq,σ has been introduced in Eq. (9.45). Inserting Eq. (9.48) inside Eq. (9.47) we
find:

−
∑

q,σ

[
1

2χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ
(0)

+ ~ωq

]
|ᾱq,σ|2 < 0 . (9.49)

Following the same logical steps discussed in Sect. 9.2, we can consider the previous inequality
for a fixed q:

−χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ
(0) >

1

2~ωq
. (9.50)

We now observe that the homogenous and isotropic nature of the ground state of the 3DES
implies [86] χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q′ ,σ

′(0) = χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ
(0)δq,q′δσ,σ′ . We readily recognize χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ

(0) to

be intimately linked to the static, spin-spin response tensor χS
i,k(q, 0). Indeed, it is easy to

show that

χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ
(0) =

q2g2µ2
BA

2
qV

4~2ω2
q

∑

i,k

u
(i)
T,q,σu

(k)
T,q,σχ

S
i,k(q, 0) , (9.51)

where

χS
i,k(q, 0) = − 1

V

∑

n 6=0

〈ψ0|Ŝi(−q)|ψn〉 〈ψn|Ŝk(q)|ψ0〉
En − E0

− 1

V

∑

n6=0

〈ψ0|Ŝi(q)|ψn〉 〈ψn|Ŝk(−q)|ψ0〉
En − E0

, (9.52)

and Ŝi(q), with i = x, y, z, denotes the i-th Cartesian component of Ŝ(q).
Isotropy, translational- and spin-rotational invariance imply that the rank-2 tensor χS

i,k(q, 0)

can be decomposed in terms of the longitudinal, χS
L(q, 0), and transverse, χS

T(q, 0), spin-spin
response functions:

χS
i,k(q, 0) = χS

L(q, 0)
qiqk
q2

+ χS
T(q, 0)

(
δi,k −

qiqk
q2

)
. (9.53)

Replacing Eq. (9.53) into Eq. (9.51), we finally find

χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ
(0) =

q2g2µBA
2
qV

4~2ω2
q

χS
T(q, 0) . (9.54)
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Using Eqs. (9.51) and (9.53) and the microscopic expressions of ωq = cq/
√
εr and Aq =√

2π~c2/(V ωqεr) given above, Eq. (9.50) can be written as follows:

−g
2µ2

B

4
χS

T(q, 0) >
1

4π
, (9.55)

Again, the left-hand-side of Eq. (9.55) has a very clear physical interpretation. It is the
non-local transverse spin susceptibility [86]

χspin(q) ≡ −g
2µ2

B

4
χS

T(q, 0) , (9.56)

which, in the long-wavelength q → 0 limit, reduces to the thermodynamic (i.e. macroscopic)
spin magnetic susceptibility (SMS)

χSMS ≡ lim
q→0

χspin(q) =
∂MS

∂B

∣∣∣∣
B=0

. (9.57)

Here, MS is the spin contribution to the magnetization. For free (i.e. non-interacting)
parabolic-band fermions in 3D, χSMS reduces to the well-known Pauli spin susceptibility [86],
i.e.

χ
(0)
SMS =

α2

rs

(
9

256π5

)1/3

> 0 , (9.58)

where we have used a Landé g-factor g = 2. Comparing Eq. (9.58) with Eq. (9.36), we find
the very well-known result,

χ
(0)
SMS = −3χ

(0)
OMS . (9.59)

In summary, the condition for the occurrence of photon condensation in a 3DES, when
the cavity electromagnetic field couples to matter degrees of freedom via the Zeeman coupling
only, is:

χspin(q) >
1

4π
. (9.60)

9.3.2 Combined orbital and Zeeman couplings

In general, when both orbital and spin light-matter interactions are taken into account the
total Hamiltonian is:

ĤA+B = Ĥ+ Ĥph +
gµB

2

N∑

i=1

σ̂i · B̂(ri) +

N∑

i=1

e

mc
Â(ri) · p̂i +

N∑

i=1

e2

2mc2
Â2(ri) . (9.61)

Following the same steps discussed in Sects. 9.2 and 9.3.1, one reaches the following condition
for the occurrence of photon condensation in a 3DES:

−χB̂q,σ+Ĉq,σ ,B̂−q,σ+Ĉ−q,σ
(0) >

1

2~Ωq
. (9.62)

Now, the key point is that, in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, cross response functions
vanish:

χĈq,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0) = χB̂q,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ

(0) = 0 . (9.63)
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This is due to the following facts. Consider for example χĈq,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0). We have [86]

χĈq,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(ω) = − i

~V
lim
η→0

∫ ∞

0
dτ [Ĉq,σ(τ), B̂−q,σ]ei(ω+iη)τ . (9.64)

Since the operators Ĉq,σ(t) and B̂−q,σ have disjoint supports, the former acting on the spin
degrees of freedom while the latter on the charge degrees of freedom, we have [Ĉq,σ(t), B̂−q,σ] =
0. We therefore conclude that

χB̂q,σ+Ĉq,σ ,B̂−q,σ+Ĉ−q,σ
(0) = χB̂q,σ ,B̂−q,σ

(0) + χĈq,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ
(0) . (9.65)

Using Eqs. (9.65), (9.26), and (9.54) inside Eq. (9.62), we find that the condition for occurrence
of photon condensation is:

2A2
qV
[
χorb(q) + χspin(q)

]
q2 > ~ωq , (9.66)

which, upon substitution of ωq = cq/
√
εr and Aq =

√
2π~c2/(V ωqεr), becomes

χorb(q) + χspin(q) >
1

4π
. (9.67)

This is the most important result for 3DESs: in the absence of spin-orbit coupling in the
matter degrees of freedom—or other microscopic mechanisms that are responsible for non-
zero cross response function such as χB̂q,σ ,Ĉ−q,σ ,

(0) and χĈq,σ ,B̂−q,σ
(0)—the condition for the

occurrence of photon condensation involves the sum of the orbital and spin transverse static
response functions.

When electron-electron interactions are negligible (i.e. rs � 1), the condition (9.67) for
the occurrence of 3D photon condensation (i.e. formation of Condon domains) can be made
more explicit. Indeed, consider for example the case of a non-interacting parabolic-band
3D Fermi gas. Using the long-wavelength expression (9.36) and (9.58) inside Eq. (9.67),
we immediately see that photon condensation can occur in the absence of electron-electron
interactions provided that

rs <

(
2

3π2

)1/3

α2 , (9.68)

or, equivalently, provided that the electron density is sufficiently high,

n > nc =
9π

8α6

1

a3
B

. (9.69)

Unscreened current-current interactions at low temperatures under strong magnetic fields,
which may result in non-Fermi-liquid behavior [243], lead to the occurrence of long-range
magnetic orbital order even at low densities [236].

9.4 2D Photon Condensation

In this Section, we consider the problem of a 2DES located in the middle of a quasi-2D cavity.
Similarly to the 3D case discussed above in Sect. 9.2, we describe the 2DES with the

jellium model Hamiltonian

Ĥ2D =
N∑

i=1

p̂2
‖,i

2m
+

1

2

∑

i 6=j
v(|r̂‖,i − r̂‖,j |) , (9.70)
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where r̂‖,i and p̂‖,i denote respectively the position and momentum operators of the i-th
electron moving in the x̂-ŷ plane. For future use, we introduce the 2D Fourier transforms of
the density and paramagnetic (number) current operators:

n̂(q‖) =
N∑

i=1

e
−iq‖ · r̂‖,i , (9.71)

ĵp(q‖) =
1

2m

N∑

i=1

(
p̂‖,ie

−iq‖ · r̂‖,i + e−iq‖ · r̂‖,i p̂‖,i
)
, (9.72)

with the usual properties n̂(−q‖) = n̂†(q‖) and ĵp(−q‖) = ĵ†p(q‖).
We consider a cavity with length Lz in the ẑ direction, satisfying the quasi-2D condition

Lz � Lx, Ly. The walls of the cavity in the ẑ direction are assumed to perfectly conducting.
Accordingly, the tangential component of the electric field and the normal component of the
magnetic field must vanish at the cavity boundaries [244] z = ±Lz/2. In addition, we impose
periodic boundary conditions along the x̂ and ŷ directions. In the Coulomb gauge, the vector
potential fulfilling the cavity boundary conditions can be expressed as follows [244]:

Â(r) =
∑

q‖,σ,nz

A
(2D)
q‖,nzeq‖,σ,nz(z)(âq‖,σ,nze

iq‖ · r‖ + â†q‖,σ,nze
−iq‖ · r‖) , (9.73)

where

eq‖,1,nz(z) = uq‖,1 sin
[πnz
Lz

(
z +

Lz
2

)]
, (9.74)

eq‖,2,nz(z) =
q‖

q‖
sin
[πnz
Lz

(
z +

Lz
2

)] πnz

Lz
√
q2
‖ + (πnzLz )2

+ ẑ cos
[πnz
Lz

(
z +

Lz
2

)] iq‖√
q2
‖ + (πnzLz )2

.

(9.75)

Here, nz is an integer index, q‖ = (2πnx/Lx, 2πny/Ly) with (nx, ny) relative integers, σ = 1, 2
is the polarization index, uq‖,1 is the linear polarization vector lying in the x̂-ŷ plane and

transverse to q‖, i.e. uq‖,1 · q‖ = 0, A(2D)
q‖,n =

√
4π~c2/(LzSωq‖,nzεr), S = LxLy, εr is the cavity

relative dielectric constant, and ωq‖,nz = (c/εr)
√
q2
‖ + (πnz/Lz)2. In the x̂-ŷ plane (z = 0),

where the 2DES lays, modes labeled by the polarization index σ = 1 are transverse waves,
i.e. eq‖,1,nz(0) · q‖ = 0. The second mode labelled by σ = 2 can be dropped for arbitrarily
large wave vector if the 2DES is located exactly in the middle of the cavity since:

• For odd values of nz, the vector eq‖,2, odd nz(z = 0) is longitudinal, i.e. it is parallel to
q‖. Since, as a consequence of gauge invariance, the static longitudinal current-current
response function is zero [86] for arbitrary q‖, light-matter interactions with longitudinal
photonic modes cannot induce photon condensation.

• For even values of nz, the vector eq‖,2, even nz(z = 0) is along the ẑ direction. Therefore,
electronic degrees of freedom cannot couple to modes with σ = 2 and even nz.
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From now on, we will take into account only modes with σ = 1. In particular, since the
2DES is placed in the middle of the photonic cavity, at z = 0, only photonic modes with
odd nz couple to the matter degrees of freedom [245]. Similarly to the 3D case, the following
properties hold true: ω−q‖,nz = ωq‖,nz , u−q‖,1 = uq‖,1, A

(2D)
−q‖,nz = A

(2D)
q‖,nz .

The Hamiltonian of the 2DES coupled to the cavity field is expressed as

ĤA = Ĥ2D + Ĥph +
N∑

i=1

e

mc
Â(r‖,i, z = 0) · p̂‖,i +

N∑

i=1

e2

2mc2
Â2(r‖,i, z = 0) , (9.76)

where the cavity Hamiltonian Ĥph reads as following

Ĥph =
∑

q‖,σ,nz

~ωq‖,nz â
†
q‖,σ,nz

âq‖,σ,nz . (9.77)

This needs to be compared with the 3D one in Eq. (9.8). Once again, the third and the
fourth term in Eq. (9.76) are the paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions, respectively.
A constant term in Eq. (9.77) has been dropped, since below we will be only interested in
energy differences. From now on, we will follows steps similar to those described in Sect. 9.2.
We will therefore mainly highlight differences between the 3D case discussed there and the
2D case discussed in this Section and cut short on the algebraic steps that are identical in
the two cases. On purpose, and with notational abuse, we will denote by the same symbols
quantities that in both cases have an identical physical meaning.

As in the 3D case, we are interested in the possible occurrence of a quantum phase tran-
sition to a photon condensate, and we therefore wish to make general statements about the
ground state |Ψ〉 of ĤA, in the 2D thermodynamic limit N → ∞, S → ∞, with constant
n2D = N/S. In this limit, we can safely assume that |Ψ〉 does not contain light-matter entan-
glement, i.e. we can take |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉, where |ψ〉 and |Φ〉 are matter and light states. The
effective Hamiltonian for the photonic degrees of freedom is Ĥeff

ph[ψ] ≡ 〈ψ|ĤA|ψ〉. The order
parameter for 2D photon condensation is ᾱq‖,1,nz ≡ 〈Φ|âq‖,1,nz |Φ〉, which, at the putative
QCP, is small. Since the diamagnetic term in Eq. (9.76) is quadratic in ᾱq‖,1,nz , close to the
QCP we can approximate the matter content in the diamagnetic term with its value in the
absence of light-matter interactions. By further assuming, as in the 3D case, that the ground
state of the 2DES in the absence of light-matter interactions is homogenous and isotropic,
i.e. that 〈ψ0|n̂(q‖)|ψ0〉 = Nδq‖,0, the effective photon Hamiltonian can be written as

Ĥeff
ph [ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ2D|ψ〉+ Ĥph + Ĥp + Ĥd , (9.78)

where the paramagnetic contribution is given by

Ĥp =
∑

odd nz

∑

q‖

(−1)
nz−1

2
e

c
A

(2D)
q‖,nz

[
âq‖,1,nzuq‖,1 · jp(−q‖) + â†q‖,1,nzuq‖,1 · jp(q‖)

]
(9.79)

and the diamagnetic one by

Ĥd =
∑

odd nz ,n′z

∑

q‖

(−1)
nz+n

′
z−2

2
e2

2mc2
A

(2D)
q‖,nzA

(2D)
q‖,n′z

(âq‖,1,nz + â†−q‖,1,nz)(â
†
q‖,1,n′z

+ â−q‖,1,n′z) .

(9.80)

In Eq. (9.79) we have introduced

jp(q‖) ≡ 〈ψ|ĵp(q‖)|ψ〉 . (9.81)
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For future use, we also introduce Jq‖,1 = uq‖,1 · jp(q‖).
As we have seen in Sect. 9.2.1, point v), in order to calculate the energy functional,

it is sufficient to evaluate the expectation value of the effective Hamiltonian Ĥeff
ph[ψ] on a

trial photonic wavefunction of the form |A 〉 ≡ ⊗q,nz |αq,1,nz〉, namely on a tensor product
of coherent states of the âq,1,nz operators, i.e. âq′,1,nz |A 〉 = αq′,1,nz |A 〉. This procedure
corresponds to replacing the photonic operators in Eq. (9.12) with c-numbers, âq‖,1,nz →
αq‖,1,nz . Carrying out this procedure we find:

E [{αq‖,1,nz}, ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ2D|ψ〉+
∑

odd nz

∑

q‖

(−1)
nz−1

2

√
2D

√ωq‖,nz

[
αq‖,1,nzJ−q‖,1 + c.c.

]

+
∑

odd nz

∑

odd n′z

∑

q‖

(−1)
nz+n

′
z−2

2 DN

m√ωq‖,nzωq‖,n′z

(αq‖,1,nz + α∗−q‖,1,nz)(α
∗
q‖,1,n′z

+ α−q‖,1,n′z)

+
∑

q‖,1,nz

~ωq‖,nzα
∗
q‖,1,nz

αq‖,1,nz ,

(9.82)

where D ≡ 2π~e2/(LzSεr). (As discussed in Sect. 9.2, if one is interested in finding the
exact photonic eigenstate, a different and much more cumbersome root needs to be followed.
This is described at length in Appendix E.3 and related Appendix E.4. The end result, from
the point of view of energy differences, is identical to the one that one obtains using Eq. (9.82).)
Note that all the modes with even nz are completely decoupled from matter degrees of freedom.
For these modes, the minimum of the energy functional is trivially obtained at αq‖,1,nz = 0.
Hence, we can completely disregard even values of nz: from now on, the index nz will take
only odd values.

It turns out to be useful to express the energy functional E[{αq‖,1,nz}, ψ] in terms of
{zq‖,1,nz} = {(xq‖,1,nz , yq‖,1,nz)>} where xq‖,1,nz = (αq‖,1,nz + α∗−q‖,1,nz)/2 and yq‖,1,nz =

(αq‖,1,nz − α∗−q‖,1,nz)/(2i). Introducing gj(q‖) = (−1)j
√

2D/ωq‖,2j+1, we find

E[{zq‖,1,nz}, ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ2D|ψ〉+
∑

q‖,1

∑

odd nz

[
~ωq‖,nz(xq‖,1,nzx−q‖,1,nz + yq‖,1,nzy−q‖,1,nz)

+
2N

m

∑

odd n′z

g(nz−1)/2(q‖)g(n′z−1)/2(q‖)xq‖,1,nzx−q‖,1,n′z2J−q‖,1g(nz−1)/2(q‖)xq‖,1,nz

]
.(9.83)

This needs to be minimized with respect to {zq‖,1,nz} and |ψ〉. The minimization with respect
to {zq‖,1,nz} can be done analytically by imposing the condition ∂z∗q‖,1,nz E[{zq‖,1,nz}, ψ] = 0.

We find that the optimal value of {zq‖,1,nz} is given by: ~ωq‖,nzyq‖,1,nz = 0 and

~ωq‖,nzxq‖,1,nz +
2N

m

∑

odd n′z

g(nz−1)/2(q‖)g(n′z−1)/2(q‖)xq‖,1,n′z = −g(nz−1)/2(q‖)Jq‖,1 , (9.84)

where nz is odd.
The first equation is trivially solved by yq‖,1,nz = 0. From Eq. (9.84), we find that the

optimal value of {xq‖,1,nz} is the solution of a linear system in terms of Jq‖,1, and it is non-
trivial (i.e. xq‖,1,nz 6= 0) only if Jq‖,1 takes a finite value. Using the stiffness theorem [86], one
has, up to second order in Jq‖,1,
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〈ψ|Ĥ2D|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ2D|ψ0〉 = − 1

2S

∑

q‖,q
′
‖

χ−1

uq‖,1 · ĵp(q‖),uq′‖,1
· ĵp(−q′‖)

(0)Jq‖,1J−q′‖,1 . (9.85)

In writing the previous equation we have assumed, as in the 3D case, that 〈ψ0|ĵp(q‖)|ψ0〉 = 0
for all values of q‖. Since the ground state of the 2DES has been taken to be homogenous
and isotropic, the following property holds true:

χuq‖,1 · ĵp(q‖),uq′‖,1
· ĵp(−q′‖)

(0) = χuq‖,1 · ĵp(q‖),uq‖,1 · ĵp(−q)(0)δq‖,q′‖
. (9.86)

Similarly to the 3D case, we now express the response function χuq‖,1 · ĵp(q‖),uq‖,1 · ĵp(−q)(0)

in terms of the physical current-current response tensor [86], which contains a paramagnetic
as well as a diamagnetic contribution:

χJ
i,k(q‖, 0) =

n2D

m
δi,k + χĵp,i(q),ĵp,k(−q‖)(0) .

(9.87)

Since we are considering a homogeneous and isotropic system, the rank-2 tensor χJ
i,k(q‖, 0)

can be decomposed in terms of the longitudinal, χJ
L(q‖, 0), and transverse, χJ

T(q‖, 0), current-
current response functions [86]:

χJ
i,k(q‖, 0) = χJ

L(q‖, 0)
q‖,iq‖,k

q2
‖

+ χJ
T(q‖, 0)

(
δi,k −

q‖,iq‖,k

q2
‖

)
. (9.88)

Note that, as a consequence of gauge invariance, χJ
L(q‖, 0) = 0 for every q‖ [86]. Using

Eqs. (9.87)-(9.88) in Eq. (9.86), we finally find

χuq‖,1 · ĵp(q‖),uq‖,1 · ĵp(−q)(0) =
[
χJ

T(q‖, 0)− n2D

m

]
. (9.89)

We now calculate the energy difference between a generic phase with [zq‖,1, ψ] and the
normal phase with [zq‖,1 = 0, ψ0] (where zq‖,1 = {zq‖,1,nz}odd nz):

E[zq‖,1, ψ]− E[zq‖,1 = 0, ψ0] =
∑

q‖

{ 1

2S

[n2D

m
− χJ

T(q‖, 0)
]−1
Jq‖,1J−q‖,1

+
∑

odd nz

[
~ωq,nz(xq‖,1,nzx−q‖,1,nz + yq‖,1,nzy−q‖,1,nz)

+
2N

m

∑

odd n′z

g(nz−1)/2(q‖)g(n′z−1)/2(q‖)xq‖,1,nzx−q‖,1,n′z + 2J−q‖,1g(nz−1)/2(q‖)xq‖,1,nz

]}
.

(9.90)

Minimizing this quantity with respect to Jq‖,1, we obtain the following result:

Jq‖,1 = 2S
[
χJ

T(q‖, 0)− n2D

m

] ∑

odd nz

g(nz−1)/2(q‖)xq‖,1,nz . (9.91)
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Replacing Eq. (9.91) in Eq. (9.90), we find that the energy difference, minimized with
respect to the matter wave-function and denoted by E [zq‖,1] ≡ minψ

(
E[zq‖,1, ψ]− E[zq‖,1 =

0, ψ0]
)
takes the following quadratic form:

E [zq‖,1] =
∑

q‖

∑

odd nz

[
~ωq‖,nz(xq‖,1,nzx−q‖,1,nz + yq‖,1,nzy−q‖,1,nz)

+
2S

m
χJ

T(q‖, 0)
∑

odd n′z

g(nz−1)/2(q‖)g(n′z−1)/2(q‖)xq‖,1,nzx−q‖,1,n′z

]
, (9.92)

which can be written compactly as

E [zq‖,1] =
∑

q‖

z†q‖,1Mq‖zq‖,1 . (9.93)

Here, Mq‖ is a symmetric matrix. For photon condensation to occur we need the photon
condensate phase to be energetically favored with respect to the normal phase. This occurs,
at a given q‖, if at least one eigenvalue λq‖,n ofMq‖ is negative. For each q‖, the determinant
∆q‖ = Det(Mq‖) of the quadratic form in Eq. (9.93) can be written as (see Appendix E.5):

∆q‖ =

[
1 + χJ

T(q‖, 0)
2πe2

c2q‖
tanh

(q‖Lz
2

)] ∏

odd nz

(~ωq‖,nz)
2 . (9.94)

Using the relation ∆q‖ =
∏
n λq‖,n between eigenvalues and determinant, and noting that the

second line in Eq. (9.94) is positive definite, we conclude that, in order to have at least one
negative eigenvalue, the following inequality needs to be satisfied:

−χJ
T(q‖, 0)

2πe2

c2q‖
tanh

(q‖Lz
2

)
> 1 . (9.95)

This equation generalizes the criterion for photon condensation obtained in Ref. 231 for the
case of a 2DES with Rashba spin-orbit coupling, placed in an external uniform magnetic field.

Let us consider first the case of zero photon momentum, q‖ = 0. In this case, the condition
(9.95) for the occurrence of the photon condensation reduces to

−χJ
T(0, 0)

πe2Lz
c2

> 1 . (9.96)

As discussed in Sect. 9.2, in systems with no long-range order [86], limq‖→0 χ
J
T(q‖, 0) = 0.

Such diamagnetic sum-rule then yields an absurd (0 > 1), expressing the no-go theorem for
the occurrence of photon condensation in a spatially-uniform cavity field.

As in the 3D case, we now introduce the 2D non-local orbital susceptibility

χorb(q‖) ≡ −
e2

c2

χJ
T(q‖, 0)

q2
‖

. (9.97)

Introducing this definition in Eq. (9.95), we finally obtain the condition for the occurrence of
photon condensation in a 2DES:

χorb(q‖) >
1

2πq‖ tanh(q‖Lz/2)
. (9.98)

This is the most important result of this Section.
As in the 3D case discussed in Sect. 9.2, the criterion in Eq. (9.98) emphasizes that the

route towards the discovery of photon condensate states relies entirely on the knowledge of
the orbital magnetic response function χorb of ESs.
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9.4.1 Discussion

In order to gain a deeper understanding on the possible occurrence of 2D photon condensation,
we multiply both sides of Eq. (9.98) by 2/Lz and re-write the criterion as following:

2χorb(q‖)

Lz
>

1

2π(q‖Lz/2) tanh(q‖Lz/2)
. (9.99)

Note that, in this form, both sides of the inequality are dimensionless. We now discuss
two regimes of q‖ (short-wavelength and long-wavelength regimes) where Eq. (9.99) can be
satisfied.

The right-hand side of Eq. (9.99) decreases with increasing q‖. It therefore seems easy to
satisfy Eq. (9.99) at short wavelengths, i.e. at q‖ = 1/`matter, where `matter is a characteristic
microscopic length scale of the 2DES at hand 2. Indeed, since `matter is expected to be� Lz/2,
the right-hand side of Eq. (9.99) is small at q‖ ∼ 1/`matter and the threshold condition for 2D
photon condensation reduces to

2πχorb(q‖ = 1/`matter)

`matter
& 1 , (9.100)

where we have used that tanh(Lz/(2`matter)) ∼ 1. It may be however very inconvenient to
hunt for 2D photon condensation at wave number scales on the order of 1/`matter, as this would
require cavities operating at very high energies, on the order of ~ω ∼ ~cq‖/εr = ~c/(εr`matter).

From the argument above, it is advisable to investigate whether the 2D criterion (9.99)
can be satisfied in the long-wavelength q‖ → 0 limit. In this respect, we invite the reader to
compare Eq. (9.99) with the 3D criterion in Eq. (9.35). The two criteria display a dramatic
qualitative difference. While in the 3D case photon condensation can occur also in the quasi-
homogeneous q → 0 limit (provided that Eq. (9.35) is satisfied in that limit), in the 2D case
the right-hand side of Eq. (9.99) diverges as 1/q2

‖ in the q‖ → 0 limit. On the other hand,
the left-hand side is usually finite in the same limit. At a first, superficial glance, it therefore
seems impossible to satisfy the condition (9.99) in the long-wavelength limit.

However, a useful intermediate small-q‖ regime exists. Indeed, the quantity χorb(q‖) on
the left-hand side of Eq. (9.99) is expected to change on a wave number scale controlled by
1/`matter. Matter is in the quasi-homogenous q‖ → 0 limit when q‖ � 1/`matter. On the other
hand, the right-hand side of Eq. (9.99) changes when q‖ changes relatively to 2/Lz. In order
to mitigate the growth of the right-hand side of Eq. (9.99) with decreasing q‖, it is therefore
wise to work in the regime

2

Lz
. q‖ �

1

`matter
, (9.101)

assuming, as above, that Lz/2� `matter.
When q‖ ∼ 2/Lz � 1/`matter, the right-hand side of Eq. (9.99) is ≈ [2π tanh(1)]−1, and

the criterion for 2D photon condensation reduces to
2χOMS

Lz
& 0.21 , (9.102)

where, in analogy to the 3D case in Eq. (9.34),

χOMS ≡ lim
q‖→0

χorb(q‖) . (9.103)

2For example, in zero magnetic field, `matter is expected to be on the order of 1/kF, where kF is the
Fermi wave number of the 2DES. Similarly, in a perpendicular magnetic field B = Bẑ, `matter ∼ `B, where
`B =

√
~c/(eB) is the magnetic length.
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In summary, in order to satisfy the inequality (9.99) in the quasi-homogeneous regime (9.101),
we need to hunt for 2DESs whose OMS is positive (orbital paramagnets) and larger than
≈ Lz/10.

We now list 2DESs where the criterion (9.102) is most likely to be satisfied. In 1991,
Vignale demonstrated [246] that when the Fermi energy is sufficiently close to a saddle point
of the band structure, non-interacting 2DESs in a periodic potential display orbital param-
agnetism with χOMS diverging logarithmically. The divergence is due to a diverging density
of states at the saddle point. The positive sign of χOMS is an exquisite quantum effect, which
is easy to understand. Near a saddle point the semiclassical approximation breaks down, and
tunnelling from one quasi-classical trajectory to the neighboring one occurs. Due to tunnel-
ing, electrons rotate around the saddle point in a direction opposite to the classical direction
of rotation and the induced magnetic moment is reversed. We emphasize that the positive
sign (i.e. paramagnetic character of the response) for non-interacting electrons is surprising,
in view of the fact that non-interacting parabolic-band ESs are characterized by a negative
OMS (Landau diamagnetism). Recently discovered [247] high-order van Hove singularities
are expected to give stronger-than-logarithmic orbital paramagnetic behavior.

More recently, the OMS of the 2DES in graphene has received some attention. In the
massless Dirac fermion continuum model, the 2DES in graphene is strongly diamagnetic [248],
χOMS ∝ −δ(EF), when the Fermi energy lies at the Dirac point and electron-electron inter-
actions are neglected. On the other hand, the lattice contribution [249] to the OMS beyond
the massless Dirac fermion continuum model is positive for a wide range of Fermi energies
and diverges at the saddle point, in agreement with Ref. 246. Electron-electron interactions
display the same tendency and, in the massless Dirac fermion continuum model, turn the
2DES in graphene into an orbital paramagnet [250] when the Fermi energy is away from the
Dirac point.

The OMS of multi-band systems with a pair of Dirac points interpolating between honey-
comb and dice lattices has been studied by Raoux et al. [251]. Orbital paramagnetic behavior,
stemming from a topological Berry phase changing continuously from π (graphene) to 0 (dice),
has been found in this work even at Dirac crossings. A novel geometric contribution to the
OMS has been shown to give rise to very strong orbital paramagnetism in models with flat
bands [252]. It is therefore very natural to expect the same behavior also in twisted bilayer
graphene close to the magic angle [253].

Other instances of orbital paramagnetic behavior have been found recently in a non-
interacting 2DES in the presence of Rashba spin-orbit coupling and a perpendicular static
magnetic field [231]. In particular, in their model, Nataf et al. [231] showed that Eq. (9.98) is
satisfied at q‖ ∼ 1/`B, every time that two Landau levels with opposite helicity cross.

9.5 Summary and conclusions

In summary, we have derived criterions for the occurrence of “superradiant" (i.e. photon
condensate) states in electrons system coupled to a spatially-varying electromagnetic field.
In three spatial dimensions, the criterion, reported in Eq. (9.35), is identical to the Condon
criterion for the occurrence of magnetic domains. The Zeeman coupling of the electronic spin
degrees of freedom to the cavity field leads to the criterion in Eq. (9.67) and implies that in
a real material one needs to know both orbital and spin non-local response functions to make
quantitative predictions on the occurrence of a photon condensate phase.

Finally, the condition for the occurrence of photon condensates in 2D systems embedded
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in quasi-2D cavities is reported in Eq. (9.98) and poses severe bounds on the observability of
this phenomenon. We have indeed shown that in order to satisfy this criterion in the quasi-
homogeneous limit, one needs to hunt for materials with a divergent orbital paramagnetic
character. A few possibilities have been discussed in Sect. 9.4.1.

While we have made no assumptions on the electromagnetic field, we have taken the
electron system at hand to be homogeneous, i.e . we have worked with the so-called “jellium
model [86]. Furthermore, relativistic Hamiltonian terms, such as spin-orbit coupling, have
been neglected. In the future we plan to extend our investigations of photon condensate
states to more general model Hamiltonians, especially ones that transcend the assumption of
homogeneity.

The prediction of the possible coexistence in strongly correlated materials of exotic orders
and photon condensate states requires accurate microscopic theories of the non-local orbital
and spin response functions that take into account the role of electron-electron interactions.
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10
Conclusions

In this Thesis collective effects in many-body quantum physics have been investigated. The
properties of many-body systems can be dramatically different from the properties of the in-
dividual constituents displaying emergent collective behavior. There is a great deal of interest
to exploit such collective many-body effects in the context of quantum technologies to boost
the performance of a quantum device or to engineer new exotic phases of matter.

In the first part of the manuscript, we studied many-body quantum batteries, i.e. quantum
systems composed by many units which are able to store energy and perform useful work.
As we reviewed in Chap. 2, quantum information theorems [22, 23] showed that quantum
correlations, established between the battery units, can greatly speed-up the charging process
of a quantum battery. The average power of the collective charging protocol proposed in
Ref. [22, 23] outperforms the best parallel charging protocol, in which entanglement between
units cannot be built, by a factor polynomial in the number of battery units N . However,
those studies considered non-local interactions between battery units which however are quite
difficult to implement in practice. In this regard, Chap. 3 reviews current experiments on
light-matter systems are - up to a certain level of details - well-described by the Dicke model.
This model describes atoms in interaction with cavity photons as a collection of two-level
systems coupled with a single bosonic mode. Effectively, this cavity mode can be seen as a
mediator of long-range forces between atoms. Moreover, it is known that an ensemble of N
excited atoms coherently coupled with the same cavity mode emits photons with an intensity
N times bigger than the intensity associated with the independent emission of N uncorrelated
atoms [25], known as “superradiant emission” in Literature.

Driven by the strong analogy between quantum batteries protocol and the Dicke physics,
we proposed a Dicke quantum battery in Chap. 4. By employing exact diagonalization, we
demonstrate the emergence of a collective speed-up in the charging power of a Dicke battery
scaling like

√
N for N � 1.

A battery is generally a complicated machine and its performance it is not only defined by
the charging time. In Chap. 5 we study the fraction E(N)

B of energy stored in a Dicke battery
that can be extracted in order to perform thermodynamic work. We first demonstrate that
E(N)

B is highly reduced by the presence of correlations, e.g. the entanglement, between the
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charger and the battery or between the two-level systems composing the battery. As this case
shows, the presence of quantum effects can be detrimental for work extraction. We conclude
by proving that the charger-battery system is asymptotically free of such locking correlations
in the N →∞ limit for the case of the dynamics being dictated by an integrable Hamiltonian.

At this point, the physics behind the charging speed-up in a Dicke quantum battery is still
unclear. Is this just due to the collective behavior of the underlying interacting many-body
system or does it have its roots in the quantum mechanical nature of the system itself? In
Chap. 6 we address these questions by studying three examples of quantum-mechanical many-
body batteries with rigorous classical analogs. We find that quantum and classical models
perform with the same scaling with the number of battery units N . Within these models it is
possible to find only parametric, i.e independent of N , advantages, which are model dependent
and, even within the same model, depend on the value of the coupling constant controlling
the interaction between the charger and the battery itself. In summary, in these three models
under study (and in contrast with the charging protocol exposed in Ref. [22, 23]) the use of
quantum mechanical resources does not provide any advantage scaling polynomially in N .

Up to this point, a direct many-body implementation of the quantum speed-up foreseen
by Ref. [22, 23] is missing. The exactly solvable Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model has recently
received considerable attention in both condensed matter physics and high energy physics
because it describes quantum matter without quasiparticles, while being at the same time the
holographic dual of a quantum black hole. In Chap. 7, we examined SYK-based charging
protocols of quantum batteries with N quantum cells. Extensive calculations based on exact
diagonalization for N up to 16 strongly suggest that the optimal charging power of our
SYK quantum batteries displays a super-extensive scaling with N that stems from genuine
quantum mechanical effects. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first quantum many-
body battery model where fast charging occurs due to the maximally-entangling underlying
quantum dynamics.

As the Anderson’s leitmotif “More is different” [254] teaches us, a quantitative change can
lead to a qualitative change. For example, when we deal with a large numberN of constituents,
transitions between different phases of matter can occur. Quantum phase transitions are phase
transition occurring at zero temperature and which are controlled by a Hamiltonian parameter.
As we have discussed in Chap. 3, the Dicke model displays a quantum phase transition between
a normal phase and a “superradiant”phase characterized by a macroscopic number of photons.
This quantum phase transition controlled by the light-matter coupling has been referred to
“photon condensation” in this Thesis. A careful derivation of the Dicke model from (a) the
microscopical underlying model leads to the inclusion of the diamagnetic term proportional to
(â+ â†)2 [39], which is naturally generated by the minimal coupling procedure p̂→ p̂+eA/c.
This terms forbids the phase transition if the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum-rule [84]
is taken into account. Recently there has been a growing interest in quantum materials
embedded in photonic cavity. While the Dicke model remains a paradigmatic model of ligh-
matter interaction, it fails to describe a plethora of new experimental platform. Whether or
not photon condensation can occur in such new experiments remains an open (and debated)
question [40, 73].

In Chap. 8, we have shown that an arbitrary non-relativistic electronic system coupled
to a single bosonic mode does not display photon condensation, even in presence of strong
electron-electron interactions. As an example, we have studied an extended Falikov-Kimball
model [199] showing that despite this model exhibits a phase transition to an exciton conden-
sate phase, photon condensation does not occur in this system if light-matter interaction is
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correctly implemented through the Peierls substitution.
The proof of the no-go theorem discussed in Chap. 8 relies on the fact that a spatially-

uniform electromagnetic mode corresponds to a fictitious gauge field, which cannot have any
physical manifestation.

Hence, a natural way to circumvent the theorem is to consider a spatially-varying mode.
We have shown in Chap. 9, that it is indeed possible to derive a criterion for the occurrence of
photon condensation. This criterion corresponds to a paramagnetic response to an external
static magnetic field and is identical to the Condon criterion [233–238] for the occurrence of
magnetic domains. Furthermore, we have derived the condition for the occurrence of photon
condensates in 2D systems embedded in quasi-2D cavities. We have shown that in order to
satisfy this criterion in the quasi-homogeneous limit, one needs materials with a divergent
orbital paramagnetic character [246, 250, 251]. Given such findings, in the future, it will be
interesting to study such paramagnetic materials inside a photonic cavity. While the ultimate
goal of this line of research would be the experimental proof of photon condensation, our
works can be seen as a significant step, necessary to identification of materials which, once
embedded in a cavity, would display photon condensation.

In conclusions, this Thesis tackled two different topics, both characterized by the crucial
role played by collective effects, namely many body quantum batteries and photon conden-
sation. The results reported here show that the collective behavior typical for these systems
can be exploited to boost the performance of a quantum device and to realize exotic phase of
matter.
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A
Appendix: High-power collective charging of a

solid-state quantum battery

A.1 Considerations on an alternative charging/discharging pro-
tocol

The charging/discharging protocol described in the main text relies on turning on and off
the interaction between the array of TLSs and the cavity (see Fig. 4.1 of the main text).
Implementing such operation may be experimentally challenging. A more practical way to
implement an equivalent charging/discharging protocol can be realized by manipulating the
detuning between the TLSs and the cavity mode. When the two subsystems are far detuned,
their interaction is effectively quenched. While the cavity frequency ωc is typically determined
by fixed geometric features, it is often possible to temporally tune the TLS level splitting ωeg

e.g. by means of an applied magnetic field.
For a time dependent ωeg(t) and a fixed interaction strength g, the Hamiltonian of the

system reads:

Ĥ(t) =ωcâ
†â+ ωeg(t)Ĵz + 2gĴx

(
â† + â

)
. (A.1)

This alternative charging/discharging protocol is sketched in Fig. A.1.
Note that the new Hamiltonian (A.1) coincides with the Hamiltonian (6.20) considered in

the main text during the charging and discharging steps, i.e. for t ∈ [0, τc]∪[τc+τs, τc+τs+τd].
Accordingly, during these time intervals, the dynamics does not change with respect to that
discussed in the main text.

For all other times, i.e. for t /∈ [0, τc] ∪ [τc + τs, τc + τs + τd], the TLS and the cavity
are far detuned, |ω̃eg − ωc| � ωcg. In the case of a Rabi QB, the dynamics of each individ-
ual TLS+cavity system is well described in the far-detuned limit by the so-called dispersive
Hamiltonian [98, 133]

ĥ‖ ≈ ~ωcâ
†â+

~ω̃eg

2
σ̂z + ~g2

[(
1

δ
+

1

Σ

)
â†âσ̂z +

1

2

(
1

δ
− 1

Σ

)
+

1

2

(
1

δ
+

1

Σ

)
σ̂z

]
, (A.2)
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Figure A.1: (Color online) Alternative charging/discharging protocol. The TLS-cavity coupling g
stays constant while the TLS energy splitting ωeg(t) is varied in time in a stepwise manner, therefore
affecting the detuning.

where δ ≡ ω̃a − ωc and Σ ≡ ω̃a + ωc. Similarly, in the case of a Dicke QB and for t /∈
[0, τc] ∪ [τc + τs, τc + τs + τd], the dynamics is well described by [134]

Ĥ] ≈ ~ωcâ
†â+ ω̃egĴ

z + dĤ , (A.3)
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Notice that the Hamiltonian (A.2) commutes with both σ̂z and â†â and that, similarly, the
Hamiltonian (A.3) commutes with both Ĵz and â†â. That is, the interaction is effectively
quenched in the far detuned case. Accordingly, no exchange of quanta between the TLS
and the cavity mode is allowed when the TLSs are far detuned from the cavity. It follows
that the overall dynamics of the TLS+cavity system is the same as the one discussed in the
main text. However, we emphasize that the energy expectation can be different in the two
cases, when considering the non-interacting stages, i.e. at t /∈ [0, τc] ∪ [τc + τs, τc + τs + τd].
Indeed, there can be considerable differences in the values of the energy injection δEon/off at
each of the turning-on/off point of the two protocols. To see this, consider for simplicity the
turning-on point at time t = 0 in the limit g2N/δ, g2N/Σ � min[ω̃eg, ωc]. In this case, the
term proportional to g2 in Eq. (A.3) can be neglected and the energy injection amounts to
the large value δEon ' (ωc − ω̃eg)N/2 (see Fig. A.1). On the other hand, δEon vanishes for
the protocol discussed in the main text, see Fig. 4.1(c).

A.2 Universality

Fig. A.2(a) and (b) show the maximum stored energy Ẽ(N)
] and maximum charging power

P̄
(N)
] plotted as functions of the quantity gN = g

√
N , which was already introduced in the

main text, for various values of N . It is remarkable to note that the results for different values
of N , which were reported in Fig. 4.3(b) and (d) of the main text, collapse onto universal
curves in both cases.
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(b)

Figure A.2: Panel (a) The maximum stored energy Ẽ
(N)
] (in units of Nωc) is plotted as a

function of gN/ωc for N = 6 (black squares), N = 8 (red circles), N = 10 (blue triangles), and
N = 12 (green diamonds). Panel (b) The maximum charging power P̄ (N)

] (in units of gωcN
√
N) is

plotted as a function of gN/ωc for N = 6 (black squares), N = 8 (red circles), N = 10 (blue triangles)
and N = 12 (green diamonds). Vertical black lines indicate the critical coupling gN/ωc = 0.5 at
which a superradiant quantum phase transition occurs in the ground state of the system, in the
thermodynamic limit [37].

A.3 On the role of a quadratic term in the photon field

In certain solid-state experimental implementations of Rabi and Dicke Hamiltonians, it may
be necessary to include an extra term proportional to (â†+ â)2 in the Hamiltonian (6.20). As
mentioned in the main text, the inclusion of such a term may have important consequences in
regard to the achievability of the superradiant quantum phase transition in the thermodynamic
limit [40, 69, 70, 73–75]. However, as detailed below for the case of finite N considered in this
Appendix, the new Hamiltonian with the extra term ∝ (â† + â)2 takes on exactly the same
form of Eq. (6.20) when re-expressed in terms of properly squeezed bosonic operators b̂, b̂†.
In this case, a renormalized cavity frequency and TLS-cavity coupling constant appear, as we
proceed to demonstrate. Consider the new Hamiltonian

Ĥ]′ ≡ Ĥ] + ∆(â† + â)2 = ωcâ
†â+ ωaĴ

z + 2gJx

(
â† + â

)
+ ∆(â† + â)2 . (A.5)

Introducing the squeezed operator

b̂ =
(α− 1)

2
√
α

â† +
(α+ 1)

2
√
α

â (A.6)
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with α =
√

4∆ + 1, we obtain

Ĥ]′ = ~αωcb̂
†b̂+ ωaĴz + 2gα−1/2λ(t)Ĵx(b̂† + b̂) , (A.7)

where an irrelevant constant term has been dropped. We therefore immediately see that the
new Hamiltonian Ĥ],′ takes the same form as in Eq. (6.20), but with rescaled parameters.
We note, however, that microscopic considerations [40, 73] reveal that there exist a functional
relation between ∆, g, ωc and N ,

∆ = ξ
Ng2

ωc
, (A.8)

where ξ is a free parameter [40, 73]. Consequently, when the (â† + â)2 term is accounted
for, a change in the coupling g would be accompanied by a change in ∆, leading to both a
change in the dressed cavity mode frequency ω′c = αωc and in the cavity eigenstates. This
unfortunate situation does not occur when the more realistic protocol described in Appendix
A.1 is used. In this case, the coupling stays fixed and only the TLS frequency changes. The
new Hamiltonian remains therefore formally the same as in the main text as well as the initial
state (involving now the N -photon Fock state associated to the operator b̂, instead of â),
leaving unchanged the analysis described in the main text.



B
Appendix: Extractable work, the role of

correlations, and asymptotic freedom in quantum
batteries

In this appendix we provide additional information on the explicit form of the initial states
mentioned in the main text and the scaling of the average charging power with N for these
states. Finally, we also elaborate on why the coherent state is optimal for the ergotropy, we
present a proof of Eq. (6) of the main text, and we extend our analysis of the ergotropy to
the Dicke model.

B.1 Explicit form of the three initial states of the charger

We here provide the explicit form of the three initial states studied in our work, i.e. a Fock
state, a coherent state, and a squeezed state:

|n〉A =
(â†)n√
n!
|0〉 ,

|α〉A = exp
(
αâ† − α∗â

)
|0〉 ,

|z〉A = exp
(zâ2 − z∗(â†)2

2

)
|0〉 , (B.1)

where |0〉 is the vacuum of the cavity. The three parameters n, α, and z, are fixed by the
requirement to have input energy equal to E

(N)
A (0) = Nω0. We therefore have n = N ,

α =
√
N , and z = arcsinh(

√
N).

B.2 Scaling of the maximum average charging power

Here, we study the maximum average charging power P (N)
B (τ̄) as a function of N , for the

three initial states introduced in the main text and in the previous section of this file. In
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Figure B.1: The maximum average charging power P (N)
B (τ̄) (in units of Ngω0) is plotted as a

function of N in a log-log scale. Different symbols refer to three initial states of the charger: a Fock
state (red circles), a coherent state (blue triangles), and a squeezed state (green squares).We plot a
black solid line with slope 1/2 in the log-log scale, indicating the

√
N scaling.

Fig. (B.1) we report a log-log scale plot of P (N)
B (τ̄)/N as a function of N . A simple inspection

of this plot shows that P (N)
B (τ̄)/N ∝

√
N , independently of the initial state. Now, by defini-

tion, P (N)
B (τ̄) = E

(N)
B (τ̄)/τ̄ . Since E(N)

B (τ̄) is an extensive quantity, the collective advantage
P

(N)
B (τ̄)/N ∝

√
N stems from the scaling τ̄ ∝ 1/

√
N of the optimal time.

B.3 Optimality of coherent states for work extraction

In this Section we offer an argument that explains why coherent states with an high number
N of average excitations create weak correlations between A and B for relatively small times√
Ngτ . π/3, B being initially in the ground state. We start by rewriting the Tavis-Cummings

Hamiltonian in terms of collective spins operators:

Ĵz ≡ 1

2

N∑

i=1

σ̂i
z (B.2)

and

Ĵ+ ≡
[
Ĵ−
]†

=

N∑

i=1

σ̂+
i . (B.3)
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Figure B.2: The stored energy E(N)
B (τ) (in units of Nω0) as a function of

√
Ngτ . The black solid

line denotes the energy calculated from the approximate Hamiltonian (B.5). Dashed lines denote the
energy as calculated numerically from the exact dynamics, for three initial states of the charger: a
Fock state (red), a coherent state (blue), and a squeezed state (green). Filled symbols denote the
value of the energy at the optimal time τ̄ .

The Hamiltonian then reads

ĤA = ω0â
†â ,

ĤB = ω0

[
Ĵz +

N

2

]
,

Ĥ1 = g
[
âĴ+ + â†Ĵ−

]
. (B.4)

We now use the Holdstein-Primakoff transformation [90] to express the collective spin op-
erators in terms of auxiliary harmonic oscillator operators b̂ and b̂†: Ĵz = (b̂†b̂ − N/2) and

Ĵ+ = b̂†
√
N

√
1− b̂†b̂/N . If we are interested only in the first few excitations of the spectrum

we can neglect terms like b̂†b̂/N (since N � 1). In this case, we have Ĵ+ ≈ b̂†
√
N , obtaining

ĤA = ω0â
†â ,

ĤB = ω0b̂
†b̂ ,

Ĥ1 ≈ g
√
N(âb̂† + â†b̂) . (B.5)

The total Hamiltonian is now approximately the one of two harmonic oscillators coupled via a
quadratic term. When this approximation holds, an initial coherent state remains a coherent
state under time evolution, i.e.

|Ψ(t)〉 = exp(−iĤt) |
√
N〉A ⊗ |G〉B

= |
√
N cos(gN t)〉A ⊗ |−i

√
N sin(gN t〉B , (B.6)
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where gN =
√
Ng and |α(t)〉 is the coherent state defined by the displacement parameter

α(t). The energy stored in B, as calculated from Eq. (B.5), is EB(τ) ≈ Nω0 sin2(gN t) and is
independent of the initial state.

The large-N bosonic approximation is good only for small times, i.e. for
√
Ngτ � 1, when

the battery is poorly charged and highly excited states are empty. Furthermore, we can verify
a posteriori the condition b̂†b̂/N � 1 by calculating the occupation number in B within the
approximation. This yields 〈b̂†b̂〉 /N = sin2(gN t)� 1, which works for

√
Ngτ � 1.

In Fig. (B.2) we compare the energy E(N)
B calculated within the large-N bosonic approx-

imation (black solid line) with that calculated from the exact dynamics. In addition, we
indicate by filled symbols the value E(N)

B (τ̄) evaluated at the optimal time τ̄ . We clearly see
that at the optimal time τ̄ the large-N bosonic approximation is qualitatively correct.

B.4 Proof of Eq. (6)

In this Section we provide a proof for Eq. (6) of the main text, i.e. we show that limN→∞ E(N)
B /E

(N)
B

→ 1, or more precisely, that

lim
N→∞

E
(N)
B − E(N)

B

E
(N)
B

→ 0 (B.7)

whenever ρB(τ) has a number N of non-zero eigenvalues λi which is at most polynomial in
N , i.e. N ≤ αNk for some α, k > 0. This assumption results in a von Neumann entropy
S(ρB(τ)) of the reduced system, which scales at most as logN .

We first notice that the numerator of Eq. (B.7) can be rewritten as E(N)
B − E(N)

B =

trB[ĤBρ̃B], where ρ̃B is the passive state corresponding to ρB and ĤB.
We then define ρ̄B as the density matrix diagonal in the energy basis of ĤB such that its

first αNk eigenvalues are non-zero and all equal, i.e. λ̄i = 1/(αNk) for i = 1 . . . αNk. It is
now useful to revise the concept of majorization [3]: a state ρ majorizes another state ρ′ (and
we write ρ � ρ′) if the eigenvalues of the density matrices satisfy:

∑n
i=1 λi ≥

∑n
i=1 λ

′
i, for all

n, where λi (λ′i) are the eigenvalues of ρ (ρ′) in descending order. Notice then that ρ̄B is a
passive state and that it is majorized by ρ̃B: i.e. ρ̃B � ρ̄B.

It is now useful to write

trB[ĤBρ̃B]− trB[ĤBρ̄B] =
∑

i

(εBi+1 − εBi )
i∑

j=1

(λj − λ̄j) , (B.8)

which appears to be a negative quantity due to the fact that the energies are ordered,
i.e. (εBi+1 − εBi ) ≥ 0, and ρ̃B � ρ̄B. Accordingly, we arrive at the following inequality

E
(N)
B − E(N)

B = trB[ĤBρ̃B] ≤ trB[ĤBρ̄B] . (B.9)

We now observe that the spectrum of B is highly degenerate. Since we have N identical qubits,
we have N + 1 degenerate energy levels, and the j-th level is

(
N
j

)
times degenerate. For large

N we can use the Stirling approximation
(
N
j

)
∼ N j . If we select the level j = k + 1 for

large enough N we can construct a state ρ(k)
B within this degenerate subspace that populates

equally αNk of these
(
N
k

)
states, where each state has energy kω0. As this state has the same

spectrum of ρ̄B, there is a unitary operation Uk such that ρ(k)
B = Ukρ̄BU

†
k .
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Now, recalling that ρ̄B is a passive state, the following inequality holds true: trB[ĤBρ̄B] ≤
trB[ĤBρ

(k)
B ] = k ω0, which inserted into Eq. (B.9) yields

E
(N)
B − E(N)

B ≤ kω0 . (B.10)

Equation (B.7) finally follows from the observation that the energy is extensive, i.e. that
E

(N)
B ∼ Nω0, so that (E

(N)
B − E(N)

B )/E
(N)
B ∼ k/N , which goes to zero as N → ∞. We also

note that from this proof we can infer a convergence to unity scaling as 1/N .

B.5 Validity of our main results for the case of the Dicke model

In this Section we study how our analysis can be gerenalized to the Dicke model [24, 25],
described by the Hamiltonian

ĤA = ω0 â
†â , (B.11)

ĤB = ω0

N∑

i=1

σ̂+
i σ̂
−
i , (B.12)

Ĥ1 = g

N∑

i=1

(
â + â†

)
σ̂xi , (B.13)

where all relevant operators and parameters have the save meaning as for the Tavis-Cummings
model in the main text. We notice that the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian used in the main
text can be obtained from the full Dicke Hamiltonian (B.13) in the weak-coupling regime
g/ω0 � 1, neglecting the counter-rotating terms â σ̂−i and â† σ̂+

i .
Since [Ĥ1, Ĥ0] 6= 0 during the protocol some energy is injected via the modulation of the

coupling λ(t) and this process does not fall in the class of pure-energy-transfer protocols. (See
Ref. [49] for a detailed discussion.) While we are not explicitly studying this issue here, we
show that the main results of the main text apply also to the Dicke model. We consider the
same three initial optical states considered in the main text. In Fig. B.3 we can clearly see
that:

1) Coherent states are still optimal in minimizing the amount of correlations between
the charger A and the battery B and hence maximize the ratio E(N)

B (τ)/E
(N)
B (τ). We

note that the amount of energy locked in correlations can be bigger than in the Tavis-
Cummings case, due to the presence of counter-rotating terms.

2) As explained in the main text, due to the conservation of the total angular momentum
J2, we still have the asymptotic freedoms from correlations, namely E(N)

B /E
(N)
B → 1 for

N →∞ also for the Dicke model.
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Figure B.3: Panel (a) The ratio E(N)
B (τ̄)/E

(N)
B (τ̄) as a function of N for three initial states of

the charger: a Fock state (red circles), a coherent state (blue triangles), and a squeezed state (green
squares). Numerical results in this figure have been obtained for the Dicke model and g/ω0 = 0.2. We
fit the last five points of all data sets with a 1/N convergence to 1. Panel (b) Same as in panel (a)
but for g/ω0 = 2 (the ultra-strong-coupling regime).



C
Appendix: Quantum advantage in the charging

process of Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev batteries

C.1 On the JW transformation and other details on the nu-
merical calculations

The c-SYK model [177] for finite N is best handled numerically after mapping it onto a spin
model. This is accomplished through the JW transformation. For the sake of clarity, we here
report the c-SYK model Hamiltonian [cf. Eq. (7.4) in Chap. 7]:

Ĥc-SYK
1 =

N∑

i,j,k,l=1

Ji,j,k,l ĉ
†
i ĉ
†
j ĉk ĉl . (C.1)

Here, ĉ†j (ĉj) creates (annihilates) a complex spinless fermion and the usual fermionic anti-
commutation relations, {c†i , cj} = δi,j , {ci, cj} = 0, hold true. The JW transformation, which
maps spinless fermions into spin-1/2 degrees of freedom, reads as following:

ĉ†j = σ̂+
j

[
j−1∏

m=1

σ̂zm

]
, ĉj =

[
j−1∏

m=1

σ̂zm

]
σ̂−j , (C.2)

where σ̂±j ≡ (σ̂xj ± iσ̂yj )/2.
Applying such transformation to the model in Eq. (C.1), one has to distinguish three

cases [255]:
• All indices are different (i 6= j 6= k 6= l). In this case

ĉ†i ĉ
†
j ĉk ĉl = β

[
ζ2−1∏

ξ=ζ1+1

σ̂zξ

][
ζ4−1∏

ξ′=ζ3+1

σ̂zξ′

]
σ̂+
i σ̂

+
j σ̂
−
k σ̂
−
l , (C.3)

where {ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ζ4} = {i, j, k, l} are the four reordered indices, such that ζ1 < ζ2 < ζ3 < ζ4,
and β = sign(i− j) sign(k − l);

121
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• Two indices are equal (e.g. j = l and i 6= j 6= k). In this case:

ĉ†i ĉ
†
j ĉj ĉk = σ̂+

i

[
ζ2−1∏

ξ=ζ1

σ̂zξ

]
σ̂+
j σ̂
−
j σ̂
−
k , (C.4)

where {ζ1, ζ2} = {i, k} are reordered such that ζ1 < ζ2;
• Indices are equal in pairs (e.g. j = k and i = l). In this case

ĉ†i ĉ
†
j ĉj ĉi = σ̂+

i σ̂
+
j σ̂
−
j σ̂
−
i . (C.5)

As we mentioned in Chap. 7, in order to enforce PHS, one needs to add extra terms of
the form ĉ†i ĉk to Eq. (C.1) [cf. (7.5) in Chap. 7]. We can again use the JW transformation in
order to write each of these one-body contributions in terms of spin-1/2 operators:

ĉ†i ĉk = σ̂+
i

[
ζ2−1∏

ξ=ζ1

σ̂zξ

]
σ̂−k , (C.6)

where {ζ1, ζ2} = {i, k} are reordered such that ζ1 < ζ2.
Once the Hamiltonian is written in the spin-1/2 representation (spin operators do commute

on different sites), one can safely write its matrix representation in the usual computational
basis where the operator σ̂zj is diagonal. Notice that, for the b-SYK Hamiltonian [Eq. (7.6)],
the JW string is not required.

In order to evaluate the properties of the time-evolved state during our charging protocol
(~ = 1),

|ψ(τ)〉 = e−iĤ1τ

( N⊗

j=1

|↓(y)〉j
)
, (C.7)

we numerically integrated the equation of motion for |ψ(τ)〉 using a fixed-stepsize fourth-
order Runge-Kutta method. To ensure convergence, typical integration time steps of order
δt ≈ 10−3 (in units of 1/J) were used. We checked that our choice of δt is always conservative
(i.e., it guarantees convergence in time of all our results, within an error bar that is negligible
on the scale of the figures).
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Figure C.1: (Color online) Panels (a,b) The relevant quantities for the bound (7.12) in Chap. 7,
evaluated at the optimal time τ̄ and averaged over disorder: time-averaged variances 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉 (blue
triangles), 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

1〉〉 (green squares), 〈〈∆Ent
τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉 (black circles), as functions of N . Dashed lines denote
linear fits to the numerical results. The four data points corresponding to the smallest N have been
always eliminated from the fits. Panels (c,d) The optimal power (red) 〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 and the quantity in
the right-hand-side of the bound (12) (blue) are plotted as functions of N , in a log-log scale. Dashed
lines correspond to power laws ∼ N1+k (k = 0.5: red; k = 0: orange) and are plotted as guides to
the eye. Data in panels (a,c) refer to the b-SYK QB model. Data in panels (b,d), instead, refer to
the parallel QB model.In panels (a,b), 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉 and 〈〈∆Ent
τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉 are measured in units of ω2
0 , while

〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2
1〉〉 is measured in units of J2 for both b-SYK and parallel-charging protocols. Data in panels

(c,d) are in units of ω0J for both b-SYK and parallel-charging protocols. This implies that choices
need to be made for the parameters J̄ and K, in units of J : data in this figure have been obtained
by setting J̄ = J and K = J . Here and in Fig. C.2, data for both types of SYK models have been
obtained after averaging over Ndis = 103 (for N = 4, . . . , 10), 5 × 102 (for N = 11, 12), and 102 (for
N = 13, . . . , 16) instances of disorder in the couplings {Ji,j,k,l} and {J̄i,j,k,l}.

C.2 Derivation of Eq. (7.9) in Chap. 7

From the Heisenberg equation of motion for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ we get:

(
dE(N)(t)

dt

)2

=
∣∣ 〈[Ĥ0, Ĥ1]〉t

∣∣2 . (C.8)
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The Schrödinger-Robertson (SR) inequality [256] yields: | 〈[Ĥ0, Ĥ1]〉t |2 ≤ 4 (δtĤ2
0) (δtĤ2

1),
where δtĤ2 ≡ 〈Ĥ2〉t − 〈Ĥ〉

2

t . Taking the square root of Eq. (C.8), using the SR inequality,
applying the integral

∫ τ
0 dt/τ to both members of Eq. (C.8), and using E(N)(0) = 0, we finally

get the inequality:

P (N)(τ) ≡ E(N)(τ)

τ
≤ 2

∫ τ

0

dt

τ

√
(δtĤ2

0) (δtĤ2
1) . (C.9)

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with respect to the scalar product induced by
∫ τ

0 dt/τ ,
we finally get Eq. (7.9) in Chap. 7, i.e.

P (N)(τ) ≤ 2

√
∆τ Ĥ2

0 ∆τ Ĥ2
1 . (C.10)

Since the evolution is generated by the charging Hamiltonian Ĥ1 itself, the time-average∫ τ
0 dt/τ involved in the second term in the r.h.s of Eq. (C.10) can be computed trivially as

∆τ Ĥ2
1 = 〈Ĥ2

1〉 − 〈Ĥ1〉2. (C.11)

C.3 Comparison between quantum and classical many-body
batteries

Consider the bound in Eq. (C.10) [Eq. (7.9) in Chap. 7]. In order to ensure thermodynamic
consistency, the average value of the charging Hamiltonian is required to be extensive, 〈Ĥ1〉 ∼
N , while its standard deviation,

[
〈Ĥ2

1〉 − 〈Ĥ1〉2
]1/2 should scale as

√
N . This ensures that

relative fluctuations, 〈Ĥ1〉 /
[
〈Ĥ2

1〉 − 〈Ĥ1〉2
]1/2, drop to zero as N goes to infinity, implying

the equivalence of all the thermodynamic ensembles (microcanonical, canonical, and grand
canonical). This constraint forces ∆τ Ĥ2

1 to scale at most linearly with N . In Chap. 7, we have
ensured thermodynamic consistency of the SYK QB by choosing the appropriate scaling [177]
with N of the variance 〈〈J2

i,j,k,l〉〉 = J2/N3 of the coupling parameters.
Exploiting the locality of Ĥ0 =

∑
j ĥj , with ĥj = ω0σ̂

y
j /2, the first term in the r.h.s. of

Eq. (C.10) can be written as the sum of two contributions: ∆τ Ĥ2
0 = ∆Loc

τ Ĥ2
0 + ∆Ent

τ Ĥ2
0, see

Eqs. (7.10,7.11) in Chap. 7,

∆Loc
τ Ĥ2

0 ≡ 1

τ

∫ τ

0
dt
∑

i

[
〈ĥ2
i 〉t − 〈ĥi〉

2

t

]
, (C.12)

∆Ent
τ Ĥ2

0 ≡ 1

τ

∫ τ

0
dt
∑

i 6=j

[
〈ĥiĥj〉t − 〈ĥi〉t 〈ĥj〉t

]
, (C.13)

where averages 〈 · 〉t are done on the state |ψ(t)〉 at time t. The first term, being a sum of N
factors, is extensive with N by construction. The second term can, in principle, scale quadrat-
ically with N if correlations between different sites are established during the dynamics. Here
we argue that such correlations have a quantum origin.

Indeed, consider the correlation term

Cφ =
∑

i 6=j

[
〈ĥiĥj〉φ − 〈ĥi〉φ 〈ĥj〉φ

]
(C.14)
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inside the integral in Eq. (C.13), where averages 〈 · 〉φ are done over a given state |φ〉. Eval-
uating it on the highly nonclassical Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state [3],

|GHZ〉 =
1√
2

( N⊗

j=1

|↓(y)〉j +

N⊗

j=1

|↑(y)〉j
)
, (C.15)

would result in a quadratic scaling with N , i.e., CGHZ = N(N − 1)ω2
0. Conversely such

correlation term evaluated over a separable state, |φ〉 =
⊗N

j=1 |ϕ〉j (|ϕ〉j being an arbitrary
local state), would trivially vanish. This means that, in order to have a super-linear scaling
in the contribution ∆Ent

τ̄ Ĥ2
0, the system has to evolve through highly nonlocal states, as

the GHZ state, during the dynamics. By definition, classical systems do not build up any
entanglement during the charging dynamics, therefore different battery units are uncorrelated
〈ĥiĥj〉t = 〈ĥi〉t 〈ĥj〉t and ∆Ent

τ̄ Ĥ2
0 = 0, meaning that the power scales linearly with N .

In conclusion, in classical many-body batteries the term ∆τ̄ Ĥ2
0 scales at most linearly with

N , while the term ∆τ̄ Ĥ2
1 is constrained to scale linearly by thermodynamic consistency. On

the other hand, in quantum many-body batteries the entanglement production enables ∆τ Ĥ2
0

to scale quadratically with N , which in turn implies that the power may scale at most as
N3/2.

A more detailed analysis of the relation between power and entanglement is given in
Ref. [63], which shows that a finite fraction of quantum cells are required to be entangled in
a GHZ-like state in order to imply a superextensive charging power.

C.4 Power and bounds for the b-SYK and the parallel-charging
models

In Chap. 7 it has been shown that a QB charged through the c-SYK model is able to out-
perform any classical battery, since both 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉 and 〈〈∆Ent
τ̄ Ĥ2

0〉〉 grow quadratically with N
(see Fig. 7.3 in Chap. 7). Time fluctuations of Ĥ0 are thus super-extensive. On the other
hand, as expected, 〈〈∆τ̄ Ĥ2

1〉〉 is extensive in N . This suggests that the bound (12), as well as
the optimal power, scale as N3/2:

〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 ∼ N1+ 1
2 (for the c-SYK model) , (C.16)

a fact that is fully confirmed by our numerical calculations. In Fig. C.1, we show the same
quantities for the b-SYK model [panels (a)-(c)] and for the parallel model [panels (b)-(d)]. It
is evident that, in both cases, all of the above mentioned time-averaged variances, as well as
the optimal charging power, grow linearly in N ,

〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 ∼ N (for the b-SYK & parallel models) . (C.17)

This rules out the possibility to have a genuine quantum speed-up in the charging process,
by using the b-SYK and parallel-charging Hamiltonians.

C.5 Comparison between the c-SYK, b-SYK and the parallel-
charging models using renormalized Hamiltonians

The charging performances of the various quantum batteries (QBs) can be tested by analyzing
the scaling of the optimal power P (N)(τ̄) with the number N of cells [see Eq. (7.2) in Chap. 7].
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Comparisons between the different models need to be made with great care. We note that the
time-evolution operator is Û(t) ≡ exp (−iĤ1t). The charging Hamiltonian Ĥ1 contains an
energy scale, i.e. J (J̄) for the c-SYK (b-SYK) model and K for the parallel-charging model.
Here it is important to (i) rule out trivial power enhancements determined by an increase in
the energy scale, i.e. obtained by multiplying the energy couplings by a factor α > 1, and
(ii) compare the three models in a fair manner—“fair" in the sense that, trivially, a parallel
charging protocol with K ≥ J, J̄ , for example, may outperform c-SYK and b-SYK charging
protocols, and we want to avoid that.

To rule out these spurious effects, we consider the rescaled charging Hamiltonians [22, 23],

Ĥ1 ≡
Ĥ1

‖Ĥ1‖
, (C.18)

where ‖Ô‖ = µÔ defines the norm of the operator Ô, µÔ being its highest singular value.
For the sake of convenience and without loss of generality, we also set to zero the ground-
state energy ε0 of all Hamiltonian operators Ĥ, by adding a suitable constant. The charging
Hamiltonian (C.18) allows a fair comparison between different QB models. In Fig. C.2, we
report the optimal charging power 〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 as a function of N , calculated for the c-SYK,
b-SYK, and parallel rescaled charging Hamiltonians. For the case of the c-SYK and b-SYK
models, data have been obtained after averaging over many disorder realizations. Results in
this figure are independent of the microscopic energy scale appearing in Ĥ1.

We see that the c-SYK is the only model for which 〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉 clearly increases with
N , thereby presenting a qualitative advantage over the b-SYK and parallel-charging QBs.
Concerning the b-SYK QB, its poor performance with respect to its fermionic cousin, the
c-SYK QB, indicates that random pair hopping, which both models share, is not enough
to guarantee a quantum advantage. The non-local JW strings for fermions are crucial, as
they maximize entanglement production during the time evolution and therefore correlations
between the N quantum cells. Note that there is no contradiction between the scaling of
the optimal charging power shown in Fig. C.2 for the c-SYK charging protocol and the ∼
N3/2 scaling seen in Fig. 7.3 (b) in Chap. 7. The point is that, in the former, the rescaled
Hamiltonian (C.18) was used. We have checked that the ratio between the two optimal
charging powers yields the correct bandwidth of the c-SYK model, which scales linearly with
N .
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Figure C.2: (Color online) The dependence of the averaged optimal charging power 〈〈P (N)(τ̄)〉〉
on the number N of quantum cells, using the rescaled Hamiltonian (C.18). The averaged optimal
charging power shown in this plot is thus measured in units of ω0. In red, we show the optimal power
calculated for the c-SYK model with PHS. In blue (black) we show the same quantity for the b-SYK
(parallel) model.

C.6 Asymptotic dynamics of the SYKmodel and random states

The SYK model is known to exhibit peculiar properties such as non-integrability, the absence
of any local conserved quantity, and quantum chaos [164, 168]. Such properties imply that
any time-evolved state at long times can be locally approximated by a suitable thermal state.
We therefore expect that in the c-SYK QB charging protocol, after an initial transient time,
the population pk(τ) of the energy levels of the Hamiltonian Ĥ0 becomes independent of
τ . More precisely, we expect it to be well approximated by that of a random state in the
2N -dimensional Hilbert space. In fact, such time independence of pk for the c-SYK model is
clearly visible in Fig. 7.2(a) of Chap. 7 already for τ & 1 (in units of 1/J). Panel (b) of the
same figure suggests that a similar situation may also occur for the b-SYK model as well, but
at comparatively longer times.

This is quantitatively analyzed in Fig. C.3, where we report the same data of Fig. 2(a),
once the time is fixed to τ = 4, in units of 1/J (blue triangles). One can immediately recognize
that such distribution of energy levels agrees nearly perfectly with the one corresponding to
a completely mixed state, ρ(r) = I/2N (red squares), The latter is simply given by a binomial
distribution

p
(r)
k =

1

2N

(
N

k

)
. (C.19)

A very similar result can be obtained if a random pure state, |ψ(r)〉 =
∑

n cn|n〉, is taken,
cn being complex numbers with randomly distributed amplitude and variance and satisfying
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Figure C.3: (Color online) The energy-level population (blue triangles) pk as a function of k,
for the c-SYK model, evaluated numerically at τ = 4 (in units of 1/J). These numerical results
are compared against the analytical result in Eq. (C.19) (red squares) and the prediction based on
a random state (green circles). The two latter outcomes (red and green symbols) turn out to be
indistinguishable from the numerically obtained data (blue symbols).

∑
n |cn|2 = 1 (green circles).

This reasoning hints at a fast thermalization of the c-SYK model to an infinite temperature
state.

C.7 Charging power of a Dicke battery

Unlike for the c-SYK battery, the power of a Dicke battery [24] does not exhibit a super-linear
scaling, provided consistency with the thermodynamic limit is correctly enforced [63]. Dicke
batteries are unitarily charged via a protocol that is slightly different from the one described
in Eq. (7.2) of Chap. 7. In fact, both the charging system A and the battery B are quantum
mechanically described by the time-dependent Hamiltonian

Ĥ(t) = ĤA + ĤB + λ(t)Ĥint . (C.20)

where ĤA (ĤB) is the free Hamiltonian acting on the system A (B), λ(t) is a classical control
parameter, which is assumed to be equal to one if t ∈ [0, τ ] and zero elsewhere, and Ĥint is an
interaction Hamiltonian which couples the charging system and the battery, thus enabling the
charging process to occur. A Dicke battery is made by N qubits (the battery cells) charged
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by a cavity mode. The Hamiltonian terms in Eq. (C.20) are given by

ĤA = ω0â
†â , (C.21)

ĤB =
ω0

2

( N∑

i=1

σ̂zi +
N

2

)
, (C.22)

Ĥint =
g√
N

(
â† + â

) N∑

i=1

σ̂xi , (C.23)

where â (â†) is a bosonic annihilation (creation) operator, ω0 is the characteristic frequency
of both subsystems, and g the coupling strength. The prefactor 1/

√
N ensures the thermo-

dynamic consistency of the model [63]. As a matter of fact, the interaction Hamiltonian Ĥint

can be derived from a dipole light-matter interaction of the form
∑N

i=1 d̂i · Êi, where d̂i is
the dipole operator acting on the i-th cell and Êi is the cavity electric field evaluated at the
position i. While each dipole operator d̂i does not carry any scaling with N , the electric field
inside a cavity with volume V scales like 1/

√
V . In a cavity system, the correct thermody-

namic limit consists in considering N → ∞, V → ∞, with N/V → const. This means that
V ∼ N . Thus 1/

√
N is the correct prefactor to enforce a well-defined thermodynamic limit.

At time t = 0, the charger is prepared in a N -photon Fock state, while the qubits are
prepared in their ground state, namely

|ψ(0)〉 = |N〉A ⊗ |0〉B . (C.24)

The energy injected in the N cells of the Dicke battery and the corresponding average power
are defined as

E(N)(τ) ≡ tr
[
ĤB ρB(τ)

]
, (C.25)

P (N)(τ) ≡ E(N)(τ)

τ
. (C.26)

The optimal charging time τ̄ is defined as in Eq. (7.3) in Chap. 7, P (N)(τ̄) = maxτ>0 P
(N)(τ).

In Fig. C.4, we explicitly show the optimal charging power P (N)(τ̄), normalized by N times
the optimal charging power of a single cell P (1)(τ̄). This ratio tends to saturate to a constant
for N large enough, meaning that the power of a Dicke battery does not display a super-linear
scaling.
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Figure C.4: (Color online) The optimal charging power P (N)(τ̄), in units ofNP (1)(τ̄), as a function
of N . Different symbols and colors refer to various values of the coupling strengh: g/ω0 = 0.05 (red
circles), g/ω0 = 0.5 (blue triangles), g/ω0 = 2 (green squares).



D
Appendix: Cavity QED of Strongly Correlated

Electron Systems: A No-go Theorem for Photon
Condensation

D.1 Disentangling light and matter

In this Section we show that, in the thermodynamic N →∞ limit, it is permissible to assume
a factorized ground state of the form

|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉 . (D.1)

We begin by defining the electron-photon Hamiltonian

Ĥel−ph =
N∑

i=1

e

mic
p̂i ·A0(â+ â†) + ∆(â+ â†)2 , (D.2)

where ∆ has been defined in the main text. The electron Hamiltonian Ĥ and the photon
Hamiltonian Ĥph have been defined in the main text. Each of the Hamiltonians Ĥ, Ĥph, and
Ĥel−ph scales extensively in N . While this is obvious for Ĥ, we note that also Ĥph and Ĥel−ph

scale with N since A0 ∝ 1/
√
N and â, â† ∝

√
N . Below, we therefore work with the operators

Ĥ/N , Ĥph/N , and Ĥel−ph/N which are well defined in the N → ∞ limit. For the sake of
simplicity, we now assume that all electrons have the same mass, i.e. mi = m ,∀i = 1 . . . N .

In order to prove Eq. (D.1) we will prove that, in the limit N →∞

[
Ĥ
N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
]→ 0 (D.3)

and

[
Ĥph

N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
]→ 0 . (D.4)
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Explicitly, the left-hand side of Eq. (D.3) reads as following:

[
Ĥ
N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
] = [

N∑

i=1

V (r̂i) +
1

2

∑

i 6=j
v(r̂i − r̂j),

N∑

j=1

e

mc
p̂j ·A0]

(â+ â†)

N2
. (D.5)

Using that [f(r̂i), p̂j ] = δi,ji~∇r̂if(r̂i) and introducing the external force F̂ ext
i = −∇r̂iV (r̂i)

and the Coulomb force F̂C
i,j = −∇r̂iv(r̂i − r̂j)/2 we get:

[
Ĥ
N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
] = − i~e(â+ â†)A0

mcN2
·
N∑

i=1

F̂ ext
i , (D.6)

where F̂C
i,j dropped out of the commutator since

∑
i,j F̂

C
i,j = 0. Noticing that (â+ â†)A0 is an

intensive quantity, which does not scale with N , and that
∑N

i=1 F̂
ext
i ∼ N , we obtain that the

commutator [Ĥ/N, Ĥel−ph/N ] scales like 1/N , and therefore vanishes in the thermodynamic
limit.

Exploiting the commutator [â, â†] = 1, we can rewrite the left-hand side of Eq. (D.4) as:

[
Ĥph

N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
] =

~ωc

N2

{
N∑

i=1

e

mc
p̂i ·A0(â† − â) + ∆

[
(â† + â)(â† − â) + (â† − â)(â† + â)]

}
.

(D.7)

Again, this quantity scales like 1/N , since
∑N

i=1 p̂i ∼ N and ∆ ∼ 1.

D.2 On the stiffness theorem

In this Section we prove that 〈ψ0|ĵp|ψ0〉 ·A0 = 0. We used this property to evaluate the
quantity 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0〉 up to order β̄2, via the stiffness theorem.

We introduce the total dipole operator d̂ = −e∑i r̂i and note that, because of the fun-
damental commutator [r̂`α, p̂kβ] = i~δ`,kδα,β , we have

−i~eĵp = [d̂, Ĥ] (D.8)

and
[ĵpα, d̂β] = i~

∑

`

e

m`
δα,β . (D.9)

Using Eq. (D.8) we immediately find for a large but finite system

〈ψ0|ĵp|ψ0〉 ·A0 =
i

~e
〈ψ0|[d̂, Ĥ]|ψ0〉 ·A0 =

i

~e
(E0 − E0) 〈ψ0|d̂|ψ0〉 ·A0 = 0 . (D.10)

D.3 On the TRK sum rule

In this Section we prove the TRK sum rule.
Eq. (D.8) implies that

e2

c2

∑

n 6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp ·A0|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

=
1

~2c2

∑

n6=0

(En − E0)|〈ψn|d̂ ·A0|ψ0〉|2 . (D.11)
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Eq. (D.9) implies that we can rewrite ∆ as:

∆ =
N∑

`=1

e2A2
0

2m`c2
=

ie

2~c2
〈ψ0|[d̂ ·A0, ĵp ·A0]|ψ0〉 . (D.12)

We then manipulate the right-hand side of Eq. (D.12) by inserting exact identities [85, 86]
I =

∑
n |ψn〉〈ψn| in the appropriate positions,

〈ψ0|[d̂ ·A0, ĵp ·A0]|ψ0〉 =
∑

n

〈ψ0|d̂ ·A0|ψn〉〈ψn|ĵp ·A0|ψ0〉 −
∑

n

〈ψ0|ĵp ·A0|ψn〉〈ψn|d̂ ·A0|ψ0〉

=
i

~e
∑

n

〈ψ0|d̂ ·A0|ψn〉〈ψn|[d̂ ·A0, Ĥ]|ψ0〉 −
i

~e
∑

n

〈ψ0|[d̂ ·A0, Ĥ]|ψn〉〈ψn|d̂ ·A0|ψ0〉

= − 2i

~e
∑

n

(En − E0)|〈ψn|d̂ ·A0|ψ0〉|2 = − 2i

~e
∑

n6=0

(En − E0)|〈ψn|d̂ ·A0|ψ0〉|2 .

(D.13)

Using the previous result inside Eq. (D.12), we find

∆ =
1

~2c2

∑

n6=0

(En − E0)|〈ψn|d̂ ·A0|ψ0〉|2 . (D.14)

Comparing Eq. (D.14) with Eq. (D.11) we reach the desired result.
We now present a more physical, alternative proof. We first remind the reader that the

physical current operator corresponding to the Hamiltonian ĤA0 is

Ĵphys =
c

e

δĤA0

δA0
= ĵp +

N∑

i=1

e

mic
A0 . (D.15)

We now observe that the electron system cannot respond to A0, since the latter is uniform
and time-independent. (A current cannot flow along u in response to A0.) This property,
i.e. gauge invariance, implies that the physical current-current response function in response
to A0 must vanish [85, 86], i.e.

0 = − 2

Ld

∑

n6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp ·u|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

+
1

Ld

N∑

i=1

1

mi
, (D.16)

where the first (second) term on the right-hand side is the paramagnetic (diamagnetic) con-
tribution and Ld is the electron system volume. Eq. (D.16) can be written as

2
∑

n6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp ·u|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

=

N∑

i=1

1

mi
, (D.17)

which is easily seen to be equivalent to Eq. (8). In other words, Eq. (8) simply expresses the
fact that paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions to the physical current-current response
function cancel out in the uniform and static limit [85, 86].
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D.4 Coupling the EFK model to cavity photons

Consider spinless electrons hopping in a one-dimensional inversion-symmetric crystal with N
sites, one atom per site, and two atomic orbitals of opposite parity (s and p), in a tight-binding
scheme. The second-quantized single-particle Hamiltonian in the site representation reads as
following:

Ĥ0 =

N∑

j=1

∑

α=s,p

Eαĉ
†
j,αĉj,α − ts

N∑

j=1

(ĉ†j+1,sĉj,s + ĉ†j,sĉj+1,s) + tp

N∑

j=1

(ĉ†j+1,pĉj,p + ĉ†j,pĉj+1,p)

− t̃
N∑

j=1

(ĉ†j+1,sĉj,p + ĉ†j,pĉj+1,s) + t̃
N∑

j=1

(ĉ†j,sĉj+1,p + ĉ†j+1,pĉj,s) ≡
N∑

j=1

∑

α=s,p

Eαĉ
†
j,αĉj,α + T̂ ,

(D.18)

where ts, tp, t̃ ∈ R are for the moment completely arbitrary, we assumed periodic bound-
ary conditions (ĉN+1,α = ĉ1,α), and defined the kinetic operator T̂ = −ts

∑N
j=1(ĉ†j+1,sĉj,s +

ĉ†j,sĉj+1,s)+tp
∑N

j=1(ĉ†j+1,pĉj,p + ĉ†j,pĉj+1,p)− t̃∑N
j=1(ĉ†j+1,sĉj,p + ĉ†j,pĉj+1,s)+ t̃

∑N
j=1(ĉ†j,sĉj+1,p +

ĉ†j+1,pĉj,s). We now add repulsive on-site electron-electron interactions in the site representa-
tion:

Ĥee = U
N∑

j=1

n̂j,sn̂j,p , (D.19)

where U > 0 and n̂j,α ≡ ĉ†j,αĉj,α is the orbitally-resolved local density operator.
The full Hamiltonian of our 1D EFK model in the absence of cavity photons is

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥee . (D.20)

We now couple the matter Hamiltonian Ĥ in Eq. (D.20) to light by employing a uniform
linearly-polarized vector potential A(t) = A(t)û where u = ±x̂ in the ring geometry above
with periodic boundary conditions. This is accomplished, as usual [203–206], by means of the
Peierls factor:

ĤA(t) =
N∑

j=1

∑

α=s,p

Eαĉ
†
j,αĉj,α − ts

N∑

j=1

(
e−ieaA(t)/(~c)ĉ†j+1,sĉj,s + e+ieaA(t)/(~c)ĉ†j,sĉj+1,s

)

+ tp

N∑

j=1

(
e−ieaA(t)/(~c)ĉ†j+1,pĉj,p + e+ieaA(t)/(~c)ĉ†j,pĉj+1,p

)

− t̃
N∑

j=1

(
e−ieaA(t)/(~c)ĉ†j+1,sĉj,p + e+ieaA(t)/(~c)ĉ†j,pĉj+1,s

)

+ t̃

N∑

j=1

(
e+ieaA(t)/(~c)ĉ†j,sĉj+1,p + e−ieaA(t)/(~c)ĉ†j+1,pĉj,s

)

+ Ĥee , (D.21)

where a is the lattice constant.
We expand ĤA(t) in powers of A(t) for small A(t), retaining terms of O(A2(t)). We find:

ĤA(t) = Ĥ0 + Ĥee +
e

c
A(t)ĵp −

1

2

e2a2A2(t)

~2c2
T̂ , (D.22)
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where

ĵp ≡
c

e

δĤA(t)

δA(t)

∣∣∣∣∣
A(t)=0

=
itsa

~

N∑

j=1

(ĉ†j+1,sĉj,s − ĉ
†
j,sĉj+1,s)−

itpa

~

N∑

j=1

(ĉ†j+1,pĉj,p − ĉ
†
j,pĉj+1,p)

+
it̃a

~

N∑

j=1

(ĉ†j+1,sĉj,p − ĉ
†
j,pĉj+1,s) +

it̃a

~

N∑

j=1

(ĉ†j,sĉj+1,p − ĉ†j+1,pĉj,s) ,

(D.23)

is the paramagnetic (number) current operator and T̂ is the kinetic operator in Eq. (D.18).
The physical (number) current operator is therefore

Ĵphys ≡
c

e

δĤA(t)

δA(t)
= ĵp −

e

c
A(t)

a2

~2
T̂ , (D.24)

with contains paramagnetic and diamagnetic terms.
We finally quantize the e.m. field by writing A(t)→ A0(â+â†), where A0 has been defined

in the main text, and we give dynamics to the field by means of the photon Hamiltonian
Ĥph = ~ωcâ

†â. The full Hamiltonian, which includes light-matter interactions, is therefore
given by:

ĤA0 = Ĥ0 + Ĥee + Ĥph +
e

c
A0ĵp(â+ â†)− 1

2

e2a2

~2c2
A2

0T̂ (â+ â†)2 . (D.25)

The fourth and fifth terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (D.25) are called paramagnetic and
diamagnet contributions.

Eq. (D.25) is written in the site representation. In the main text, however, the quantities
Ĥ0, ĵp, and T̂ have been given in momentum space. The link between momentum-space and
site representations is offered by

ĉ†j,α =
1√
N

∑

k∈BZ

ĉ†k,αe
−ikja , (D.26)

where the sum is carried over the 1D Brillouin zone (BZ). In the thermodynamic N → ∞
limit we can replace

1

N

∑

k∈BZ

→ a

∫ +π/a

−π/a

dk

2π
. (D.27)

We find

Ĥ0 =
∑

k∈BZ

(
ĉ†k,s ĉ†k,p

)(Es − 2ts cos(ka) 2it̃ sin(ka)
−2it̃ sin(ka) Ep + 2tp cos(ka)

)(
ĉk,s
ĉk,p

)

≡
∑

k∈BZ

∑

α,β=s,p

ĉ†k,αHαβ(k)ĉk,β , (D.28)

ĵp =
2a

~
∑

k∈BZ

(
ĉ†k,s ĉ†k,p

)( ts sin(ka) it̃ cos(ka)
−it̃ cos(ka) −tp sin(ka)

)(
ĉk,s
ĉk,p

)

≡
∑

k∈BZ

∑

α,β=s,p

ĉ†k,αjαβ(k)ĉk,β , (D.29)
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and

T̂ = 2
∑

k∈BZ

(
ĉ†k,s ĉ†k,p

)(−ts cos(ka) it̃ sin(ka)
−it̃ sin(ka) +tp cos(ka)

)(
ĉk,s
ĉk,p

)

≡
∑

k∈BZ

∑

α,β=s,p

ĉ†k,αTαβ(k)ĉk,β . (D.30)

It is easy to check that

jαβ(k) =
1

~
∂Hαβ(k)

∂k
(D.31)

and

Tαβ(k) = − 1

a2

∂2Hαβ(k)

∂k2
. (D.32)

Equations (D.31)-(D.32) heavily constrain the paramagnetic and diamagnetic terms of the full
Hamiltonian ĤA0 , which rule light-matter interactions. In other words, one cannot simply
couple light to matter with arbitrary operators ĵp and T̂ . Instead the form of these operators
is specified by Ĥ0 and must be constructed with perfect consistency.

D.5 Hartree-Fock treatment of electron-electron interactions

We treat the electron-electron interaction term in Eq. (11) of the main text—or, equivalently,
Eq. (D.19)—within Hartree-Fock (HF) mean-field theory (see, e.g., Chapter 2 of Ref. [86]).
We replace Ĥee with

Ĥ(HF)
ee ≡ U

N∑

j=1

[ĉ†j,sĉj,s〈ĉ
†
j,pĉj,p〉+ ĉ†j,pĉj,p〈ĉ

†
j,sĉj,s〉 − ĉ

†
j,sĉj,p〈ĉ

†
j,pĉj,s〉 − ĉ

†
j,pĉj,s〈ĉ

†
j,sĉj,p〉]

− U
∑

i

[〈ĉ†j,sĉj,s〉〈ĉ
†
j,pĉj,p〉 − 〈ĉ

†
j,sĉj,p〉〈ĉ

†
j,pĉj,s〉] . (D.33)

Each of the mean fields above can be written as

〈ĉ†j,αĉj,β〉 =
1

N

∑

k,k′∈BZ

e−i(k−k
′)ja〈ĉ†k,αĉk′,β〉 . (D.34)

We assume that 〈ĉ†j,αĉj,β〉 is independent of the site index j (translational invariance), i.e. we
take 〈ĉ†k,αĉk′,β〉 = δk,k′〈ĉ†k,αĉk,β〉.

We are therefore naturally led to introduce the following quantities:

M≡ 〈ĉ†j,pĉj,p〉 − 〈ĉ
†
j,sĉj,s〉 =

1

N

∑

k∈BZ

(〈ĉ†k,pĉk,p〉 − 〈ĉ
†
k,sĉk,s〉) , (D.35)

I ≡ 〈ĉ†j,pĉj,s〉 =
1

N

∑

k∈BZ

〈ĉ†k,pĉk,s〉 , (D.36)

and
n0 ≡ 〈ĉ†j,pĉj,p〉+ 〈ĉ†j,sĉj,s〉 =

1

N

∑

k∈BZ

(〈ĉ†k,pĉk,p〉+ 〈ĉ†k,sĉk,s〉) . (D.37)
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Under the assumption of homogeneity, we can rewrite the HF interaction term (D.33) as

Ĥ(HF)
ee = −U

∑

k∈BZ

[M
2

(ĉ†k,pĉk,p − ĉ
†
k,sĉk,s) + I ĉ†k,sĉk,p + I∗ĉ†k,pĉk,s

]

+ U
∑

k∈BZ

n0

2
(ĉ†k,pĉk,p + ĉ†k,sĉk,s) + UN

(M2 − n2
0

4
+ |I|2

)
. (D.38)

The term proportional to n0/2 acts as a renormalization of the chemical potential µ in the
grand-canonical Hamiltonian K̂ = ĤA0 − µN̂ , where N̂ =

∑
k∈BZ

∑
α=s,p ĉ

†
k,αĉk,α is the total

electron number operator. In this work we study only the phase diagram at half filling. We
therefore have n0 = 1 ∀j = 1 . . . N in all phases and can discard such term. The last term
in Eq. (D.38) instead must be retained (after discarding n0) since it takes different values in
different phases. (It is a trivial constant: it therefore only matters when one compares total
energies of different phases.)

The HF mean-field Hamiltonian (D.38) can be written in a 2× 2 fashion:

Ĥ(HF)
ee = U

∑

k∈BZ

(
ĉ†k,s ĉ†k,p

)(M/2 −I
−I∗ −M/2

)(
ĉk,s
ĉk,p

)
+ UN

(M2

4
+ |I|2

)
. (D.39)

D.6 Details on the Bogoliubov transformation

In this Section we give all technical details relevant to the diagonalization of the problem
posed by Eq. (9) in the main text, with Ĥee replaced by its HF mean-field expression (D.39):

Ĥ(HF)
A0

≡ Ĥ0 + Ĥ(HF)
ee + Ĥph +

g0√
N

~
a
ĵp(â+ â†)− g2

0

2N
T̂ (â+ â†)2 . (D.40)

We seek ground-state wave functions of the unentangled form |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉, where |ψ〉 is the
wave function for the matter degrees of freedom and |Φ〉 is the analog for the e.m. field.

In order to reduce the number of free parameters in the problem, we enforce particle-hole
symmetry by setting Es = −Eg/2 = −Ep and ts = tp = t.

An effective mean-field Hamiltonian for matter degrees of freedom can be obtained by
taking the expectation value of Ĥ(HF)

A0
over the light state |Φ〉, i.e.

Ĥeff−matter ≡ 〈Φ|Ĥ(HF)
A0
|Φ〉 =

∑

k∈BZ

(
ĉ†k,s ĉ†k,p

)
H(k)

(
ĉk,s
ĉk,p

)
+

+ ~ωc 〈Φ|a†a|Φ〉+ UN

(M2

4
+ |I|2

)
. (D.41)

H(k) can be conveniently written in terms of ordinary 2 × 2 Pauli matrices {σi, i = 1, 2, 3},
i.e. H(k) =

∑
i hi(k)σi with

h1(k) = −URe(I) , (D.42)

h2(k) = −2t̃ sin(ka)

(
1− g2

0

2
A2

)
− 2t̃g0 cos(ka)A1 + U Im(I) , (D.43)

and

h3(k) = −Eg

2
− 2t cos(ka)

(
1− g2

0

2
A2

)
+ 2tg0 sin(ka)A1 + U

M
2
. (D.44)
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In Eqs. (D.42)-(D.44) we have introduced

A1 ≡
1√
N
〈Φ|â+ â†|Φ〉 (D.45)

and
A2 ≡

1

N
〈Φ|
(
â+ â†

)2
|Φ〉 . (D.46)

The Hamiltonian (D.41) can be diagonalized by introducing the following Bogoliubov
transformation:

γ̂†k,− = uk ĉ
†
k,s + vk ĉ

†
k,p , (D.47)

γ̂†k,+ = v∗k ĉ
†
k,s − u∗k ĉ

†
k,p , (D.48)

where uk = cos(θk/2) and vk = sin(θk/2)eiφk with

cos(θk) = −h3(k)

ε(k)
, (D.49)

sin(θk) = −
√
h2

1(k) + h2
2(k)

ε(k)
, (D.50)

eiφk =
h1(k) + ih2(k)√
h2

1(k) + h2
2(k)

, (D.51)

ε(k) =
√
h2

1(k) + h2
2(k) + h2

3(k) . (D.52)

Note that uk and vk are functions of I, M, A1, and A2, i.e. uk = uk(I,M,A1,A2) and
vk = vk(I,M,A1,A2). We find

Ĥeff−matter =
∑

k∈BZ

∑

ξ=±
ξε(k)γ̂†k,ξγ̂k,ξ + C , (D.53)

where

C ≡ UN
(M2

4
+ |I|2

)
+ ~ωc 〈Φ|a†a|Φ〉 . (D.54)

The ground state of (D.53) is |ψ〉 =
∏
k∈BZ γ̂

†
k,− |vac〉, where |vac〉 is the state with no electrons.

Mimicking the BCS theory, we find that

|ψ〉 =
∏

k∈BZ

[
uk + vk ĉ

†
k,pĉk,s

]
|∅〉 , (D.55)

where |∅〉 =
∏
k∈BZ ĉ

†
k,s |vac〉. The following quantities 〈ψ|ĉ†k,sĉk,s|ψ〉 = |uk|2, 〈ψ|ĉ†k,pĉk,p|ψ〉 =

|vk|2, and 〈ψ|ĉ†k,pĉk,s|ψ〉 = v∗kuk are useful to write the order parameters in terms of uk and
vk. We find

I =
1

N

∑

k∈BZ

〈ψ|ĉ†k,pĉk,s|ψ〉 =
1

N

∑

k∈BZ

v∗kuk (D.56)

and

M =
1

N

∑

k∈BZ

(〈ψ|ĉ†k,pĉk,p|ψ〉 − 〈ψ|ĉ
†
k,sĉk,s|ψ〉) =

1

N

∑

k∈BZ

(
|vk|2 − |uk|2

)
. (D.57)
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We also write the expectation values of ĵp and T̂ over the HF state |ψ〉 in terms of uk and
vk:

J ≡ ~
aN
〈ψ|ĵp|ψ〉 =

2

N

∑

k∈BZ

[
−t sin(ka)(|vk|2 − |uk|2)− 2t̃ cos(ka)Im(u∗kvk)

]
(D.58)

and

T ≡ 〈ψ|T̂ |ψ〉 =
2

N

∑

k∈BZ

[
t cos(ka)

(
|vk|2 − |uk|2

)
− 2t̃ sin(ka)Im(u∗kvk)

]
. (D.59)

Note that both J and T have units of energy and are finite in the thermodynamic N → ∞
limit.

Following exactly the same steps described in the proof of the no-go theorem in the main
text and defining

∆ = −g
2
0

2
T (D.60)

and

λ =

√
1 +

4∆

~ωc
, (D.61)

we find that |Φ〉 must be a coherent state |β̄〉, i.e. b̂ |β̄〉 = β̄ |β̄〉, with

β̄ = − g0

λ3/2

J
~ωc

√
N , (D.62)

to be compared with Eq. (4) in the main text. As in the case of the proof of the no-go theorem,
b̂ = cosh(x)â+ sinh(x)â†, with cosh(x) = (λ+ 1)/(2

√
λ) and sinh(x) = (λ− 1)/(2

√
λ). The

inverse transformation reads as following: â = cosh(x)b̂− sinh(x)b̂†. Note that J depends on
β̄ and therefore the previous equation defines β̄ only implicitly.

Since we have found the ground state |Φ〉 (i.e. a coherent state |β̄〉 of the b̂ operator), we
can evaluate Eqs. (D.45)-(D.46):

A1 =
1√
Nλ
〈β̄|b̂+ b̂†|β̄〉 =

2β̄√
Nλ

= −2g0

λ2

J
~ωc

(D.63)

and

A2 =
1

Nλ
〈β̄|
(
b̂+ b̂†

)2|β̄〉 =
4β̄2 + 1

Nλ
= A2

1 +
1

λN
. (D.64)

To derive Eq. (D.64) we have used that
(
b̂+ b̂†

)2
= b̂2+ b̂†2+2b̂†b̂+1. Using Eqs. (D.53)-(D.54)

and using that â†â = (λ2 + 1)b̂†b̂/(2λ)− (λ2 − 1)(b̂2 + b̂†2)/(4λ) + (λ− 1)2/(4λ), we can also
write the ground-state energy per particle as

εGS =
EGS

N
= − 1

N

∑

k∈BZ

ε(k) +
~ωc[4β̄

2 + (λ− 1)2]

4λN
+ U

(M2

4
+ |I|2

)
. (D.65)

In the thermodynamic N → ∞ limit we find A2 = A2
1 (i.e. the vacuum contribution can be

neglected) and

lim
N→∞

εGS = −a
∫ +π/a

−π/a

dk

2π
ε(k) +

~ωc

4
A2

1 + U

(M2

4
+ |I|2

)
. (D.66)
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Figure D.1: (Color online) Panel (a) The non-interacting U = 0 spectrum εξ(k) = ξε(k) = ±ε(k)
(in units of Eg) as a function of ka in the first BZ, ka ∈ (−π/π). The red dashed line is the spectrum
in an insulating non-interacting case |t| < Eg/4, t = 0.1 Eg, and t̃ = 0. The black dotted line shows
the metallic phase |t| > Eg/4, t = 0.5 Eg, and t̃ = 0. The blue solid line—obtained by setting
t = 0.5 Eg and t̃ = 0.1 Eg—shows that a finite value of t̃ opens a single-particle hybridization gap.
Panel (b) A comparison between the non-interacting and the interacting spectrum. The black dotted
line is the non-interacting spectrum (i.e. obtained by setting U = 0), for t = 0.5 Eg and t̃ = 0.1 Eg.
The red solid line is the HF mean-field spectrum obtained for the same values of t and t̃, at U = Eg

(i.e. U/t = 2).

Since ε(k) depends only on ka, it is useful to change integration variable in Eq. (D.66) from
k to k′ = ka ∈ (π,+π).

Eqs. (D.56), (D.57), (D.58), (D.59), (D.63), and (D.64) fully determine all the relevant
quantities in the problem, i.e. I,M, J , and T .

In Fig. D.1 we present a summary of our main results for the bands ±ε(k) both in the
simple non-interacting U = 0 case—panel a)—and in the interacting U 6= 0 case—panel b).

D.7 Optical conductivity, Drude weight, and the f-sum rule

In this Section we discuss the optical conductivity σ(ω) and the f -sum rule for the EFK model.
The longitudinal conductivity σ(ω) is defined as the response of the physical charge current
operator to the electric field E(t) = −c−1∂A(t)/∂t. Assuming A(t) = Aωe

−iωteηt + c.c. with
η = 0+ (as usual, for the applicability of linear response theory the applied field must vanish
in the far past [85, 86]), we have E(t) = ic−1(ω + iη)Aωe

−iωteηt + c.c. = Eωe
−iωteηt + c.c..

We therefore find that the response of the physical current is given by

−eδJphys(ω) ≡ σ(ω)Eω =
i

c
σ(ω)(ω + iη)Aω . (D.67)

We conclude that the pre-factor in front of Aω in the right-hand side Eq. (D.67) can be
calculated from the current-current response function [85, 86], with its paramagnetic and
diamagnetic contributions.

Here, we focus on the EFK model, i.e. Eq. (9) for g0 = 0. Using Eq. (D.67) and linear
response theory [85, 86], we immediately find that the optical conductivity of the EFK model
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is given by

σ(ω) =
i

ω + iη

e2a2

~2L
〈−T̂ 〉+

e2

~L
i

ω + iη

∑

n,m

(Pm − Pn)
|〈ψn|ĵp|ψm〉|2
ω − ωnm + iη

, (D.68)

where |ψn〉 are the exact eigenstates of the Hamiltonian Ĥ0+Ĥee with eigenvalues En, 〈. . . 〉 ≡∑
n Pn〈ψn| . . . |ψn〉 denotes a thermal average, and Pn = exp(−βEn)/Z, with β = (kBT )−1

and Z =
∑

n exp(−βEn) is the canonical partition function. In deriving the exact eigenstate
representation (D.68) we have used that ĵ†p = ĵp and therefore 〈ψn|ĵp|ψm〉 = 〈ψm|ĵp|ψn〉∗.

Separating the real and imaginary parts of σ(ω) and taking the zero-temperature limit
(Pn = 0 for n 6= 0 and P0 = 1), we finally find:

Re[σ(ω)] = Dδ(ω) +
πe2

L

∑

n 6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

[δ(ω − ωn0) + δ(ω + ωn0)] (D.69)

where D is the so-called Drude weight [203–206]

D =
πe2a2

~2L
〈ψ0| − T̂ |ψ0〉 −

2πe2

L

∑

n6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

≡ Dd + Dp . (D.70)

Here, Dd (Dp) defines the diamagnetic (paramagnetic) contribution to D.
We immediately notice the f -sum rule [85, 86, 204–206]
∫ +∞

−∞
dωRe[σ(ω)] = 2

∫ +∞

0
dωRe[σ(ω)] = D +

2πe2

L

∑

n6=0

|〈ψn|ĵp|ψ0〉|2
En − E0

= Dd . (D.71)

We now show that the f -sum rule is satisfied in our HF treatment of the EFK model.
In the absence of light, the complete HF Hamiltonian including electron-electron interactions
and neglecting an irrelevant constant is (see Eq. (D.53)):

ĤHF =
∑

k∈BZ

∑

ξ=±
ξε(k)γ̂†k,ξγ̂k,ξ . (D.72)

The eigenstates and eigenvalues are |ξ, k〉 = γ̂†ξ,k |vac〉 and εξ(k) = ξε(k). We remind the
reader that ε(k) has been defined in Eq. (D.52) and, in this Section, needs to be evaluated at
g0 = 0. The ground state, as noticed above, is |ψ0〉 =

∏
k∈BZ γ̂

†
−,k |vac〉. We have

Dp = −2πe2

Na

∑

k∈BZ

|〈+, k|ĵp|−, k〉|2
2ε(k)

(D.73)

and

Dd =
πe2a

~2N

∑

k∈BZ

〈−, k| − T̂ |−, k〉 . (D.74)

The quantity 2ε(k) is the energy necessary to promote an electron with wave number k
vertically from the lower band ξ = − to the upper band ξ = +. Fig. D.2(a) shows the
quantity 2ε(k) (in units of Eg) as a function of ka. The extrema of 2ε(k) give rise to logarithmic
divergences in the optical conductivity.
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In order to calculate both contributions to the Drude weight, we need the following matrix
elements:

〈+, k|ĵp|−, k〉 =
2a

~
eiφk [t sin(ka) sin(θk)+t̃ cos(ka) cos(θk) sin(φk)+it̃ cos(ka) cos(φk)] (D.75)

and
〈−, k| − T̂ |−, k〉 = [t cos(ka) cos(θk) + t̃ sin(ka) sin(θk) sin(φk)] , (D.76)

where θk and φk are the Bogoliubov angles defined in Sec. VI. From Eq. (D.75), we notice
that, for t̃ = 0 and U = 0, one has 〈+, k|ĵp|−, k〉 = 0. This is expected since, in the absence
of many-body effects and for t̃ = 0, the eigenstates have no orbital mixing (i.e. sin(θk) = 0).
Switching on t̃ or U , however, yields 〈+, k|ĵp|−, k〉 6= 0. In particular, for t̃ = 0, repulsive
interactions allow 〈+, k|ĵp|−, k〉 6= 0 when sin(θk) 6= 0, i.e. for 0 < U < UXC = Uc2(0), since,
from Eqs. (D.42)-(D.44), one has sin2(θk) = [U |I|/ε(k)]2.

Using Eqs. (D.75) and (D.76), it is possible to calculate Dp and Dd, and therefore D.
Fig. D.2(b) shows these quantities as functions of U/Eg.

We now calculate the smooth part σ′(ω) of Re[σ(ω)],

σ′(ω) ≡ πe2

Na

∑

k∈BZ

|〈+, k|ĵp|−, k〉|2
2ε(k)

[δ(ω − 2ε(k)/~) + δ(ω + 2ε(k)/~)] . (D.77)

Note that σ′(ω) = Re[σ(ω 6= 0)]. Because of δ(ω ∓ 2ε(k)/~) in the integrand of Eq. (D.77),
the integral over k (in the thermodynamic limit) can be carried out analytically. We find

σ′(ω) =
e2~
8

∑

i

|〈+, k|ĵp|−, k〉|2
|∑3

j=1 hj(k)∂khj(k)|

∣∣∣∣∣
k=ki(ω)

, (D.78)

where ki(ω) are the solutions of ε(ki(ω)) = ~|ω|/2 and the quantities h1(k), h2(k), and
h3(k) have been defined in Eqs. (D.42)-(D.44). Fig. D.2(c) shows σ′(ω) as a function ~ω/Eg.
Each vertical dashed line marks the energy EVHS = mink∈BZ[2ε(k)] at which the quantity
2ε(k) is minimal. At this energy a logarithmic enhancement of σ′(ω) occurs. (Similarly,
another singularity occurs at E′VHS = maxk∈BZ[2ε(k)], but that is weaker in our numerical
calculations.)

Using Eq. (D.78) we can finally calculate numerically the quantity

S′p = −2

∫ +∞

0
dω σ′(ω) . (D.79)

We have verified numerically that
S′p = Dp . (D.80)

This is seen in Fig. D.2(d). It follows that

2

∫ +∞

0
dωRe[σ(ω)] = Dd , (D.81)

which is exactly the f -sum rule (D.71).
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Figure D.2: (Color online) (a) The quantity 2ε(k) (in units of Eg) as a function ka in the first BZ.
Different curves refer to different values of the Hubbard U parameter: U = Eg/10 (black), U = Eg

(red), and U = 2Eg (blue). (b) The Drude weight D (black solid line) and the contributions Dp (blue
dash-dotted line) and Dd (red dashed line) are plotted as functions of U/Eg. The three quantities D,
Dp, and Dd are in units of e2aEg/~2. (c) The smooth contribution σ′(ω)—see Eq. (D.78)—to the real
part of the optical conductivity (in units of e2aEg/~) is plotted as a function ~ω/Eg. Different curves
refer to different values of the Hubbard U parameter: U = Eg/10 (black solid line), U = Eg (red
solid line), and U = 2Eg (blue solid line). Black, red, and blue vertical dashed lines mark the energy
EVHS = mink∈BZ[2ε(k)] at which a logarithmic divergence of σ′(ω) occurs. Clearly, EVHS shifts with
U . (d) The paramagnetic contribution to the Drude weight Dp (black solid line, in units of e2aEg/~2)
is compared with the quantity S′p (red circles) defined in Eq. (D.79). All numerical results in this
figure have been obtained by setting t = Eg/2 and t̃ = Eg/10.
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D.8 On the phase diagram of the EFK model

In this Section we demonstrate the existence of two critical values of U , Uc1 and Uc2, at which
I = 0, where I has been introduced in the self-consistent field equation (Eq. (14)) of the main
text and Eq. (D.56). The latter yields the following equations:

[
1− 1

N

∑

k∈BZ

U

2ε(k)

]
Re(I) = 0 (D.82)

and [
1− 1

N

∑

k∈BZ

U

2ε(k)

]
Im(I) = −t̃ 1

N

∑

k∈BZ

sin(ka)

ε(k)
. (D.83)

In the absence of hybridization, i.e. for t̃ = 0, the previous expressions become identical.
This implies a degeneracy with to respect the phase of I. For t̃ 6= 0, these equations can
be satisfied by solutions of the HF equations which yield Im(I) = 0 and ε(−k) = ε(k). The
latter condition implies that the left-hand side of Eq. (D.83) vanishes. All the solutions we
find are of this type.

The condition Re(I) 6= 0 implies that the following equation must be satisfied:

1− 1

N

∑

k∈BZ

U

2ε(k)
= 0 . (D.84)

Before proceeding to prove the existence of Uc1 and Uc2 we write Eq. (D.84) in a more
appealing form. We define ψk = Re(I)/[2ε(k)], and we rewrite Eq. (D.84) as

2ε(k)ψk =
1

N

∑

k′∈BZ

Uψk′ . (D.85)

This establishes an immediate link between Eq. (D.84) and the equation for the exciton
binding energy.

We first demonstrate the existence of upper critical value of U , i.e. Uc2(t̃). Let us first set
t̃ = 0. For U/t � 1, the system is in a trivial insulating phase in which all electrons occupy
the s band and M = M0 ≡ −1. Upon decreasing U down to UXC = Uc2(0), the system
develops an infinitesimal excitonic order parameter. The value UXC at which this occurs can
be found by solving Eq. (D.84) for an infinitesimal I, i.e.

1

N

∑

k∈BZ

UXC

4t cos(ka) + Eg + UXC
= 1 , (D.86)

or, in the thermodynamic limit,
∫ π

−π

dx

2π

1

cos(x) + [Eg + UXC]/(4t)
=

4t

UXC
. (D.87)

Carrying out the integral analytically we find

UXC =
8t2

Eg
− Eg

2
. (D.88)

Corrections to UXC and M0 due to t̃ 6= 0 can be found perturbatively in the limit t̃/t � 1.
They start at second order in the small parameter t̃/t: δUc2(t̃) = (t̃/t)2u and δM0(t̃) =
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(t̃/t)2m0. The latter is the change in the electronic polarization from the value M0 = −1
in the limit t̃ = 0. We find m0 = Eg/(2UXC) and u = E3

g/[t(3E
2
g + 16t2)]. For example, for

t = Eg/2 we find m0 = 1/3 and u = 2/7. In conclusion, we have

Uc2(t̃) = UXC +
E3

g(t̃/t)2

t(3E2
g + 16t2)

+O(t̃3) . (D.89)

We now demonstrate the existence of a lower critical value of U , i.e. Uc1(t̃). Following
similar steps to the ones above, one can demonstrate that there is also a lower-threshold for
the existence of the exciton insulating phase. Up to leading order in an asymptotic expansion
for small t̃/t (and under the single-particle condition |t| > Eg/4 discussed in Fig. D.1) we find

Uc1(t̃)→
π
√

4t2 − E2
g/4

| ln(t̃/t)| . (D.90)

We clearly see that limt̃→0 Uc1(t̃) = 0. But, for finite t̃/t, Uc1(t̃) 6= 0. We will come back to
Eq. (D.90) below.

We have checked that the analytical results (D.89) and (D.90) match very well our nu-
merical results, in their regime of validity.

D.9 Pseudospin analysis

In this Section we present a few more remarks on the ground state of the EFK model in the
HF approximation.

We view the mean-field problem as a variational problem and use a trial ground-state
wave function of the form

|ψ〉 =
∏

k∈BZ

γ̂†k,−|vac〉 . (D.91)

We then express the full Hamiltonian of the 1D EFK model defined by Eq. (D.20) in terms
of the Bogoliubov operators γ̂†k,± and γ̂k,±:

ĉ†k,s = ukγ̂
†
k,− − vkγ̂

†
k,+ , (D.92)

ĉ†k,p = v∗kγ̂
†
k,− + u∗kγ̂

†
k,+ , (D.93)

where uk = cos(θk/2) and vk = sin(θk/2)eiφk .
By writing the Hamiltonian in its normal ordered form, exploiting the following property

of the variational wave function

〈ψ|γ̂†k1,λ1 . . . γ̂
†
kn,λn

γ̂kn+1,λn+1 . . . γ̂k2n,λ2n |ψ〉 =
2n∏

j=1

δλj ,−〈ψ|γ̂†k1,− . . . γ̂
†
kn,−γ̂kn+1,− . . . γ̂k2n,−|ψ〉 ,

(D.94)
and enforcing particle-hole symmetry, we find the following ground-state energy:

〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 =
∑

k∈BZ

{
[Eg/2 + 2t cos(ka)] cos(θk) + 2t̃ sin(ka) sin(θk) cos(φk)

}
〈ψ|γ̂†k,−γ̂k,−|ψ〉

+
U

N

∑

k,k′,q∈BZ

sin(θk′−q/2) cos(θk+q/2) cos(θk/2) sin(θk′/2)×

× ei(φk′−φk′−q) 〈ψ|γ̂†k′−q,−γ̂
†
k+q,−γ̂k,−γ̂k′,−|ψ〉 . (D.95)
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Using the ansatz (D.91) in the previous equation and the properties

〈ψ|γ̂†k,−γ̂
†
k,−|ψ〉 = 1 , (D.96)

〈ψ|γ̂†k′−q,−γ̂
†
k+q,−γ̂k,−γ̂k′,−|ψ〉 = δq,0 − δq,k′−k , (D.97)

we finally find

〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 =
∑

k∈BZ

[Eg/2 + 2t cos(ka)] cos(θk) + 2t̃ sin(ka) sin(θk) cos(φk)

− U

N

∑

k,k′∈BZ

sin(θk/2) cos(θk/2) sin(θk′/2) cos(θk′/2) cos(φk′ − φk)

+
U

N

∑

k,k′∈BZ

cos2(θk/2) sin2(θk′/2) . (D.98)

We therefore note that the ground-state energy can be written in a form that resembles the
energy of a chain of classical interacting spins in an external magnetic field, i.e.

E [τk] ≡ 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 −
UN

4
= −

∑

k∈BZ

[
By(k)τyk +Bz(k)τ zk

]
− U

4N

∑

k,k′∈BZ

τk · τk′ , (D.99)

where B(k) = [0, 2t̃ sin(ka), Eg/2 + 2t cos(ka)]T and τk is a unit vector with Cartesian com-
ponents:

τxk ≡ 〈ψ|ĉ†p,k ĉs,k + ĉ†s,k ĉp,k|ψ〉 = sin(θk) cos(φk) , (D.100)

τyk ≡ i 〈ψ|ĉ
†
p,k ĉs,k − ĉ†s,k ĉp,k|ψ〉 = sin(θk) sin(φk) , (D.101)

τ zk ≡ 〈ψ|ĉ†s,k ĉs,k − ĉ†p,k ĉp,k|ψ〉 = cos(θk) . (D.102)

Notice that the “lattice" of spins is in momentum rather than real space. In this pseudospin de-
scription, the repulsive Hubbard-U interaction becomes a ferromagnetic rotationally-invariant
spin-spin interaction term. The spin configuration which minimizes the energy satisfies the
self-consistent field equations

τxk = − U

2µkN

∑

k∈BZ

τxk , (D.103)

τyk = −By(k)

µk
− U

2µkN

∑

k∈BZ

τyk , (D.104)

τ zk = −Bz(k)

µk
− U

2µkN

∑

k∈BZ

τ zk , (D.105)

where

µk = −

√√√√
[
U

2N

∑

k∈BZ

τxk

]2

+

[
By(k)− U

2N

∑

k∈BZ

τyk

]2

+

[
Bz(k)− U

2N

∑

k∈BZ

τ zk

]2

. (D.106)

The quantities I andM can also be expressed in terms of pseudospins:

I =
1

2N

∑

k∈BZ

(τxk − iτyk ) (D.107)
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and
M = − 1

N

∑

k∈BZ

τ zk . (D.108)

Within this description, we consider two limiting cases. Firstly, we consider the limit
U � Eg, t, t̃. Neglecting Eg, t, t̃ with respect to U , it follows that the following configurations

τ
(n)
k = −ẑ , (D.109)

τ
(fx)
k = x̂ , (D.110)

and
τ

(fy)
k = ŷ , (D.111)

are degenerate (i.e. E [τ
(n)
k ] = E [τ

(fx)
k ] = E [τ

(fy)
k ] = −UN/2). For U � Eg, t, t̃ the system

is invariant under rotations. The configuration corresponding to τ (n)
k describes the normal

phase (I = 0), while the ones corresponding to τ (fx)
k and τ (fy)

k correspond to HF states with
Re(I) 6= 0 and Im(I) 6= 0, respectively. This implies that all configurations of the form

τ
(θ,φ)
k = cos(θ)τ

(n)
k + sin(θ) cos(φ)τ

(fx)
k + sin(θ) sin(φ)τ

(fy)
k (D.112)

are degenerate. By turning on Eg, t and t̃, and treating them as weak perturbations, we
find that the energy associated to the configurations (D.112) is given by E [τ

(θ,φ)
k ] = −[U +

Eg cos(θ)]N/2. This means that the gap energy Eg makes the normal phase expressed
in (D.109) energetically preferred. This simple example shows why at large values of the
Hubbard-U parameter, the HF phases with I 6= 0 do not occur.

Before concluding, we discuss a second limiting case. We set Eg = 0 (which is compatible
with the condition |t| > Eg/4 described in Fig. D.1) and we assume 0 < t̃ < t. Under these
conditions, the external magnetic field B(k) lays on the ŷ-ẑ plane and and its average value
is zero, i.e. N−1

∑
k∈BZB(k) = 0, but B(k) 6= 0 ∀k if t, t̃ 6= 0. The spin configuration which

minimizes the energy is

τxk = −URe(I)

µk
, (D.113)

τyk = −2t̃ sin(ka)

µk
, (D.114)

τ zk = −2t cos(ka)

µk
, (D.115)

µk = −
√

[URe(I)]2 +
[
2t̃ sin(ka)

]2
+ [2t cos(ka)]2 , (D.116)

with Re(I) 6= 0 only if the following implicit equation is satisfied:

U

2N

∑

k∈BZ

1√
[URe(I)]2 +

[
2t̃ sin(ka)

]2
+ [2t cos(ka)]2

= 1 . (D.117)

In the thermodynamic limit the latter can be rewritten as

t

U
=

1

2π
√

1 + [URe(I)]2/(4t2)
K



√

1− (t̃/t)2

1 + [URe(I)]2/(4t2)


 , (D.118)
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where K(x) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Inspecting the right-hand side
of the previous equation, one finds that, for fixed values of t, t̃, and U ,

0 ≤ t

U
≤ t

Uc1(t̃)
≡ 1

2π
K

(√
1− (t̃/t)2

)
, (D.119)

where Uc1 is the minimum value of the Hubbard U parameter which gives Re(I) 6= 0. For
small values of t̃ we find

Uc1(t̃)→ 2πt

| ln(t̃/t)| . (D.120)

Note the logarithmic divergence, as we has seen previously in Eq. (D.90). The only role of
Eg 6= 0 is to replace 2t→

√
4t2 − E2

g/4 in Eq. (D.120).
If 0 < U < Uc1, the configuration which minimizes the energy is

τxk = 0 , (D.121)

τyk = −2t̃ sin(ka)

µk
, (D.122)

τ zk = −2t cos(ka)

µk
, (D.123)

µk = −
√[

2t̃ sin(ka)
]2

+ [2t cos(ka)]2 , (D.124)

which means that Re(I) = 0. This second liming case well describes what occurs in the EFK
model in the HF approximation for U ∼ Uc1.



E
Appendix: Theory of Photon Condensation in a

Spatially-Varying Electromagnetic Field

E.1 Disentangling light and matter

In this Appendix, we show that, in the thermodynamic N →∞, V →∞ limit (with N/V =
constant), it is permissible to assume a factorized ground state of the form

|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉 . (E.1)

We begin by defining the electron-photon Hamiltonian Ĥel−ph ≡ Ĥ(1)
el−ph + Ĥ(2)

el−ph, where

Ĥ(1)
el−ph ≡

N∑

i=1

e

mc
Â(r̂i) · p̂i (E.2)

and

Ĥ(2)
el−ph ≡

N∑

i=1

e2

2mc2
Â2(r̂i) . (E.3)

The photon Hamiltonian Ĥph has been defined in the main text. Let us split the matter
Hamiltonian into the sum of kinetic and potential terms, i.e. we write Ĥ ≡ ĤK + ĤV, where:

ĤK ≡
N∑

i=1

p̂2
i

2m
(E.4)

and
ĤV ≡

1

2

∑

i 6=j
v(r̂i − r̂j) . (E.5)

In order to guarantee the correct thermodynamic limit, Ĥel−ph, Ĥph, and Ĥ must scale exten-
sively with N . This implies that photonic and electronic operators must scale properly with
N in the N →∞ limit. Let us discuss this fact explicitly.

149
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We begin by considering the photon Hamiltonian Ĥph. We denote by the symbol Nmodes

the number of “non-negligible" modes, i.e. modes that cannot be neglected in the thermo-
dynamic limit. The photon Hamiltonian Ĥph can have an extensive scaling with N in two
different cases:

• Nmodes is an intensive quantity (i.e. Nmodes does not scale with N). In this case, the
operator âq0,σ characterized by a given q0 acquires a macroscopic occupation âq0,σ ∼√
N ;

• Nmodes is an extensive quantity, while the occupation number â†q0,σâq0,σ of each mode
is not macroscopic, i.e. âq,σ ∼

√
N/Nmodes ∼ 1. We now show that this case is not

relevant for the occurrence of photon condensation. The paramagnetic electron-photon
interaction Ĥ(1)

el−ph scales like:

Ĥ(1)
el−ph ∼

∑

q

Aqâ
†
q,σ ĵp(q) . (E.6)

In the case of interest, Aqâ
†
q,σ ∼ 1/

√
Nmodes ∼ 1/

√
N , while

∑
q ĵp(q) is extensive in

N . We therefore get the following scaling with N of the paramagnetic contribution:
Ĥ(1)

el−ph ∼ N/
√
Nmodes ∼

√
N . In summary, if Nmodes is extensive, we have Ĥ(1)

el−ph/N ∼
1/
√
N → 0 in the limit N →∞. Since Ĥ(1)

el−ph is responsible for lowering the energy of
the photon condensate phase, the fact that it scales to zero in the thermodynamic limit
excludes the possibility of a phase transition.

Since we are interested in photon condensation, from now on we will consider only the
case in which a finite number of modes acquires a macroscopic occupation number, i.e. we
assume that Nmodes is an intensive quantity. In this case, Hamiltonians (E.2) and (E.3) are
extensive. Let us now focus on electronic operators. Being a sum of N independent terms,
ĤK in Eq. (E.4) is explicitly extensive. Conversely, ĤV in Eq. (E.5) contains a double sum,
and is therefore expected to scale like N2. Nevertheless, it is possible to show that, due to the
ground-state equilibrium condition (i.e. charge neutrality [86]), the expectation value of ĤV

over the equilibrium ground-state |ψ〉 scales with N . Below, we will therefore work with the
rescaled operators Ĥ/N , Ĥph/N , and Ĥel−ph/N , which are well defined in the thermodynamic
N →∞ limit.

In order to prove Eq. (E.1) we will show that in the limit N →∞

[
Ĥ
N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
]→ 0 , (E.7)

and

[
Ĥph

N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
]→ 0 . (E.8)

The left-hand side of Eq. (E.7) contains three contributions, which we now carefully ex-
amine:

a) The first contribution is

[
ĤK

N
,
Ĥ(1)

el−ph

N
] =

N∑

i=1

e~
2cm2N2

[
p̂i · q −

∑

q,σ

Aq

(
âq,σe

iq · r̂i − â†q,σe−iq · r̂i)uq,σ · p̂i +

+
∑

q,σ

Aq

(
âq,σe

iq · r̂i − â†q,σe−iq · r̂i)p̂i · q uq,σ · p̂i
]
. (E.9)
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This commutator vanishes like 1/N , since
∑N

i=1 scales likeN , while terms like
∑

q Aqâq,σ ∼√
N/V are of order unity in the limit N,V →∞ with N/V = constant.

b) The second contribution is

[
ĤV

N
,
Ĥ(1)

el−ph

N
] =

1

N2
[
1

2

∑

i 6=j
v(r̂i − r̂j),

N∑

j=1

e

mc
Â(r̂j) · p̂j ] . (E.10)

Using that [f(r̂i), p̂j ] = δi,ji~∇r̂if(r̂i) and introducing the Coulomb force F̂C
i,j = −∇r̂iv(r̂i−

r̂j)/2 we get:

[
ĤV

N
,
Ĥ(1)

el−ph

N
] = −

N∑

i=1

i~eÂ(r̂i)

mcN2
·
∑

j 6=i
F̂C
i,j . (E.11)

The quantity F̂T
i ≡

∑
j 6=i F̂

C
i,j is the total force acting on the i-th particle. Even though

the double sum in Eq. (E.11) brings in a factor scaling like N2 in the large-N limit, the
expectation value of the commutator in Eq. (E.11) vanishes like 1/N in the N → ∞
limit. This is due to the aforementioned charge-neutrality condition, which imposes
that the expectation value of

∑N
i=1 F̂

T
i over the matter ground state |ψ〉 scales like N

in the N →∞ limit.

c) The third contribution is

[
Ĥ
N
,
Ĥ(2)

el−ph

N
] = [
ĤK

N
,
Ĥ(2)

el−ph

N
] =

N∑

i=1

e2~
2m2c2N2

∑

q,σ

{
p̂i · qÂ(r̂i) ·uq,σ ×

× Aq

(
âq,σe

iq · r̂i − â†q,σe−iq · r̂i)+

+
∑

q,σ

Â(r̂i) ·uq,σAq

(
âq,σe

iq · r̂i − â†q,σe−iq · r̂i)p̂i · q
}
.

(E.12)

Again, this quantity scales to zero like 1/N , since the sum
∑N

i=1 brings in a factor N ,
while terms like

∑
q,σ Aqâq,σ and Â(r̂i) are of order unity with respect to N .

In order to prove Eq. (E.8), it is convenient to rewrite the light-matter interaction Hamil-
tonian in terms of the real-space paramagnetic current ĵp(r) and density n̂(r) operators:

n̂(r) =
N∑

i=1

δ(r̂i − r) , (E.13)

ĵp(r) =
1

2m

N∑

i=1

[
p̂iδ(r̂i − r) + δ(r̂i − r)p̂i

]
. (E.14)

Exploiting these definitions, we can write Eqs. (E.2)-(E.3) as:

Ĥ(1)
el−ph =

e

c

∫
d3r ĵp(r) · Â(r) , (E.15)

Ĥ(2)
el−ph =

e2

2mc2

∫
d3r n̂(r)Â2(r) . (E.16)
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Using the commutator [âq,σ, â
†
q′,σ′ ] = δq,q′δσ,σ′ , we can rewrite the left-hand side of Eq. (E.8)

as the sum of the following two terms:

[
Ĥph

N
,
Ĥ(1)

el−ph

N
] =

∑

q,σ

~ωq

N2

{e
c

∫
d3r ĵp(r) ·uq,σAq

(
âq,σe

iq · r − â†q,σe−iq · r)} (E.17)

and

[
Ĥph

N
,
Ĥ(2)

el−ph

N
] =

∑

q,σ

~ωq

N2

{ e

2mc

∫
d3r n̂(r)Â(r) ·uq,σAq,σ

(
âq,σe

iq · r − â†q,σe−iq · r)

+
e

2mc

∫
d3r n̂(r)Aq,σ

(
âq,σe

iq · r − â†q,σe−iq · r)Â(r) ·uq,σ

}
.

(E.18)

Again, both quantities scale like 1/N , since
∫
d3r n̂(r) ∼ N and

∫
d3r ĵp(r) ∼ N , while Â(r)

and
∑

q,σ do not scale with N (since, as stated at the beginning of this Appendix, we are
considering the situation in which Nmodes does not scale with N).

E.2 Disentangling light and matter in the Zeeman coupling case

In this Appendix, we show that, in the thermodynamic N →∞, V →∞ limit (with N/V =
constant), it is allowed to assume a factorized ground state of the form

|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |Φ〉 , (E.19)

also when a Zeeman-type electron-photon interaction is taken into account. In this case, the
electron-photon Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥel−ph ≡ gµB

2

N∑

i=1

σ̂i · B̂(ri) . (E.20)

The electron Hamiltonian Ĥ and the photon Hamiltonian Ĥph have been defined in the
main text. We here report again the explicit form of the cavity magnetic field: B̂(r) =∑

q,σ AqiquT,q,σ

(
âqe

iq · r − â†qe−iq · r). Again, in order to assure thermodynamic consistency,
we assume that a finite number of relevant modes (i.e. a number that does not scale with N),
parametrized by q0, acquires macroscopic occupation, i.e. âq0,σ ∼

√
N . Since the electron

Hamiltonian does not depend on the spin operators σ̂i, we have [Ĥ/N, Ĥel−ph/N ] = 0.
In order to prove Eq. (E.19) we only need to show that

[
Ĥph

N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
]→ 0 (E.21)

in the N →∞ limit.
To this end, it is convenient to rewrite the electron-photon Hamiltonian Ĥel−ph as a

function of the real-space spin density Ŝ(r), which is defined as following:

Ŝ(r) =
N∑

i=1

σ̂iδ(r̂i − r) . (E.22)
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Using this definition, we can rewrite Eq. (E.20) as

Ĥel−ph =
gµB

2

∫
d3r Ŝ(r) · B̂(r) . (E.23)

Exploiting the bosonic commutator [âq,σ, â
†
q′,σ′ ] = δq,q′δσ,σ′ , we can rewrite the left-hand side

of Eq. (E.21) as

[
Ĥph

N
,
Ĥel−ph

N
] = −

∑

q,σ

i~qωqgµB

2N2

{∫
d3r Ŝ(r) ·uT,q,σAq

(
âq,σe

iq · r + â†q,σe
−iq · r)} .

(E.24)

This quantity scales like 1/N , since
∫
d3r Ŝ(r) ∼ N , while

∑
q,σ and Aqâq,σ are of order

unity with respect to N .

E.3 Proof of Eq. (9.82)

The Hamiltonian in Eq. (9.78) is a quadratic form of the photonic fields. We now carry
out a suitable Bogoliubov transformation, switching from the bosonic operators âq‖,1,nz and
â†−q‖,1,nz with odd nz to new bosonic operators b̂q‖,1,j and b̂†−q‖,1,j with integer j. Bosonic

operators âq‖,1,nz and â†−q‖,1,nz with even mode index nz are decoupled from matter degrees
of freedom. The Bogoliubov transformation reads as following:

b̂q‖,1,j =
∑

`

[Xj,`(q‖)âq‖,1,2`+1 + Yj,`(q‖)â
†
−q‖,1,2`+1] , (E.25)

with `, j integers. Applying the Hermitian conjugation to the expression above and replacing
q‖ → −q‖, one has

b̂†−q‖,1,j =
∑

`

[Y ∗j,`(−q‖)âq‖,1,2`+1X
∗
j,`(−q‖)â†−q‖,1,2`+1] . (E.26)

For every q‖, we can therefore write the Bogoliubov transformation in the following compact
form [

{b̂q‖,1,j}
{b̂†−q‖,1,j}

]
=

[
X(q‖) Y (q‖)

Y ∗(−q‖) X∗(−q‖)

][ {âq‖,1,2`+1}
{â†−q‖,1,2`+1}

]
. (E.27)

It acts only on the photon modes with odd mode index and it is independent of the direction
of the polarization vector uq‖,1 . For this reason, we have omitted the polarization label σ = 1
from the Bogoliubov transformation matrices X(q‖) and Y (q‖).

We would like to find X(q‖) and Y (q‖) such that:

Ĥph + Ĥd =
∑

q‖


 ∑

even nz

~ωq‖,nz

(
â†q‖,1,nz âq,1,nz +

1

2

)
+
∑

j

~Ωq‖,j

(
b̂†q‖,1,j b̂q,1,j +

1

2

)
 ,

(E.28)

with a suitable choice of Ωq‖,j . Notice that, differently from the main text, we have restored
the vacuum contribution. If (E.28) holds true, one has

[Ĥph + Ĥd, b̂q‖,1,j ] = −~Ωq‖,j b̂q‖,1,j . (E.29)
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Using Eq. (E.25) we can write Eq. (E.29) as
∑

`

[Ĥph + Ĥd, Xj,`(q‖)âq‖,1,2`+1 + Yj,`(q‖)â
†
−q‖,1,2`+1]

= −~Ωq‖,j

∑

`

Xj,`(q‖)âq‖,1,2`+1 + Yj,`(q‖)â
†
−q‖,1,2`+1 ,

(E.30)

which is equivalent to

~Ωq‖,j

∑

`

Xj,`(q‖)âq‖,1,2`+1 + Yj,`(q‖)â
†
−q‖,1,2`+1

=
∑

k

Xjk(q‖)[~ωq‖,2k+1âq‖,1,2k+1 +
N

m

∑

`

gk(q‖)g`(q‖)(âq‖,1,2`+1 + â†−q‖,1,2`+1)]

− Yjk(q‖)[~ωq‖,2`+1â
†
q‖,1,2k+1 +

N

m

∑

`

gk(q‖)g`(q‖)(âq‖,1,2`+1 + â†−q‖,1,2`+1)] , (E.31)

where gj(q‖) = (−1)j
√

2D/ωq‖,2j+1. The expression above can be written compactly as

(
Kq‖ − ~Ωq‖,jI2Nmax

)
vj(q‖) = 0 , (E.32)

where we introduced a cutoff Nmax on the number of modes in order to deal with finite-size
matrices. The vector vj(q‖) reads as following:

vj(q‖) = [Xj,0(q‖)âq‖,1,1, · · · , Xj,Nmax−1(q‖)âq‖,1,2Nmax−1,

Yj,0(q‖)â
†
−q‖,1,1, · · · , Yj,Nmax−1(q‖)â

†
−q‖,1,2Nmax−1]> .

(E.33)

The solutions of the linear-algebra problem posed by Eq. (E.32) can be found by setting
to zero the determinant of the matrix Kq‖ − ~Ωq‖,jI2Nmax :

Det[Kq‖ − ~Ωq‖,jI2Nmax ] = 0 . (E.34)

The calculation of this determinant is a purely mathematical issue and is postponed to Ap-
pendix E.4. The final result is reported in Eq. (E.63). Using this result and taking the
Nmax →∞ limit, we find that the eigenvalues of the matrix Kq‖ are the roots of the following
transcendental equation:

1 +
n2D

m

2πe2

c2

tan
(
Lz
√
εrΩq‖,j

2/c2 − q2
‖/2
)

√
εrΩq‖,j

2/c2 − q2
‖

= 0 , (E.35)

where n2D = N/S. Since Kq‖ = K−q‖ , one has Ωq‖,j = Ω−q‖,j and vj(q‖) = vj(−q‖),
i.e. X(q‖) = X(−q‖) and Y (q‖) = Y (−q‖).

Similarly to what done above, we now calculate the following commutator:

[Ĥph + Ĥd, b̂
†
−q‖,1,j ] = ~Ω−q‖,j b̂

†
−q‖,1,j . (E.36)
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Using Eq. (E.26), we find

~Ω−q‖,j
∑

`

Y ∗j,`(−q‖)âq‖,1,2`+1 +X∗j,`(−q‖)â†−q‖,1,2`+1

=
∑

k

X∗jk(−q‖)[~ωq‖,2k+1â
†
−q‖,1,2k+1 +

N

m

∑

`

gk(q‖)g`(q‖)(âq‖,1,2`+1 + â†−q‖,1,2`+1)]

− Y ∗jk(−q‖)[~ωq‖,2`+1âq‖,1,2k+1 +
N

m

∑

`

gk(q‖)g`(q‖)(âq‖,1,2`+1 + â†−q‖,1,2`+1)] . (E.37)

The expression above can be written as

[Kq‖ − ~Ω−q‖,jI2Nmax ]v∗j (−q‖) = 0 , (E.38)

where Ω−q‖,j = Ωq‖,j . Since this eigenvalue problem is identical to Eq. (E.32), one has
v∗j (−q‖) = vj(q‖), i.e. X(q‖) = X∗(−q‖) and Y (q‖) = Y ∗(−q‖).

Because of the properties of the matrices X(q‖) and Y (q‖), i.e. X(q‖) = X∗(−q‖) =
X(−q‖) and Y (q‖) = Y ∗(−q‖) = Y (−q‖), we can write

[
{b̂q‖,1,j}
{b̂†−q‖,1,j}

]
=

[
X(q‖) Y (q‖)

Y (q‖) X(q‖)

][ {âq‖,1,2`+1}
{â†−q‖,1,2`+1}

]
. (E.39)

Imposing the bosonic commutation rules, [b̂q‖,1,j , b̂
†
q′‖,1,j

′ ] = δq‖,q′‖
δj,j′ and [b̂q‖,1,j , b̂q′‖,1,j′

] = 0,

we obtain the following properties

X(q‖)X
>(q‖)− Y (q‖)Y

>(q‖) = I , (E.40)

and
X(q‖)Y

>(q‖)− Y (q‖)X
>(q‖) = 0 . (E.41)

By using the properties above, it is easy to obtain the inverse Bogoliubov transformation
[
{âq‖,1,2`+1}
{â†−q‖,1,2`+1}

]
=

[
X>(q‖) −Y >(q‖)

−Y >(q‖) X>(q‖)

][ {b̂q‖,1,j}
{b̂†−q‖,1,j}

]
. (E.42)

In terms of the new bosonic operators b̂†q‖,1,j , b̂q‖,1,j , the effective Hamiltonian reads as follow-
ing:

Ĥeff
ph [ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ2D|ψ〉+

∑

q‖

{ ∑

even nz

~ωq‖,nz

(
â†q‖,1,nz âq,1,nz +

1

2

)

+
∑

j

~Ωq‖,j

(
b̂†q‖,1,j b̂q,1,j +

1

2

)
+ Jq‖,1

∑

j,`

g`(q‖)
(
b̂†q‖,1,j + b̂−q‖,1,j

) [
Xj`(q‖)− Yj`(q‖)

]


 .

(E.43)

The previous Hamiltonian can be written in a form that is manifestly Hermitian:

Ĥeff
ph [ψ] = 〈ψ|Ĥ2D|ψ〉+

∑

q‖,1

{ ∑

even nz

~ωq‖,nz

(
â†q‖,1,nz âq,1,nz +

1

2

)

+
∑

j

~Ωq‖,j

(
b̂†q‖,1,j b̂q,1,j +

1

2

)
+


Jq‖,1

∑

j,`

g`(q‖)b̂
†
q‖,1,j

[
Xj`(q‖)− Yj`(q‖)

]
+ H.c.





 .

(E.44)
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In the effective Hamiltonian above, the even photon modes are independent of the light-
matter interaction, while the odd photon modes are renormalized by the diamagnetic term
and expressed as a sum of displaced harmonic oscillators. For every matter state |ψ〉, the
ground state |Φ〉 of Ĥeff

ph[ψ] is therefore a tensor product |B〉 ≡ ⊗q‖,j |βq‖,1,j〉 of coherent
states of the b̂q‖,1,j operators, i.e. b̂q′‖,1,` |B〉 = βq′‖,1,`

|B〉.
We now introduce the following energy functional, obtained by taking the expectation

value of Ĥeff
ph[ψ] over |B〉: E[{βq‖,1,j}, ψ] ≡ 〈Ψ|ĤA|Ψ〉 = 〈B|Ĥeff

ph[ψ]|B〉:

E[{βq‖,1,j}, ψ] = 〈ψ|H2D|ψ〉+
∑

q‖,j

[
~Ωq‖,j

(
β∗q‖,1,jβq‖,1,j +

1

2

)

+ J (q‖, 1)(β∗q‖,1,j + β−q‖,1,j)
∑

`

g`(q‖)(Xj`(q‖)− Yj`(q‖))
]
. (E.45)

We now observe that the order parameter αq‖,1,2`+1 introduced in the main text is linearly-
dependent on βq‖,1,j , i.e.

[
{αq‖,1,2`+1}
{α∗−q‖,1,2`+1}

]
=

[
X>(q‖) −Y >(q‖)

−Y >(q‖) X>(q‖)

][ {βq‖,1,j}
{β∗−q‖,1,j}

]
. (E.46)

By using the linear relation above, we can express the energy functional E[{βq‖,1,j}, ψ] in
terms of {αq‖,1,j}. Carrying out such procedure and neglecting the vacuum energy, we finally
obtain Eq. (9.82) of the main text.

E.4 Calculation of the determinant in Eq. (E.34)

In this Appendix we calculate the determinant in the left-hand side of Eq. (E.34). To this
end, it is useful to write the matrix Kq‖ − ~Ωq‖,jI2Nmax defined in Eq. (E.32) in the following
block form:

Kq‖ − ~Ωq‖,jI2Nmax =

[
Q(q‖) + V (q‖)− ~Ωq‖,jINmax −V (q‖)

V (q‖) −Q(q‖)− V (q‖)− ~Ωq‖,jINmax

]
,

(E.47)
where

Qk,`(q‖) = ~ωq‖,2`+1δk,` (E.48)

and
Vk,`(q‖) =

N

m
gk(q‖)g`(q‖) . (E.49)

Carrying out simple algebraic manipulations, we find

Kq‖ − ~Ωq‖,jI2Nmax = [I2Nmax +W(q‖)]

[
Q(q‖)− ~Ωq‖,jINmax 0

0 −Q(q‖)− ~Ωq‖,jINmax

]
,

(E.50)
where

W(q‖) =

[W−(q‖) W+(q‖)

W−(q‖) W+(q‖)

]
(E.51)

and
W±(q‖) = V (q‖)

(
± ~Ωq‖,jINmax +Q(q‖)

)−1
. (E.52)
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Using the expressions above, we can write the determinant at hand as

Det[Kq‖ − ~Ωq‖,jI2Nmax ] =
∏

`

[(~Ωq‖,j)
2 − (~ωq‖,2`+1)2]Det[I2Nmax +W(q‖)] . (E.53)

We now focus on Det[I2Nmax +W(q‖)] and use the following well-known algebraic property,

Det[I2Nmax +W(q‖)] = exp{Tr[ln(I2Nmax +W(q‖)]} . (E.54)

The trace in the right-hand side of the previous equation can be written as

Tr[ln(I2Nmax +W(q‖)] =
∞∑

j=1

(−1)j−1

j
Tr[Wj(q‖)] . (E.55)

For block matrices, the following property holds true:

Tr

{[
A B
A B

] [
C D
C D

]}
= Tr{(A+B)(C +D)} . (E.56)

We therefore have
Tr[Wj(q‖)] = Tr{[W+(q‖) +W−(q‖)]

j} . (E.57)

Furthermore, it is possible to show that

rank[W+(q‖) +W−(q‖)] = 1 . (E.58)

The previous property of the matrix W+(q‖) +W−(q‖) can be proved by direct inspection,
showing that all the columns ofW+(q‖)+W−(q‖) can be obtained, for example, by multiplying
the first column for a suitable constant.

We therefore conclude that W+(q‖) +W−(q‖) has only one non-zero eigenvalue. As a
consequence, we find that

Tr[Wj(q‖)] = Tr{W+(q‖) +W−(q‖)]
j} = Tr[(W+(q‖) +W−(q‖)]

j = Tr[W(q‖)]
j . (E.59)

Replacing this result in Eq. (E.55), we therefore find that

Tr{ln[I2Nmax +W(q‖)]} =
∞∑

j=1

(−1)j−1

j
Tr[W(q‖)]

j = ln(1 + Tr[W(q‖)]) , (E.60)

where

Tr[W(q‖)] = Tr[W+(q‖) +W+(q‖)] =

Nmax−1∑

`=0

2ωq‖,2`+1Ng
2
` (q‖)

m~(ω2
q‖,2`+1 − Ω2)

=

Nmax−1∑

`=0

4DN

m~(ω2
q‖,2`+1 − Ω2

q‖,j
)
. (E.61)

Replacing Eq. (E.61) in Eq. (E.54), we find

Det[I2Nmax +Wq‖ ] = 1 +

Nmax−1∑

`=0

4DN

m~(ω2
q‖,2`+1 − Ω2

q‖,j
)

= 1 +
n2D

m

2πe2

c2

tan
(
Lz
√
εrΩ2/c2 − q2

‖/2
)

√
εrΩq‖,j

2/c2 − q2
‖

. (E.62)
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In the last equality we have used that
∑

`[(2`+ 1)2−x2]−1 = π tan(πx/2)/(4x) and the limit
Nmax →∞ has been taken. In summary, the final desired result is:

Det[Kq‖ − ~Ωq‖,jI2Nmax ] =
∏

`

[(~Ωq‖,j)
2 − (~ωq‖,2`+1)2]×

×


1 +

n2D

m

2πe2

c2

tan
(
Lz
√
εrΩq‖,j

2/c2 − q2
‖/2
)

√
εrΩq‖,j

2/c2 − q2
‖


 . (E.63)

E.5 Calculation of the determinant in Eq. (9.94)

In this Appendix we calculate the determinant of the matrixMq‖ defined in Eq. (9.93). To
this end, it is useful to writeMq‖ in the following block form:

Mq‖ =

[
M(x)

q‖ 0

0 M(y)
q‖

]
, (E.64)

where
M(x)

q‖ = Q(q‖) + U(q‖) , (E.65)

M(y)
q‖ = Q(q‖) , (E.66)

Q(q‖) has been defined in Eq. (E.48), and

Uk,`(q‖) =
2SχJ

T(q‖, 0)

m
gk(q‖)g`(q‖) . (E.67)

By exploiting the block decomposition, the determinant ofMq‖ can be expressed as

∆q‖ = Det(Mq‖) = Det(M(x)
q‖ )Det(M(y)

q‖ ) , (E.68)

where

Det(M(y)
q‖ ) =

Nmax−1∏

`=0

~ωq‖,2`+1 . (E.69)

Carrying out simple algebraic manipulations, we find

M(x)
q‖ = [INmax + U(q‖)Q

−1(q‖)]Q(q‖) . (E.70)

The expression of Det[Mq‖ ] can be further simplified as

∆q‖ = Det[INmax + U(q‖)Q
−1(q‖)]

Nmax−1∏

`=0

[~ωq‖,2`+1]2 . (E.71)

It is easy to verify that each column of matrix U(q‖)Q
−1(q‖) can be obtained by multiplying

the first column for a suitable constant: this implies that rank[U(q‖)Q
−1(q‖)] = 1. Using this

property, and following the same procedure discussed in the Appendix E.4, we have

Det[INmax +Wq‖ ] = 1 + Tr[U(q‖)Q
−1(q‖)] = 1 +

2SχJ
T(q‖, 0)

m

Nmax−1∑

`=0

g2
` (q‖)

~ωq‖,2`+1

= 1 +
4SχJ

T(q‖, 0)D

m~

Nmax−1∑

`=0

1

ω2
q‖,2`+1

. (E.72)
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Taking the limit Nmax →∞, we find

Det[INmax +Wq‖ ] = 1 + χJ
T(q‖, 0)

2πe2

c2q‖
tanh

(q‖Lz
2

)
. (E.73)

In summary, the determinant of the matrixMq‖ is given by

∆q‖ =

[
1 + χJ

T(q‖, 0)
2πe2

c2q‖
tanh

(q‖Lz
2

)]∏

`

[~ωq‖,2`+1]2 , (E.74)

as in Eq. (9.94) of the main text.
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